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exeCutIve summary

i.

what is the aim of the
world inequality rePort 2018?

The World Inequality Report 2018 relies on a cutting-edge methodology to
measure income and wealth inequality in a systematic and transparent manner.
By developing this report, the World Inequality Lab seeks to fill a democratic
gap and to equip various actors of society with the necessary facts to engage in
informed public debates on inequality.
▶ the objective of the World Inequality Report

2018 is to contribute to a more in ormed global
democratic debate on economic inequality by
bringing the latest and most complete data to
the public discussion.

detailed and consistent income and wealth
inequality statistics. standard measures of
inequality often rely on household surveys,
which routinely underestimate the income
and wealth of individuals at the top of the
social ladder.

▶ economic inequality is widespread and

to some e tent inevitable It is our belie ,
ho ever, that i rising ine uality is not properly monitored and addressed, it can lead to
various sorts of political, economic, and social
catastrophes.
ur ob ective is not to bring everyone
into agreement regarding ine uality this ill
never happen, for the simple reason that no
single scientific truth e ists about the ideal
level of inequality, let alone the most socially
desirable mi o policies and institutions to
achieve this level. ultimately, it is up to public
deliberation, and political institutions and
their processes to ma e these di ficult decisions. but this deliberative process requires
more rigorous and transparent in ormation
on income and wealth.

▶

▶ to equip citizens to make such decisions,

we also seek to relate macroeconomic
phenomenon—such as nationalization and
privatization policies, capital accumulation,
and the evolution of public debt—to microeconomic trends in inequality focused on individuals earnings and government trans ers,
personal wealth, and debt.
econciling macro and microeconomic
ine uality data is not a straight or ard
e ercise given that many countries do not
publicly release, or may not even produce,

▶
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▶ to overcome current limitations, we rely

on a groundbrea ing methodology hich
combines in a systematic and transparent
manner all data sources at our disposal:
national income and wealth accounts
including, hen possible, o shore ealth
estimates household income and ealth
surveys fiscal data coming rom ta es on
income inheritance and ealth data hen
they e ist and ealth ran ings
▶ The series presented in this report rely

on the collective efforts of more than a
hundred researchers, covering all continents, who contribute to the WID.world
database. All the data are available online
on wir2018.wid.world and are fully reproducible, allowing anyone to perform their
own analysis and make up their own mind
about inequality.
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ii.

what are our new findings on global
inCome inequality?

We show that income inequality has increased in nearly all world regions in
recent decades, but at different speeds. The fact that inequality levels are so
different among countries, even when countries share similar levels of development, highlights the important roles that national policies and institutions play
in shaping inequality.
Income inequality varies greatly across
world regions. It is lowest in europe
and highest in the middle east.
▶ Ine uality ithin orld regions varies
greatly In
, the share o total national
income accounted for by just that nation’s
top 10% earners (top 10% income share)
was 37% in europe, 41% in China, 46% in
russia, 47% in us-Canada, and around
in sub- aharan A rica, Bra il, and
india. in the middle east, the world’s most
une ual region according to our estimates,
the top
capture
o national income
(Figure E1).

In recent decades, income inequality
has increased in nearly all countries,
but at different speeds, suggesting
that institutions and policies matter in
shaping inequality.
▶ since 1980, income inequality has
increased rapidly in north america, China,
India, and ussia Ine uality has gro n
moderately in europe (Figure e2a). from a
broad historical perspective, this increase in
ine uality mar s the end o a post ar egalitarian regime hich too di erent orms in
these regions

Figure e1
top 10% national income share across the world, 2016
70%

61%
Share of national income (%)

60%
50%

41%
40%
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55%

55%

SubSaharan
Africa

Brazil
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30%
20%
10%
0%
Europe

China

Russia
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Middle East

Source: WID.world (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.

In 2016, 37% of national income was received by the Top 10% in Europe against 61% in the Middle-East.
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Figure e2a
top 10% income shares across the world, 1980–2016: rising inequality almost everywhere,
but at different speeds
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Source: WID.world (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.

In 2016, 47% of national income was received by the top 10% in US-Canada, compared to 34% in 1980.

here are e ceptions to the general
pattern. in the middle east, sub-saharan
africa, and brazil, income inequality has
remained relatively stable, at e tremely
high levels Figure e2b
aving never gone
through the post ar egalitarian regime, these
regions set the orld ine uality rontier
▶

▶ the diversity of trends observed across

countries since 1980 shows that income
inequality dynamics are shaped by a variety
o national, institutional and political conte ts
▶ this is illustrated by the different trajec-

tories followed by the former communist
or highly regulated countries, hina, India,
and russia (Figure e2a and b). the rise in
inequality was particularly abrupt in russia,
moderate in hina, and relatively gradual in
India, reflecting di erent types o deregulation and opening-up policies pursued over the
past decades in these countries.
he divergence in ine uality levels has been
particularly e treme bet een estern urope

▶
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and the united states, which had similar levels
of inequality in 1980 but today are in radically
different situations. While the top 1% income
share as close to
in both regions in
,
it rose only slightly to
in
in estern
europe while it shot up to 20% in the united
states. meanwhile, in the united states, the
bottom 50% income share decreased from more
than 20% in 1980 to 13% in 2016 (Figure e3).
▶ the income-inequality trajectory observed

in the nited tates is largely due to massive
educational ine ualities, combined ith a ta
system that gre less progressive despite
a surge in top labor compensation since
the 1980s, and in top capital incomes in
the 2000s. Continental europe meanwhile
sa a lesser decline in its ta progressivity,
hile age ine uality as also moderated
by educational and age-setting policies
that were relatively more favorable to lowand middle-income groups In both regions,
income inequality between men and women
has declined but remains particularly strong
at the top of the distribution.
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Figure e2b
top 10% income shares across the world, 1980–2016: Is world inequality moving towards the
high-inequality frontier?

Share of national income (%)
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Source: WID.world (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.

In 2016, 55% of national income was received by the Top 10% earners in India, against 31% in 1980.

How has inequality evolved in recent decades among global citizens? We provide the first estimates of how the growth in global income since 1980 has been
distributed across the totality of the world population. The global top 1% earners
has captured twice as much of that growth as the 50% poorest individuals. The
bottom 50% has nevertheless enjoyed important growth rates. The global middle class (which contains all of the poorest 90% income groups in the EU and the
United States) has been squeezed.
at the global level, inequality has risen
sharply since 1980, despite strong
growth in China.
▶ he poorest hal o the global population has seen its income gro significantly
than s to high gro th in Asia particularly
in China and india). however, because
o high and rising ine uality ithin countries, the top
richest individuals in
the orld captured t ice as much gro th
as the bottom 50% individuals since
1980 ( Figure e4 Income gro th has
been sluggish or even ero or individuals
ith incomes bet een the global bottom
and top
groups his includes all

north american and european lower- and
middle-income groups
he rise o global ine uality has not been
steady hile the global top
income share
increased from 16% in 1980 to 22% in 2000,
it declined slightly therea ter to
he
income share o the global bottom
has
oscillated around 9% since 1980 (Figure e5).
the trend break after 2000 is due to a reduction in bet een-country average income
inequality, as within-country inequality has
continued to increase.

▶
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Figure e3
top 1% vs. bottom 50% national income shares in the us and Western europe, 1980–2016:
diverging income inequality trajectories
US
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Source: WID.world (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.

In 2016, 12% of national income was received by the top 1% in Western Europe, compared to 20% in the United States. In 1980, 10% of national
income was received by the top 1% in Western Europe, compared to 11% in the United States.

Western Europe
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Source: WID.world (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.

In 2016, 22% of national income was received by the Bottom 50% in Western Europe.
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Figure E4
The elephant curve of global inequality and growth, 1980–2016
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Source: WID.world (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for more details.

On the horizontal axis, the world population is divided into a hundred groups of equal population size and sorted in ascending order from left to
right, according to each group's income level. The Top 1% group is divided into ten groups, the richest of these groups is also divided into ten
groups, and the very top group is again divided into ten groups of equal population size. The vertical axis shows the total income growth of an
average individual in each group between 1980 and 2016. For percentile group p99p99.1 (the poorest 10% among the world's richest 1%), growth
was 74% between 1980 and 2016. The Top 1% captured 27% of total growth over this period. Income estimates account for differences in the cost
o living between countries Values are net o inflation

Figure E5
The rise of the global top 1% versus the stagnation of the global bottom 50%, 1980–2016
25%

Share of global income (%)
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Source: WID.world (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.

In 2016, 20% of global income was received by the Top 1% against 10% for the Bottom 50%. In 1980, 16% of global income was received by the
Top 1% against 8% for the Bottom 50%.
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iii.

why does the eVolution of PriVate
and PubliC CaPital ownershiP matter
for inequality?

Economic inequality is largely driven by the unequal ownership of capital, which
can be either privately or public owned. We show that since 1980, very large
transfers of public to private wealth occurred in nearly all countries, whether
rich or emerging. While national wealth has substantially increased, public
wealth is now negative or close to zero in rich countries. Arguably this limits the
ability of governments to tackle inequality; certainly, it has important implications for wealth inequality among individuals.
over the past decades, countries have
become richer but governments have
become poor.

▶ the ratio of net private wealth to net

national income gives insight into the total
value of wealth commanded by individuals in

Figure e6
the rise of private capital and the fall of public capital in rich countries, 1970–2016

Value of net public and private wealth (% of national income)
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400%
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300%
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100%
0%
-100%
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1980
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1990

1995

2000
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2010

2015

Source: WID.world (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.

In 2015, the value of net public wealth (or public capital) in the US was negative (-17% of net national income) while the value of net private wealth
or private capital as
o national income In
, net public ealth amounted to
o national income hile the figure as
or net
private wealth. Net private wealth is equal to new private assets minus net private debt. Net public wealth is equal to public assets minus public debt.
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a country, as compared to the public wealth
held by governments he sum o private and
public wealth is equal to national wealth. the
balance between private and public wealth is
a crucial determinant of the level of inequality.

▶ Conversely, net public wealth (that is, public

here has been a general rise in net private
wealth in recent decades, from 200–350%
of national income in most rich countries in
to
today his as largely
una ected by the
financial crisis, or by
the asset price bubbles seen in some countries such as Japan and spain (Figure E6). in
China and russia there have been unusually
large increases in private ealth ollo ing
their transitions from communist- to capitalist-oriented economies, they saw it
quadruple and triple, respectively. private

assets minus public debts) has declined in nearly
all countries since the 1980s. in China and
russia, public wealth declined from 60–70%
of national wealth to 20–30%. net public
ealth has even become negative in recent
years in the united states and the uk, and is
only slightly positive in Japan, Germany, and
france (Figure e7 his arguably limits government ability to regulate the economy, redistribute income, and mitigate rising ine uality
he only e ceptions to the general decline in
public property are oil-rich countries ith large
sovereign ealth unds, such as Nor ay

▶

wealth–income ratios in these countries are
approaching levels observed in rance, the
uk, and the united states.

Value of net public wealth (% of national wealth)

Figure e7
the decline of public capital, 1970–2016
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Source: WID.world (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.

In 2015, the share of public wealth in national wealth in France was 3%, compared to 17% in 1980.
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iV.

what are our new findings on
global wealth inequality?

The combination of large privatizations and increasing income inequality within
countries has fueled the rise of wealth inequality among individuals. In Russia
and the United States, the rise in wealth inequality has been extreme, whereas in
Europe it has been more moderate. Wealth inequality has not yet returned to its
extremely high early-twentieth-century level in rich countries.
Wealth inequality among individuals
has increased at different speeds
across countries since 1980.
▶ Increasing income ine uality and the large
trans ers o public to private ealth occurring
over the past orty years have yielded rising
ealth ine uality among individuals ealth
inequality has not, however, yet reached its
early-twentieth-century levels in europe or
in the united states.
▶ the rise in wealth inequality has nonethe-

less been very large in the nited tates,
where the top 1% wealth share rose from
22% in 1980 to 39% in 2014. most of that
increase in inequality was due to the rise of

the top 0.1% wealth owners. the increase in
top-wealth shares in france and the uk was
more moderate over the past forty years,
in part due to the dampening e ect o the
rising housing ealth o the middle class, and
a lower level of income inequality than the
united states’ (Figure e8).
▶ Large rises in top- ealth shares have
also been e perienced in hina and
ussia ollo ing their transitions rom
communism to more capitalist economies.
the top 1% wealth share doubled in both
China and russia between 1995 and 2015,
from 15% to 30% and from 22% to 43%,
respectively.

Figure e8
80%
top 1% wealth shares across the world, 1913–2015: the fall and rise of personal wealth inequality

Share of personal wealth (%)
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Source: WID.world (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.

In 2015, the Top 1% wealth share was 43% in Russia against 22% in 1995.
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V.

what is the future of global
inequality and how should it
be taCkled?

We project income and wealth inequality up to 2050 under different scenarios.
In a future in which “business as usual” continues, global inequality will further
increase. Alternatively, if in the coming decades all countries follow the moderate inequality trajectory of Europe over the past decades, global income
inequality can be reduced—in which case there can also be substantial progress
in eradicating global poverty.
the global wealth middle class will be
squeezed under “business as usual.”
▶ ising ealth ine uality ithin countries
has helped to spur increases in global ealth
inequality. if we assume the world trend to
be captured by the combined e perience o
China, europe and the united states, the
wealth share of the world’s top 1% wealthiest people increased from 28% to 33%,
while the share commanded by the bottom

75% oscillated around 10% between 1980
and 2016.
▶ the continuation of past wealth-inequality

trends will see the wealth share of the top
global ealth o ners in a orld represented by China, the eu, and the united
tates catch up ith the share o the global
wealth middle class by 2050 (Figure e9).

Figure e9
the squeezed global wealth middle class, 1980–2050
40%

Share of global wealth (%)

Top 1%
30%
Middle 40%
“Global middle class”
20%
Top 0.1%

10%
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“business as usual”

Top 0.01%
0%
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1990

2000

2010

2020

2030

2040

2050

Source: WID.world (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.

In 2016, in a world represented by China, Europe and the US, the global wealth share of the Top 1% was 33%. Under "Business as usual", the Top
1% global wealth share would reach 39% by 2050, while the Top 0.1% wealth owners would own nearly as much wealth (26%) as the middle class
he evolution o global ealth groups rom
to
is represented by hina, urope and the
Values are net o inflation
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Figure e10
rising global income inequality is not inevitable in the future
30%
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Source: WID.world (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.

If all countries follow the inequality trajectory of the US between 1980 and 2016 from 2017 to 2050, the income share of the global Top 1% will
reach 28% by 2050. Income share estimates are calculated using Purchasing Power Parity (PPP) euros. PPP accounts for differences in the cost of
living bet een countries Values are net o inflation

Global income inequality will also
increase under a “business as usual”
scenario, even with optimistic growth
assumptions in emerging countries.
this is not inevitable, however.
▶ Global income inequality will also increase
i countries prolong the income ine uality
path they have been on since 1980—even
ith relatively high income gro th predictions in africa, latin america, and asia in
the coming three decades Global income
inequality will increase even more if all
countries ollo the high-ine uality tra ectory followed by the united states between
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and
o ever, global ine uality
will decrease moderately if all countries
follow the inequality trajectory followed by
the eu between 1980 and today (Figure e10).
▶ Within-country inequality dynamics

have a tremendous impact on the eradication o global poverty Depending on hich
inequality trajectory is followed by countries,
the incomes of the bottom half of the world
population may vary by factor of two by 2050
(Figure e11 , ranging rom
to
per year, per adult.

ExEcuTIvE SummAry

Figure E11
Inequality has substantial impacts on global poverty
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Source: WID.world (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.

If all countries follow the inequality trajectory of Europe between 1980 and 2016, the average income of the Bottom 50% of the world population will be
€9 100 by 2050. Income estimates are calculated using Purchasing Power Parity (PPP) euros. For comparison, €1 = $1.3 = ¥4.4 at PPP. PPP
accounts or di erences in the cost o living between countries Values are net o inflation

Tackling global income and wealth inequality requires important shifts in
national and global tax policies. Educational policies, corporate governance,
and wage-setting policies need to be reassessed in many countries. Data transparency is also key.

Tax progressivity is a proven tool
to combat rising income and wealth
inequality at the top.
▶ Research has demonstrated that tax
progressivity is an effective tool to combat
inequality. Progressive tax rates do not only
reduce post-tax inequality, they also diminish
pre-tax inequality by giving top earners less
incentive to capture higher shares of growth
via aggressive bargaining for pay rises and
wealth accumulation. Tax progressivity was
sharply reduced in rich and some emerging
countries from the 1970s to the mid-2000s.
ince the global financial crisis o
, the
downward trend has leveled off and even
reversed in certain countries, but future

evolutions remain uncertain and will depend
on democratic deliberations. It is also worth
noting that inheritance taxes are nonexistent
or near zero in high-inequality emerging
countries, leaving space for important tax
reforms in these countries.
A global financial register recording
the ownership of financial assets
would deal severe blows to tax
evasion, money laundering, and rising
inequality.
▶ Although the tax system is a crucial tool
for tackling inequality, it also faces potential obstacles. Tax evasion ranks high among
these, as recently illustrated by the Paradise
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apers revelations he ealth held in ta
havens has increased considerably since the
1970s and currently represents more than
o global GD
he rise o ta havens
ma es it di ficult to properly measure and
ta ealth and capital income in a globali ed
orld hile land and real-estate registries
have e isted or centuries, they miss a large
fraction of the wealth held by households
today, as ealth increasingly ta es the orm o
financial securities everal technical options
e ist or creating a global financial register,
hich could be used by national ta authorities to effectively combat fraud.
more equal access to education and
well-paying jobs is key to addressing
the stagnating or sluggish income
growth rates of the poorest half of the
population.
▶ recent research shows that there can
be an enormous gap bet een the public
discourse about equal opportunity and
the reality of unequal access to education.
in the united states, for instance, out of a
hundred children hose parents are among
the bottom 10% of income earners, only
t enty to thirty go to college o ever,
that figure reaches ninety hen parents are
within the top 10% earners. on the positive
side, research sho s that elite colleges ho
improve openness to students from poor
bac grounds need not compromise their
outcomes to do so In both rich and emerging
countries, it might be necessary to set transparent and verifiable ob ectives
hile also
changing financing and admission systems
to enable equal access to education.
▶ democratic access to education can

achieve much, but without mechanisms
to ensure that people at the bottom of the
distribution have access to ell-paying obs,
education ill not prove su ficient to tac le
inequality. better representation of workers
in corporate governance bodies, and healthy
minimum- age rates, are important tools to
achieve this.
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Governments need to invest in the
future to address current income and
wealth inequality levels, and to prevent
further increases in them.
▶ public investments are needed in education, health, and environmental protection
both to tac le e isting ine uality and to
prevent further increases. this is particularly di ficult, ho ever, given that governments in rich countries have become poor
and largely indebted educing public debt is
by no means an easy task, but several options
to accomplish it e ist including ealth ta ation, debt relie , and inflation and have been
used throughout history hen governments
ere highly indebted, to empo er younger
generations

introduCtion
the objective of the World Inequality
Report 2018 is to contribute to a more
informed public discussion on inequality
by bringing the latest and most complete data to all sides in this global,
democratic debate.

economic inequality is widespread and to
some e tent inevitable It is our belie ,
ho ever, that here rising ine uality is not
properly addressed, it leads to all manner of
political and social catastrophes Avoiding
these begins ith care ul monitoring
In all societies, human beings care deeply
about ine uality hanges in ine uality levels
have concrete consequences for people’s
living conditions, and they challenge our most
basic and cherished notions of justice and fairness Are di erent social groups getting all
they deserve Is the economic system treating
di erent categories o labor-income earners
and property owners in a balanced and equitable manner, both locally and globally
Across the orld, people hold strong and
often contradictory views on what constitutes acceptable and unacceptable inequality.
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and believe it is possible to agree about a
number of inequality facts. the immediate
ob ective o this report is to bring together
new data series from the World Wealth and
income database (Wid.world) to document
a number o ne ly discovered trends in global
inequality.
Wid.world is a cumulative and collaborative
research process that originated in the early
2000s, and now includes over one hundred
researchers covering more than seventy
countries on all continents. Wid.world
provides open access to the most e tensive
available database on the historical evolution
of the world distribution of income and
wealth, both within and between countries.

Again, to some e tent, this ill al ays be so
ur ob ective is not to bring everyone into
agreement about ine uality: this ill never
happen, or the simple reason that no single,
scientific truth e ists regarding the ideal level
of inequality, let alone the ideal social policies
and institutions to achieve and maintain it.
ultimately, it is up to public deliberation and
political institutions and processes to make
these di ficult decisions

In the conte t o the present report, e are
able to present novel findings along three
major lines. first, thanks to newly available
data sources, e provide better coverage o
emerging countries and o the orld as a
whole. until recently, studies of inequality
have tended to focus on the developed countries of europe, north america, and Japan,
largely due to better data access Beginning
with the World Inequality Report 2018 we are
able to present indings on ine uality
dynamics in emerging and developing countries, including hina, India, Bra il, outh
africa, russia, and the middle east. We show
that inequality has increased in most world
regions in recent decades, but at di erent
speeds, suggesting that di erent policies and
institutions can make a substantial difference.
uch geographic coverage no allo s us to
trac income gro th rates o global income
groups and analy e ine uality among orld
citizens.

till, ithout aspiring to ma e everyone agree
on the ideal level of inequality, we can hope

second, we cover the entire distribution of
incomes, from the bottom to the top, in a
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consistent manner. until recently, most available long-run series on ine uality ocused on
top-income shares. in this report, we present
ne findings on ho the shares going to the
lo est groups o populations have evolved
We show that bottom-income shares have
declined significantly in many countries In
particular, we document a dramatic collapse
of the bottom 50% income share in the united
states since 1980 but not in other advanced
economies, again suggesting that policies play
a key role.
third, our new series allow us to analyze the
distribution of wealth and the structure of
property in terms of how these have evolved.
most available series on inequality have
focused on income rather than wealth. We
are able in the World Inequality Report 2018
to present ne findings on the changing
structure of public versus private wealth and
the concentration of personal wealth. We
show that net public wealth (assets minus
debt is close to ero or even negative in many
developed countries, which stands in contrast
to the situation observed in some emerging
countries (most notably China).
these are important analytical advances, yet
we are very much aware that we still face
heavy limitations in our ability to measure the
evolution of income and wealth inequality.
our objective in Wid.world and in the World
Inequality Report is not to claim that we have
perfect data series, but rather to make
e plicit hat e no and hat e do not
know. We attempt to combine and reconcile
in a systematic manner the different data
sources at our disposal: national income and
ealth accounts household income and
ealth surveys fiscal data coming rom ta es
on income, inheritance, and wealth (when
they e ist and ealth ran ings

none of these data sources and their associated methodologies is su ficient in itsel In
particular, we stress that our ability to
measure the distribution of wealth is limited,
and that the different data sources at our
disposal are not always fully consistent with
one another But e believe that by combining
these data sources in ways that are reasonable and e plicitly described
e can
contribute to a better informed public debate.
he methods and assumptions underlying our
series are transparently presented in research
papers available online. We make all raw data
sources and computer codes easily accessible
so that our work can be reproduced and
e tended by others
art o our aim is to put pressure on governments and international organi ations to
release more raw data on income and wealth.
In our vie , the lac o transparency regarding
inequality of income and wealth seriously
undermines the possibilities for peaceful
democratic discussion in today s globali ed
economy. in particular, it is critical that
governments provide public access to reliable
and detailed ta statistics, hich in turn
requires that they operate properly functioning reporting systems or income, inheritance, and ealth hort o this, it is very di ficult to have an informed debate about the
evolution of inequality and what should be
done about it.
ur most important reason or providing all
the necessary details about data sources and
concepts is to enable interested citizens to
make up their own minds about these important and di ficult issues conomic issues do
not belong to economists, statisticians,
government o ficials, or business leaders hey
belong to everyone, and it is our chie ob ective
to contribute to the power of the many.
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1
the wid.world ProjeCt and the
measurement of eConomiC inequality
his report is based on economic data available on ID orld, the most e tensive database on the
historical evolution of the world distribution of income and wealth, both within and between
countries.

WID.world is a cumulative and collaborative research process that originated
in the early 2000s, and now includes over one hundred researchers covering
more than seventy countries on all continents.
Official inequality measures mostly rely on self-reported survey data, which
frequently underestimate top income levels and usually are inconsistent with
macroeconomic growth figures.
Consequently, people often have a difficult time relating the GDP growth
figures they hear about in the media to the individual income and wealth
trajectories they see around them. This can lead to a lack of trust in economic
statistics and get in the way of healthy public debates on inequality.
WID.world attempts to correct for this problem by combining available
sources (national accounts, fiscal and wealth data, surveys), spanning time
periods as long as two hundred years for some countries, in a consistent and
systematic manner.
Our goal is to present inequality statistics that are consistent with
macroeconomic statistics such as GDP and that can be easily understood and
used by the public, to help ground the democratic debate in facts.
We use modern digital tools to make these data available freely online on
WID.world. Our data series are fully transparent and reproducible; our
computer codes, assumptions, and detailed research papers are available
online so that all interested persons can access and use them.
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How to measure income and wealth
inequality?
conomic ine uality is a comple phenomenon that can be measured in various ways
using di erent indicators and data sources
hoices among these indicators are not
neutral and may have substantial impacts on
findings his is not only a matter o academic
debate among statisticians Anyone hoping to
design appropriate policies should have a
clear understanding o current and past
ine uality dynamics e thus briefly discuss
below key concepts which are central to
understanding the rest o this report
Whatever the source of data and the metric
used to monitor economic inequality, its measurement starts rom the same basic input: a
distribution or any income or ealth group,
a distribution shows the number of individuals
in this group and their shares o the group s
total income or wealth. as such, a distribution
is a relatively comple set o in ormation,
hich is not straight or ard to summari e
inequality indices attempt to describe such
comple data sets in a synthetic ay
ficial ine uality reports and statisticians
often use synthetic measures of inequality
such as the Gini inde echnically spea ing,
the Gini corresponds to the average distance
between the income or wealth of all the pairs
of individuals. to make it comparable between
countries and over time, it is appropriately
normalized so that complete equality corresponds to 0, and complete inequality (one
person o ning everything corresponds to
he Gini inde is o ten presented as a convenient, synthetic tool that allows comparisons
of inequality across time and space.
o ever, this ind o inde is technical both
in its calculation and in the mathematical
no ledge re uired o the reader to interpret
it According to the orld Ban , or e ample,
the Gini inde or consumption ine uality in
Vietnam in 2014 was equal to 0.38. is this
large or small A Gini o
implies that the
distance separating Vietnam rom per ect

Part I

ine uality hich is on the inde is
Is
this an acceptable distance from perfect
ine uality It is not easy or citi ens, ournalists, and policymakers to make sense of such
a metric.
Additionally, the strength o the Gini inde
that it combines information on all individuals
in a society—is also its main weakness.
because it summarizes a distribution in a
single inde , a given value or the Gini coe ficient can result rom distributions that are
actually radically di erent or e ample, a
country may e perience both a Gini-reducing
decrease in poverty and a rise in the share of
income going to the top
, hich increases
the Gini. if these effects offset each other, the
overall Gini can remain constant, creating the
impression that the distribution of income is
not changing
hile in act the middle class
is being s uee ed out
Because o its underlying mathematical properties, the Gini inde also tends to do nplay
shi ts happening at the top end and at the
bottom of the distribution, precisely where
the most evolution has taken place over the
last decades. finally, the raw data used to
compute Gini inde es is o ten o relatively lo
quality, especially at the top of the distribution: top income and ealth levels are o ten
implausibly lo
he use o synthetic inde es
can sometimes be a way to sweep such data
issues under the rug
ather than use a single inde , e believe it
is preferable to use several metrics of
inequality and to be transparent about which
specific groups o the population are driving
the evolution of inequality. this is the choice
e ma e throughout this report Distributions can be broken down into concrete social
groups representing fi ed ractions o the
population or e ample, the bottom
o
the population, the ne t
, and so on, all
the way up to the top 10% and the top 1%.
or each group, it is then possible to measure
the average income in that group, and the
minimum income required to be part of it. for
instance, in the united states in 2016, an
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adult needs to earn more than $124 000 per
year
to brea into the top
group n average, the top
earners ma e
per year
By star
contrast, the bottom 50% earners make
per year
on average
Arguably, anyone in the nited tates can
relate to such measures and compare these
values to their own income.
another powerful way to measure inequality
is to focus on the share of national income
captured by each group In the nited tates,
or e ample, the top
captures
o
national income in
hat is, the average
income in the top
is
times larger than
the average income in the economy as a
hole this group earns
times more than
it would in a perfectly equal society. the
bottom 90%, by contrast, captures 53% of
national income, so individuals in the bottom
on average earn
o the average
income per adult (that is, 0.53 divided by
here is no moral udgment associated
ith this statement: the shares o the various
groups may or may not be ustified
hat
matters here is that this metric is both accurate and meaning ul
the analysis should not stop with the top
10%, but also describe the shares and income
levels o other income groups, such as the
bottom 50% or the 40% who fall between the
bottom 50% and the top 10% and who are
o ten re erred to as the middle class
ne
may also ant to refine the ocus on the top
o the distribution, loo ing at the top
, or
instance, as recent research has shown that
ine uality ithin the top
is large and
gro ing It may then also be relevant to
further decompose the top 1% into even
smaller groups such as tenths o percentiles
his process can be continued, dividing the
top 0.1% into tenths of tenth percentiles, and
the top 0.01% into a tenths of tenths of tenth
percentiles. overall, this approach allows for
a more detailed but still straight or ard
description of the level and evolution of
inequality relative to what can be achieved by
using synthetic inde es
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Where to look for global inequality
data
understandable inequality indices are necessary but not su ficient to enable sound
debates on inequality. ultimately what matter
are reliable and trusted economic data
sources roducing reliable ine uality statistics ta es time, ho ever, and providing such
estimates or several countries and over long
periods is not possible without the participation of many researchers—researchers with
country-specific no ledge, access to data
sources, and ade uate understanding o the
political, economic, and cultural specificities
o each country his may help e plain hy,
thus far, the production of inequality statistics
has been decentralized across different
research groups, o ten using di erent
concepts and estimation techniques.
everal orld ine uality databases e ist
today. these inequality databases include for
instance the World bank’s povcalnet, the
Lu embourg Income tudy LI , the ocioeconomic database for latin america and the
Caribbean (sedlaC) and the oeCd income
distribution database (idd). there are also
various sources that combine the aforementioned databases to increase their coverage,
the most important being the orld anel
income distribution (lm-Wpid) and the
standardized World income inequality database (sWiid). lastly, the united nations
compiles the World income inequality database (Wiid), which consists of a nearly
e haustive census o all primary databases
and individual research initiatives, with
detailed information about the concepts
used.
these databases have proved useful to
researchers, policymakers, journalists, and
the general public ocusing on the evolution
of inequality over the past decades. however,
these sources also rely almost e clusively on
a specific in ormation source namely, household surveys—which have important limitations hen it comes to measuring ine uality
household surveys consist mostly of face-to-
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face or virtual interviews with individuals who
are asked questions about their incomes,
wealth, and other socio-economic aspects of
their lives. surveys are particularly valuable
because they gather in ormation about not
only income or assets, but also social and
demographic dimensions hey thus allo or
a better understanding o the determinants
of income and wealth inequality, and help
place income and wealth inequality in broader
conte ts such as racial, spatial, educational,
or gender ine uality

largest changes have occurred over the past
decades.

the main problem with household surveys,
however, is that they usually rely entirely on
self-reported information about income and
wealth. as a consequence, they misrepresent
top income and wealth levels, and therefore
overall inequality. this can also contribute to
major inconsistencies between macroeconomic gro th as recorded by GD statistics
and household income gro th as recorded
by surveys for the bottom and middle parts
o the distribution , thereby leading to a lac
of trust in economic statistics. (box 1.1 , p. 32)

to illustrate the differences in inequality estimates between survey and fiscal data,
consider the ollo ing e amples According
to o ficial survey data, the top
o hinese
earners captured 6.5% of national income in
2015. however, new estimates produced as
part of the Wid.world project show that
correcting surveys ith ne ly released ta
data on high-income earners is enough to
increase the income share of the top 1% from
6.5% to close to 11.5% of national income.1 in
brazil, survey data indicate that the income
received by the richest 10% is just over 40%
of total income in 2015, but when surveys are
combined with fiscal data and national
accounts, e find that this group receives, in
fact, more than 55% of national income (see
Figure 1.1). as can be seen from these two
e amples, the e tent to hich surveys underestimate top shares can vary from one
country to another—and also from one
percentile to another—but it is always likely
to be substantial. Comparisons between
countries are likely to be unreliable if made
based on survey data ithout ad usting or
the top by including iscal and national
accounts data.

Fiscal data capture inequality dynamics
that survey data cannot
survey estimates of inequality rely on selfreported information collected from nationally representative groups o the population
he first problem ith any such survey is its
limited sample size. Given the small number
o e tremely rich individuals, the li elihood
that they will be included in surveys is typically very small. some surveys attempt to
address this issue by oversampling the rich
select more rich individuals to be surveyed—,
but this is typically insu ficient to obtain reliable information on the wealthy, because
non-response rates are high among the rich
urthermore, because very large sel reported incomes in surveys are sometimes
due to reporting errors, surveys o ten use
top codes (or corrections) to clean up
e treme values here ore, surveys generally severely underestimate the income and
wealth levels at the very top of the distribution, precisely where some of the

Part I

the best way to overcome this limitation is to
combine different types of data sources, and
in particular to use administrative ta data
together ith survey data Initially compiled
or ta collection purposes, ta data are also
valuable for researchers. as compared to
surveys, they give a more complete and reliable picture of the distribution of income and
ealth among the ealthy

oor coverage o the ealthy in household
surveys can also impede accurate comparisons across time or e ample, according to
brazilian survey data, inequality in the
country decreased between 2001 and
but income ta data sho that, in act,
ine uality remained stubbornly high over this
period. similar results can be found in China,
where the income share of the top 10%
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Figure 1.1
top 10% income share in brazil, 2001–2015: survey vs. national accounts (WId.world) series

Share of national income (%)

60%

55%
WID.world: Fiscal, survey
and national accounts data
50%

45%

40%

35%
2001

Survey data

2003

2005

2007

2009
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2015

Source: Morgan (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
In
, the op
received around
accounts show that their share is 55%.

o national income according to household surveys

increased by fi teen percentage points rom
to
, hile, according to o ficial
survey estimates, the increase was only by
nine percentage points In India, the absence
o top earners in survey data could e plain up
to
o the gap bet een the very lo
macroeconomic gro th o consumption seen
in survey data, and the much aster gro th
rate seen in national account data. 2
Administrative ta data are not ree rom
measurement issues at the top. they also
tend to underestimate top income and wealth
levels, due to ta evasion or this reason, our
inequality estimates should be viewed in most
cases as lower-bound estimates—but at least
these are more plausible lower bounds than
survey-based measures. in all countries,
including in countries ith potentially idespread evasion, e find that top income levels
reported in ta data are substantially larger
than in surveys he reason or this is simple:
noncompliant ta payers ace at least some
potential sanctions if they underreport their
incomes to ta authorities, hereas no such
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o ever, corrected estimates using fiscal, survey and national

sanctions e ist or underreporting income
in a survey urthermore, ta authorities
increasingly collect data rom third parties
(such as employers and banks), which
increases ta compliance
Another advantage o ta data over surveys
is coverage o longer time periods Administrative ta data are usually available on a
yearly basis starting ith the beginning o the
t entieth century or the income ta , and as
far back as the early nineteenth century for
the inheritance ta in some countries In
contrast, nationally representative surveys
are rarely carried out annually, and were not
generally carried out at all be ore the
s
s sing them, it ould be impossible to
study long-run evolutions a serious limitation given that some o the most important
trans ormations in ine uality span long
periods o time aving data covering many
decades helps disentangles long-term trends
reflecting ma or macroeconomic trans ormations from short-term variations due to
episodic shocks or measurement issues.
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the renewed focus on income
inequality and the World top Incomes
database
During the past fi teen years, there has been
rene ed interest in understanding the longrun evolution of income inequality. many
studies have constructed top income share
series or a large number o countries 3 these
studies have generated large volumes o data,
intended as a research resource for further
analysis as well as a source to inform the public
debate on ine uality trends o a large e tent,
this literature ollo ed the pioneering or
o imon Ku nets, e tending his income share
measurement to more countries and years.4
in January 2011, the World top incomes
database (Wtid) was created to provide
convenient and free access to these series.
thanks to the contribution of over a hundred
researchers, the
ID e panded to include
series on income inequality for more than
thirty countries, spanning most o the t entieth and early t enty-first centuries hese
series had a large impact on the global
inequality debate because they made it
possible to compare the income shares of top
groups or e ample, the top
over long
periods o time, revealing ne acts and re ocusing the discussion on the rise in ine uality
seen in recent decades.
Although the top income share series available in the Wtid all had a common methodological underpinning and goal using ta data
to document the long-run evolution o income
concentration—the units of observation, the
income concepts, and the statistical methods
used ere never made ully homogeneous
over time and across countries. attention was
restricted for the most part, moreover, to the
top decile rather than to the entire distribution, and these series were mostly about
income, not wealth. all this pointed to the
need or a methodological ree amination and
clarification
in december 2015, the Wtid was subsumed
into the Wid, the World Wealth and income

Part I

Database
ID orld
he change in
name re lects the e tended scope and
ambition of the project. the new database
aims at measuring not only income but also
ealth ine uality, and it aims at capturing the
dynamics of income and wealth across the
entire distribution and not only at the top.
WId.world’s key novelty: distributing
national accounts in a consistent way
the key novelty of the Wid.world project is
to produce Distributional National Accounts
DINA relying on a consistent and systematic
combination o fiscal, survey, ealth and
national accounts data sources. 5 the
complete DINA methodological guidelines
(alvaredo et al., 2016), as well as all computer
codes and detailed data series and research
papers, are available online on Wid.world.
here we summarize only some of the main
methodological points
As e plained above, administrative data on
income and wealth tend to be more reliable
sources of information than surveys. unfortunately, they provide information on only a
subset of the population—namely, the part
filing ta returns his issue is particularly
important in emerging countries In India, or
e ample, income ta payers represent only
slightly more than
o the adult population
thus, survey data are the only available sources
of information to measure inequality in the
bottom 94% of the distribution. We must
critically and cautiously rely on survey data
sources in combination ith fiscal and ealth
sources and national accounts to estimate the
distribution of national income or wealth.
Another limitation o ta data is that they are
sub ect to changes in fiscal concepts over time
and across countries ypically, depending on
whether income components (such as labor
income, dividends, and capital income) are
sub ect to ta , they may or may not appear in
the ta data rom hich distributional statistics can be computed. these differences can
make international and historical comparisons
di ficult
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To some extent, these harmonization issues
can be overcome by using national account
data—and in particular, the concepts of
national income and national wealth—as a
benchmark. Our choice of these concepts for
the analysis of inequality does not mean that
we consider them perfectly satisfactory.
Quite the contrary, our view is that national
accounts statistics are insu ficient and need
to be greatly improved.
In our view, however, the best way to improve
on the national accounts is to confront them
with other sources and to attempt to
distribute national income and wealth across
percentiles. The key advantage of national
accounts is that they follow internationally
standardi ed definitions or measuring the
economic activity of nations. As such, they
allow for a more consistent comparison over
time and across countries than fiscal data

IN

ALI Y

National accounts definitions, in particular,
do not depend upon local variations in tax
legislation or other parts of the legal system.
One of the most widely used aggregate of the
national accounts is gross domestic
product GD But GD statistics do not
provide any information about the extent to
which the di erent social groups benefit or
not rom growth 6 In addition, GD is not a
satisfactory measure of the total income of a
country, because a country with extensive
capital depreciation or large income flowing
abroad can have a large GD but much less
income to distribute to its residents.
he concept o national income NI is a better
benchmark indicator to compare countries
and to analyze the distribution of income and
growth National income is e ual to GD
minus capital depreciation plus net foreign

Box 1.1
What type of economic inequality do we measure in the World Inequality Report?
This report attempts to present an integrated and
consistent approach to gauging both income and
wealth inequality. As its title indicates, the key
ambition and novelty of the World Wealth and
Income Database (WID.world), upon which this
report is built, is indeed to put equal emphasis on
wealth and income, and to relate the two aspects
of economic inequality as closely as possible.
There are several reasons for this. First, in order
to properly analyze income inequality, it is critical
to decompose total income into two categories of
income flows: income from labor and income from
capital. The latter category has played an important
role in the rise of inequality in recent decades—and
an even bigger role if we look at the evolution of the
distribution of income in the very long run.
Next, one of our key goals is to relate macroeconomic issues—such as capital accumulation, the
aggregate structure of property, privatization or
nationalization policies, and the evolution of pub-
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lic debt—to the microeconomic study of inequality.
Far too often, the study of the “capital” side of the
economy (that is, focused on capital, investment,
debt, and so forth) is separated from the study
of the “household” side (that is, looking at wages,
transfers, poverty, inequality, and other issues).
We should make clear, however, that a lot of
progress needs to be made before we can present
a fully integrated approach. The present report
should be viewed as one step in this direction. For
example, in Part IV of the report, we are able to
fully analyze the joint evolution of inequality of
income and wealth for a number of countries (in
particular, the United States and France). Doing so
requires careful measurement not only of the inequality of pre-tax and post-tax income, but also of
the distribution of saving rates across the different
deciles of the distribution of pre-tax income.
This kind of analysis will gradually be extended to
more and more countries, as more data become
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income It reflects a nation s income more
closely than Gdp does. the Wid.world database combines macroeconomic data from
different sources in order to produce national
income series for about two hundred countries. these national income estimates are
consistent ith those o international organi ations, ith one important improvement:
our series address the issue that some income
is missing rom published national accounts
In the o ficial data, oreign income paid is
higher than oreign income received at the
global level because some o the income
received in ta havens is no here recorded
e allocate this global missing income
dra ing on methods first developed by
zucman (2013).7
otal fiscal income as measured by ta data
is always less than national income (as measured in the national accounts). part of the
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di erence is due to ta -e empt income flo s
such as imputed rent (the rental value of
o ner-occupied housing and undistributed
profits the profits o corporations not distributed to individuals but ultimately benefitting
owners of corporations). When data are available and su ficiently precise, e attribute the
raction o national income missing rom fiscal
data to the income groups ho benefit rom
these sources of income. this operation can
have significant implications or the distribution o income or e ample, once e add
undistributed profits to fiscal income, the
share of income earned by the top 1% in
China increases from 11.5% to 14% in 2015.
a number of recent research papers have
attempted to construct inequality statistics
accounting or ta -e empt income, both in
developed and emerging countries, including
the united states, China, france, brazil, and
russia.

available. The combination of series on the distribution of pre-tax and post-tax income, savings,
and wealth will also allow us to relate in a systematic manner the inequality of income, wealth, and
consumption (that is, income minus savings).
In our view, however, it would be a mistake to
overemphasize the consumption perspective,
as the literature on inequality and poverty has
sometimes done. Consumption is obviously a very
important indicator of wealth, particularly at the
bottom of the distribution. The problem is that
the household surveys routinely used to study
consumption inequality tend to underestimate the
consumption, income, and wealth levels reached
by the top of the distribution. Also, the notion of
consumption is not always well defined for top
income groups, which typically save very large
proportions of their income. They choose to do so
partly in order to consume more in later years, but
more generally in order to consume the prestige,
security, and economic power conferred by wealth

ownership. In order to develop a consistent and
global perspective on economic inequality—that
is, a perspective that views economic actors not
only as consumers and workers but also as owners and investors—it is critical, in our view, to put
equal emphasis on income and wealth.
Our various concepts of income and wealth—in
particular, pre-tax national income, post-tax
national income, and personal wealth—are defined
using international guidelines in national income
and wealth accounts (SNA 2008). The exact technical definitions are available online in the DINA
Guidelines (Distributional National Accounts).a

a see f. alvaredo, a. b. atkinson, l. Chancel, t. piketty, e. saez, and G.
Zucman, Distributional National Accounts DINA Guidelines: oncepts
and Methods sed in ID orld,
ID orld or ing aper no
/ ,
December
, http:// id orld/document/dinaguidelines-v /
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data limitations currently make such adjustments impossible, however, in a number of
countries, which implies that inequality estimates for these countries tend to be downwardly biased. in such cases, we simply use
our national income series to scale up fiscal
incomes proportionally so that they add up
to national income.8 this transformation does
not affect the distribution of income, but
allows us to compare the evolution of income
levels over time and across countries more
meaning ully or e ample, our data sho that
the average pre-ta national income per adult
within the top 1% is similar in india and China
in
versus
, respectively but much higher in Bra il
and in the nited tates

ealth ine uality re uires combining
different data sources, such as billionaire
ran ings and also income ta data and inheritance ta data as in the pioneering or o
a. b. atkinson and a. harrison (1978).9 the
globali ation o ealth management since the
s raises additional ne challenges, as a
gro ing amount o orld ealth is held in
offshore financial centers. Work led by
Gabriel Zucman sho s that accounting or
these o shore assets has large implications
for the measurement of wealth at the very
top end of the distribution (see Figure 1.2).10
More generally, it is becoming critical to
measure the inequality of income and wealth
rom a global perspective, and not simply at
the country level, as we discuss below.

taking wealth inequality into account

From national to regional and global
distributions of income and wealth

ne reason or the gro ing interest in ealth
ine uality is the recognition that the increase
in income inequality in recent years is partly
a result o rising capital incomes in addition
to changes in ages and earned income
these capital incomes include interest, dividends, retained earnings o corporations, and
rents. While most of the population earns
little capital income, this form of income
accounts or a significant proportion o
income at the top of the income distribution.
another reason for the renewed interest in
ealth is that aggregate ealth itsel is rising
faster than income—so the ratio of national
ealth to national income is rising ast in many
countries as as first sho n by i etty and
zucman, 2014). one consequence is that
inherited wealth—which declined for much of
the t entieth century is ta ing on rene ed
significance in a number o countries here
is also e tensive evidence in billionaire ran ings, or e ample that top global ealthholders have accumulated wealth at a much
aster rate than the average person and have
therefore benefited from a substantial
increase in their share o global ealth
Because most countries do not ta
ealth
directly, producing reliable estimates o
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one central objective of the Wid.world
pro ect is to produce global income and
ealth distributions his amounts to ran ing
individuals from the poorest to the richest at
the global level, ignoring national boundaries
We also provide estimates of income and
ealth ine uality or broad regions, such as
europe and the middle east.
ne might onder hether it ma es sense
to produce global ine uality estimates, given
that most policies including policies to
tackle inequality) are voted and implemented at the national level. in our view, it
is complementary to study inequality
dynamics at the national, regional, and global
levels irst, although there e ists no global
government, there are attempts to oster
global cooperation to tac le issues such ta
havens and environmental inequalities.
Ne t, gro ing economic interdependence
implies that one needs to loo at global
inequality dynamics to fully understand the
underlying economic orces shaping national
inequality. finally, political perceptions
about ine uality might be determined by
one s position not only ithin a given country
but also by comparison to others at the
regional and global level
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Figure 1.2
top 0.01% wealth share and its composition in emerging and rich countries, 2000–2009

Share of household wealth (%)

12%
Offshore wealth
All wealth excluding offshore
9%

6%

3%

0%
Spain

UK

Scandinavia

France

US

Russia

Source: Alstadsæter, Johannesen and Zucman (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
Between 2000-2009, the average wealth share of the Top 0.01% in Scandinavia was 4.8%. 0.7 percentage points of this wealth was held offshore.

since the 1980s the world has evolved
towards more economic, financial, and
cultural integration ven i globali ation
may be called into question today—as recent
elections in the uk and the united states
have proved—the world remains an interconnected environment where capital,
goods, services, and ideas are highly mobile
and their circulation is facilitated by innovations in in ormation technology o some
e tent, there is already a global community,
and in this global environment it is logical or
citizens to compare themselves to one
another.
individuals in one country may feel deeply
concerned, from an ethical perspective, by
the situations of those at the bottom of the
global distribution 11 they may also be
concerned about their own positions in the
global or regional distributions o income and
ealth he stagnating or sluggish income
gro th o lo er- and middle-income groups
in rich countries, considered in a conte t o
high gro th in emerging countries and at the
top o the global income pyramid, may have

contributed to anti-establishment votes over
recent years. national citizens may already
be thin ing across borders
Global inequality data are also necessary to
analyze the distributional consequences of
globali ation Is gro th at the global top
disproportionately high r is the share o
total gro th captured by the global top
small compared to the gro th that has
accrued to the bottom
he first step
to ard ans ering these undamental uestions is to collect and produce global
ine uality statistics that cover all groups o
the population, up to the very top.
as will be described in Chapter 2.1, we move
to ard this goal care ully, aggregating only
regions and countries or hich e have
consistent data series. We present results for
the global distribution o income, but data
limitations do not allow us yet to analyze the
global distribution o ealth
ur global
wealth estimates take into account only the
nited tates, urope, and hina roducing
truly global ealth distribution series ill be
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Figure 1.3
The WId.world
WID.world project in 2018
the

100+ ReseaRcheRs
located over
5 continents

100% open access,
transparent, reproducible

income
inequality
70 countries
available
————
Wealth
inequality
30 countries
available
————
national
income
180+ countries
available

a ma or goal o uture editions o the World
Inequality Report. eventually, we also seek to
deepen our understanding o the interplay
bet een global economic ine uality and
other orms o global ine uality, such as environmental injustice.12 such inequality metrics
can help environmental and economic policy
ma ing or e ample, hen it comes to allocating e orts to tac le climate change across
individuals, countries, and regions
WId.world and the World Inequality
Report: open access, transparency, and
replicability at its core
In January
, e released the first version
of the Wid.world website with the objective
o reaching a ide audience o researchers
and the general public ith a user- riendly
interface. thanks to the work of over a hundred researchers located on five continents,
the ID orld ebsite no gathers income
ine uality data or more than
countries,
wealth inequality and public and private
ealth data or more than
countries, and
national income and Gdp data for more than
180 countries. thus Wid.world provides
access to the most e tensive available data-
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Website
available to
3 billion useRs
in theiR oWn
language
chinese, english,
French and
spanish

WID.WORLD

base on the historical evolution of income and
wealth inequality, both between and within
countries. as part of our attempts to democratize access to inequality data, we have also
made ID orld available in our languages
hinese Mandarin , nglish, rench, and
spanish—and thus to three billion people in
their o n language see Figure 1.3).
open access, transparency, and reproducibility are the core values of the Wid.world
pro ect he ebsite as designed to allo
anyone, e pert or none pert, to access and
ma e sense o historical global ine uality
data. all Wid.world series, moreover, are
accompanied ith a methodological paper
providing e tensive descriptions o the
method and concepts used.
raw data and the computer codes used to
generate ine uality estimates are also
updated on the website. this level of transparency is another key innovation in the landscape of economic data providers. it allows
any interested researcher to refine our estimates, make different assumptions if they
wish, and help develop new ideas for how
inequality can be better measured and how

the Wid.World proJeCt and the measurement of eConomiC inequality

this data can be used or the benefit o society
ur ebsite comes along ith a set o tools
to analyze economic inequality.
the World Inequality Report 2018 is part of
this initiative to democratize access to
inequality statistics. all the series discussed
and presented in the report are also available
online and can be entirely reproduced. We

Part I

should note, however, that this report
contains analyses carried out specifically or
the report, and hence, the report may not
necessarily represent the views of all
Wid.world fellows. the World Inequality
Report is a product of the World inequality
lab, which relies on research completed as
part of the Wid.world project and novel
research on global ine uality dynamics
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trends in Global inCome inequalit y

2.1
global inCome inequality dynamiCs
he in ormation in this chapter dra s on he lephant urve o Global Ine uality and Gro th,
by facundo alvaredo, lucas Chancel, thomas piketty, emmanuel saez, and Gabriel zucman, 2017.
ID orld or ing aper eries No
/
, orthcoming in American Economic Review.

Data series on global inequality are scarce and caution is required in interpreting them. However, by combining consistent and comparable data, as we
have done in this World Inequality Report, we can provide striking insights.
Since 1980, income inequality has increased rapidly in North America and
Asia, grown moderately in Europe, and stabilized at an extremely high level in
the Middle East, sub-Saharan Africa, and Brazil.
The poorest half of the global population has seen its income grow
significantly thanks to high growth in Asia. But the top 0.1% has captured as
much growth as the bottom half of the world adult population since 1980.
Income growth has been sluggish or even nil for individuals between the
global bottom 50% and top 1%. This includes North American and European
lower- and middle-income groups.
The rise of global inequality has not been steady. While the global top 1%
income share increased from 16% in 1980 to 22% in 2000, it declined slightly
thereafter to 20%. The trend break after 2000 is due to a reduction in
between-country average income inequality, as within-country inequality has
continued to increase.
When measured using market exchange rates, the top 10% share reaches 60%
today, instead of 53% when using purchasing power parity (PPP) exchange rates.
Global income growth dynamics are driven by strong forces of convergence
between countries and divergence within countries. Standard economic
trade models fail to explain these dynamics properly—in particular, the rise of
inequality at the very top and within emerging countries. Global dynamics are
shaped by a variety of national institutional and political contexts, described
and discussed in the following chapters of this report.
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managing data limitations to construct
a global distribution of income
he dynamics o global ine uality have
attracted gro ing attention in recent years 1
however, we still know relatively little about
ho the distribution o global income and
ealth is evolving Available studies have
largely relied on household surveys, a use ul
source of information, but one that does not
accurately track the evolution of inequality at
the top o the distribution Ne methodological and empirical work carried out in the
conte t o
ID orld allo s a better understanding o global income dynamics
We stress at the outset that the production
o global ine uality dynamics is in its in ancy
and will still require much more work. it is
critical that national statistical and ta institutions release income and wealth inequality
data in many countries where data are not
available currently—in particular, in developing and emerging countries esearchers
also need to thoroughly harmoni e and
analyze these data to produce consistent,
comparable estimates. the World inequality
lab and the Wid.world research consortium
intend to continue contributing to these tas s
in the coming years
even if there are uncertainties involved, it is
already possible to produce meaning ul global
income inequality estimates. the Wid.world
database contains internationally comparable
income ine uality estimates covering the
entire population, from the lowest to the
highest income earners, or many countries:
the united states, China, india, russia, brazil,
the middle east, and the major european
countries (such as france, Germany, and the
nited Kingdom A great deal can already be
in erred by comparing ine uality trends in
these regions sing simple assumptions, e
have estimated the evolution of incomes in
the rest of the world so as to distribute 100%
o global income every year since
(Box 2.1.1 his e ercise should be seen as a
first step to ards the construction o a ully
consistent global distribution o income e

Part II

plan to present updated and e tended
versions of these estimates in the future
editions of the World Inequality Report and on
ID orld, as e gradually manage to access
more data sources, particularly in africa, latin
america, and asia.
he e ploration o global ine uality dynamics
presented here starts in 1980, for two main
reasons irst,
corresponds to a turning
point in inequality and redistributive policies
in many countries. the early 1980s mark the
start o a rising trend in ine uality and ma or
policy changes, both in the est ith the
elections o onald eagan and Margaret
hatcher, in particular and in emerging economies ith deregulation policies in hina and
india). second, 1980 is the date from which
data become available or a large enough
number of countries to allow a sound analysis
o global dynamics
e start by presenting our basic findings
regarding the evolution o income ine uality
ithin the main orld regions hree main
findings emerge
First, we observe rising inequality in most
of the world’s regions, but with very
different magnitudes. More specifically, e
display in Figure 2.1.1a the evolution of the
top 10% income share in europe (Western
and astern urope combined, e cluding
ukraine, belorussia, and russia), north
America defined as the nited tates and
Canada), China, india, and russia. the top
share has increased in all five o these
large orld regions since
he top
share was around 30–35% in europe, north
america, China, and india in 1980, and only
about 20–25% in russia. if we put these 1980
ine uality levels into broader and longer
perspective, e find that they ere in place
since appro imately the econd orld ar,
and that these are relatively low inequality
levels by historical standards (piketty, 2014).
in effect, despite their many differences, all
these orld regions ent through a relatively
egalitarian phase bet een
and
or simplicity, and or the time being, this rela-
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Figure 2.1.1a
top 10% income shares across the world, 1980–2016: rising inequality almost everywhere,
but at different speeds
60%
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Source: WID.world (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
In 2016, 47% of national income was received by the top 10% in US-Canada, compared to 34% in 1980.

tively lo ine uality regime can be described
as the post- ar egalitarian regime, ith
obvious important variations between socialdemocratic, new deal, socialist, and communist variants to which we will return.
top 10% income shares then increased in all
these regions bet een
and
, but
ith large variations in magnitude In urope,
the rise was moderate, with the top 10%
share increasing to about
by
however, in north america, China, india, and
even more so in ussia here the change in
policy regime as particularly dramatic , the
rise was much more pronounced. in all these
regions, the top
share rose to about
45–50% of total income in 2016. the fact that
the magnitude o rising ine uality di ers
substantially across regions suggests that
policies and institutions matter: rising
inequality cannot be viewed as a mechanical,
deterministic conse uence o globali ation
Next, there are exceptions to this general
pattern. That is, there are regions—in partic-
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ular, the Middle East, Brazil (and to some
extent Latin America as a whole), and South
Africa (and to some extent sub-Saharan
Africa as a whole)—where income inequality
has remained relatively stable at extremely
high levels in recent decades. unfortunately,
data availability is more limited for these three
regions, hich e plains hy the series start
in 1990, and why we are not able to properly
cover all countries in these regions see
Figure 2.1.1b).
In spite o their many di erences, the stri ing
commonality in these three regions is the
e treme and persistent level o ine uality
the top 10% receives about 55% of total
income in brazil and sub-saharan africa, and
in the middle east, the top 10% income share
is typically over 60% (see Figure 2.1.1c). in
effect, for various historical reasons, these
three regions never ent through the postar egalitarian regime and have al ays been
at the orld s high-ine uality rontier
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Figure 2.1.1b
top 10% income shares across the world, 1980–2016: Is world inequality moving toward
the high-inequality frontier?
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Source: WID.world (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
In 2016, 55% of national income was received by the Top 10% earners in India, against 31% in 1980.

Figure 2.1.1c
top 10% income shares across the world, 2016
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Source: WID.world (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
In 2016, 37% of national income was received by the Top 10% in Europe against 61% in the Middle-East.
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Figure 2.1.1d
top 1% income shares across the world, 1980–2016
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Source: WID.world (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
In 2016, 14% of national income was received by the Top 1% in China.

he third stri ing finding is that the variations
in top-income shares over time and across
countries are very large in magnitude, and
have a major impact on the income shares and
levels of the bottom 50% of the population.
It is orth eeping in mind the ollo ing
orders o magnitude: top
income shares
vary from 20–25% to 60–65% of total income
(see Figures 2.1.1a and 2.1.1b). if we focus
upon very top incomes, e find that top
income shares vary from about 5% to 30%
(see Figure 2.1.1d), just like the share of
income going to the bottom
o the population (see Figure 2.1.1e).
In other ords, the same aggregate income
level can give rise to idely di erent income
levels or the bottom and top groups
depending on the distribution o income
prevailing in the specific country and time
period under consideration. in brief, the
distribution matters quite a bit.
hat have been the gro th tra ectories o
di erent income groups in these regions since
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table 2.1.1 presents income gro th

rates in China, europe, india, russia, and
North America or ey groups o the distribution he ull population gre at very di erent
rates in the five regions eal per-adult,
national income gro th reached an impressive 831% in China and 223% in india. in
europe, russia, and north america, income
gro th as lo er than
,
, and
, respectively Behind these heterogeneous average gro th tra ectories, the
di erent regions all share a common, stri ing
characteristic.
In all these countries, income gro th is
systematically higher or upper income
groups In hina, the bottom
earners
gre at less than
hile the top
gre at more than
he gap bet een
the bottom 50% and the top 0.001% is even
more important in india (less than 110%
versus more than 3 000%). in russia, the top
o the distribution had e treme gro th rates
this reflects the shi t rom a regime in hich
top incomes were constrained by the commu-
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Figure 2.1.1e
bottom 50% income shares across the world, 1980–2016
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Source: WID.world (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
In 2016, 12% of national income was received by the Bottom 50% in Sub-Saharan Africa.

nist system towards a market economy with
e regulations constraining top incomes In
this global picture, in line ith Figure 2.1.1 ,
urope stands as the region ith the lo est

gro th gap bet een the bottom
and the
ull population, and ith the lo est gro th
gap bet een the bottom
and top
0.001%.

table 2.1.1
Global income growth and inequality, 1980–2016
total cumulative real growth per adult
Income group

China

europe

India

russia

us-Canada

World

Full Population

831%

40%

223%

34%

63%

60%

bottom 50%

417%

26%

107%

-26%

5%

94%

middle 40%

785%

34%

112%

5%

44%

43%

1 316%

58%

469%

190%

123%

70%

top 1%

1 920%

72%

857%

686%

206%

101%

top 0.1%

2 421%

76%

1 295%

2 562%

320%

133%

top 0.01%

3 112%

87%

2 078%

8 239%

452%

185%

top 0.001%

3 752%

120%

3 083%

25 269%

629%

235%

top 10%

ource:
rom
euros

ID

orld

ee

ir

id

orld or data series and notes

to
, the average income o the Bottom
in hina gre
Income estimates are calculated using
accounts or di erences in the cost o living bet een countries Values are net o in lation

urchasing o er arity
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he right-hand column o table
presents
income gro th rates o di erent groups at
the level o the entire orld hese gro th
rates are obtained once all the individuals of
the di erent regions are pooled together to
reconstruct global income groups Incomes
across countries are compared using
purchasing po er parity
so that a given
income can in principle buy the same bundle
o goods and services in all countries Average
global gro th is relatively lo
compared to emerging countries gro th
rates Interestingly enough, at the orld level,
gro th rates do not rise monotonically ith
income groups positions in the distribution
Instead, e observe high gro th at the
bottom
, lo gro th in the middle
, and high gro th at the top
(more than 100%)—and especially at the top
0.001% (close to 235%).
o better understand the significance o
these une ual rates o gro th, it is use ul to
ocus on the share o total gro th captured
by each group over the entire period
Table 2.1.2 presents the share o gro th per
adult captured by each group ocusing on
both metrics is important because the top 1%
global income group could have en oyed a
substantial gro th rate o more than

over the past our decades meaning ul at the
individual level), but still represent only a little
share o total gro th he top
captured
o total gro th in the
- anada, and
an astonishing
in ussia
At the global level, the top
captured
o total gro th that is, t ice as much as the
share o gro th captured by the bottom
he top
captured about as much gro th
as the bottom half of the world population.
here ore, the income gro th captured by
very top global earners since
as very
large, even i demographically they are a very
small group
building a global inequality distribution
brick by brick
a powerful way to visualize the evolution of
global income ine uality dynamics is to plot
the total gro th rate o each income groups
(see box 2.1.2). this provides a more precise
representation o gro th dynamics than
table 2.1.1 . to properly understand the role
played by each region in global ine uality
dynamics, we follow a step-by-step approach
to construct this global gro th curve by
adding one region a ter another and
discussing each step o the e ercise

table 2.1.2
share of global growth captured by income groups, 1980–2016
Income group

China

europe

India

russia

us-Canada

World

Full Population

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

bottom 50%

13%

14%

11%

-24%

2%

12%

middle 40%

43%

38%

23%

7%

32%

31%

top 10%

43%

48%

66%

117%

67%

57%

top 1%

15%

18%

28%

69%

35%

27%

top 0.1%

7%

7%

12%

41%

18%

13%

top 0.01%

4%

3%

5%

20%

9%

7%

top 0.001%

2%

1%

3%

10%

4%

4%

ource:

ID

rom
to
o er arity
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, the Middle
in urope captured
o total income gro th in the region Income estimates are calculated using
euros
accounts or di erences in the cost o living bet een countries Values are net o in lation
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Box 2.1.1
How did we construct global income inequality measures?
Global estimates in the World Inequality Report
are based on a combination of sources used at
the national level (including tax receipts, household surveys and national accounts as discussed
in Part I). Consistent estimates of national
income inequality are now available for the
USA, Western Europe (and in particular France,
Germany, the United Kingdom) as well as China,
India, Brazil, Russia and the Middle East. These
regions represent approximately two thirds of
the world adult population and three quarters of
global income.
In this chapter on global income inequality, we
have ultimately distributed the totality of global
income, to the totality of the world population. To achieve this, we had to distribute the
quarter of global income to the third of the
global population for which there is currently
no consistent income inequality data available.
One crucial information we have, however,
is total national income in each country. This
information is essential, as it already determines
a large part of global income inequality among
individuals.
How then to distribute national income to
individuals in countries without inequality data?
We tested different ways and found that these
had very moderate impacts on the distribution of
global income, given the limited share of income
and population concerned by these assumptions. In the end, we assumed that countries with
missing inequality information had similar levels
of inequality as other countries in their region.
Take an example, we know the average income
level in Malaysia, but not (yet) how national
income is distributed to all individuals in this
country. We then assumed that the distribution
of income in Malaysia was the same, and followed
the same trends, as in the region formed by China
and ndia
is is indeed an o er simpli cation
but to some extent this is an acceptable method
as alternative assumptions have a limited impact
on our general conclusions.

Sub-Saharan Africa is a particular case: we did
not have any country with consistent income
inequality data over the past decades (whereas
in Asia we have consistent estimates for China
and India, in Latin America, we have estimates
for Brazil, etc.). For Sub-Saharan Africa, we thus
relied on household surveys available from
the World Bank (these estimates cover 70% of
Sub-Saharan Africa’s population and yet a higher
proportion of the region’s income). These surveys
were matc ed wit scal data a ailable from
WID.world so as to provide a better representation of inequality at the top of the social pyramid
(see Part I).
Doing so then allowed us to produce a global
distribution of income. The methodology we
followeda is available on wir2018.wid.world, as
well as all the computer codes we used, so as to
allow anyone make alternative assumptions or
contribute to extend this work. In future editions
of the World Inequality Report, we will progressively expand the geographical coverage of our
data.

a See L. Chancel and A. Gethin, “Building a global income distribution
brick by brick”, WID.world Technical Note, 2017/5 as well as L. Chancel.
and L. Czajka. “Estimating the regional distribution of income in
Sub-Saharan Africa”. WID.world Technical Note, 2017/6.
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Figure 2.1.2
500
Total income growth by percentile in US-Canada and Western Europe, 1980–2016
Bottom 50%
captured 9%
of total growth

Real income growth per adult (%)

400%

Top 1%
captured 28%
of total growth
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Source: WID.world (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
On the horizontal axis, the world population is divided into a hundred groups of equal population size and sorted in ascending order from left to right, according to
each group's income level. The Top 1% group is divided into ten groups, the richest of these groups is also divided into ten groups, and the very top group is again
divided into ten groups of equal population size. The vertical axis shows the total income growth of an average individual in each group between 1980 and 2016. For
percentile group p99p99.1 (the poorest 10% among the world's richest 1%) growth was 104% between 1980 and 2016. The Top 1% captured 28% of total growth
over this period Income estimates account or di erences in the cost o living between countries Values are net o inflation

We start with the distribution of growth in a
region regrouping Europe and North America
(Figure 2.1.2). These two regions have a total
o
million individuals in
million
in urope and
million in North America
and represent most of the population of highincome countries. In Euro-America, cumulative per-adult income growth over the
period was
, which is relatively low
as compared to the global average
hile the bottom
income group saw
their income decrease over the period, all
individuals between percentile
and
percentile 80 had a growth rate close to the
average growth rate At the very top o the
distribution, incomes grew very rapidly individuals in the top
group saw their incomes
rise by more than
over the time period
and those in the top
and above grew
at more than
How did this translate into shares of growth
captured by di erent groups he top
o
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earners captured
o total growth that
is, as much growth as the bottom
o the
population
he bottom
earners
captured
o growth, which is less than the
top
, which captured
o total growth
over the
period hese values,
however, hide large differences in the
ine uality tra ectories ollowed by urope
and North America In the ormer, the top
captured as much growth as the bottom
of the population, whereas in the latter, the
top
captured as much growth as the
bottom
o the population ee chapter
or more details
The next step is to add the population of India
and China to the distribution of Euro-America.
The global region now considered represents
billion individuals in total including
billion individuals rom hina and
billion rom India Adding India and hina
remar ably modifies the shape o the global
growth curve (Figure 2.1.3).
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box 2.1.2
Interpreting inequality graphs in this report
Total growth curves (or “growth incidence
curves”) shed light on the income growth rate of
each income group in a given country or at the
world level. The popularization of such graphs is
largely due to their use by Christoph Lakner and
Branko Milanovic. In this report we are able to
provide novel insights on global income dynamics
thanks to the new inequality series constructed
in WID.world (as detailed in Part 1). In particular,
we are able to decompose the top 1% of the
global distribution into smaller groups and
observe their relative importance in total growth.
If anything, our general conclusion is that the
“elephant curve” is even more marked than what
was initially pointed out by Lakner and Milanovic.
How to interpret these graphs? The horizontal
axis sorts global income groups in ascending
order from the poorest (left-hand side) to the
richest (right-hand side). The first ninety-nine
brackets correspond to each of the bottom
ninety-nine percentiles of the global population.
Each bracket represents 1% of the global population and occupies the same length on the graph.
The global top 1% group is not represented on
the same scale as the bottom 99%. We split it into
twenty-eight smaller groups in the following way.
The group is first split into ten groups of equal
size (representing each 0.1% of the population).
The richest of these groups is then itself split into
ten groups of equal size (each representing 0.01%
of the global population). The richest of these
groups is again split into ten groups of equal size.
The richest group represented on the horizontal
axis (group 99.999) thus corresponds to the top
0.001% richest individuals in the world. This
represents 49 000 individuals in 2016.
Each of these twenty-eight groups comprising
the top 1% earners occupies the same space as
percentiles of the bottom 99%. This is a simple
way to represent clearly the importance of these
groups in total income growth. The global top 1%
group captured 27% of total growth from 1980
to 2016—that is, about a quarter of total growth.

On the horizontal axis, this group occupies about
a quarter of the scale.
There are other ways to scale percentiles on the
horizontal axis. Appendices A2.1 and A2.2 show
two variants. In the first, each group occupies a
space that is proportional to its population size;
in effect, the 28 groups decomposing the top 1%
are squeezed together. In the other, each group is
given a segment that is proportional to its share
of total growth captured. In this case, it is the
groups at the bottom of the global distribution
that are squeezed. Our benchmark representation is a combination of these two variants.
The vertical axis presents the total real pre-tax
income growth rate for each of the 127 groups
defined above. Real income means that incomes
are corrected for inflation. “Pre-tax” refers to
incomes before taxes and transfers (but after
the operation of the pension system). Note
that the values are presented as total growth
rates over the period rather than as annualized
growth rates, which are perhaps somewhat more
common in economic debates. Over long time
spans such as the 1980–2016 period analyzed
here, it is generally more meaningful to discuss
total growth rates than to discuss average
annual growth rates. Because of the multiplicative power of growth rates, small differences
in annualized growth rates lead to large differences in total growth rates over long time spans.
To illustrate this, let us take two income groups
whose incomes grow at 4% and 5% over thirtyfive years, respectively. The first group does not
grow as fast as the second one, but the difference
may seem limited. In fact, over thirty-five years,
the total income growth is 295% in the first case
and 452% in the second, which indeed represents
a substantial difference in terms of purchasing
power and standards of living.
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Figure 2.1.3
500
Total income growth by percentile in China, India, US-Canada, and Western Europe, 1980–2016
Bottom 50%
captured 14%
of total growth

Real income growth per adult (%)
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Top 1%
captured 23%
of total growth
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Source: WID.world (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
On the horizontal axis, the world population is divided into a hundred groups of equal population size and sorted in ascending order from left to right, according to
each group's income level. The Top 1% group is divided into ten groups, the richest of these groups is also divided into ten groups, and the very top group is again
divided into ten groups of equal population size. The vertical axis shows the total income growth of an average individual in each group between 1980 and 2016. For
percentile group p99p99.1 (the poorest 10% among the world's richest 1%), growth was 77% between 1980 and 2016. The Top 1% captured 23% of total growth
over this period Income estimates account or di erences in the cost o living between countries Values are net o inflation
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he first hal o the distribution is now
mar ed by a rising tide as total income
growth rates increase substantially rom the
bottom o the distribution to the middle he
bottom hal o the population records
growth rates which go as high as
,
largely above the global average income
growth o
his is due to the act that
hinese and Indians, who ma e up the bul
o the bottom hal o this global distribution,
en oyed much higher growth rates than their
uropean and North American counterparts In addition, growth was also very
une ually distributed in India and hina, as
revealed by Table 2.1.1

countries which grew at a very low rates he
e treme case o these is the bottom hal o
the population in the nited tates, which
grew at only
over the period considered
ee hapter

Between percentiles
and
individuals
above the poorest
o the population but
below the richest
, income growth was
substantially lower than the global average,
reaching only
his corresponds to
the lower- and middle-income groups in rich

At the top o the global distribution, incomes
grew e tremely rapidly around
or
the top
and above
or the top
Not only were these growth rates
important rom the perspective o individuals,
they also matter a lot in terms o global
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arlier versions o this graph have been termed
the elephant curve, as the shape o the curve
resembles the silhouette o the animal hese
new findings confirm and ampli y earlier
results In particular they ma e it possible to
measure much more reliably the share o
income growth captured at the top o the
global income distribution a figure which
couldn t be properly measured be ore
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Figure 2.1.4
total income growth by percentile across all world regions, 1980–2016

Real income growth per adult (%)
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captured 12%
of total growth
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Source: WID.world (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for more details.
On the horizontal axis, the world population is divided into a hundred groups of equal population size and sorted in ascending order from left to right, according to
each group's income level. The Top 1% group is divided into ten groups, the richest of these groups is also divided into ten groups, and the very top group is again
divided into ten groups of equal population size. The vertical axis shows the total income growth of an average individual in each group between 1980 and 2016. For
percentile group p99p99.1 (the poorest 10% among the world's richest 1%), growth was 74% between 1980 and 2016. The Top 1% captured 27% of total growth
over this period Income estimates account or di erences in the cost o living bet een countries Values are net o inflation

gro th he top
captured
o total
gro th over the period that is, as much as
the bottom 61% of the population. such
figures help ma e sense o the very high
gro th rates en oyed by Indians and hinese
sitting at the bottom o the distribution
hereas gro th rates ere substantial
among the global bottom
, this group
captured only
o total gro th, ust
slightly more than the global top
hich
captured
o total gro th uch a small
share o total gro th captured by the bottom
half of the population is partly due to the fact
that when individuals are very poor, their
incomes can double or triple but still remain
relatively small—so that the total increase in
their incomes does not necessarily add up at
the global level But this is not the only e planation. incomes at the very top must also be
e traordinarily high to d ar the gro th
captured by the bottom half of the world
population.

he ne t step o the e ercise consists o adding
the populations and incomes of russia
million , Bra il
million , and the
Middle ast
million to the analysis hese
additional groups bring the total population
no considered to more than
billion individuals—that is, close to 60% of the world total
population and two thirds of the world adult
population he global gro th curve presented
in Appendi igure A
is similar to the
previous one e cept that the body o the
elephant is no shorter his can be e plained
by the fact that russia, the middle east, and
Bra il are three regions hich recorded lo
gro th rates over the period considered
Adding the population o the three regions also
slightly shi ts the body o the elephant to the
le t, since a large share o the population o the
countries incorporated in the analysis is neither
very poor nor very rich rom a global point o
view and thus falls in the middle of the distribution In this synthetic global region, the top
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earners captured
o total gro th over the
1980–2016 period—that is, as much as the
bottom 65% of the population. the bottom
captured
o total gro th, more than
the top
, hich captured
o gro th

When all countries are taken into account, the
shape o the curve is again trans ormed Figure
2.1.4 No , average global income gro th rates
are further reduced because africa and latin
America had relatively lo gro th over the
period considered his contributes to increasing
global ine uality as compared to the t o cases
presented above he findings are the same as
those presented in the right-hand column o
table 2.1.2: the top
income earners captured
o total gro th over the
period, as much as the bottom 70% of the population. the top 0.1% captured 13% of total
gro th, about as much as the bottom

he inal step consists o including all
remaining global regions namely, A rica
close to billion individuals , the rest o Asia
(another billion individuals), and the rest of
latin america (close to half a billion). in order
to reconstruct income inequality dynamics in
these regions, e ta e into account bet eencountry inequality, for which information is
available, and assume that within countries,
gro th is distributed in the same ay as
neighboring countries or hich e have
specific in ormation see box 2.1.1). this
allo s us to distribute the totality o global
income gro th over the period considered to
the global population

the geography of global income
inequality was transformed over the
past decades
What is the share of african, asians, americans, and uropeans in each global income

Population share within each global income group (%)

Figure 2.1.5
Geographic breakdown of global income groups in 1990
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Source: WID.world (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
In 1990, 33% of the population of the world's Top 0.001% income group were residents of the US and Canada.
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groups and ho has this evolved over time
Figures 2.1.5 and 2.1.6 answer these questions by sho ing the geographical composition o each income group in
and in
2016. between 1980 and 1990, the
geographic repartition o global incomes
evolved only slightly, and our data allo or
more precise geographic repartition in
,
so it is preferable to focus on this year. in a
similar ay to ho
igures
through
decomposed the data, igures
and
decompose the top
into
groups
(see box 2.1.1 o be clear, all groups above
percentile 99 are the decomposition of the
richest
o the global population

Part II

ladder, - anada is the largest contributor
to global top-income earners urope is
largely represented in the upper hal o the
global distribution, but less so among the very
top groups he Middle ast and Latin American elites are disproportionately represented
among the very top global groups, as they
both make up about 20% each of the population of the top 0.001% earners. it should be
noted that this overrepresentation only holds
ithin the top
global earners: in the ne t
richest
group percentile group p p ,
their share falls to 9% and 4%, respectively.
his indeed reflects the e treme level o
ine uality o these regions, as discussed in
chapters
and
Interestingly, ussia
is concentrated between percentile 70 and
percentile 90, and russians did not make it
into the very top groups In
, the oviet
system compressed income distribution in
russia.

in 1990, asians were almost not represented
ithin top global income groups Indeed, the
bulk of the population of india and China are
found in the bottom half of the income distribution At the other end o the global income

Population share within each global income group (%)

Figure 2.1.6
Geographic breakdown of global income groups in 2016
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Source: WID.world (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
In 2016, 5% of the population of the world's Top 0.001% income group were residents of Russia.
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Figure 2.1.7
Global Bottom 50% and Top 1% income shares, 1980–2016
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Source: WID.world (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
In 2016, 20% of global income was received by the Top 1% against 10% for the Bottom 50%. In 1980, 16% of global income was received by the Top 1% against 8%
for the Bottom 50%.

In 2016, the situation is notably different. The
most striking evolution is perhaps the spread
of Chinese income earners, which are now
located throughout the entire global distribution. India remains largely represented at the
bottom with only very few Indians among the
top global earners.
The position of Russian earners was also
stretched throughout from the poorest to the
richest income groups. This illustrates the
impact of the end of communism on the
spread of Russian incomes. Africans, who
were present throughout the first hal o the
distribution, are now even more concentrated
in the bottom quarter, due to relatively low
growth as compared to Asian countries. At
the top of the distribution, while the shares
of both North America and Europe decreased
(leaving room for their Asian counterparts),
the share of Europeans was reduced much
more. This is because most large European
countries followed a more equitable growth
trajectory over the past decades than the
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United States and other countries, as will be
discussed in chapter 2.3.
Since 2000, the picture is more
nuanced but within-country inequality
is on the rise
How did global inequality evolve between
1980 and 2016? Figure 2.1.7 answers this
question by presenting the share of world
income held by the global top 1% and the
global bottom 50%, measured at purchasing
power parity. The global top 1% income share
rose from about 16% of global income in 1980
to more than 22% in 2007 at the eve of the
global financial crisis It was then slightly
reduced to 20.4% in 2016, but this slight
decrease hardly brought back the level of
global inequality to its 1980 level. The income
share of bottom half of the world population
oscillated around 9% with a very slight
increase between 1985 and 2016.
he first insight o this graph is the e treme
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Figure 2.1.8
Global top 10% income share, 1980–2016: between versus within country inequality
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Source: WID.world (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
In 2010, 53% of the world's income was received by the Top 10%. Assuming perfect equality in average income between countries, the Top 10% would have received
48% of global income.

level o global ine uality sustained throughout
the entire period ith a top
income group
capturing t o times the total income captured
by the bottom 50% of the population—
implying a actor
di erence in average
per-adult income levels. second, it is apparent
that high gro th in emerging countries since
, in particular in hina, or the global
financial crisis o
as not su ficient to
stop the rise in global income ine uality
hen global ine uality is decomposed into a
between- and within-country inequality
component, it is apparent that within-country
inequality continued to rise since 2000
whereas between-country inequality rose up
to 2000 and decreased afterwards. Figure
2.1.8 presents the evolution o the global
income share, which reached close to 50% of
global income in
, rose to
in
, and decreased to slightly more than
52% in 2016. two alternative scenarios for
the evolution o the global top
share are
presented he first one assumes that all

countries had e actly the same average
income (that is, that there was no betweencountry inequality), but that income was as
unequal within these countries as was actually observed. in this case, the top 10% share
would have risen from 35% in 1980 to nearly
50% today. in the second scenario, it is
assumed that between-country inequality
evolved as observed but it is also assumed
that everybody ithin countries had e actly
the same income level (no within-country
ine uality In this case, the global top
income share would have risen from nearly
30% in 1980 to more than 35% in 2000
be ore decreasing bac to
measured at market exchange rate,
global inequality is even higher
prices can be converted from one currency
to another using either mar et e change rates
or purchasing po er parities as e did
above Mar et e changes rates are the prices
at hich people are illing to buy and sell
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Figure 2.1.9
bottom 50% and top 1% shares of global income, 1980-2016: PPP versus market exchange rates
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Source: WID.world (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
In 2010, the Top 1% received 24% of global income when measured using Market Exchange Rates (MER). When measured using Purchasing Power Parity (PPP), their
share was 21%. Thick lines are measured at PPP values, dashed lines at MER values. Income estimates account for differences in the cost of living between countries.
Values are net o inflation

currencies, so at first glance they should
reflect people s relative purchasing po er
this makes them a natural conversion factor
between currencies. the problem is that
mar et e change rates reflect only the relative purchasing po er o money in terms o
tradable goods But non-tradable goods typically services) are in fact cheaper relative to
tradable ones in emerging economies given
the so-called balassa-samuelson effect).
here ore, mar et e change rates ill underestimate the standard o living in the poorer
countries In addition, mar et e change rates
can vary for all sorts of other reasons—sometimes purely financial and/or political in a
airly chaotic manner urchasing po er
parity is an alternative conversion factor that
addresses these problems (based on
observed prices in the various countries). the
level o global income ine uality is there ore
substantially higher hen measured using
mar et e change rates than it is ith
purchasing po er parity It increases the
global top
share in
rom
to
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and reduces the bottom 50% share from
nearly 10% to 6% (Figure 2.1.9).
urchasing po er parity definitely gives a
more accurate picture o global ine uality rom
the point of view of individuals who do not
travel across the world and who essentially
spend their incomes in their own countries.
Mar et e change rates are perhaps better to
inform about inequality in a world where individuals can easily spend their incomes where
they ant, hich is the case or top global
earners and tourists, and increasingly the case
for anyone connected to the internet. it is also
the case or migrant or ers ishing to send
remittances back to their home countries. both
purchasing po er parity and mar et e change
rates are valid measures to trac global income
ine uality, depending on the ob ect o study or
which countries are compared to one another.
In this report, e generally use purchasing
power parity for international comparisons,
but at times, mar et e change rates are also

trends in Global inCome inequalit y

used to illustrate other meaning ul aspects o
international inequality.
Carefully looking at countries’ diverse
growth trajectories and policy changes
is necessary to understand drivers of
national and global inequality
the past forty years were marked by a steep
rise o global ine uality, and gro th in
emerging countries as not high enough to
counterbalance it hether uture gro th in
emerging countries might invert the trend or
not is a key question, which will be addressed
in art V o this report Be ore turning to that
question, one should understand better the
drivers of the trends observed since 1980.
Given that this period was marked by
increasing trade integration bet een countries, it might seem reasonable to see e planations in economic trade models. the standard economic models of international trade,
however, fail to account for dynamics of
inequality observed over the past four
decades. take heckscher-ohlin, the most
ell- no n o the t o-s ill-groups economic
trade models According to it, trade liberali ation should increase inequality in rich countries, but reduce it in low-income countries.
o does the model reach this conclusion
he underlying mechanism is airly simple It
is built around the fact that there are more
high-s illed or ers such as aeronautical
engineers in the nited tates than in hina,
and more lo -s illed or ers such as te tile
workers) in China than in the united states.
before trade liberalization started between
these t o countries, aeronautical engineers
were relatively scarce in China and thus
en oyed relatively high pay compared to
te tile or ers hich ere abundant
Conversely, in the united states, low-skilled
earners were relatively scarce at the time, and
the income di erential bet een engineers
and te tile or ers as limited
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for which they had the most workers, in relative terms hina thus speciali ed in te tiles,
so that te tile or ers ere in higher demand
and sa their ages increase, hile aeronautical engineers came to be in lo er demand
and sa their ages decrease onversely,
the united states specialized in aircraft
building, so the aeronautical engineers sa
their ages increase, hile the te tile or ers
sa their ages decrease By virtue o the
actor price e uali ation theorem, the ages
of low-skilled workers in China and the united
tates started to converge, along ith the
ages o high-s illed or ers
While inequality did rise in the united states,
as this model predicts, it also sharply rose in
China, as well as in india and russia, as seen
in Figure 2.1.1a—contrary to the model’s
predictions egardless o hether the ec scher-ohlin is otherwise valid or not, it cannot
account or the evolution o global ine uality
o can e account or these empirical findings As table 2.1.1 suggests, countries
ollo ed very di erent gro th and ine uality
trajectories over the past decades. it seems
necessary to carefully look at these trajectories as well as the institutional and policy
shifts which may have occurred in various
regions o the orld over the past orty years
nderstanding the drivers o global income
ine uality re uires a thorough analysis o the
distribution o national income gro th ithin
countries hese dynamics are e plored in the
ollo ing chapters

When the united states and China started to
trade, each country specialized in the domain
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2.2
trends in inCome inequality between
Countries
In ormation in this chapter is based on National Accounts eries Methodology, by homas
Blanchet and Lucas hancel,
ID orld or ing aper eries No
/ , and on
subsequent Wid.world updates.

When focusing on income inequalities between countries, it is more
meaningful to compare national incomes than gross domestic product (GDP).
National income takes into account depreciation of obsolete machines and
other capital assets as well as flows of foreign income.
At the global level, average per-adult national income is €1 340 per month.
North Americans enjoy an income three times higher, while Europeans have
an income two times higher. Average per-adult income in China is slightly
lower than the global average. As a country, however, China represents a
higher share of global income than North America or Europe (19%, 17%, and
17%, respectively).
This situation sharply contrasts with that of 1980, when China represented
only 3% of total global income. Over this period, strong converging forces
were in play which reduced global income inequality between countries.
While growth slowed in Western Europe, it skyrocketed in Asia and China
in particular, following the modernization of its economy and its opening to
global markets.
However, diverging forces were also in play in other parts of the world. From
1980 to now, average incomes in sub-Saharan Africa and South America fell
behind the world average.
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national income is more meaningful
than GdP to compare income
inequalities between countries
ublic debates generally ocus on the gro th
o gross domestic product GD to compare
countries’ economic performance. however,
this measure is o only limited use in measuring
national welfare. Gdp measures the value of
all goods and services sold in an economy,
a ter having subtracted the costs o materials
or services incurred in production processes.
as such, it does not properly account for
capital depreciation, or or public bads such
as environmental degradation, rising crime,
or illnesses because these lead to e penditures that contribute to Gdp). these limitations have led many statistical agencies, and
a gro ing number o governments, to develop
and use complementary indicators of
economic per ormance and ell-being 3
beyond the fact that the Gdp framework is
not meant for the analysis of inequality within
countries, it has two other important limitations when the focus is on income inequality
bet een countries he first one is that gross
domestic product, as its name indicates, is a
gross measure: it does not ta e into account
e penses re uired to replace capital that has
been deteriorated or that has become obsolete during the course o production o goods
and services in an economy. machines,
computers, roads, and electric systems have
to be repaired or replaced every year. this has
been termed capital depreciation or consumption o fi ed capital
ubtracting it rom
Gdp yields the net domestic product, which
is a more accurate measure of true economic
output than GD
onsumption o fi ed
capital actually varies over time and countries
( table 2.2.1). Countries that have an important stock of machines in their overall stock
o capital tend to replace higher shares o
overall capital his is generally true or
advanced and automatized economies—in
particular, for Japan, where consumption of
fi ed capital is e ual to
o its GD
hich
reduces GD by close to
per year and
per adult onsumption o fi ed capital is also
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high in the uropean nion and the nited
states (16–17%). on the contrary, economies
that possess relatively fewer machines and a
higher share o agricultural land in their
capital stock tend to have lower CfC values.
CfC is equal to 11% of Gdp in india, and 12%
in latin america. CfC variations thus modify
the levels o global ine uality bet een countries uch variations tend to reduce global
inequality, since the income dedicated to
replacing obsolete machines tends to be
higher in rich countries than in lo -income
countries. in the future, we plan to better
account for the depreciation of natural capital
in these estimates.
GD figures have another important limitation when the need is to compare income
inequality between countries and over time.
At the global level, net domestic product is
e ual to net domestic income: by definition,
the mar et value o global production is e ual
to global income At the national level,
ho ever, incomes generated by the sale o
goods and services in a given country do not
necessarily remain in that country. this is the
case hen actories are o ned by oreign
individuals, or instance a ing oreign
incomes into account tends to increase global
inequality between countries rather than
reduce it ich countries generally o n more
assets in other parts of the world than poor
countries do. table 2.2.1 shows that net
oreign income in North America amounts to
0.9% of its Gdp (which corresponds to an
e tra
received by the average
north american adult from the rest of the
world.4 Mean hile, Japan s net oreign
income is equal to 3.5% of its Gdp (corresponding to
per year and per adult
Net oreign income ithin the uropean
nion is slightly negative hen measured at
ppp values ( table 2.2.1 and very slightly
positive hen measured at mar et e change
rate values ( table 2.2.2 his figure in act
hides strong disparities ithin the uropean
nion rance and Germany have strongly
positive net oreign income to
o their
GD , hile Ireland and the nited Kingdom
have negative net oreign incomes this is
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table 2.2.1
the distribution of world national income and gross domestic product, 2016:
Purchasing Power Parity
Population (million)

total

adult

GdP
(trillion
2016
€
PPP)

CFC
(% of
GDP)

nFI
(% of
GDP)

Per adult
national
national
Income
Income
(trillion 2016 €
(2016 €
PPP)
PPP)

equivalent per
adult
monthly
income
(2016 €
PPP)

World

7 372

100%

4 867

100%

92

14%

-0.5%

78

100%

16 100

1 340

europe

747

10%

593

12%

19

15%

-0.6%

16

20%

27 100

2 260

incl. european
union

523

7%

417

9%

16

17%

-0.2%

13

17%

31 400

2 620

incl. russia/
ukraine

223

3%

176

4%

3

9%

-2.5%

3

4%

16 800

1 400

america

962

13%

661

14%

23

15%

-0.2%

19

25%

29 500

2 460

incl. united
states/Canada

360

5%

263

5%

16

16%

0.9%

13

17%

50 700

4 230

incl. latin
america

602

8%

398

8%

7

12%

-2.5%

6

8%

15 400

1 280

africa

1 214

16%

592

12%

4

10%

-2.1%

4

5%

6 600

550

incl.
north africa

240

3%

140

3%

2

9%

-1.7%

2

2%

11 400

950

incl. subsaharan africa

974

13%

452

9%

3

11%

-2.3%

2

3%

5 100

430

asia

4 410

60%

2 994

62%

44

14%

-0.4%

38

49%

12 700

1 060

incl. China

1 382

19%

1 067

22%

18

14%

-0.7%

15

19%

14 000

1 170

incl. india

1 327

18%

826

17%

7

11%

-1.2%

6

7%

7 000

580

incl. Japan

126

2%

105

2%

4

21%

3.5%

3

4%

31 000

2 580

incl. other

1 575

21%

995

20%

16

13%

-0.7%

14

18%

14 200

1 180

oceania

39

1%

27

1%

1

16%

-1.5%

1

1%

31 700

2 640

incl. australia
and nz

29

0.4%

21

0.4%

1

16%

-1.5%

1

1%

38 200

3 180

incl. other

10

0.1%

5

0.1%

0.03

7%

-2.4%

0.03

0%

5 600

470

ource:

ID

orld

ee

ir

id

orld or data series and notes

In

, urope represented
o orld income measured using urchasing o er arity urope also represented
o the orld s adult population and
o the orld s total population GD : Gross Domestic roduct
: onsumption o i ed apital N I: Net oreign Income
: urchasing o er
arity All values have been converted into
urchasing o er arity
euros at a rate o
accounts or di erences in the cost o
living bet een countries Values are net o in lation Numbers may not add up due to rounding
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largely due to the financial services and
oreign companies established there n the
other hand, latin america annually pays 2.4%
of its Gdp to the rest of the world. interestingly, hina has a negative net oreign income
It pays close to
o its GD to oreign
countries, reflecting the act that the return
it receives on its oreign port olio is lo er
than the return received by oreign investments in China.
By definition, at the global level, net oreign
income should e ual ero: hat is paid by
some countries must be received by others.
however, up to now, international statistical
institutions have been unable to report flo s
o net oreign incomes consistently At the
global level, the sum o reported net oreign
incomes has not been zero. this has been
termed the missing income problem: a share
o total income vanishes rom global economic
statistics, implying non- ero net oreign
income at the global level
the World Inequality Report 2018 relies on a
novel methodology hich ta es income flo s
rom ta havens into account ur methodology relies on estimations o o shore ealth
measured by Gabriel zucman.5 it should be
noted that, when measured at market
e change rates, net oreign income flo s
should sum to zero ( table 2.2.2), but there is
no reason for this to happen when incomes
are measured at purchasing po er parity
( table 2.2.1 a ing into account missing net
oreign incomes does not radically change
global ine uality figures but can ma e a large
difference for particular countries. this
constitutes a more realistic representation of
income inequality between countries than
figures generally discussed
asian growth contributed to reduce
inequality between countries over the
past decades
At the global level, per-adult monthly income
in
is
at purchasing
po er parity
and
at
mar et e change rate M
As discussed,
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ppp and mer are different ways to measure
incomes and inequality across countries.
hereas M
reflects mar et prices,
aims to take price differences between countries into account.
National income is about three times higher
in North America at
or
per adult per month than the global average
and it is t o times higher in the uropean
nion at
than the global average
or
per adult per month sing M
values, gaps bet een rich countries and the
global average are rein orced: nited tates
and anada are five times richer than the
orld average hereas the
is close to
6
three times richer. in China, per-adult income
is
or
at
that is, slightly
lo er than orld average
or
China as a whole represents 19% of today’s
global income his figure is higher than North
america (17%) and the european union
(17%). measured at mer, the Chinese
average is, ho ever, e ual to
or
,
notably lo er than the orld average
or
he hinese share o global
income is reduced to 15% versus 27% for
us-Canada and 23% for the eu.
this marks a sharp contrast with the situation
in
hirty-eight years ago, hina represented only
o global income versus
for us-Canada and 28% for the european
nion at purchasing po er parity estimates:
see table 2.2.3). indeed, China’s impressive
real per-adult national income gro th rate
over the period (831% from 1980 to 2016,
versus
rom
to
: see table
2.2.4 highly contributed to reducing
between-country inequalities over the world.
Another converging orce lies in the reduction
o income gro th rates in estern urope,
as compared to the previous decades (180%
per-adult gro th bet een
and
versus 45% afterwards). this deceleration in
gro th rates as due to the end o the
golden age o gro th in estern urope but
also due to the Great recession, which led to
a decade o lost gro th in urope Indeed,
per-adult income in Western europe was in
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table 2.2.2
the distribution of world national income and gross domestic product, 2016:
market exchange rates
Population (million)

total

adult

GdP
(trillion
2016
€
MER)

CFC
(% of
GDP)

nFI
(% of
GDP)

Per adult
national
national
Income
Income
(trillion 2016 €
(2016 €
MER)
MER)

equivalent per
adult
monthly
income
(2016 €
MER)

World

7 372

100%

4 867

100%

68

15%

0%

58

100%

11 800

980

europe

747

10%

593

12%

17

16%

-0.2%

14

24%

23 800

1 980

incl. european
union

523

7%

417

9%

16

17%

0.04%

13

23%

31 100

2 590

incl. russia/
ukraine

223

3%

176

4%

1

9%

-2.5%

1

2%

6 500

540

america

962

13%

661

14%

23

15%

0.2%

19

34%

29 400

2 450

incl. united
states/Canada

360

5%

263

5%

18

16%

0.9%

16

27%

59 500

4 960

incl. latin
america

602

8%

398

8%

4

12%

-2.4%

4

7%

9 600

800

africa

1 214

16%

592

12%

2

10%

-2.0%

2

3%

2 900

240

incl.
north africa

240

3%

140

3%

1

9%

-1.5%

1

1%

4 300

360

incl. subsaharan africa

974

13%

452

9%

1

11%

-2.2%

1

2%

2 500

210

asia

4 410

60%

2 994

62%

25

15%

0.1%

21

37%

7 100

590

incl. China

1 382

19%

1 067

22%

10

14%

-0.7%

9

15%

8 300

690

incl. india

1 327

18%

826

17%

2

11%

-1.2%

2

3%

2 200

180

incl. Japan

126

2%

105

2%

4

23%

3.5%

4

6%

34 400

2 870

incl. other

1 575

21%

995

20%

8

14%

-0.5%

7

12%

7 000

580

oceania

39

1%

27

1%

1

18%

-1.9%

1

2%

38 800

3 230

incl. australia
and nz

29

0.4%

21

0.4%

1

18%

-1.9%

1

2%

47 500

3 960

incl. other

10

0.1%

5

0.1%

0.03

7%

-2.4%

0.02

0%

4 300

360

ource:

ID

orld

ee

ir

id

orld or data series and notes

In

, urope represented
o orld income measured using Mar et change ates urope also represented
o the orld s adult population and
o the orld s total population GD : Gross Domestic roduct
: onsumption o i ed apital N I: Net oreign Income M : Mar et change ate
All values have been converted into
Mar et change ate euros at a rate o
igures ta e into account in lation Numbers may not add up
due to rounding
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table 2.2.3
the distribution of world national income and gross domestic product, 1980:
Purchasing Power Parity
Population (million)

total

adult

GdP
(trillion
€ PPP
2016)

CFC
(% of
GDP)

nFI
(% of
GDP)

Per adult
national
national
Income
Income
(trillion 2016 €
(2016 €
PPP)
PPP)

equivalent per
adult
monthly
income
(2016 €
PPP)

World

4 389

100%

2 400

100%

28

13%

-0.2%

25

100%

10 500

880

europe

673

15%

470

20%

11

14%

-0.1%

9

37%

20 000

1 670

incl. european
union

469

11%

328

14%

8

14%

-0.2%

7

28%

21 600

1 800

incl. russia/
ukraine

204

5%

142

6%

3

17%

0.0%

2

9%

16 200

1 350

america

598

14%

343

14%

9

14%

-0.4%

7

30%

21 700

1 810

incl. united
states/Canada

252

6%

172

7%

6

15%

0.9%

5

20%

29 600

2 470

incl. latin
america

346

8%

172

7%

3

11%

-3.0%

2

9%

13 800

1 150

africa

477

11%

215

9%

1.3

10%

-1.9%

1

5%

5 500

460

incl.
north africa

111

3%

51

2%

0.5

10%

-2.1%

0.5

2%

9 200

770

incl. subsaharan africa

365

8%

163

7%

0.8

10%

-1.8%

1

3%

4 332

360

asia

2 619

60%

1 359

57%

7.1

12%

0.2%

7

27%

5 000

420

incl. China

987

22%

532

22%

0.9

11%

0.0%

1

3%

1 500

130

incl. india

697

16%

351

15%

0.8

7%

0.6%

1

3%

2 200

180

incl. Japan

117

3%

81

3%

1.9

17%

0.0%

2

6%

19 900

1 660

incl. other

817

19%

394

16%

3.4

10%

0.4%

4

15%

9 300

780

oceania

22

1%

14

1%

0.4

15%

-1.6%

0.3

1%

21 300

1 780

incl. australia
and nz

18

0.4%

12

0.5%

0.3

16%

-1.5%

0.3

1%

24 200

2 020

incl. other

5

0.1%

2

0.1%

0.0

7%

-4.2%

0.0

0%

4 400

370

ource:

ID

orld

ee

ir
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orld or data series and notes

In

, urope represented
o orld income measured using urchasing o er arity urope also represented
o the orld s adult population and
o the orld s total population GD : Gross Domestic roduct
: onsumption o i ed apital N I: Net oreign Income
: urchasing o er
arity All values have been converted into
urchasing o er arity
euros at a rate o
accounts or di erences in the cost o
living bet een countries Values are net o in lation Numbers may not add up due to rounding
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table 2.2.4
total national income growth rates by world region, 1950–2016
national Income

national Income per capita

national Income per adult

1950–1980

1980–2016

1950–1980

1980–2016

1950–1980

1980–2016

World

282%

226%

116%

85%

122%

54%

europe

256%

79%

181%

54%

165%

36%

incl. european
union

259%

94%

192%

66%

180%

45%

incl. russia/
ukraine

249%

31%

156%

18%

129%

4%

america

227%

163%

78%

62%

80%

36%

incl. united
states/Canada

187%

164%

89%

84%

82%

71%

incl. latin
america

365%

161%

116%

49%

117%

12%

africa

258%

233%

72%

30%

85%

20%

incl.
north africa

394%

235%

130%

58%

148%

24%

incl. subsaharan africa

203%

232%

46%

22%

58%

18%

asia

446%

527%

188%

230%

198%

152%

incl. China

273%

1864%

106%

1237%

114%

831%

incl. india

199%

711%

61%

299%

67%

223%

incl. Japan

740%

103%

504%

86%

372%

56%

incl. other

518%

376%

187%

99%

203%

52%

oceania

208%

194%

38%

69%

50%

49%

incl. australia
and nz

199%

193%

69%

81%

71%

58%

ource:

ID

orld

ee

ir

id

orld or data series and notes

Bet een
and
, A rica s income gre by
, hereas income per adult gre
di erences in the cost o living bet een countries Values are net o in lation
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Figure 2.2.1
average income in africa and asia relative to the global average, 1950–2016

Average national income as a percentage
of average global income (%)

80%

70%

60%

Africa

50%
Asia

40%

30%
1950

1960

1970

1980

1990

2000

2010

Source: WID.world (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
In
, average real income per adult in A rica as
o the orld average income
di erences in the cost o living bet een countries Values are net o inflation

2016 the same as ten years before, before
the onset o the financial crisis
despite a reduction of inequality between
countries, average national income ine ualities remain strong among countries Developing and emerging countries did not all gro
at the same rate as hina India s average
monthly per-adult income
or
is
still only
times the orld average
measured at ppp, while sub-saharan africa is
only
times the orld average
or
today Average North Americans earn
close to ten times more than average subsaharan africans.

his figured decreased to

in

Income estimates account or

ago Bet een
and
, per-adult
incomes in A rica gre more slo ly
than the orld s average per-adult incomes
his gro th trend, mar ed by a combination of political and economic crises and
ars, is not limited to the poorest region o
the world. in south america, as well, incomes
have gro n by only
since
As a
result, these regions average incomes ell
relative to the orld average, rom
to
only
o the orld average in
, versus
140% to less than 100% in latin america
(Figures 2.2.1 and 2.2.2).

diverging forces were also at play in
certain parts of the world, such as subsaharan africa and latin america.
uge ine ualities persist among countries
but, in some cases, they actually worsened.
ertain lo - to middle-income regions are
relatively worse off today than four decades
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Figure 2.2.2
average income in China and latin america relative to the global average, 1950–2016

Average national income as a percentage
of average global income (%)
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Source: WID.world (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
In
, average real income per adult in Latin America as
o the orld average income
di erences in the cost o living bet een countries Values are net o inflation
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2.3
trends in inCome inequality within
Countries
After a historical decline in most parts of the world from the 1920s to the
1970s, income inequality is on the rise in nearly all countries. The past four
decades, however, display a variety of national pathways, highlighting the
importance of political and institutional factors in shaping income dynamics.
In the industrialized world, Anglo-Saxon countries have experienced a sharp
rise in inequality since the 1980s. In the United States, the bottom 50%
income share collapsed while the top share boomed. Continental European
countries were more successful at containing rising inequality, thanks to a
policy and institutional context more favorable to lower- and middle-income
groups.
In China, India, and Russia, three formerly communist or highly regulated
economies, inequality surged with opening and liberalization policies. The
steepest rise occurred in Russia, where the transition to a market economy
was particularly abrupt.
Inequality is extreme in Brazil, the Middle East, and South Africa, the world’s
most unequal regions. In these three large emerging markets, inequality
currently reaches extreme levels: the top 10% earners capture 55% to 65%
of national income.
Little is known of the long-run dynamics of income inequality in many lowincome countries. More information is essential for peaceful democratic
debates in these countries, especially given that official estimates are very
likely to understate existing levels of inequality.
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After a historical decline from the 1920s
to the 1970s, income inequality is on the
rise in most regions of the world
Income inequality was sharply reduced in the
first hal o the twentieth century more
precisely, between the 1920s and the
s in most countries o the world, but it
has been on the rise almost everywhere since
the late 1970s. In Europe and North America,
the long-run decline in income inequality was
due to the combination o political, social, and
economic shocks already discussed. These
included the destruction o human and physical capital led by the World Wars, the Great
Depression, nationalization policies, and
government control over the economy A ter
the Second World War, a new policy regime
was put in place, including the development
o social security systems, public education,
social and labor policies, and progressive
ta ation his combination o actors severely
a ected very high ortunes, and enabled the
rise o a patrimonial middle class and a general
decline in ine uality in urope and to a
lesser extent, in North America.7
In emerging economies, political and social
shocks led to an even more radical reduction
o income ine uality he abolition o private
property in Russia, land redistribution,
massive investments in public education, and
strict government control over the economy
via five-year plans e ectively spread the
benefits o growth rom the early
s to
the 1970s. In India, which did not undergo a
communist revolution but implemented
socialist policies a ter gaining its independence, income inequality was also severely
reduced over the same period or most o
the global population, the first three- uarters
o the twentieth century corresponded to a
very strong compression in the distribution
o national incomes he economic elite
captured a much smaller share o economic
growth in the late 1970s than it did at the
beginning o the century
The trend was then reversed in most countries even though there are notable e cep-
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tions deserving attention. Countries did not
all ollow the same path Large emerging
countries, as they underwent pro ound
deregulations o their economies, saw
inequalities surge as they opened up and
liberali ed but ollowed di erent transition
strategies. In rich countries, inequality levels
also varied largely according to changes in
institutional and policy contexts, with sharp
income inequality rises in the Anglo-Saxon
world and more moderate increases in continental Europe and Japan. Certain Western
European and Northern European countries
almost contained the rise in income inequality.
Given the multitude o trends presented in
this chapter, it would be imprudent to seek a
single story line behind the rise o ine uality
across countries ur findings show that
national cultural, political, and policy context
are ey to understanding the dynamics o
income inequality. In this chapter, we largely
ocus on the evolution o top-income shares,
as they are now available or a very large set
o countries In the country-by-country chapters that come ne t, the ocus will be more
detailed and we will shi t the attention to
bottom-income groups.
Bottom-income groups were shut off
from economic growth in the United
States, while top incomes surged in the
Anglo-Saxon world
Top 1% income shares have been steadily
increasing in Anglo-Saxon countries since the
early
s, a ter a historical decline
throughout the first part o the twentieth
century (see Figure 2.3.1). Inequality
exploded in the United States: the top percentile income share there was less than 11% in
1980, and it was slightly above 20% in 2014.
Britain s top percentile share rose rom less
than 6% in the late 1970s to nearly 14% in the
mids Britain had the same level o top
1% income share as Ireland in the late 1970s,
but is now nearly on a level with Canada,
where the top share increased rom less than
9% in 1980 to almost 14%. Australia and New
Zealand, with levels o ine uality much lower
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Figure 2.3.1
top 1% national income share in anglophone countries, 1920–2015
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Source: Novokmet, Piketty & Zucman (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
In 2014, 20% of national income was received by the Top 1% in the US.

throughout the entire period around
in
the early
and rising to less than
also show a broadly similar pattern. 8 the
impact o the financial crisis is visible on topincome shares, hich e hibit a mar ed
declined a ter
Novel data suggest that
top incomes have either recovered their
shares or are progressively recovering them
the rise in labor income inequality played an
important role in the rise of inequality in
Anglo- a on countries, and particularly in the
united states before the turn of the century,
as discussed in chapter 2.4. this phenomenon
is o ing to the rise o super managers that
is, the rise in super ages received by
s
o large financial and nonfinancial firms his
evolution was also accompanied by an
increased polarization of income between
lo - age and high- age irms
his
contrasted with european countries, where
the dynamics at the top of the distribution
have been more moderate. new estimates
also sho that the upsurge in top incomes has
mostly been a capital income phenomenon

a ter
in the nited tates, shedding
ne light on the process o une ual gro th
generation
our novel estimates also allow a better
understanding o the dynamics at the bottom
of the distribution—at least for certain countries. in the united states, the bottom 90%
o the population benefited rom a large share
o gro th in the three decades ollo ing the
econd orld ar otal per-adult pre-ta
income gro th or the bottom
and or
the middle
as higher than
, hile
total gro th or the top
earners as less
than 80%. but since the 1980s, the bottom
50% was shut off from national income
gro th
hile average per-adult pre-ta
incomes increased by
, gro th as close
to zero for the bottom 50% of the population.
he bottom
did benefit rom a very
modest post-ta income gro th, than s to
redistribution, but this has been eaten up by
rising health spending Government provided
little support to help low-income individuals
cope with the situation.
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Figure 2.3.2a
top 1% vs. bottom 50% national income shares in the us and Western europe, 1980–2016
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Source: WID.world (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
In 2016, 12% of national income was received by the top 1% in Western Europe, compared to 20% in the United States. In 1980, 10% of national income was received
by the top 1% in Western Europe, compared to 11% in the United States.
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Source: WID.world (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
In 2016, 22% of national income was received by the Bottom 50% in Western Europe.
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the comparison of inequality trajectories
between the united states and Western
urope is particularly stri ing he t o
regions had similar levels o ine uality in
(top 1% share at 10–11% and bottom 50%
share at 21–23%). however, today, the situations are radically different as the relative
positions of the bottom 50% and top 1%
group in the nited tates have been inverted
(see Figure 2.3.2a).
Inequality in enlarged europe (with
a population of 520 million) is now
substantially smaller than in the united
States (320 million)
We also compare in Figures 2.3.2b through
2.3.2c the evolution of income inequality
between the united states, Western europe,
and enlarged urope that is, including
astern urope nlarged urope includes
e -communist ast uropean countries ith
lo er average incomes than est uropean
averages, leading to higher ine uality levels
o ever, it is stri ing to see that ine uality
levels in enlarged urope remain much
smaller than in united states. in particular, in
spite o urope s bigger si e and potential
heterogeneity
million or enlarged
urope,
million or the nited tates , the
bottom 50% income share is substantially
larger in urope:
o total income at
the end of the period versus 12% in the
united states.
his conclusion ould li ely be e acerbated
i e ere to compare enlarged urope to
enlarged North America including not only
anada but also Me ico , hich e plan to do
in the near future as new data become available or Me ico Another important issue or
future research is to better understand which
part of europe’s lower inequality level can be
attributed to redistributive policies at the
regional level including
regional development funds), as opposed to national factors
such as the relatively egalitarian legacy o
eastern european countries and the fact that
the transition from communism was not as
abrupt as in russia).

Part II

Continental european countries were
more successful in preventing the
rise of incomes at the top and the
stagnation of incomes at the bottom
in western continental europe, inequality has
also been on the rise since the late 1970s,
though both the levels o ine uality and the
rise in ine uality ere less stri ing than in the
united states. the German top 1% income
share rose rom slightly less than
in the
early 1980s to 13% today, as described in
chapter
In rance, the top
pre-ta
income share increased rom appro imately
7% in 1983 to nearly 11% in 2014, as
discussed in more detail in chapter 2.5. spain
displays a different picture. the impact of the
financial crisis and the bursting o the real
estate bubble in 2007–2008, which represented a substantial share of national income,
severely hampered incomes at the bottom of
the distribution, but also at the top: the top
1% income share decreased from close to
13% in 2006 to less than 9% in 2012, and still
sho s no sign o recovery Figure 2.3.3)
for france, new estimates also allow us to
trac the dynamics o gro th at the bottom o
the distribution hile gro th as higher than
average at the bottom
and middle
during the post ar period and up to the early
1980s, the situation was reversed afterwards.
he thirty glorious years as the high-gro th
1950–1980 period is commonly referred to in
france—continued after the 1980s, but only
for the top income earners. this increase in
inequality is characterized by rises in both
labor and capital income. however, the bottom
half of the population was not shut off from
gro th a ter the
s his part o the population en oyed close to average income gro th
rates a stri ingly di erent picture than in the
united states.
Northern uropean countries had among the
lowest levels of income inequality in the world
in the early 1980s. Growth has been more
unequal in these countries after 1980 than
before, yet income concentration at the top
of the distribution remains limited. top 1%
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Figure 2.3.2b
top 10% national income share in europe and the us, 1980–2016
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Source: WID.world (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
In 2016, 38% of national income was received by the Top 10% in Eastern and Western Europe.

Figure 2.3.2c
bottom 50% national income share in europe and the us, 1980–2016
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Source: WID.world (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
In 2016, 13% of national income was received by the Bottom 50% in the US.
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Figure 2.3.3
Top 1% national income share in European countries, 1890–2014
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Source: WID.world (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
In 2014, 11% of national income was received by the Top 1% in France.

income earners capture less than 10% of total
income in Denmark, Finland, Norway, and
Sweden. In Denmark and in the Netherlands,
the rise in top percentile share has been small,
from about 5% to 6% since the 1980s. As we
can see, many European countries have been
able to generate relatively high average
income growth rates and contain the rise in
income inequality (Figure 2.3.4).
In Russia, China, and India, income
inequality surged after the 1980s
Income concentration and wealth concentration were particularly high in tsarist Russia
before the Soviet revolution of 1917 (see
chapter 2.8 on Russia), and in colonial India
(see chapter 2.9 on India). In Russia, the
communist revolution led to an extreme
compression of money incomes. During the
entire communist period, the top 1% income
share represented around 5% of national
income, down to less than 4% in the seventies
(see Figure 2.3.5). It is worth stressing,
however, that this extremely low level of

monetary ine uality is partly artificial oviet
inequality took other, non-monetary forms,
such as privileged access to particular shops
and vacation centers for the political elite, and
brutal political repression for large segments
of the population.
In India, the top percentile income share
decreased from around 20% at the end of the
colonial period to 6% in the early 1980s, after
four decades of socialist-inspired policies
aiming at reducing the economic power of the
elite, including nationalizations, government
control over prices, and extreme tax rates on
top incomes. The implosion of the Soviet
block and “shock policies” in Russia, and
deregulation and opening policies in India
from the 1980s onwards, contributed to
strong increases in top percentile income
shares. The top 1% share increased to 26% in
1996 in Russia and is now at 20%. In India, the
top percentile is now around 22%.
The Chinese opening-up policies established
from 1978 (discussed in chapter 2.7 on
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Figure 2.3.4
top 1% national income share in northern european countries, 1900–2013
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Source: WID.world (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
In 2013, 9% of national income was received by the Top 1% in Sweden.

China), which included important privatization plans, had a lesser effect on inequality
than reforms had in russia or india. China
shows a substantial rise in inequality (the top
share rose from 6.5% to 14% in twenty years).
however, as compared to russia, China’s
transition to a liberalized, open economy was
less abrupt and more gradual ince
,
ine uality at the top has stagnated In hina
and to a lesser e tent in India, the rise in
ine uality occurred in the conte t o high
average income gro th, enabling important
gro th at the bottom o the distribution

often lauded cash-transfer systems to the
poor o ever, due to a large concentration o
business profits and capital incomes, the top
10% national income share reaches 55% in
Bra il today and this value has not changed
significantly or the past t enty years as is
sho n in chapter
ogether ith huge
regional ine ualities, the legacy o racial
ine uality still plays an important role Bra il
was the last major country to abolish slavery,
back in 1887, at a time when slavery made up
a very large raction o the population, up to
about
o the population in certain regions

brazil, south africa, and the middle
east can be characterized as “extreme
inequality” regimes: they have the
highest inequality levels observed

he e treme ine uality evident in outh
africa can obviously be linked to the historical
legacy o the apartheid regime only ully
abolished in 1994), seen today in the country’s dualistic economy and society. as
discussed in chapter 2.12, the top 10% is
largely made up o hites his group earns
more than 60% of national income and enjoys
income levels similar to those of europeans,
while the bottom 90% live with incomes
comparable to those of low-income african

in brazil, south africa, and the middle east,
income has been historically highly concentrated (see Figure 2.3.6 In Bra il, age
inequality has decreased over the past twenty
years in particular due to rising minimum
age and there have been important and
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Figure 2.3.5
top 1% national income share in emerging countries 1900–2015
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Source: WID.world (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
In 2015, 14% of national income was received by the Top 1% in China.

countries. but in contrast to brazil and the
Middle ast, ine uality increased significantly
over the past decades in south africa. the
trade and financial liberali ation that occurred
after the end of apartheid, coupled with the
failure to redistribute land equally, can help
to e plain these dynamics - yet more research
will be required to better track and understand recent south african income inequality
dynamics.
Despite its much larger racial and ethnocultural homogeneity, levels o ine uality in
the middle east are similar to (or possibly
even higher than those in Bra il and outh
africa, with a top 10% share above 60%. as
discussed in chapter
, regional income
and ealth is largely concentrated in in the
hands o a small group that is located in the
Gulf countries and saudi arabia. this is yet
another ine uality-generating mechanism:
the geography o oil property and the rontier
system have led to e treme ine uality in this
region

In low-income countries, inequality
is likely to be higher than previously
thought, but data is scarce
We still know very little about the evolution of
income ine uality in the rest o the developing
and emerging orld he first e planation or
this situation is that there is a lack of proper
income-ta data, either because governments
have not shared it, or because the data simply
do not e ist anymore, or because the data are
still decentrali ed and not digiti ed
in the absence of administrative data, most of
what we know is based on survey estimates.
as discussed in part i, survey-based estimates
of inequality can have a number of limitations.
surveys are often more sporadic in time, lack
consistency with national accounts estimates,
and miss top incomes. as demonstrated in this
report, or numerous emerging countries,
these ea nesses can lead to significant
underestimation of inequality levels. (see
chapters 2.7 and 2.12.) in Côte d’ivoire, novel
estimates show that the income share of the
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Figure 2.3.6
top 10% national income share in brazil, the middle east, south africa and other
countries, 2012–2016
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Source: WID.world (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
In 2016, 61% of national income was received by the Top 10% in the Middle East.
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top
is appro imately
o the country s
total income, contrary to the 12% previously
estimated by surveys. Wid.world work also
shows that the share of income earned by the
top
in hina as at least t ice as great as
o ficial estimates previously suggested e
are currently devoting great energies to
accessing income ta data in other A rican
countries, ollo ing the lead o
te d Ivoire,
and hope to be able to report more findings in
the near uture At this stage, ho ever, e
have only limited access to adequate data.

have historical income ta data, the income
share earned by the top 1% can only be properly computed in two small countries—mauritius and the seychelles—and for only a few
years in zambia and zimbabwe. for the
remaining countries Ghana, Kenya, an ania,
Nigeria, and ganda , the income-ta data
encompass less than 1% of the estimated adult
population hile this may appear surprising,
it is orth remembering that in the early days
o the
personal income ta
,
the proportion o ta payers as

Collectively, these factors mean that we can
assess the evolution of income inequality for
only a e developing countries in the years
before the 1980s, and over a short or interrupted time period. Given that most individuals earned belo the irst income-ta
threshold, our analysis is also restricted to a
tiny fraction of the population. out of the nine
sub-saharan african countries for which we

nevertheless, some lessons can be drawn
from this data. in africa, from the mid-1940s
until the early 1980s, the income share of the
top 0.1% decreased in zimbabwe, zambia,
malawi, kenya, tanzania, and south africa,
ollo ing a trend similar to that o most rich
countries. but compared to european levels
over the same period, income inequality was
much higher in these A rican countries, and
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even reached the most e treme levels In
1950, the richest 0.1% of zambia commanded
a bit more than 10% of total national income.
Income ine uality as, ho ever, seemingly
lower in West african countries such as
Nigeria and Ghana, here the top
averaged to
o total income bet een
and
Interestingly, this pattern o
geographical di erences in ine uality is still
evident in survey data that has been collected
in recent decades.

Part II

produce and analyze consistent inequality
estimates in emerging countries hich are
presented or the first time together in this
report) the study of the analysis of income
inequality based on sound and consistent data
in low-income countries is still only in its
infancy.

here it is possible to brea do n ta data
by race or nationality, historical data in
african countries demonstrate that most
ta payers ere non-A rican mainly uropeans, followed by arabs, then asians. this
dominance is li ely to have been mitigated in
recent decades, but it is still important in
former settlement colonies such as south
africa. recent research on Côte d’ivoire for
the period 1985–2014 further illustrates
how the aforementioned discrepancy
between survey data and administrative data
can be partly due to the undersampling o
non-african individuals.9
available data for latin american countries
sho that income ine uality in the region is
generally higher than the levels seen in uropean and Asian countries or e ample, recent
data collected in latin america indicate that
the total income share o the top
in Argentina, olombia, and Bra il is greater than
Interestingly, hen only survey data have
been used to estimate ine uality in the region,
the results suggest that income ine uality has
decreased significantly, hile ID orld estimates for brazil and Colombia show that they
have in act remained stubbornly high
in conclusion, the scarcity of available data
ma es it challenging to develop a conclusive
picture of inequality levels in lower-income
countries. from the data that are available,
ho ever, ine uality estimations suggest that
in most cases the distribution of income is
more concentrated than previously thought
in low-income countries. While important
efforts have been made in the past years to
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2.4
inCome inequality in the united states
In ormation in this chapter is based on the article Distributional National Accounts: Methods and
stimates or the nited tates, by homas i etty, mmanuel ae , and Gabriel Zucman,
orthcoming in the Quarterly Journal of Economics (2018).

Income inequality in the United States is among the highest of all rich
countries. The share of national income earned by the top 1% of adults in
2014 (20.2%) is much larger than the share earned by the bottom 50% of the
adult population (12.5%).
Average pre-tax real national income per adult has increased 60% since 1980,
but it has stagnated for the bottom 50% at around $16 500. While post-tax
cash incomes of the bottom 50% have also stagnated, a large part of the
modest post-tax income growth of this group has been eaten up by increased
health spending.
Income has boomed at the top. While the upsurge of top incomes was first a
labor-income phenomenon in 1980s and 1990s, it has mostly been a capitalincome phenomenon since 2000.
The combination of an increasingly less progressive tax regime and a transfer
system that favors the middle class implies that, even after taxes and all
transfers, bottom 50% income growth has lagged behind average income
growth since 1980.
Increased female participation in the labor market has been a counterforce
to rising inequality, but the glass ceiling remains firmly in place. Men make up
85% of the top 1% of the labor income distribution.
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Income inequality in the united states
is among the highest of rich countries
in 2014, the distribution of us national
income e hibited e tremely high ine ualities
he average income o an adult in the nited
tates be ore accounting or ta es and transers as
, but this figure mas s huge
differences in the distribution of incomes. the
appro imately
million adults that ma e
up the bottom 50% in the united states
earned
on average per year, representing ust one- ourth o the average
income. as illustrated by table 2.4.1, their
collective incomes amounted to a 13% share
o pre-ta national income he average
pre-ta income o the middle
the group
of adults with incomes above the median and
below the richest 10%, which can be loosely
described as the middle class
as roughly
similar to the national average, at
, so
that their income share (41%) broadly
reflected their relative si e in the population
he remaining income share or the top
as there ore
, ith average pre-ta
earnings o
his average annual
income o the top
is almost five times the
national average, and nineteen times larger
than the average or the bottom
urthermore, the : ratio bet een the
incomes of the bottom 50% and the top 10%
indicates that pre-ta income ine uality
bet een the lo er class and the upper
class is more than t ice the : ratio di erence bet een the average national incomes
in the nited tates and hina, using mar et
e change rates
Income is very concentrated, even among the
top
or e ample, the share o national
income going to the top
, a group o
appro imately
million adults ho earn
million on average per annum, is over
that is,
times larger than the share
o the entire bottom
, a group fi ty times
more populous. the incomes of those in the
top
, top
, and top
average
million,
million, and
million per
year, respectively, be ore personal ta es and
transfers.
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as shown by table 2.4.1 , the distribution of
national income in the united states in 2014
as generally made slightly more e uitable
by the country s ta es and trans er system
a es and trans ers reduce the share o
national income for the top 10% from 47% to
, hich is split bet een a one percentage
point rise in the post-ta income share o the
middle 40% (from 40.5% to 41.6%) and a
seven percentage point increase in the postta income share o the bottom
rom
12.5% to 19.4%). the trend is also of relatively
large proportionate losses in income shares
as one looks further up the income distribution, indicating that government ta es are
slightly progressive or the nited tates
richest adults.
national income grew by 61% from
1980 to 2014 but the bottom 50% was
shut off from it
income inequality in the united states in
2014 was vastly different from the levels seen
at the end of the second World War. indeed,
changes in ine uality since the end o that ar
can be split into two phases, as illustrated by
table 2.4.2 . from 1946 to 1980, real national
income gro th per adult as strong
ith
average income per adult almost doubling
and moreover, was more than equally distributed as the incomes o the bottom
gre
faster (102%) than those of the top 10%
(79%).10 o ever, in the ollo ing thirtyfour-year period, from 1980 to 2014, total
gro th slo ed rom
to
and became
much more skewed.
he pre-ta incomes o the bottom
stagnated, increasing by only
rom
in 1980 to $16 600 in 2014, a minuscule
gro th o ust
over a thirty- our-year
period he total gro th o post-ta income
or the bottom
as substantially larger,
at 21% over the full period 1980–2014 (averaging
a year , but this as still only onethird o the national average Gro th or the
middle
as ea , ith a pre-ta increase
in income o
since
and a post-ta
rise o
an average o
a year By
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table 2.4.1
the distribution of national income in the us, 2014
Pre-tax national income
Income group

Post-tax national income

number of
adults

Income
threshold
($)

average
income
($)

Income
share

Income
threshold
($)

average
income
($)

Income
share

Full Population

234 400 000

–

66 100

100%

–

66 100

100%

bottom 50%

117 200 000

–

16 600

12.5%

–

25 500

19.3%

bottom 20%

46 880 000

–

5 500

1.7%

–

13 400

4.1%

Ne t

70 320 000

13 100

24 000

10.9%

23 200

33 600

15.2%

middle 40%

93 760 000

36 900

66 900

40.4%

45 000

68 800

41.6%

top 10%

23 440 000

122 000

311 000

47.0%

113 000

259 000

39.1%

2 344 000

469 000

1 341 000

20.2%

392 000

1 034 000

15.7%

top 0.1%

234 400

2 007 000

6 144 000

9.3%

1 556 000

4 505 000

6.8%

top 0.01%

23 440

9 789 000

28 773 000

4.4%

7 035 000

20 786 000

3.1%

top 0.001%

2 344

48 331 000

124 821 000

1.9%

35 122 000

90 826 000

1.4%

top 1%

ource: i etty, ae and Zucman

ee

ir

id

orld or data series and notes

In
, the average pre-ta income o the op
as
re-ta national income is measured a ter the operation o pension and unemployment
insurance systems hich cover the ma ority o cash trans ers , but be ore direct income and ealth ta es ost-ta national income is measured a ter all ta es,
trans ers, and government spending All values have been converted to
constant
dollars accounting or in lation or comparison,
at
Mar et change ates, and
at urchasing o er arity Numbers may not add up due to rounding

table 2.4.2
the growth of national income since World War II in the us, 1946–2014
Pre-tax income growth
Income group

Post-tax income growth

1946–1980

1980–2014

1946–1980

1980–2014

Full Population

95%

61%

95%

61%

bottom 50%

102%

1%

129%

21%

bottom 20%

109%

-25%

179%

4%

Ne t

101%

7%

117%

26%

middle 40%

105%

42%

98%

49%

top 10%

79%

121%

69%

113%

top 1%

47%

204%

58%

194%

top 0.1%

54%

320%

104%

298%

top 0.01%

76%

453%

201%

423%

top 0.001%

57%

636%

163%

616%

ource: i etty, ae and Zucman

, available rom

ID

orld

Bet een
and
, the average pre-ta income o the op
gre by
re-ta national income is measured a ter the operation o pension and
unemployment insurance systems hich cover the ma ority o cash trans ers , but be ore direct income and ealth ta es ost-ta national income is measured
a ter all ta es, trans ers, and government spending
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contrast, the average income o the top
doubled over this period, and for the top 1%
it tripled, even on a post-ta basis he rates
o gro th urther increase as one moves up
the income ladder, culminating in an increase
of 636% for the top 0.001% between 1980
and 2014, ten times the national income
gro th rate or the ull population
the rise of the top 1% mirrors the fall
of the bottom 50%
his stagnation o incomes o the bottom
, relative to the upsurge in incomes e perienced by the top 1% has been perhaps the
most stri ing development in the nited
states economy over the last four decades.
as shown by Figure 2.4.1a, the groups have
seen their shares of total us income reverse
between 1980 and 2014. the incomes of the
top 1% collectively made up 11% of national
income in 1980, but now constitute above
20% of national income, while the 20% of us
national income that was attributable to the
bottom 50% in 1980 has fallen to just 12%
today
ectively, eight points o national
income have been transferred from the
bottom 50% to the top 1%. therefore, the
gains in national income share made by the
top
have been more than large enough to
compensate for the fall in income share of the
bottom
, a group demographically fi ty
times larger Figure 2.4.1b shows that while
average pre-ta income or the bottom
has stagnated at around
since
,
the top
has e perienced
gro th in
their incomes to appro imately
in
his has increased the average earnings di erential bet een the top
and the
bottom 50% from twenty-seven times in
to eighty-one times today
excluding health transfers, average
post-tax income of the bottom 50%
stagnated at $20 500
he stagnation o incomes among the bottom
as not the case throughout the
post ar period, ho ever he pre-ta share
of income owned by this chapter of the popu-
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lation increased in the
s as the age
distribution became more equal, in part as a
conse uence o the significant rise in the real
ederal minimum age in the
s, and
reached its historical peak in 1969. these
improvements were supported by president
Johnson s ar on poverty, hose social
policy provided the food stamp act of 1964
and the creation of the medicaid healthcare
program in
o ever, the share o both pre-ta and postta
income accruing to the bottom
began to all notably rom the beginning o
the
s, and the gap bet een pre-ta and
post-ta incomes also diverged significantly
from this point onwards. indeed, the data
indicate that virtually all o the meager gro th
in the real post-ta income o the bottom
since the 1970s has come from medicare and
Medicaid
cluding these t o health care
trans ers, the average post-ta income o the
bottom
ould have stagnated since the
late 1970s at just below $20 500 (see Figure
2.4.2). the bottom half of the us adult population has therefore been effectively shut off
rom pre-ta economic gro th or over orty
years, and the increase in their post-ta
income o appro imately
has been
almost entirely absorbed by greater healthcare spending, in part as a result o increases
in the cost of healthcare provision.11 furthermore, it is solely through the in- ind health
trans ers and collective e penditures that the
bottom half of the distribution sees its income
rise above its pre-ta level and becomes a net
beneficiary o redistribution up until the
government ran large deficits during the
2008 Great recession, the bottom 50% paid
more in ta es than it received in individuali ed
cash transfers.
among the bottom 50%, the pre-tax
income of working-age adults is falling
he stagnation in the incomes o the bottom
could in principle reflect demographic
changes rather than deeper evolutions in the
distribution of lifetime incomes. people’s
incomes tend to first rise ith age as or ers
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Figure 2.4.1a
Pre-tax income shares of the top 1% and bottom 50% in the us, 1962–2014
22%

Share of national income (%)

20%
Bottom 50%
18%

16%

14%
Top 1%
12%

10%
1962

1966

1970

1974

1978

1982

1986

1990

1994

1998

2002

2006

2010

2014

Source: Piketty, Saez and Zucman (2018). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
In 2014, 13% of national income was received by the Bottom 50% in the US. Pre-tax national income is measured after the operation of pension and unemployment
insurance systems (which cover the majority of cash transfers), but before direct income and wealth taxes.

build human capital and ac uire e perience
and then all during retirement opulation
aging might there ore have pushed the
bottom 50% income share down. however,
this is not the case for the united states. this
can be sho n by e amining the bottom
o income earners ithin specific age categories such as
year olds,
year olds,
and
year olds, as in igure
Figure 2.4.3a sho s that the average pre-ta

income o or ing-age adults in the bottom
has collapsed since
, alling by
or adults aged
and by
or those
bet een aged
It is only or the
elderly aged
that pre-ta income has
been rising, due to increases in social security benefits and private pension distributions. Figure 2.4.3b shows that these trends
are even more pronounced on a post-ta
basis he average income o bottom
income earners among those aged
has
gro n by
since
s and no e ceeds
the average income o bottom
income
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earners among all adults Indeed, all the
gro th in the post-ta incomes o the
bottom 50% is attributable to this increase
in income for the elderly.12 or the or ingage population in the bottom
, the
increase in post-ta income since
has
been essentially nil.
hree ey insights can be dra n rom the
evolution of bottom 50% incomes in the
united states. first, as the income of all
or ing-age groups ithin the bottom
has collapsed including e perienced or ers
above
years old it is unli ely that the
cumulative income that someone from the
bottom
group has earned across their
li etime has gro n much since the
s
econdly, the stagnation in the incomes o the
bottom
is not due to population aging
to the contrary, at the bottom half of the
income spectrum, the elderly’s incomes are
the only ones rising hirdly, despite the rise
in means-tested benefits, government redistribution has not enhanced income gro th
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2014: Top 1%
= $1 337 000
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1980: Top 1%
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1980: Bottom 50%
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2014: Bottom 50%
= $16 600
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0
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Bottom 50% average pre-tax income (constant 2016 $)

Top 1% average pre-tax income (constant 2016 $)

Figure 2.4.1b
Pre-tax incomes of the top 1% and bottom 50% in the us, 1962–2014

Source: Piketty, Saez and Zucman (2018). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
In 2014, the average pre-tax income of the Top 1% was $ 1 337 000. Pre-tax national income is measured after the operation of pension and unemployment
insurance systems (which cover the majority of cash transfers), but before direct income and wealth taxes.

Figure 2.4.2
Pre-tax and post-tax income of the bottom 50% in the us, 1962–2014

Average income (constant 2016 $)

$30 000

$25 000

$20 000

$15 000
Post-tax (incl. all in-kind transfers
and govt. spending)

$10 000

Post-tax, excluding health transfers
Post-tax disposable (cash income)

$5 000

Pre-tax
$0
1962

1966 1970

1974

1978 1982 1986 1990 1994 1998 2002 2006 2010 2014

Source: Piketty, Saez and Zucman (2018). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
In 2014, the average post-tax disposable income of the Bottom 50% was $ 17 400. Pre-tax national income is measured after the operation of pension and
unemployment insurance systems (which cover the majority of cash transfers), but before direct income and wealth taxes. Post-tax national income is measured after
all ta es, trans ers, and government spending All values have been converted to
constant
dollars accounting or inflation or comparison,
at Mar et change ates, and
at urchasing o er arity
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Figure 2.4.3a
Pre-tax income of the Bottom 50% by age group in the US, 1979–2014

Average income (constant 2016 $)
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ource: i etty, ae and Zucman
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wid world or data series and notes

In 2014, the average pre-tax income of the Bottom 50% aged 20 to 45 years old was $13 200. Pre-tax national income is measured after the operation of pension and
unemployment insurance systems (which cover the majority of cash transfers), but before direct income and wealth taxes. All values have been converted to 2016
constant
dollars accounting or inflation or comparison,
at Mar et change ates, and
at urchasing ower arity

for low- and moderate-income, working-age
Americans over the last three decades. This,
along with the real level of pre-tax inequality,
indicates that there are clear limits to what
taxes and transfers can achieve in the face of
such massive changes in the pre-tax distribution of income as have occurred in the United
States since 1980. This combination of factors
supports the view that policy discussions
should focus on how to equalize the distribution of primary assets, including human
capital, financial capital, and bargaining power,
rather than merely focus on ex-post redistribution.
Pre-tax income inequality has risen
notably since the 1980s, slightly more
than post-tax income inequality
The trends described above should also be
put into their longer historical context. An
analysis of data going as far back as 1917 indicates that there have been considerable
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changes in income inequality in the United
States over the last century. As shown in
Figure 2.4.4, the share of national income
going to the top 10% has followed a U-shaped
curve over the last century. On a pre-tax
basis, the top 10% income share today is
almost as high as it was at its peak in the late
1920s.
The shares of income attributed to top
earners, after accounting for taxes and transfers, have also followed a U-shaped evolution
over time, though they exhibit a less marked
upward swing in recent decades than do the
pre-ta figures his di erence is mainly due
to the smaller size of government a century
ago, and lower tax rates relative to the present
day, which meant the difference between preand post-tax incomes was less pronounced
in the early 1900s. Pre-tax and post-tax
shares of income started diverging after 1933
as President Roosevelt’s New Deal impacted
the top 1% and policies to raise money for
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Figure 2.4.3b
Post-tax income of the Bottom 50% by age group in the US, 1979–2014
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wid world or data series and notes

In 2014, the average post-tax disposable income of the Bottom 50% aged 20 to 45 years old was $14 900. Post-tax national income is after all taxes, transfers, and
government spending All values have been converted to
constant
dollars accounting or inflation or comparison,
at mar et e change
rates, and
at purchasing power parity

Figure 2.4.4
The “U-shaped evolution” of the national income share of the Top 10% in the US, 1917–2014
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Source: Piketty, Saez and Zucman (2018). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
In 2014, 39% of post-tax national income was received by the Top 10%. Pre-tax national income is measured after the operation of pension and unemployment
insurance systems (which cover the majority of cash transfers), but before direct income and wealth taxes.
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Figure 2.4.5
the share of capital in pre-tax income in the us, 1913–2014

Share of capital in pre-tax income (%)
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40%
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Source: Piketty, Saez and Zucman (2018). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
In 2014, the share of capital in the pre-tax income of the Top 10% was 44%. Total pre-tax income is the sum of capital income and labor income. Pre-tax national
income is measured after the operation of pension and unemployment insurance systems (which cover the majority of cash transfers), but before direct income and
wealth taxes.

econd orld ar related spending led to
significant increases in ederal income ta ation of the top 10%.
Although post-ta ine uality has increased
significantly since
, it has risen at a
slo er rate than pre-ta ine uality As can
be seen in Figure 2.4.4, the share of total
income attributable to the top 10% rose from
to
post-ta , and rom
to
pre-ta bet een
and
ignificant
ta increases implemented in
or those
ith the largest incomes may have played a
role in the slo er gro th o post-ta topincome shares relative to pre-ta income
shares over the last few years. overall, redistributive policies have prevented post-ta
ine uality rom returning all the ay to pre
new deal levels (as discussed in more detail
belo
urther reducing ta es on top
earners, as envisioned by the current administration and congress, could sharply increase
post-ta income ine uality in coming years
(box 2.4.1)
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Despite fluctuations, the share o aggregate
capital in total pre-ta income has remained
relatively stable over the last century.
ignificantly larger concentrations o earnings continue to be derived rom capital,
rather than labor, as one moves up the
income distribution. the vast majority of
americans have earned little capital income
over the last century, with the bottom
90%—which includes both the middle and
lo er-income classes rarely receiving
more than 10% of their income from capital
before the 1970s (see Figure 2.4.5). the rise
of pension funds (which now account for
36% of all household wealth) has helped to
increase the share o capital in the pre-ta
income o the bottom
, rising to appro imately 16% in 2014. While lower than their
highs o over
in the mid- s, the top
10% income earners still derive over 40%
o their incomes rom capital in
this
figure as almost
or the top
, and
70% for the top 0.1% in 2014.
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Figure 2.4.6
average tax rate by pre-tax income group in the us, 1913–2014

Average tax rate (% of pre-tax income)
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Source: Piketty, Saez and Zucman (2018). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
In 2014, the average tax rate on the incomes of the Top 1% was 36%. Pre-tax national income is measured after the operation of pension and unemployment
insurance systems (which cover the majority of cash transfers), but before direct income and wealth taxes. Taxes include all forms of taxes at the federal, state, and
local level. Tax rates are expressed as a fraction of pre-tax income.

luctuations in the share o income coming
from capital have been remarkable for those
ith the highest incomes arly in the t entieth century, the top 0.1% derived 70%–80%
of its income from capital, but this share
collapsed to ust over
during the Great
Depression hen corporate profits slumped,
be ore rebounding in the
s and
s
to around 90%. as described in piketty’s
Capital in the Twenty-First Century, top e ecutive compensation and labor incomes hit an
historical lo during the post ar decades 13
they then rose very rapidly from the 1970s
through the late
s, culminating in
when the capital share of the top 0.1%
reached a low point of 49%. since the turn of
the t enty-first century, ho ever, capital has
bounced bac , ith a surge in profits rom
corporate equities. the share of capital
income in national income gre rom
to
29% between 2000 and 2014, and indeed
almost all o the
average yearly gro th
of income per adult in the united states over
this period was a result of the rise in capital

income labor income per adult gre by
per year hile capital income per adult gre
by 2.2% per year. this rise in wealth inequality
led to an increase in capital income concentration, which then reinforced wealth inequality
itself as top capital incomes were saved at a
high rate onse uently, as the t enty-first
century progresses, the or ing rich o the
late t entieth century may increasingly live
off their capital income, or could be in the
process o being replaced by their o spring
who can live off their accumulated inheritance.
taxes have become less progressive
over the last decades
he progressivity o the
ta system has
declined signi icantly over the last e
decades, as illustrated in Figure 2.4.6. the
country s macroeconomic ta rate that is, the
share o total ta es in national income
including ederal, state, and local ta es
increased from 8% in 1913 to 30% in the late
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1960s, and has remained at the latter level
since
ective ta rates have become more
compressed, however, across the income
distribution. in the 1950s, the top 1% of
income earners paid 40%–45% of their
pre-ta income in ta es, hile the bottom
earners paid
he gap in
was much smaller. in 2014, top earners paid
appro imately
o their income in
ta es, hile the bottom
o earners paid
around
he main actor e plaining hy
the e ective ta rates paid by the top
have
declined over time is the fall in corporate and
estate ta es in the
s, the top
paid
close to
o its pre-ta income in corporate and estate ta es, hile by
, this had
allen to appro imately

he
ta re orms partly reversed the
long-run decline in top ta rates he
surta es introduced by the A ordable are
Act, and the e piration o the
Bush ta
cuts or top earners, together increased
marginal ta rates or the richest on their
capital income
percentage points and
labor income
percentage points 14
hese increases ere the largest hi es in top
ta rates since the
s, e ceeding those
implemented by the Clinton administration
in
he e ective ta rate paid by top
earners has risen by appro imately our
percentage points bet een
and
2013 (36%), and is now back to its level of
the early 1980s.15 till, it is orth noting that
inequality was much lower in the 1980s and

box 2.4.1
measuring pre-tax and post-tax income inequality
In this chapter, we present estimates of pre- and
post-tax income inequality for the USA, which are
two complementary concepts for the analysis of
inequality. Comparing pre- and post-tax income
inequality allows to better assessing the impact
of personal taxes and in-kind transfers on the
dynamics of income inequality.
In the WID.world database, pre-tax income refers
to incomes measured before personal income and
wealth taxes and in-kind transfers (typically health
transfers) but after the operation of the pension
and employment insurance systems (as well as
after Social security and disability transfers in the
case of the United States).
In contrast, post-tax income refers to incomes
measured after all taxes (in particular, after direct
personal and wealth taxes) and after all government transfers (cash and in-kind).
It is important to note that pensions and unemployment insurance represent the vast majority
of cash transfers in the United States and more
generally in rich countries. Therefore our notion
of pre-tax income inequality (which we used in
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previous chapters to make international comparisons) already includes most cash redistribution.
In practice, other cash transfers tend to be relatively small. For instance, in the case of the United
States, pre-tax income is virtually equal to posttax cash income for the bottom 50%, at around
$16 500 in 2014—and this figure has remained
more or less the same since 1980. This means that
the poor contribute about as much to taxes than
they benefit from them in cash transfers (other
than pensions and unemployment insurance) and
this has not changed in fourty years.
That being said, it is critical to study post-tax
inequality and not only pre-tax inequality, first
because in-kind transfers (in particular access
to free education and health services) play a
very important role for bottom groups, and next
because post-tax incomes can be substantially
smaller than pre-tax incomes at the top of the
distribution (at least in countries with highly
progressive tax systems).
Unfortunately, the United States is the only
country for which complete pre- and post-tax
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that the long-run declines in corporate-ta
and estate-ta revenues continue to e ert
do n ard pressure on e ective ta rates at
the top. Compared to the period between
and
, hen the level o ta ation
of the top 1% was consistently above 40%,
the average ta rate as a percentage o
pre-ta income
as more than ive
percentage points lo er in
, and ten
percentage points lo er than be ore the
financial crisis
In contrast to the overall all in ta rates or
top earners since the
s, ta es on the
bottom 50% have risen from 15% to 25%
between 1940 and 2014. this has been
largely due to the rise o payroll ta es paid by

Part II

the bottom 50%, which have risen from
below 5% in the 1960s to more than 10% in
Indeed, payroll ta es are no much
more important than any other ta es
federal or state—borne by the bottom 50%.
In
, payroll ta es amounted to
o
pre-ta income, significantly above the ne t
largest items: ederal and state income ta es,
hich made up
o pre-ta income, and
16
sales ta es, at
Although payroll ta es
finance trans ers including ocial ecurity
and Medicare, hich in part go to the bottom
50%, their increase also contributes to the
stagnation o the post-ta income o or ingage Americans ho ma e up a notable
proportion of the bottom 50% of the income
distribution.

income inequality estimates are available in
this Report. Would focusing on post-tax income
inequality in other countries modify the general
conclusions of the Report?
Based on the findings of this chapter and on
preliminary results for other countries, it seems
likely that focusing on post-tax incomes would
tend to comfort our main conclusions.
For instance, the magnitude of in-kind education and health transfers tends to be higher in
Europe than in the United States, particularly for
the bottom 50%, so our conclusion about higher
inequality in the US is likely to be magnified when
we move from pre-tax to post-tax inequality.
Next, we know that tax progressivity was reduced,
rather than increased, in most countries since the
1980s (see chapter 5.2). Taking into account posttax estimates therefore tends to reinforce the rise
in inequality observed in pre-tax series. In France,
for instance, effective tax rates are lower for the
very rich than for the middle class, and new tax
legislations will further decrease these rates for
the richest (see chapter 2.5).

In emerging countries, the tax and transfer systems are generally less developed and less progressive than in the United States and Europe (as
discussed in chapter 5.2, there are no estate taxes
in emerging countries, while the poor pay high
taxes on some basic consumption goods such as
energy), so the gap between extreme inequality
countries and other regions discussed in chapter 2.1 may in fact be reinforced with post-tax
estimates.
The exact magnitude of these variations remains
unknown at this stage. The WID.world consortium
is currently producing novel post-tax income
inequality estimates for various parts of the world
(in particular for Europe and Latin America),
but taking into account consistently all forms of
incomes, taxes and transfers of all individuals in
a given country over long time periods requires
tremendous efforts. This is an exciting agenda
for economic research and future editions of this
Report will present new results and progresses
made along these lines.
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Figure 2.4.7
Post-tax income of the middle 40% in the us, 1962–2014: the role of transfers

Average income (constant 2016 $)
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id orld or data series and notes

In 2014, the average post-tax income of the Middle 40% was €68 800. Post-tax national income is measured after all taxes, transfers, and government spending. All
values have been converted to
constant
dollars accounting or inflation or comparison,
at mar et e change rates, and
at purchasing power parity.

transfers essentially target the middle
class, leaving the bottom 50% with
little support in managing the collapse
in their pre-tax incomes
hile ta es have steadily become less
progressive since the
s, one ma or evolution in the
economy over the last fi ty
years has been the rise of individualized
transfers, both monetary and in-kind. publicgoods spending has remained constant, at
around 18% of national income, but transfers—other than social security, disability,
and unemployment insurance, which are
already included in calculations o pre-ta
income—increased from around 2% of
national income in 1960 to 11% in 2014. the
t o largest trans ers ere Medicaid and
Medicare, representing
and
, respectively, of national income in 2014. other
important trans ers include re undable ta
credits (0.8% of national income), veterans’
benefits
, and ood stamps
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erhaps surprisingly, individuali ed trans ers
tend to target the middle class Despite
Medicaid and other means-tested programs
hich go entirely to the bottom
, the
middle
received larger trans ers in
totaling
o per-adult national
income) than the bottom 50% of americans
(10% of per-adult national income). With the
top
o income earners receiving appro imately 8% of per-adult national income in
transfers, there is an inverted u-shaped
relationship bet een post-ta income and
transfers received (when social security
benefits are included in trans ers hese
trans ers have been ey to enabling middleclass incomes to gro , as ithout them,
average income or the middle
ould
not have gro n at all bet een
in
(see Figure 2.4.7 ) by contrast, transfers
have not been su ficient to enable the
incomes o the bottom
to gro significantly and counterbalance the collapse in
their pre-ta income
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Ratio between the average pre-tax labor income
of working-age men and working-age women (%)

Figure 2.4.8
difference in the pre-tax labor income between working-age men and women in the us, 1962–2014
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Source: Piketty, Saez and Zucman (2018). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
In 2014, the average pre-tax labor income of men aged 20-64 years old was 1.76 times greater (76% higher) than the average pre-tax labor income of women aged
- years old re-ta labor income is composed o ages as ell as pensions, social security, and unemployment insurance benefits, minus the corresponding
contributions.

the reduction in the gender wage gap
has been an important counterforce to
rising us inequality
he reduction in the gender gap has been an
important orce in mitigating the rise in
ine uality that has largely ta en place a ter
o e amine this process, the data must
be analyzed on an individual rather than on
a ta -unit basis such as a couple or a amily
he overall gender gap has been almost
halved over the last half-century, but it has
far from disappeared. the more comprehensive ay to measure the gender gap is to
compute the ratio o average labor income
o or ing-age men aged
to average
labor income o or ing age omen aged
, regardless o
hether and ho
much they work. as illustrated in Figure
2.4.8 , this income ratio has allen rom highs
o
: in the
s to appro imately
:
in 2014.

till, considerable gender ine ualities persist,
particularly at the top of the labor income
distribution, as illustrated by Figure 2.4.9. in
2014, women accounted for close to 27% of
the individuals in the top 10% of the income
distribution, up
percentage points rom
heir representation, ho ever, gro s
smaller at each higher step along the distribution of income. Women make up only 16% of
the top 1% of labor income earners (a
percentage point rise rom the
s , and
only 11% of the top 0.1% (an increase of
percentage points here has been only a
modest increase in the share of women in top
labor income groups since
he glass
ceiling is still ar rom being shattered
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Figure 2.4.9
share of women in the employed population by labor income group in the us, 1962–2014
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Source: Piketty, Saez and Zucman (2018). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
In
, the share o omen in the employed population as
corresponding contributions.
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2.5
inCome inequality in franCe
In ormation in this chapter is based on Income Ine uality in rance,
: vidence
rom Distributional National Accounts DINA , by Bertrand Garbinti, Jonathan Goupille-Lebret
and homas i etty,
ID orld or ing aper eries No
/

In 2014, the share of total pre-tax income received by the bottom 50%
earners was 23%, while the share of the top 10% was 33%. Although income
inequality in France was by no means insignificant in 2014, it sharply
contrasts with the situation a century ago. In 1900, the top 10% of the
income distribution received half of total French national income.
Income inequality decreased significantly between the start of the First
World War and the end of the Second World War due to the fall of top capital
incomes resulting from the destruction of physical capital, the damaging
impact of inflation, and the effects of nationalizations and rent-control
policies.
The struggle between labor and capital to share the fruits of growth between
1945 and 1983 characterized a turbulent period for income inequality, rising
until 1968, when civil unrest pressured the government into reducing wage
differentials.
Austerity measures introduced in 1983, including the end of indexing wages
to inflation, started a trend of rising inequality. Wage differentials and returns
to capital increased thereafter.
While gender pay gaps have consistently fallen since the 1970s, women made
up just 30% of the top 10% of French earners in 2012, and if current trends
continue, women cannot expect to make up a proportion of the top 10% equal
to men until 2102.
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In 2014, the top 10% French earners
captured 33% of national income
In
, the average national income per
adult in rance as
his average,
ho ever, disguises signi icant variations
among groups ithin the distribution he
bottom
earned around
on
average in
, notably less than hal the
national average, and thus their share o total
french income was less than a quarter
(22.5%). the middle 40% had an annual
average income o almost
, and
accordingly held a
share o national
income, hile the top
received appro imately
, more than three times the
national average hese relative di erences
gro ever larger or the richest, ith the top
having an
share in national income,
and the top
and
having incomes
and
times the national average, as
shown in table 2.5.1 .
Income inequality in France has varied
significantly since the start of the
twentieth century
While income inequality in france is by no
means insignificant today, it has allen notably

since
At the beginning o the t entieth
century, the top 10% of the income distribution hich can be thought o as the upper
class received
o total national income,
hile the middle
the so-called middle
class had around
Mean hile, the
bottom
the lo er class had less than
15% of national income. the increased shares
or the middle
percentage points and
lo er class
percentage points bet een
1900 and 2014 have thus come at the
e pense o the richest in roughly e ual
amounts. this reduction in inequality has
taken place, however, in a haphazard and
disorderly manner, undergoing numerous
evolutions over the last century that are the
result o a comple mi o historical events
and political decisions.
to better comprehend recent developments
in income ine uality in rance, it is first important to analy e ho average income evolved
from 1900 to 2014. per-adult national
income has risen appro imately seven old
over the last century in france, from around
in the year
o ever, this
gro th in national income per adult as ar
from steady. between 1900 and 1945, peradult national income declined on average

table 2.5.1
the distribution of national income in France, 2014
Income group

number of adults

Income threshold
(€)

average income
(€)

Income share

Full Population

51 722 000

–

33 400

100%

bottom 50%

25 861 000

–

15 000

22.5%

middle 40%

20 689 000

26 600

37 500

44.9%

top 10%

5 172 000

56 100

109 000

32.6%

top 1%

517 000

161 400

360 600

10.8%

top 0.1%

51 700

544 600

1 234 400

3.7%

top 0.01%

5 200

2 002 000

4 318 600

1.3%

top 0.001%

500

6 976 500

13 175 100

0.4%

ource: Garbinti, Goupille-Lebret and i etty
In
o
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id

orld or data series and notes

o national income as earned by the op
in rance All values have been converted into
urchasing o er arity
euros at a rate
accounts or di erences in the cost o living bet een countries Values are net o in lation Numbers may not add up due to rounding
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Figure 2.5.1
Incomes shares in France, 1900–2013: the rise of the lower and middle classes
55%

Average national income
per adult in 2014: €33 400

Share of national income (%)
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Source: Garbinti, Goupille-Lebret and Piketty (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
In 2014, 33% of national income was earned by the Top 10% in France. In the same year, the average income of the Top 10% was €109 000, over three times the
national average per adult. All values have been converted into 2016 Purchasing Power Parity (PPP) euros at a rate of €1 = $1.3 = ¥4.4. PPP accounts for differences
in the cost o living bet een countries Values are net o inflation

by per year, but then increased at an
average o
during the post ar period
until
dubbed les trente glorieuses. these
thirty glorious years ere ollo ed by a
period in which per-adult national incomes
gre our times slo er than previously, averaging
per annum rom
to
this pattern was not unique to france,
ho ever imilar trends ere e perienced in
most european countries and Japan, and to
a lesser e tent in the nited tates and in the
uk, where the shocks created by the first
and econd orld ars ere less damaging
than in Continental europe.
the evolution of income inequality over the
last century can be broken down into three
broad periods he first o these periods as
from the start of the first World War to the
end of the second World War. as visualized
in Figure 2.5.1 , the share of income of the top
o earners ell abruptly during the
1945 period, from more than 50% of total
income on the eve of the first World War to

slightly above
o total income in
this decline was mainly due to the collapse
of capital income, which was hit by a number
o negative shoc s apital income generally
ma es up a significantly higher proportion o
income for the richest 10% of the population,
and particularly the top 1%, than it does for
other groups Both ars involved the
destruction of capital stocks, and bankruptcies were not infrequent. they led to a
collapse in gross domestic product GD ,
which lost 50% of its value between 1929
and
Inflation reached record levels the
price inde
as multiplied by more than a
hundred between 1914 and 1950), severely
penali ing individuals ith bond holdings and,
more broadly, ith fi ed income assets he
control o rents during the period o inflationism led to a tenfold fall in their real value,
and additionally, nationali ation and the high
level o ta ation o certain assets in
contributed to a sharp fall in capital income.
the result for the top 1%—that is, those
earning the most income rom capital
as
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to see their share of national income halved
in around thirty years.
the second period, between 1945 and 1983,
as characteri ed by a struggle bet een
labor and capital to share the ruits o gro th,
hich reached very high levels
per
year on average rom
to
, the
ine uality in ages that had e isted be ore
the world wars was rebuilt and the share of
capital in the french economy also rose,
leading to a period o rising income ine uality
as illustrated by Figure 2.5.1 , the income
share of the top 10% had risen from around
to
during this t enty-three-year
period, while the share of the bottom 50% fell
rom appro imately
to
ollo ing
the events of may 1968, however, this trajectory o rising ine uality abruptly stopped
may 1968 was a volatile period of civil unrest
in france, punctuated by demonstrations,
general stri es, and protester occupations o
universities and factories across the country.
he rench government, under harles De
Gaulle’s presidency, introduced a number of
conciliatory policies in the ollo ing month in
an attempt at appeasement, including a boost
in the real minimum age o appro imately
his mar ed the beginning o a period o
steady increases in the minimum age and o
the purchasing po er o the poor bet een
and
he purchasing po er o
those ith lo er ages rose substantially
more than did GD , hich itsel gre by a
noteworthy 30%. these factors led to a
compression in the distribution o ages and
reduced income ine uality more generally In
the early 1980s, the top 10% had their lowest
share o pre-ta national income recorded, at
, hile the middle
had an historic high
o appro imately
, and the bottom
accounted for 23%. however, the rise in unemployment that started during the mids
also mar ed the beginning o a ne period
the third period, marked by a substantial
reduction in income gro th rates
per
year on average , began in
hen
successive governments decided to end the
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policy o inde ing ages to prices and thereore reduced the rate o age increases or
the low-paid.17 this was initially part of an
austerity program no n as the tournant de
la rigueur (austerity turn), introduced by president mitterrand’s then newly elected lefting government he program as an
attempt to combat high inflation rates and
rapid deteriorations in the budget and trade
deficits bet een
and
that could
have seen france leave the european monetary ystem a es ere also increased, subsidies to state-owned enterprises were
reduced, and social security and unemployment insurance payments were restrained.18
the overall effect of these policy choices was
an increase in the pay gaps bet een those
ho earned the lo est ages and others
During this period, ine uality as relatively
stable e cept at the top o the distribution
Very top incomes increased substantially.
the end of the “thirty glorious years”
for the bottom 95%, but not for those
at the top
ne ay to better understand the magnitude
o the turning point that occurred in the
s is to loo at the total gro th curve by
income group hat is, e can as : hat as
the change in the average income o each
group over the di erent time periods
Bet een
and
, average national
income per adult rose by 35% (1% per annum)
in real terms in france. however, actual total
gro th as not the same or all income
groups, as illustrated by the impressive
up ard slope on the right hand o the
gro th curve in Figure 2.5.2 . total
gro th bet een
and
as
on
average
per annum or the bottom
o the distribution,
or ne t
(0.8% per annum), and 49% for the top 10%
per annum Moreover, total gro th
remained belo the economy- ide average
until the ninety-ninth percentile, and then
rose steeply, up to as much as
gro th
over the thirty-one-year period (2.2% per
annum) for the top 0.1% and 144% for the top
0.001% (2.9% per annum).
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Figure 2.5.2
average annual real growth by income group in France, 1950–2014
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Source: Garbinti, Goupille-Lebret and Piketty (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
Between 1950 and 1983, the 50th percentile of the population experienced a 3.4% average annual increase in their real income, while between 1983 and 2014 their
real income increased by 0.9% on average per year.

the contrast between 1950–1983 and 1983–
in terms o the total gro th rates o
income groups is particularly star As table
2.5.2 and Figure 2.5.2 sho , gro th rates ere
very high or the bottom
o the population
during the thirty glorious years bet een
and
, at around
, hile gro th
for the top 1% was markedly lower at 109%
(2.3% per annum). Growth rates were even
lower at the very top, at around 80% (1.8% per
annum) for the top 0.1 and 0.01%.
Another ay to measure these diverging
evolutions is to compare the shares of total
economic gro th going to the di erent
income groups Bet een
and
,
o total gro th ent to the bottom
of the population, versus only 6% to the top
1%. between 1983 and 2014, 21% of total
gro th ent to the bottom
, as much as
the share o gro th hich ent to the top
umming up, although the rise o ine uality
as less pronounced in rance and to a large

e tent in urope than in the nited tates,
the break between the 1950–1983 period,
hen bottom groups en oyed larger gro th
than the top, and the 1983–2014 period,
hen the e act opposite pattern prevailed, is
very visible.
recent growth at the top is due to
higher salaries and returns on capital
assets
as a result of the unequal distribution of
gro th, the share o income attributed to the
top 1% has seen a notable increase between
and
, rising rom less than
o
total income to over 12% over this period—
that is, rising by over
Bet een
and 2013, the income share of the top 1%
fluctuated bet een
and
, remaining
signi icantly larger than hen income
inequality was at its lowest point in the early
eighties see Figure 2.5.1). as stated above,
this trend o rising ine uality among the
highest earners is even more pronounced or
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Table 2.5.2
Income growth and inequality in France, 1900–2014
1900–1950
Income group

1950–1983

1983–2014

Average
Share of Average
Share of Average
Share of
Total cuTotal cuTotal cuannual
total cu- annual
total cu- annual
total cumulated
mulated
mulated
growth
mulated growth
mulated growth
mulated
growth
growth
growth
rate
growth
rate
growth
rate
growth

Full Population

1.0%

64%

100%

3.3%

194%

100%

1.0%

35%

100%

Bottom 50%

1.8%

144%

30%

3.7%

236%

25%

0.9%

31%

21%

Middle 40%

1.5%

108%

61%

3.4%

204%

48%

0.8%

27%

37%

Top 10%

0.2%

11%

8%

2.9%

157%

27%

1.3%

49%

42%

Top 10–1%

0.6%

37%

16%

3.1%

178%

21%

0.9%

33%

21%

Top 1%

-0.5%

-23%

-8%

2.3%

109%

6%

2.2%

98%

21%

Top 0.1%

-1.1%

-44%

-7%

1.7%

75%

1%

2.8%

133%

8%

Top 0.01%

-2.0%

-63%

-5%

1.8%

83%

0%

2.9%

144%

3%

Source: Garbinti, Goupille-Lebret and Piketty (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
Between 1900 and 1950, the share of national income growth captured by the Top 10% was 8%.

the top 0.1% and the top 0.01% (see Figure
2.5.3). The difference between the average
national income before tax and those of top
earners has almost doubled over the
preceding thirty years. The top 0.1% average
income increased from 21 times above
average in 1983 to 37 times in 2014, while
the figure increased rom
times average
to 129 times for the top 0.01%.
Why has there been a rise in top incomes over
the recent period? In the case of France, top
earners have experienced significant
increases in their incomes from both labor
and capital. Between 1983 and 2013, the
labor income of the top 0.01% rose 53%,
while their capital income increased by 48%.
It is di ficult or standard e planations based
on technical change and the changing supply
and demand of skills to explain rising income
concentration at the very top, whether
around the world or in rance specifically 19
The rise of labor incomes at the top is more
likely to be the result of evolutions in institutional factors governing pay-setting pro-
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cesses for top managerial compensation,
including changes in corporate governance
and the decline of unions and collective bargaining processes. Evolutions in top marginal
tax rates have also likely had an impact on
labor income inequality. Reduced top income
tax rates can affect wage-setting at the top;
as top earners expect less taxes, they may be
more inclined to ask for increases in wages. 20
Top income tax rates were above 60% during
the trente glorieuses and rose to 70% in the
early 1980s. They fell to about 50% in the late
2000s. Effective tax rates (total taxes paid on
total income) are actually inferior for very top
income groups than for the middle class. 21
Recent tax legislation supported by the current government are about to further reduce
tax rates at the top, in particular due to reduction in tax rates on capital.
Increases in top labor income inequality have
in certain cases been correlated with
increases in top capital income inequality.
op managers, or e ample, have benefitted
first rom very high labor incomes through
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Figure 2.5.3
rising top inequality in France, 1983–2013
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Source: Garbinti, Goupille-Lebret and Piketty (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
The share of income going to the Top 1% in 2013 grew by 34% relative to its 1983 value, while the share going to the Top 0.1% in 2013 grew by 60%.

large bonuses or stoc options some o
hich have been largely mediati ed and then
rom very high capital incomes derived rom
improvements in the price of the stocks that
they have come to own. top capital incomes
have also been rising due to the rising share
o macroeconomic capital in a conte t o
declining labor bargaining po er and privatization policies.
Gender pay gaps may be falling, but
men are still paid approximately 50%
more than women
While income inequality has increased since
the
s, gender gaps have been declining
since the
s till, gender gaps remain very
high in rance today In the
s the age
o patriarchy men earned
to times the
labor income of women, and women’s labor
force participation rate was around 45%. the
share o or ing omen rose dramatically to
80% in 2012 and the women-to-men pay
ratio decreased to :
on average here
are, ho ever, strong variations in gender

income gaps over age groups As can be seen
in Figure 2.5.4a, in 2012, men earned 1.25
times more on average than omen at the age
o
, and
times more at age
Gender ine ualities are also particularly high
among higher paying obs Despite moderate
improvements since 1994, women still do not
have equal access to them. in 2012, the
female share of the top 50% of earners was
42%, while women made up just 30% and
12% of the top 10% and top 0.1% earners,
respectively. if current trends continue,
omen can e pect to ma e up the same
proportion as men of the top 10% and top
0.1% shares by 2102 and 2144, respectively.
(see Figure 2.5.4b)
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Figure 2.5.4a
Gender gap by age in France, 1970–2012
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Source: Garbinti, Goupille-Lebret and Piketty (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
In 2012, the average labor income of 40-year-old men was 1.5 times higher than for 40-year-old women.

Share of women in top labor income groups (%)

Figure 2.5.4b
Share of women in top labor income groups in France, 1970–2012
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Source: Garbinti, Goupille-Lebret and Piketty (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
In 2012, the share of women in the total working population of the Top 1% was 16%.
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2.6
inCome inequality in germany
In ormation in this chapter is based on op incomes in Germany,
ID orld or ing aper eries No
/

, by harlotte Bartels,

In 2013, the share of total income received by the bottom half of the
population was 17%, while the share of the top decile was 40%. In 1913, the
share of the top 10% was also 40%.The top 1% is, however, lower today than
in 1913 (18% versus 13%).
The top 1% increased sharply between the creation of the Reich in 1871
and the establishment of the Weimar Republic in 1918. It then decreased
dramatically when social policies were implemented by the Weimar Republic.
The Nazi prewar period is associated with economic recovery and favorable
policies for large businesses, and saw temporary surges in top incomes. The
top 1% share was then reduced to 10–12% during the 1950–1990 period and
has been on the rise since reunification.
Top income earners in Germany have been business owners throughout the
twentieth century and up to the present. As most German firms are family
owned, with some family members more involved than others, it is difficult
to judge how much of top incomes are labor incomes and which part is “pure”
capital income (with limited labor input). Starting in the 1980s, however,
highly qualified employees have increasingly entered top-income groups.
In Germany, high income concentration of the industrialization period
dropped as soon as the 1920s and fluctuated around this level throughout the
postwar period. This contrasts with other rich countries like United States,
the United Kingdom, and France, where the Second World War brought
strong and lasting reductions in income concentrations at the top.
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Investigating the evolution o ine uality
using German income ta data has a long
tradition, as particularly russian and a on
ta data are internationally praised or their
accuracy. simon kuznets partly drew his
amous hypothesis o rising ine uality in the
early phase of industrialization from prussian
income ta data he early introduction o
modern income ta ation in German states
at the end of the nineteenth century offers
a special opportunity to compute inequality
series from the industrialization phase
until today
the series presented in this chapter are based
on pre-ta income data rom historical
German income-ta statistics collected by
Charlotte bartels. one should note, however,
that the impressive length o the period
covered in Germany comes with a price, in
that changing territories are covered by the
series. the two world wars of the twentieth
century, the division of Germany after the
econd orld ar, and its reunification in
leave the researcher ith income ta
systems applying across time to uite di erently sized territories and populations.
long-run German income inequality
dynamics can be split into five periods
the evolution of income inequality from
to
can be split into five periods
Figure 2.6.1 shows the evolution of the top
1% income share from 1871 to 2013. the
first period starts ith the oundation o
German reich in 1871, which unified
German states, and ends with the first
World War. the top percentile was the
greatest beneficiary o this industriali ation
period. its income share moderately
increased from 16% in 1871 to 18% in 1913
and then rose to
during the irst orld
ar he sharp increase observed during
that ar might have been the result o
e traordinarily high profits rom military
spending By
, authorities managed to
restrict those profits, hich contributed to
bringing the top
share bac do n to
of national income.
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the second period includes the years of the
Weimar republic (1918–1933), which
brought a variety o ine uality-reducing policies, including an increase in the top marginal
ta rate rom
to
in russia, the introduction of unemployment insurance, and
employment la including employment
protections trong unions and the rise o
collective bargaining contributed to an
increase in ages hich resulted in lo er
labor income inequality. hyperinflation
eroded financial assets and greatly reduced
capital incomes during this period Additionally, industrial firms generated very lo
profits throughout the
s, i any at all, and
mostly did not pay out dividends. as a consequence, the top percentile’s income share
decreased significantly rom
in
to
11% in 1925 and remained at the latter level
until 1933.
the third period starts with the nazi’s
seizure of control in 1933 and ends at the
eve of the second World War in 1938. after
1938, the statistical office stopped
publishing income ta statistics so it is impossible to know how income distribution
changed during the econd orld ar his
pre ar Na i period is mar ed by an e traordinary increase in the top percentile’s income
share from 11% in 1934 to 17% in 1938,
contrasting ith the initial anti-big-business
rhetoric of the nazi party. in contrast, to the
top percentile, the
group the top
richest, minus the very top
gained
only moderately during this period As in
most rich countries, economic recovery after
the Great depression started in 1932 in
Germany Industrial firms sa their profits
rise sharply between 1933 and 1939.
erguson and Voth find evidence that firms
ith strong ties to the Na i party disproportionately benefited rom the recovery, hich
probably contributed to further concentration of incomes at the top. 22 he larger firms
across all sectors were more likely to form
connections ith the Na i government, but
this was particularly the case for the rearmament industry.
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Figure 2.6.1
top 1% income share in Germany, 1871–2013
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Source: Bartels (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
In 2013, the Top 1% national income share was 13%.

the post-war period is marked by a
relatively stable but high top percentile
income share
the German postwar period is characterized
by a comparably high income concentration
at the top, paralleled by a rather compressed
age distribution rom the mids until
the 1980s, the top percentile’s share oscillates
bet een
and
his is higher than the
top percentile’s share in postwar united
tates, nited Kingdom, or rance in the same
period his finding is particularly stri ing as
the policies (especially nationalizations and
rent control) after the second World War and
destructions during the econd orld ar
are generally seen as long-lasting e uali ing
forces both in Germany and in other warparticipating countries he currency re orm
in 1948 eradicated capital incomes from
financial assets or the second time in the
t entieth century, hile leaving business
assets and real estate untouched avings
accounts were reduced to about a tenth of
their ormer value As rents ere heavily regu-

lated, top incomes stemmed from business
profits
n the other hand, strong labor
demand and the high national income gro th
rates of the German Wirtschaftswunder coincided with powerful unions, low unemployment, and a rather compressed age distribution. the bottom 50% then received a third
of total income, as Figure 2.6.2 shows. it was
not until the
s that top age earners
increasingly entered top-income groups and
the age distribution became increasingly
unequal. With the oil crises and the onset of
mass unemployment, the share of the bottom
decreased to less than a fi th o national
income. the fall of the bottom half was
mirrored by an increase of the middle 40%,
ho received slightly more than
o
national income beginning in the
s
Income inequality is rising at the top
since reunification
he fi th and last period corresponds to
reunified Germany olitical unification on
ctober ,
, brought the eastern states
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Figure 2.6.2
Income shares in Germany, 1961–2013
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Source: Bartels (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
In 2013, the Top 10% national income share was 40%.

o Berlin, Brandenburg, Mec lenburg
estern omerania, a ony, a ony-Anhalt,
and huringia into the ederal epublic o
Germany he first years a ter reunification
ere mar ed by e ceptionally high national
income gro th rates or the reuni ied
German economy. industrial production
quickly collapsed in the east and unemployment rose accordingly hose eeping their
obs benefitted rom an unprecedented ump
in real ages, than s to bargaining by the
eastern German labor unions that aimed to
reach parity ith est German age levels
in
a ing these e ects together, the
top percentile’s income share fell sharply,
hereas the bottom
gained in the first
years ollo ing reunification he start o the
ne millennium mar ed another turning
point the share o the bottom hal declined
significantly rom
in
to
in
2013, a trend that went hand in hand with the
gro th o the lo -income sector
he top
income group uite steadily
increased its income share over the entire
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post ar period ighly ualified employees
li e engineers, la yers, and doctors have
benefitted rom high age gro th and have
been increasingly present in top-income
groups o ever, very top incomes are still
e clusive to business o ners, and profits fluctuate with business cycles. the top percentile’s share is volatile, as shown in Figure 2.6.3.
It su ered large shoc s in the German unification crisis in the mid-1990s, the burst of the
new economy bubble in the early 2000s, and
the Great recession in 2009. but despite the
large drop a ter the Great ecession, the top
percentile s income share still gre by almost
40% between 1983 and 2013, while the
bottom 90% share fell by 10%. in 2013, while
the average income in Germany as
,
the top
earned
, the middle
earned
, and the bottom
earned
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Figure 2.6.3
Income inequality in Germany, 1983–2013
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Source: Bartels (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
The share of income going to the Top 1% in 2013 grew by 35% relative to its 1983 value, while the share going to the Bottom 90% in 2013 fell by 13%.
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2.7
inCome inequality in China
In ormation in this chapter is based on apital Accumulation, rivate roperty and ising
Ine uality in hina,
, by homas i etty, Li Yang, and Gabriel Zucman,
ID orld or ing aper eries No
/

China’s opening-up policies established from the late 1970s onwards were
followed by unprecedented rises in national income, but also significant
changes to the country’s distribution of income.
While the top 10% and bottom 50% both shared 27% of national income in
1978, they diverged dramatically thereafter, with the former experiencing
a substantial increase to 42% by 2015 and the latter a substantial decrease
to 15%.
The top 10% of the income distribution enjoyed total growth rates higher
than the national average (approximately 1 200% versus 800%), while the
bottom 50% and middle 40% experienced slower growth (400% and 700%,
respectively).
The urban-rural gap in national income has grown considerably between
1978 and 2015 due to a rise in urban incomes and population. Despite this
rising gap, it is mainly inequality within regions that has spurred the growth
of inequality at the national level.
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Chinese average incomes grew ninefold
since 1978
the Communist party of China, then led by
Deng iaoping, implemented a series o policies in the eople s epublic o hina starting
in december 1978 to reform and open up the
hinese economy, as the arty sought a ne
economic model based on the principle of
socialism ith hinese characteristics he
transition away from the communist model
o the previous decades ushered in gradual
but nevertheless ide-reaching re orms,
e panding geographically rom special
economic zones in coastal cities towards
inland provincial regions, and in sectoral
aves During the first stage o re orm,
market principles were introduced into the
agricultural sector through the de-collectivi ation o production
hile oreign investment and entrepreneurship were permitted
under state guidance, the vast ma ority o
industry remained state-owned until the mids he ollo ing decades sa a second
stage o deeper re orms implemented ovietstyle central planning in industry as dismantled through the privati ation and contracting
out o state-o ned enterprises, though the
state maintained its control of monopolies in
some sectors, including ban ing and petroleum. furthermore, liberalization of markets
over this period sa the li ting o price
controls and the reduction of protectionist
policies and regulations, aiding the dramatic
gro th o the private sector hese changes
were particularly evident in the country’s
housing mar et he private housing stoc
rose rom roughly
in
to over
in 2015. for other forms of domestic capital,
the public share declined, though it is still
around 50%.
the subsequent impacts of these privatization and opening re orms have been o great
interest orld ide, particularly given the
significant gro th the country has e perienced over the last forty years and its accompanying improvements in poverty rates
indeed, between 1978 and 2015, China
moved from a poor, low-income country to

Part II

the orld s leading emerging economy
despite the decline in its share of world population, China’s share of world national income
increased from less than 3% in 1978 to 19%
in 2015, and real per-adult national income
multiplied more than ninefold. indeed,
average national income adult as about
per year in
less than
o
global average , but e ceeded
in
close to
o the global average
In a recent paper, homas i etty, Li Yang,
and Gabriel Zucman analy e ho this e ceptional gro th as distributed across the
Chinese population (reported below), and the
impact that privatization policies had on the
country’s capital-income ratios (see chapter
3.3 of the report). 23 to form distributional
national accounts, the authors combine
survey data, national accounts, and recently
released income ta data on high-income
ta payers hey find a significant increase in
per-adult pre-ta income ine uality rom
1978 to 2015.24 hese results largely increase
e isting o ficial ine uality statistics and probably represent a lower bound to inequality, as
they remain imperfect.
the shares of the top 10% and bottom
50% diverged after the opening-up
reforms
As hina began its privati ation process as
also discussed in chapter 3.4 on Chinese
public and private wealth dynamics), the share
o national income going to the top
o the
population as
, e ual to the share going
to the bottom 50%. put in another way, these
groups captured the same amount o total
income, but the ormer had a population five
times smaller than the latter he average
income o the bottom
as thus one-fi th
of the top 10%. in 1978, the income share of
the middle 40% represented just over 46%
o national income their average income as
only slightly higher than the national average
he past our decades sho a large divergence in the shares o the bottom
and
the top 10% income earners (see Figure
2.7.1).
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Figure 2.7.1
Income shares in China, 1978–2015
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Source: Piketty, Yang and Zucman (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
In 2015, the Top 10% national income share was 41%.

the income share of the bottom 50% in 2015
as ust belo
, a t elve-percentagepoint fall since 1978. the share of the top 10%
had increased to
In
, the average
income o the bottom
or
as appro imately
times
smaller than that of the richest 10% in 2015
or
he bottom
conse uently earned roughly
times less
than the average national income per adult in
hina o
or
in
, hile
the top 10% earned around four times more
than the average income he share o
national income going to the middle
is
only marginally di erent than in
at
almost
he average income o this
middle class
or
as
slightly higher than the average hinese
adult’s income in 2015. ( table 2.7.1)
Income inequality stabilized after 2006
While the incomes of the top 10% and the
bottom
in hina began to diverge in
, the greatest divergence too place
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from 1998 to 2006. this coincided with the
eight-year period that sa the hinese
government introduce a ne set o policies
for the privatization of state-owned enterprises, mainly in the tertiary sector. part of
the resulting e ect as a reduction in the
bottom 50% share of national income from
20% to 15%, and an increase in the share of
the top 10% from around 34% to 43%.
income inequality apparently stabilized
thereafter, with the shares of all three of the
main income groups in
remaining pretty
much similar to their levels in 2006. this
stabilization of inequality since 2006 should
be regarded ith caution as it could partly
reflect data limitations, due in particular to
the lack of national data made available on
25
high-income ta payers since
still, this
trend is considered valid by a number of
researchers who speculate that a turnaround
took place around 2006 as a result of two
actors: ne policies that reflected changing
priorities to ards more e uitable gro th
and the slowdown of structural transformations, such as a shrin ing rural labor orce,
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hich caused
than output. 26

ages to gro

more rapidly

omparing i etty, Yang, and Zucman s
inequality series to the survey-based estimates used by the hinese government, t o
remar s are in order irst, the o ficial survey
data also sho a strong rise in the national
income share o the top
and a strong
decline in the top 50% income share from
1978 to 2015. second, both the level and the
rise o ine uality are larger in the a orementioned corrected series than in the o ficial
series. the top 10% income share rises
percentage points over the observed
period (from 27% to 41% of national income)—
hich is percentage points more than that
seen in the official statistics—while the
upward correction for the top 1% sees their
share of total income for 2015 rise to 14%,
versus 6.5% in the raw surveys. most of the
difference between these estimates and the
ra surveys comes rom the finer level o
precision among top income earners enabled
by income ta data In
, or e ample, the
raw surveys identify the income share of the
top 1% to be 6.5%, but this reaches 11.5%
a ter actoring in data rom high-income
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ta payers, and
ollo ing the inclusion o
undistributed profits and other ta -e empt
income.
since 1980, Chinese top-income groups
benefitted from quadruple-digit
growth rates
the new data series constructed by piketty,
Yang, and Zucman on the distribution o
national income also allow a decomposition
o national income gro th by income group
this in turn enables a quantitative assessment
o the e tent to hich various groups o the
population have benefitted rom the enormous gro th hina has e perienced since
1980. (see table 2.7.2 and Figure 2.7.2)
Average national income per adult has gro n
close to ninefold between 1980 and 2015,
corresponding to an average annual increase o
and a total gro th rate o
his
gro th has not been e ually shared the higher
the income level, the higher the rate o gro th
over the time period considered. Growth for the
bottom 50% over the period was 390%, while
it was 730% for the middle 40%, and 1 230%
or the top
ithin the top
, gro th

table 2.7.1
the distribution of national income in China, 2015
Income group

number of adults

Income threshold
(€)

average income
(€)

Income share

1 063 543 000

–

13 100

100%

bottom 50%

531 771 000

–

3 900

14.8%

middle 40%

425 417 000

7 800

14 400

43.7%

top 10%

106 354 000

27 000

54 500

41.4%

top 1%

10 635 000

79 000

183 000

13.9%

top 0.1%

1 064 000

244 000

828 000

6.3%

top 0.01%

106 000

1 411 000

4 207 000

3.2%

top 0.001%

11 000

6 868 000

17 925 000

1.4%

Full Population

ource: i etty, Yang and Zucman
In

ee

ir

id

orld or data series and notes

, the average income o the op
as
All values have been converted into
urchasing o er arity
euros at a rate o
accounts or di erences in the cost o living bet een countries Values are net o in lation Numbers may not add up due to rounding
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table 2.7.2
Income growth and inequality in China, 1980–2015
China
Income group

us

France

average
annual
growth rate

total
cumulated
growth

average
annual
growth rate

total
cumulated
growth

average
annual
growth rate

total
cumulated
growth

Full Population

6.4%

776%

1.4%

63%

0.9%

38%

bottom 50%

4.6%

386%

0.1%

3%

0.8%

33%

middle 40%

6.2%

733%

1.0%

44%

0.9%

35%

top 10%

7.7%

1232%

2.3%

124%

1.1%

46%

top 1%

8.8%

1800%

3.3%

208%

1.6%

77%

top 0.1%

9.5%

2271%

4.2%

325%

1.7%

81%

top 0.01%

10.2%

2921%

5.0%

460%

1.9%

91%

top 0.001%

10.8%

3524%

5.9%

646%

2.2%

110%

ource: i etty, Yang and Zucman
Bet een

and

ee

ir

id

orld or data series and notes

, the average pre-ta income o the op

in hina gre

by

Values are net o in lation

Figure 2.7.2
average annual national income growth by income group in China, France and the us, 1980–2015
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Source: Piketty, Yang and Zucman (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
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was also unequally shared. The top 1% experienced total income growth of 1 800%—a huge
figure, but notably less than the increases o
over
,
, and
or the top
, top
, and top
, respectively
By contrast, average national income per adult
rose by ust
and
in the nited tates
and rance over the same period, respectively—approximately fourteen and twentyone times less than in China. The difference
in income growth across the distribution was
also mar edly di erent at the bottom o the
distribution the cumulative national income
growth o the bottom
was
or Americans, while or rench citi ens, it rose at
,
i e less than the average owever, the same
pattern, by which income growth rates rise
more uic ly the higher up the distribution
one goes, was evident or all countries
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share in the adult population has grown from
in
to
in
, the urban share
in national income has increased rom
to 80%.
Despite the increase o ine uality both in
urban and rural hina, the level o income
inequality in China as a whole is markedly
higher at the national level where the bottom
captures only
o total income than
it is within rural hina where the figure is
or urban hina
considered
27
alone. As evidenced in the previous sections,
the trend for the top 10% largely mirrored
that o the bottom
, but in the opposite
direction, with rising income shares or the
top
ombining this data also demonstrates that there has always been more
inequality within rural areas than within
urban hina, and this will remain the case i
current trends continue. (Figure 2.7.3

The urban-rural gap continues to grow,
but it is within-region inequality that
spurs overall growth in inequality
hat role has the urban-rural gap played in
the evolution of Chinese inequality? This
uestion is important as ine uality could be
driven mainly by growing di erences between
cities and rural areas and not by ine uality
among individuals within areas. Policy implications are indeed dependent on which force
dominates in the mi o answer this uestion,
it is first important to identi y how the populations o urban and rural areas has changed
post
, as this will in part determine the
urban and rural shares in national income In
the urban areas o hina, the adult population
rose rom
million in
to almost
million in
During this same period,
the adult rural population remained roughly
stable, rising rom
million in
to
almost
million by the mids, be ore
declining to less than
million in
econdly, the income gap between urban and
rural hina has always been large and it has
grown over time rban households earned
twice as much income on average as rural
households in
, but in
they earned
times as much hus, while the urban

LD IN
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Figure 2.7.3a
Income share of the top 10% in rural and urban China, 1978–2015
(a) Top 10% income share: urban vs rural China
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Source: Piketty, Yang and Zucman (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
In 2015, the Top 10% income share in rural China was 38%.

Figure 2.7.3b
Income share of the bottom 50% in rural and urban China, 1978–2015
(b) Bottom 50% income share: urban vs rural China
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Source: Piketty, Yang and Zucman (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
In 2015, the Bottom 50% income share in rural China was 20%.
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2.8
inCome inequality in russia
In ormation in this chapter is based on rom oviets to ligarchs: Ine uality and roperty in ussia
, by ilip Novo met, homas i etty, and Gabriel Zucman,
ID orld or ing
paper series (no. 2017/9).

Russia’s transition from a communist to a capitalist economic model after
1989 brought about a large divergence in the income shares and growth rates
of different income groups.
The share of national income attributable to the bottom 50% has fallen
from 30% in 1989 to less than 20% today, while the share of the top 1% has
rocketed upwards from around 25% to over 45% of national income.
Russia’s rapid and chaotic “shock therapy” of privatization, capital flight,
and the rise of offshore wealth, along with high inflation and a new market
environment, have contributed to the rise of top Russian incomes since 1989.
Today’s inequality levels are comparable, and somewhat higher, than those
observed during the tsarist period. The Russian Revolution led to a significant
redistribution of income, with the top 1% share of national income falling
from 18% in 1905 to less than 4% in 1928.
The most equitable distribution of income in Russia’s recent history followed
the introduction of comparatively liberal de-Stalinization policies from 1958
onwards, with large investments in education and infrastructure.
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since the 1990s, russia’s convergence
towards Western european levels of
GdP has been far from smooth
since the fall of the soviet union in 1990–
, ussia has e perienced dramatic
economic and political transformations.
National income and gross domestic product
ell abruptly rom
to
, hen inflation skyrocketed, but then started to recover
during
and
, ushering in a decade
o robust gro th he orld financial crisis
and the fall in oil prices interrupted this
process in 2008–2009 and, since then,
gro th has been sluggish o ever, there is
little doubt that average incomes are significantly higher in ussia today than they ere
in
Indeed, the gap bet een
russia’s per-adult national income and the
est uropean average narro ed rom
appro imately
o the est uropean average in
, to around
70–75% in mid-2010. 28 this can be seen in
Figure 2.8.1 .

hile average national income per adult in
ussia reached almost
in
, this
figure hides considerable variations in its distribution he lo est-earning
o the adult
population a group o almost
million
people earned ust under
on average
in 2016, close to three times less than the
national average he middle
also
received less income than the national average,
earning appro imately
he richest
10% of the population earned considerably
more, ho ever, receiving over
on
average in
hese di erences in income
le t ussia ith a very high concentration o
income among the country s richest individuals. the share of national income attributable
to the top
as
in
, ma ing it
considerably larger than that o the bottom
50% (17%) and the middle 40% (37.5%). the
top 1% earners capture more than 20% of
national income he average income o the
million adults in the top
as appro imately
in
hereas the
top
and top
had average

Figure 2.8.1
average national income per adult in russia and Western europe, 1980–2016
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Source: Novokmet, Piketty and Zucman (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
In 2016, the average national income per adult was €23 200 in Russia. All values have been converted into 2016 Purchasing Power Parity (PPP) euros at a rate of
€1 = $1.3 = ₽
accounts or di erences in the cost o living bet een countries Values are net o inflation
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incomes o
million and
million,
respectively—over 523 times and 2527 times
greater than the ussian national average
(see Table 2.8.1 .)
the best available estimates indicate that
ussia s per-adult national income stagnated
at around 35–40% of West european levels
between 1870 and the first World War, but
this ratio rose spectacularly to a high o
in the aftermath of second World War as the
soviet state implemented its modernization
strategy o rapid industriali ation and mass
investment in basic education. as depicted
by Figure 2.8.2 , russia’s relative position
plateaued at around 55–65% of West european levels between 1950 and 1990—and
hile ussian living standards stagnated
between the 1950s and 1980s, substantial
improvements ere e perienced in estern
urope and the nited tates ogether ith
rising shortages and general rustration
among the comparatively highly educated
population, the relative sluggishness o living
standard improvements arguably contributed
to the comple social and political processes
that eventually led to the fall of the soviet
union. 29
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yet the consequences of these dramatic
transformations of the distribution of income
and wealth are not well documented or well
understood, particularly ollo ing the all o
the soviet union. there is no doubt that
income inequality has increased substantially
since 1989–1990—at least in part because
monetary inequality was unusually, and to
some e tent artificially, lo under ommunism—but there has been little empirical work
to measure the e act magnitude o the
increase and ho this compares to change in
other countries. it is to these points and many
others that novokmet, piketty, and zucman’s
recent paper see s to respond, by creating
distributional national accounts for russia
that combine national accounts, survey, and
ealth and fiscal data, including recently
released ta data on high-income ta payers,
in essentially the way described earlier in this
report.
“shock therapy” transition policies
drastically increased the top 10% share
of national income
he stri ing rise in income ine uality a ter the
fall of the soviet union was dramatic in terms

table 2.8.1
the distribution of national income in russia, 2016
Income group

number of adults

Income threshold
(€)

average income
(€)

Income share

Full Population

114 930 000

–

23 180

100%

bottom 50%

57 465 000

–

7 880

17.0%

middle 40%

45 972 000

14 000

21 700

37.5%

top 10%

11 493 000

36 300

105 500

45.5%

1 149 300

133 000

469 000

20.2%

top 0.1%

114 930

638 000

2 494 000

10.8%

top 0.01%

11 493

3 716 000

12 132 000

5.2%

top 0.001%

1 149

18 770 000

58 576 000

2.5%

top 1%

ource: Novo met, i etty and Zucman
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, the average pre-ta income o the op
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All values have been converted into
urchasing o er arity
euros at a rate o
₽
accounts or di erences in the cost o living bet een countries Values are net o in lation Numbers may not add up due to rounding
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Figure 2.8.2
ratio between national income per adult in russia and Western europe, 1870–2016

Ratio of Russian to Western Europe
national income per adult (%)

80%

70%

60%

Ratio Russia / Western Europe
(Germany-France-UK)

50%

40%

30%
1870 1880 1890 1900 1910 1920 1930 1940 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2010
Source: Novokmet, Piketty and Zucman (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
In 2016, the national income per adult in Russia was 68% of the national income per adult in Western Europe. All values have been converted into 2016 Purchasing
Power Parity (PPP) euros at a rate of €1 = $1.3 = ₽
accounts or di erences in the cost o living bet een countries Values are net o inflation

o both speed and uantitative change his
period as shaped by a shoc therapy and
big-bang model o transition rom the previously planned, state-led economy to one that
was to be led by free-market principles. 30
ith this came the privati ation o the signi icant wealth of russia’s state-owned enterprises and the liberalization of prices and
capital and labor mar ets, among many other
political and economic changes According to
benchmark estimates provided by novokmet,
piketty, and zucman, the income share of the
top 10% rose from less than 25% in 1990–
1991 to more than 45% in 1996 (see Figure
2.8.3), while the income share of the top 10%
rose moderately from 39% to 41% in the
united states, and remained at around
30%–31% in france.
rivati ations ere partly done through a
voucher privati ation strategy, hereby citiens ere given boo s o ree vouchers that
represented potential shares in any stateowned company. however, voucher privatiza-
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tion of state-owned enterprises took place
very quickly, with the ownership of over
fi teen thousand firms trans erred rom state
control between 1992 and 1994. 31 this
happened, moreover, within such a chaotic
monetary and political conte t that small
groups o individuals ere able to buy bac
large uantities o vouchers at relatively lo
prices, and also in some cases were able to
obtain highly profitable deals ith public
authorities or e ample, via the in amous
loans- or-shares agreements 32 ogether ith
capital flight and the rise o o shore ealth,
this process arguably led to much higher level
of wealth and income concentration in russia
than in other e -communist countries
the transformation of the labor market from
state-led to market-led also led to an increase
in income ine uality through higher ine uality
of labor income. 33 in communist russia,
unemployment as virtually none istent ith
only small age di erentials used to re ard
differential inputs and to motivate effort. this
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Figure 2.8.3
top 10% income share in France, russia and the us, 1905–2015
55%
Top 10% (US)

Share of national income (%)
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35%
30%
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20%
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Source: Novokmet, Piketty and Zucman (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
In 2015, the Top 10% income share in Russia was 46%.

ensured generally egalitarian ine uality
outcomes as compared to market economies.
When the transition toward free markets
began, ho ever, a significant amount o
unemployment was created as workers
moved from the state to the private sector.
both state and private employment fell with
the closure of state and private enterprises,
hile the imposition o hard budgets created
intensely unfavorable conditions for investment and hiring, and le t very little support
or those see ing unemployment benefits all
of which hit the lowest earners the hardest.
Given the abundance o e cess labor and
greater concentration o ealth, the labor
market transition and the privatization
process favored owners of capital to the
detriment of labor.34
price liberalization also saw the consumer
price inde multiply by nearly five thousand
bet een
and
Inflation as particularly high in
and
hen it hit
and
, respectively a ter o ficial

price liberalization occurred on January 1,
hile these episodes o hyperinflation
affected the whole of the russian economy—
national income per adult ell rom appro imately
in
to
in
it was the poorest who were hit the hardest.
A large part o the bottom
o the income
distribution was made up of pensioners and
lo - age or ers hose nominal incomes
ere not ully inde ed to price inflation, and
this resulted in massive redistribution and
impoverishment for millions of russian households, particularly among the retired population he share o national income accruing
to the bottom
collapsed, dropping rom
about 30% of total income in 1990–1991 to
less than 10% in 1996.
Concurrent with the rapid collapse in the
share of incomes for the poorest 50% of the
population, a more gradual and continuous
process o rising top
income shares can
be observed. the income share of the top 1%
gre rom less than
in
to appro i-
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mately
in
his as a huge turnaround in ust over seven years note that the
income share o the bottom
as five
times greater than that o the top
in
,
but by 1996, it was almost two times smaller.
meanwhile, the middle 40% appear to have
been relatively unaffected by the initial transition re orms their share o national income
saw only a muted fall over the same period,
rom appro imately
to
ollo ing the
reelection o resident
Boris Yeltsin, income shares began to stabili e
for russia’s poorest 50% of the population.
the income share of the bottom 50% rose
over five percentage points bet een
and
as lo -end pensions and ages
benefited rom a gradual recovery process
between 1996 and 2015. they never fully
returned, however, to their 1990–1991 relative income share. the top 10% share fell
from around 48% to 43% between 1996 and
, be ore averaging around
until
2015. this latter period saw consistent rises
in the income share of the top 10% in the
united states, and by 2015, income concentration as higher than in ussia he top
income share also rose in france, but very
steadily to a more modest 34% by 2015.
his t elve-year period also sa strong
macroeconomic gro th, ith ussia s peradult national income more than doubling
rom around
in
to appro i35
mately
in
however, it was
the top
ho ere to be the main beneficiaries o this gro th, as their share o national
income rose from 43% to 53% across the ten
years leading up to
his up ard trend
or the top
as the opposite o that e perienced by the middle 40%, whose share of
national income fell from almost 40% in 1998
to
in
he orld financial crisis and
precipitous drop in oil prices interrupted
ussian national income gro th in
, and economic activity remained sluggish a ter that only to all again in
2015, partly due to the international
sanctions that followed the russian military
intervention in
raine Average per-adult
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national income ell by over
in
be ore recovering rather lethargically
to ust over
in
, and then alling
bac do n to
in
he
richest part o the population e perienced
the largest all in their share o national
income as a result of the crisis, as the top 10%
income share lost si percentage points in the
t o years leading up to
It later settled
to just over 45% in 2014–2015. the bottom
and middle
e perienced ourpercentage-point rises in their respective
shares o national income, to appro imately
18% and 39%, respectively.
onsidering the period
together,
average per-adult national income in ussia
increased by
that is, by appro imately
1.3% per year. however, as a result of the
dynamics described above, the different
income groups have en oyed idely di erent
gro th e periences n average, the bottom
earners benefited rom very small or negative
gro th over the t enty-seven-year period
(-0.8% per year and -20% over the entire
period for the bottom 50%), due principally
to the inflation-induced loss o incomes
before 1996. the middle 40% had positive
but very modest average gro th o ust
per year, and thus their incomes gre by
over the period he e perience o the top
10%, meanwhile, has been vastly different.
indeed, as table 2.8.2 sho s, the gro th in
income these groups sa only increases as
one looks further up the income distribution.
he average per-adult incomes o the top
gre by
per year bet een
and
, providing the
million top
earners ith a cumulative income gro th o
171%. moreover, it is almost solely this top
that has benefited rom ussia s macroeconomic gro th over the period heir share
in the country s gro th has been
, as
opposed to only 1% for the bottom 90%,
made up o almost
million adults
Figure 2.8.4 shows the annual and total

gro th rates over the period or di erent
groups o the population Interestingly, these
igures sho the same up ard-sloping
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pattern as those constructed by the european bank for reconstruction and development (ebrd).36 they do, however, differ on
t o points irst, they sho an even stronger
tilt toward the top incomes due to a more

Part II

precise estimation of top russian incomes.37
econd, there are meaning ul di erences in
the income concepts employed.38 the latter
difference has a notable impact on the rate
o total real gro th over the

table 2.8.2
Income growth and inequality in russia, 1989–2016
Income group

average annual
real growth rate

total cumulated
real growth

share in total
macro growth

Full Population

1.3%

41%

100%

bottom 50%

-0.8%

-20%

-15%

middle 40%

0.5%

15%

16%

top 10%

3.8%

171%

99%

top 1%

6.4%

429%

56%

top 0.1%

9.5%

1 054%

34%

top 0.01%

12.2%

2 134%

17%

top 0.001%

14.9%

4 122%

8%

ource: Novo met, i etty and Zucman
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Figure 2.8.4
total income growth by percentile in russia, 1989–2016
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Source: Novokmet, Piketty and Zucman (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
Between 1989 and 2016, the average income of the percentile group p99p99.1 (the poorest 10% among the richest 1% of Russians) grew by 143%. Values are
net o inflation
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Figure 2.8.5
Income shares in Russia, 1905–2015
55%
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Source: Novokmet, Piketty and Zucman (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
In 2015, the Top 10% share of national income was 46%.

period the B D find this to be
rather
than the
presented above uch a di erence is ar rom marginal onsistent with the
concepts used in this report and throughout
ID world, Novo met et al use national
income rather than solely sel -reported
survey data In doing so, they recogni e the
significant challenges o comparing real
incomes or the oviet and post- oviet
periods in a satis actory manner or e ample,
i the researchers were to evaluate the
wel are costs o shortages and ueuing in
, then it is possible that their
aggregate growth figure might increase rom
to
, or perhaps even more
Long-run Russian inequality follows a
U-shaped pattern
he changes in the distribution o income
that too place in the post-communism
period o
loo very di erent
rom those that too place a ter
In the
tsarist ussia o
, the share o national
income attributable to the top
was
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appro imately
, while the bottom
share was about
, and the middle
share was
ollowing the ussian
evolution o
, which dismantled the
tsarist autocracy and paved the way or the
creation o the nion o oviet ocialist
epublics
in
, these shares
changed dramatically By
, the top
earned ust
o national income, twentyfive percentage points down rom twentyour years earlier he loss in the share o
national income o the top
was subsumed
by an appro imate thirteen-percentagepoint rise in the share o the bottom
and
middle
to almost
and
o
national income, respectively, as seen in
Figure 2.8.5 he top
income share, meanwhile, was somewhat below
in
and
dropped to as little as
during the oviet
period he vast ma ority o growth up until
the start o the so-called de- talini ation policies was there ore shared by the
bottom
, with mass investment in public
education and the introduction o the fiveyear plans plans that brought about the
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accumulation of capital resources through
the buildup of heavy industry, the collectivization of agriculture, and the restricted
manufacturing of consumer goods, all under
state control.39
The death of Joseph Stalin in 1953 and the
introduction thereafter of comparatively
liberal policies known as de-Stalinization policies, which included the end of mass forced
labor in Gulags, saw further changes to
income shares that favored those earning
lower incomes. The bottom 50% experienced
gains in their share of national income from
24% in 1956 to 32% in 1968, while the share
of the top 10% fell from 26% to 22% over the
same period. Shares of national income then
remained fairly constant for these groupings
and for the middle 40% until 1989, and
growth was thus relatively balanced between
them, as illustrated by Figure 2.8.6 and
Table 2.8.3 .
hese figures reiterate the star di erence
between living under the communist system
and living after its end, in terms of the variance in average annual real growth rates
experienced by income groups. Throughout
1905–1956 and 1956–1989, the bottom
50% and middle 40% saw their average
annual real incomes increase by at least as
much as those of the top 10%, and at considerably higher rates from 1905 to 1956. In
this earlier period, growth notably favored
both the bottom 50% and middle 40% (with
2.6% and 2.5% annual growth rates, respectively) over the top 10% (0.8%). From 1956
to 1989, the bottom 50% experienced an
annual growth rate that was higher than in
the preceding periods, but the difference
with top groups was remarkably reduced.
The top 19% grew at 2.3%—as much as the
middle 40%. Interestingly, annual growth
rates were increasingly negative within the
top 1% income brackets between 1905 and
1956, but were then increasingly positive
within these groups from 1956 to 1989. The
real contrast, however, is in the post-1989
period, when the divergence in annual
growth rates rose to
percentage points
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between the top 0.001% (14.9%) and the
bottom 50% earners (-0.8%). Such a divergence in growth rates at different ends of
the distribution has not been witnessed
throughout the twentieth century, even
during the socialization of the Russian
economy.
More detailed data is required for more
precise conclusions to be drawn
As already mentioned, there are a number of
limitations in the data sources employed by
Novokmet, Piketty, and Zucman, which
suggests that while broad orders of magnitude can be considered reliable, small variations in inequality should not be viewed as
precisely true. Indeed, their estimates suggest
that inequality levels in tsarist and postSoviet Russia are roughly comparable. But the
lack of detailed income tax data—and the
general lac o financial transparency ma e
their estimates for the recent period relatively imprecise, perhaps most importantly
because their estimate for 1905 is at least as
imprecise.40 Thus, it seems safer to conclude
only that inequality levels in tsarist Russia
were very high and are comparable with the
possibly even greater levels seen in postSoviet Russia.
It is also worth stressing that the measures of
monetary inequality depicted In Figure 2.8.1
and Figure 2.8.5 neglect non-monetary
dimensions of inequality, which may bias
comparisons of inequality over time and
across societies. For example, inequalities in
personal status and basic rights, including
mobility rights, were pervasive in tsarist
ussia, and persisted long a ter the o ficial
abolition of serfdom in 1861. Summarizing
such inequalities with a single monetary indicator is clearly an oversimplification o a
complex set of power relations and social
domination. The same general remark applies
to the Soviet period, when monetary
inequality was reduced to very low levels
under communism. However, the then relatively small difference between the incomes
of the top 10% and bottom 50% did not
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prevent the oviet elite rom having access to
superior goods, services, and opportunities
his could ta e di erent orms, including
access to special shops and vacation facilities,
which allowed the soviet top 1% to enjoy
living standards that in some cases might have

been substantially higher than their annual
incomes o our to five times the national
average ould have suggested hese actors
should be ept in mind hen ma ing historical
and international comparisons—in russia or
elsewhere.

Figure 2.8.6 / table 2.8.3
average annual real growth by percentile in russia, 1905–2016
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Source: Novokmet, Piketty and Zucman (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
Between 1989 and 2016, the average income of the percentile group p99p99.1 (the poorest 10% among the richest 1% of Russians) grew at a rate of 3.3% per year
on average Values are net o inflation

average annual real growth rates
Income group

1905–2016

1905–1956

1956–1989

1989–2016

Full Population

1.9%

1.9%

2.5%

1.3%

bottom 50%

1.9%

2.6%

3.2%

-0.8%

middle 40%

2.0%

2.5%

2.3%

0.5%

top 10%

1.9%

0.8%

2.3%

3.8%

top 1%

2.0%

-0.3%

2.5%

6.4%

top 0.1%

2.3%

-1.2%

2.7%

9.5%

top 0.01%

2.5%

-2.1%

3.0%

12.2%

top 0.001%

2.7%

-3.0%

3.3%

14.9%

ource: Novo met, i etty and Zucman
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2.9
inCome inequality in india
In ormation in this chapter is based on the or ing paper Indian Income Ine uality,
rom British a to Billionaire a , by Lucas hancel and homas i etty,
ID orld
or ing aper eries No
/

:

Income inequality in India has reached historically high levels. In 2014, the
share of national income accruing to India’s top 1% of earners was 22%, while
the share of the top 10% was around 56%.
Inequality has risen substantially from the 1980s onwards, following
profound transformations in the economy that centered on the
implementation of deregulation and opening-up reforms.
Since the beginning of deregulation policies in the 1980s, the top 0.1%
earners have captured more growth than all of those in the bottom 50%
combined. The middle 40% have also seen relatively little growth in their
incomes.
This rising inequality trend is in contrast to the thirty years that followed the
country’s independence in 1947, when income inequality was widely reduced
and the incomes of the bottom 50% grew at a faster rate than the national
average.
The temporary end to the publication of tax statistics between 2000–2010
highlights the need for more transparency on income and wealth statistics
that track the long-run evolution of inequality. This would allow for a more
informed democratic debate on inequality and inclusive growth in India.
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India entered the digital age without
inequality data
India introduced an individual income ta ith
the Income a Act o
, under the British
colonial administration. from that date up to
the turn of the twentieth century, the indian
Income a Department produced income
ta tabulations, ma ing it possible to trac the
long-run evolution o top incomes in a systematic manner. Given the profound evolutions
in india’s economy since the country’s independence, this provides a rich data resource
for researchers to access.41 research has
shown that the incomes of the richest—the
top incomes declined significantly rom the
mid-1950s to the mid-1980, but this trend
was reversed thereafter, when pro-business,
mar et deregulation policies ere implemented.
little has been known, however, about the
distributional impacts of economic policies in
India a ter
, hen real income gro th
as substantially higher than in previous

decades his is largely because the Indian
Income a Department stopped publishing
income ta statistics in
, but also
because self-reported survey data often do
not provide ade uate in ormation concerning
the top of the distribution. in 2016, the
Income a Department released ta tabulations or recent years, ma ing it possible to
track the evolution of income inequality
during the high average income gro th years
post-2000.
Inequality rose from the mid-1980s
after profound transformations of the
economy
over the past four decades, the indian
economy has undergone pro ound evolutions In the late seventies, India as recogni ed as a highly regulated, centrali ed
economy ith socialist planning But rom the
s on ards, a large set o liberali ation
and deregulation re orms ere implemented
liberalization and trade openness became
recurrent themes among Indian policyma ers,

Figure 2.9.1a
top 10% and middle 40% income shares in India, 1951–2014
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Share of national income (%)
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Source: Chancel & Piketty (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
In 2014, the Top 10% national income share was 55%.
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epitomized by the seventh plan (1985–1990)
led by prime minister rajiv Gandhi (1984–
hat plan promoted the rela ation o
mar et regulation, ith increased e ternal
borro ing and increased imports hese
free-market policy themes were then further
embedded in the conditions attached to the
international monetary fund’s assistance to
india in its balance of payment crisis in the
early 1990s, which pushed further structural
re orms or deregulation and liberali ation
his period also sa the ta system undergo
gradual trans ormation, ith top marginal
income ta rates alling rom as high as
in the 1970s to 50% in the mid-1980s.
he structural changes to the economy along
ith changes in ta regulation, appear to have
had significant impact on income ine uality
in india since the 1980s. in 1983, the share
o national income accruing to top earners
as the lo est since ta records started in
: the top
captured appro imately
of national income, the top 10% earned 30%
of national income, the bottom 50% earned

Part II

appro imately
o national income and
the middle 40% just over 46% (see Figure
2.9.1a and b). but by 1990, these shares had
changed notably ith the share o the top
gro ing appro imately percentage
points to 34% from 1983, while the shares of
the middle 40% and bottom 50% both fell by
percentage points to around
and
,
respectively.
hat came to be no n as the first set o
economic reforms were implemented from
1991 to 2000 and in practice were the continuation of the mid 1980s policy shift. these
reforms placed the promotion of the private
sector at the heart of economic policies, via
denationalizations, disinvestment of the public
sector and deregulation de-reservation and
de-licensing o public companies and industries)42, eighing the economy substantially
in favor of capital above labor. these reforms
ere implemented both by the ongress
government and its onservative successors
as illustrated by Figure 2.9.1 , these reforms
were concomitant with a dramatic rise in

Figure 2.9.1b
top 1% and bottom 50% income shares in India, 1951–2014
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Source: Chancel & Piketty (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
In 2014, the Bottom 50% national income share was 15%.
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indian income inequality by 2000. the top
10% had increased its share of national income
to
, roughly the same as that attributable
to the middle 40%, while the share of the
bottom 50% had fallen to around 20%.

Indian inequality was driven by the rise
in very top incomes

tion one looks, the faster the rise in their share
of the national income has been since the early
1980s. as depicted by Figure 2.9.2 , the income
share o India s top
rose rom appro imately 6% in 1982–1983 to above 10% a
decade after, then to 15% by 2000, and
further still to around 23% by 2014. the latest
data thus sho s that during the first decade
after the millennium, the share of national
income attributable to the top
gre to be
larger than that pertaining to the bottom
by 2014, the national income share of the
bottom
a group o appro imately
million adults
as ust t o-thirds o the
share o the top
, ho totaled
million
An even stronger increase in the share o
national income as e perienced by the top
and top
, hose shares gre fivefold and tenfold, respectively, from 2% and
0.5% to almost 10% and 5%, between 1983
and
Income gro th rates at the very
top ere e treme, as sho n by table 2.9.1 .

Ine uality ithin the top
group as also
high he higher up the Indian income distribu-

these evolutions are consistent with the
dynamics of indian wealth inequality, which

hese pro-mar et re orms ere prolonged
after 2000, under the 10th and subsequent
five-year plans he plans ended government
fi ation o petrol, sugar and ertili er prices
and led to further privatizations, in the
agricultural sector in particular Ine uality
trends continued on an upward trajectory
throughout the
s and by
the
richest 10% of the adult population shared
around 56% of the national income. this left
the middle 40% with 32% of total income and
the bottom 50%, with around half of that, at
just over 16%.

Figure 2.9.2
top 1% income share in India, 1922–2014

Share of national income (%)

25%

Top 1%

20%

15%

10%

5%
1920

1930

1940

1950

1960

Source: Chancel & Piketty (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
In 1922, the Top 1% national income share was 13%.
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table 2.9.1
total income growth by percentile in China, France, India and the us, 1980–2014
Income group

India

China

France

us

Full Population

187%

659%

35%

61%

bottom 50%

89%

312%

25%

1%

middle 40%

93%

615%

32%

42%

top 10%

394%

1 074%

47%

121%

750%

1 534%

88%

204%

top 0.1%

1 138%

1 825%

161%

320%

top 0.01%

1 834%

2 210%

223%

453%

top 0.001%

2 726%

2 546%

261%

636%

top 1%

ource: hancel
Bet een

and

i etty

ee

ir

id

orld or data series and notes

, the average income o the op

gre

by

e hibit a strong increase in the top
wealth share in the recent period, in particular
after 2002.43 ighly une ual income gro th
at the top mechanically drives wealth
inequality across the population, which in
returns fuels income concentration.
the recent surge in inequality mirrors
inequality declines from the 1940s to
the 1980s
after independence, Jawaharlal nehru implemented a set of socialist policies, with strict
government control over the economy, ith an
e plicit goal to limit the po er o the elite he
policies implemented by himself and his
ollo ers, including his daughter Indira Gandhi,
up to the late 1970s, included nationalizations,
strong mar et regulation and high ta progressivity. nationalizations involved the railways
and air transport in the early-1950s, oil in the
mids and ban ing throughout the entire
period, to cite but a e Along ith the trans er
of private to public wealth and their implicit
reduction in capital incomes, nationalizations
brought government pay-scale setting ith
them that compressed age distributions In
the private sector, incomes were constrained
by e tremely high ta rates: bet een
and
, top marginal income ta rates rose rom

in India Values are net o in lation

to almost
hese changes may have
discouraged rent-see ing behavior at the top
of the distribution, which can be seen as an
e ficient strategy in the presence o e cessive
bargaining po er and rent-see ing activity
the impact on income inequality was substantial, as the top 1% income share decreased
from 21% before the second World War to
appro imately
in the
s and
1960s and fell further to 6% in the early 1980s.
revisiting “shining India’s” income
growth rates
how do these vast institutional and policy
changes translate in terms o income gro th
rates or di erent groups o the population
as Figure 2.9.3 illustrates, the average gro th
of real incomes has varied notably between
the di erent groups in the income distribution
since the 1950s. the annual real incomes of
the bottom
gre at a aster rate than the
country ide average during the
s and
s hen socialist central planning dominated the indian economy, and at a notably
higher pace than the gro th e perienced by
those in the top 10% and top 1% of earners.
o ever, this dynamic changed dramatically
during the
s and has remained as such
ever since he
s sa a much higher
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Figure 2.9.3a
Income growth in India, 1951–2014: Full population vs. bottom 50%
5%

Full population

Average annual real growth (%)

4%

3%

2%
Bottom 50%

1%

0%
1950

1960

1970

1980

1990

2000

2010

Source: Chancel & Piketty (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
In the 2000s, the average income of the full population grew by 4.5% per year on average, while the average income of the Bottom 50% grew by 2.4% per year on
average Values are net o inflation

total real per
adult income
growth

share of growth
captured by
income group

Full Population

65%

100%

bottom 50%

87%

28%

middle 40%

74%

49%

top 10%

42%

24%

average income gro th rates than in the
previous decades, but gro th as only
marginally higher or the bottom
o the
population igh gro th as in act concentrated among the top
his situation as
prolonged throughout the
s
During the
s, the annual real income
gro th o the top
as close to
,
followed by the top 10% at around 7 % and the
bottom 50% at less than 2.5 %. india’s country ide average as
over the decade

5%

1%

table 2.9.2 sho s the gro th rate and the

top 0.1%

-26%

-2%

top 0.01%

-42%

-1%

top 0.001%

-45%

-0.4%

percentage o gro th captured by di erent
income groups in India bet een
During this period, the higher the group in the
distribution o income, the lo er the gro th
rate they e perienced eal per-adult incomes
o the bottom
and middle
groups
gre substantially aster than average income,
increasing by
and
respectively,
compared to the
gro th o average
income per adult. furthermore, the top 0.1%,
top
and top
income groups

table 2.9.2
Income growth and inequality in India, 1951–1980
Income group

top 1%

ource: hancel
Bet een
captured
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Figure 2.9.3b
Income growth in India, 1951–2014: Full population vs. top 10% vs. top 1%
10%
Top 1%

Average annual real growth (%)

8%
6%
Top 10 %

4%
Full population

2%
0%
-2%
-4%
-6%
1950

1960

1970

1980

1990

2000

2010

Source: Chancel & Piketty (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
In the 2000s, the average income of the full population grew by 4.5% per year on average, while the average income of the Top 1% grew by 8.7% per year on average.
Values are net o inflation

e perienced a significant reduction in their real
incomes, alling ,and respectively over the 30-year period. the bottom
group captured
o total gro th
between 1951 and 1980, while the middle
captured almost hal o total gro th
It is particularly interesting to compare the
preith the postgro th rates
from 1980 to 2014, the bottom 50% and
middle
gre at
and
, respectively
hereas average income gro th is
substantially higher a ter
, there is very
little di erence in gro th rates or the
bottom 50% and middle 40%. since 1980, it
is also stri ing that the top
earners
captured more o the total gro th than the
bottom 50% (12% versus 11% of total
gro th he top
o earners represented
less than 800 000 individuals in 2014, this is
equivalent to a population smaller to delhi’s
I suburb, Gurgaon It is a sharp contrast ith
the
million individuals that made up the
bottom half of the adult population in 2014.

at the opposite end of the distribution, the
top 1% of indian earners captured as much
gro th as the bottom
table 2.9.3 illustrates the income levels and

income thresholds or di erent groups and
their corresponding adult population in
he bottom
earned significantly less
than the average income per adult, receiving
less than one-third of the nationwide mean
income be ore ta , hile the average income
o the middle
as around our-fi ths the
national average hose in the top
earned five times the national average, and
hen one e amines urther up the income
distribution, the same e ponential trend as
seen in the gro th statistics is evident he
top
o earners, or e ample, received
around
₹
million per year on
average, hile the top
receive appro imately
₹
million ,
and
times the average income or Indian adults,
respectively. for the top 0.001%, this ratio is
1871. (Figure 2.9.4)
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table 2.9.3
the distribution of national income in India, 2014
Income group

number of
adults

Income
threshold
(€)

average income
(€)

Comparison to
average income
(ratio)

Income share

Full Population

794 306 000

–

6 200

1

100%

bottom 50%

397 153 000

–

1 900

0.3

15.3%

middle 40%

317 722 000

3 100

4 700

0.8

30.5%

top 10%

79 431 000

9 200

33 600

5

54.2%

7 943 000

57 600

134 600

22

21.7%

top 0.1%

794 000

202 000

533 700

86

8.6%

top 0.01%

79 400

800 100

2 377 000

384

3.8%

top 0.001%

7 900

3 301 900

11 589 000

1871

1.9%

top 1%

ource: hancel
In

i etty

ee

ir

id

orld or data series and notes

, the average income o the op
as
₹
All values have been converted into
urchasing o er arity
euros at a rate o
₹
accounts or di erences in the cost o living bet een countries Values are net o in lation Numbers may not add up due to rounding

Figure 2.9.4
total income growth by percentile in India, 1980–2014

National income growth per adult (%)
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Source: Chancel & Piketty (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
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2.10
inCome inequality in the middle east
In ormation in this chapter is based on Measuring Ine uality in the Middle ast,
orld s Most ne ual egion by acundo Alvaredo, Lydia Assouad, and homas i etty,
ID orld or ing aper eries No
/

: he

The Middle East appears to be the most unequal region in the world, with
the share of income accruing to the top 10 and 1% exceeding 60% and 25%
of total regional income 2016. The levels of inequality remained extreme
over the 1990–2016 period, with the top 10% income share varying between
60%–66% and a bottom 50% share consistently below 10%. These inequality
levels are comparable to or higher than those observed in Brazil and South
Africa.
This high level of income concentration is due to both enormous inequality
between countries, particularly between oil-rich and population-rich
countries, and is also the result of very large inequality within countries.
Inequality between countries is largely due to the geography of oil ownership
and the transformation of oil revenues into permanent financial endowments.
As a result, the income of the oil-rich Gulf countries made up 42% of the total
regional income in 2016 despite only representing a small share of the total
population (15% in 2016). The gap in per-adult national income between Gulf
countries and the other countries is therefore extremely large.
These new results also show that inequalities within countries are much
larger than previously estimated. However, given the lack of data available,
these estimations are likely to be substantially underestimated. The problem
is particularly acute in the Gulf countries, for which the low official inequality
statistics contradict important aspects of their political economy, namely the
growing population share of low-paid foreign workers.
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the arab spring’s demands for greater
social justice has led researchers to
reexamine inequality in the middle east
ollo ing the Arab pring movement, there
has been renewed interest in inequality
measurement in middle east countries, as
calls or greater social ustice ere amongst
the leading demands o these popular movements o ever, e isting studies have argued
that income inequalities within these countries do not seem to be particularly high by
international standards, suggesting that the
source o dissatis action might lie else here
his some hat surprising act, coined the
nigma o Ine uality 44 or the Arab Ine uality
u le 45, has led to a gro th in the literature
on ine uality in the region
Among the literature see ing to address this
surprising finding is a recent paper by acundo
alvaredo, lydia assouad and thomas piketty.
hey argue that previous results, based on

household survey data only, highly underestimate inequality and they offer novel estimates using the only fiscal data available in
the region that has been recently released
Inequality in the middle east is among
the highest of any region worldwide
income inequality in the middle east remains
e tremely high over the
period:
the top
income share fluctuated at
around 60%–66% of total income, while the
share of the bottom 50% and middle 40%
varied between 8%–10% and 27%–30% of
total income, respectively egional income
has largely been concentrated among the top
1% of the adult population, which receives
27% of total income, that is three times more
than the bottom
, and appro imately the
same as the middle 40% of the population.
inequality in the middle east is therefore
among the highest o any region orld ide
(Figure 2.10.1)

20%

10%

Top 10%

Bottom 50%

30%

Bottom 50%

Middle 40%

40%

Bottom 50%

Share of national income (%)

0%
Population

Middle East

Western Europe

US

410 Million

420 Million

320 Million

Source: Alvaredo, Assouad and Piketty (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
In 2012-2016 (latest year available), the Top 10% income share in the Middle East was 61%.
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Figure 2.10.1
Inequality in the middle east, Western europe and the us, 2012–2016
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omparing the Middle ast per ormance in
terms of inequality with other countries in
the orld is legitimate and in ormative at
least as much as the usual inequality comparisons between nation-states. the total
population o the region about
million
in 2016) is comparable to Western europe
million and the
nited tates
million , and is characteri ed by a relatively large degree o cultural, linguistic and
religious homogeneity he authors find that
the share o total income going to the top
10% income earners in the middle east, is
significantly greater than in the largest rich
countries in Western europe (36%) and the
united states (47%) but also than in brazil
(55%), a country that is often described as
one of the most unequal in the world. the
only country or hich higher ine uality
estimates can be currently found is south
A rica, hose top
received appro imately 65% of national income in 2012.
(Figure 2.10.2)

Part II

While these results contradict the aforementioned studies, they are robust to different
estimation techniques. When the income
distribution is computed using purchasing
po er parity figures, hich reflect the di erence in the living standards o each country,
ine uality levels decline but not by a significant amount hanging the geographical definition of the middle east also has a relatively
limited impact on ine uality: by e cluding
turkey from the analysis, a country whose
average income is bet een those o the
poorest countries gypt, Ira , yria, Yemen,
etc.—and the oil-rich Gulf countries, inequalities unsurprisingly increase, but only by a
small margin
he origins o ine uality are, ho ever, distinctive amongst these di erent groups o countries. in the case of the middle east, they are
largely due to the geography o oil o nership
and the transformation of oil revenues into
permanent financial endo ments, as e shall

Figure 2.10.2
top 10% income shares in the middle east and other countries, 2012–2016
70%

61%
61
Share of national income (%)

60%

63%
63

55%
55
47%
47

50%

37%
37

40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

Population

Brazil

Middle East

South Africa

Western Europe

US

210 million

410 million

55 million
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320 million

Source: Alvaredo, Assouad and Piketty (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
In 2012-2016 (latest year available), the Top 10% income share in the Middle East was 61%.
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Figure 2.10.3
average income in the middle east and Western europe, 1990–2016

Average real income per adult (2016 € PPP)
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Western Europe
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€25 000

Middle East (PPP)
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Middle East (MER)
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€5 000
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Source: Alvaredo, Assouad and Piketty (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
In 2016, average national income per adult in the Middle East was €22 800 in Purchasing Power Parity, and €10 060 at Market Exchange Rate. All values have been
converted into 2016 Purchasing Power Parity (PPP) euros at a rate of €1 = $1.3. PPP accounts for differences in the cost of living between countries. Values are net
o inflation

see belo In contrast, In Bra il, the legacy o
racial inequality continues to play an important role together ith huge regional ine ualities see chapter
treme ine uality in
outh A rica is intimately related to the legacy
of the apartheid system (see chapter 2.12).
It is stri ing to see that the Middle ast, in
spite o its much larger racial and ethnocultural homogeneity, has reached ine uality
levels that are comparable to, and even higher
than, those observed in south africa or brazil.
extreme inequality in the middle east
is driven by enormous and persistent
between-country inequality
the 1990–2016 period has been a period of
rapid population gro th in the Middle ast:
total population rose by about 70%, from less
than
million in
to almost
million
in
he rise in average income has been
much more modest, ho ever sing purchasing po er parity estimates e pressed
in 2016 euros), per-adult national income
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rose rom about
in
to
in
, that is, by about
sing mar et
e change rates, per-adult national income
rose rom less than
in
to about
in
see Figure 2.10.3 ). in
estern urope a relatively lo gro th
region by orld standards per-adult gro th
was 22%.
should middle east inequality be measured
at purchasing po er parity
or at mar et
e change rates M
Both the
and
the M
vie points e press valuable and
complementary aspects of international
inequality patterns. the ppp viewpoint
should of course be preferred if we are interested in the living standards o the inhabitants
living, or ing and spending their incomes in
the various countries (which is the case of
most inhabitants). however the mer viewpoint is more relevant and meaning ul i e
are interested in e ternal economic relations:
e g the ability o tourists and visitors rom
europe or from Gulf countries to purchase
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Table 2.10.1
Population and income in the Middle-East, 2016
Adult
Adult
Population
population
Population
(million)
(% of ME
(million)
total)

National
Income
(Billion
2016 €
PPP)

% ME Total
Income
(PPP)

National
Income
(Billion
2016 €
MER)

% ME Total
Income
(MER)

Turkey

80

53

21%

1 073

19%

548

22%

Iran

80

56

22%

896

16%

330

13%

Egypt

93

54

22%

800

14%

234

9%

Iraq-Syria-Other
(non-Gulf)

102

52

21%

570

10%

243

10%

Gulf Countries

54

37

15%

2 394

42%

1 179

47%

Total Middle East

409

252

100%

5 733

100%

2 534

100%

ource: Alvaredo, Assouad and i etty

ee wir

wid world or data series and notes

In 2016, Gulf countries earned €2 400 billion in Purchasing Power Parity. All values have been converted into 2016 Purchasing Power Parity (PPP) euros at a
rate of €1 = $1.3, and into 2016 Market Exchange Rate (MER) euros at a rate of €1 = $1.1. PPP accounts for differences in the cost of living between countries.
Values are net of inflation. Numbers may not add up due to rounding.

goods and services when they travel to other
countries; or the ability of migrants or
prospective migrants from Egypt or Syria to
send part of their euro wages back home.
Here market exchange rates matter a lot, and
may also have an important impact on perceptions of inequality. This is why MER are used
as benchmark measures of inequality in the
Middle East.
It is critical to stress that enormous and persistent between-country inequality exists behind
the Middle East average. In order analyze to
summarize the changing population and
income structure of the Middle East, it is
use ul to decompose the region into five blocs:
Turkey; Iran; Egypt; Iraq-Syria (including other
Arab, non Gul countries: Jordan, Lebanon,
Palestine, Yemen); and Gulf countries
(including Saudi Arabia, Oman, Barhain, UAE,
Qatar and Kuwait) (see Table 2.10.1).
he first our blocs all represent appro imately 20–25% of total population of the

Middle East, whereas Gulf countries represent 15% of the population. In contrast, Gulf
countries represent almost half of the total
income of the region in market exchange
rates. This reveals the large gap in per-adult
national income between Gulf countries and
other countries in the region. These marked
difference help us understand why albeit
novel, regional Middle East inequality estimates are not entirely unexpected.
The evolution of income inequality in the
Middle East has been driven by the dynamics
of between-country inequality. In 1990, Gulf
countries’ share in Middle East population
was 10%, and their income share was
between 44% (PPP) and 48% (MER). The
narrowing of per-adult income inequality
between Gulf countries and the other four
country blocs identified above reduced
regional inequality over the 1990–2016
period. However, the income gap between
these two groupings remains enormous.
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he all in the income gap bet een Gul countries and the rest o the Middle ast reflects
a number o comple and contradictory
forces. it was partly due to the evolution of
oil prices and output levels in Gulf countries,
as ell as to the relative ast output gro th
in non Gul countries including ur ey, but
the very large rise o migrant or ers also
played a significant role, leading to an artificial
reduction of national income per adult in Gulf
countries he massive inflo o oreign
workers, especially in the construction sector
and domestic services sector, quite simply led
to a stronger increase in the population
denominator than in the income numerator
o Gul countries his massive rise o migrant
or ers sa the shares o oreigners in Gul
countries increase from less than 50% in
1990 to almost 60% in 2016.
from this viewpoint, it is also useful to distinguish bet een t o groups o Gul countries
he first o these groups is made up o audi
arabia, oman and bahrain, where nationals
still make a small majority of the population,
ith the oreign population share remaining
relatively stable at around 40–45% of total
adult population between 1990 and 2016.
he second group is that o the nited Arab
emirates (uae), kuwait and qatar, where the
nationals have made up a smaller and smaller
minority o the resident population, given that
the oreign share rose rom
to
o
the total population his second group made
about one quarter of total population of Gulf
countries in 1990, but this rose to about one
third by 2016.
Within-country inequality is likely to
be high in middle east countries
Income ta data is un ortunately e tremely
limited in the middle east and therefore
prevents a detailed and precise analysis of
within-country inequality. it is unfortunate
that the only country for which data is
currently available is lebanon, as household
surveys in the middle east appear to underestimate top incomes at least as much as in
the rest of the world (and possibly more). the
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Lebanese data confirms the general finding
that top income levels reported in ta data
are much higher than in household surveys:
top 1% incomes are typically two to three
times higher, ith large variations across
income levels and over years.
he lac o good data is particularly acute in
the case of the Gulf countries, where the low
o ficial Gini coe ficient might indeed hide
important aspects of their political economy,
namely the gro ing share o the non-national
population, a large ma ority o
hich is
composed o lo -paid or ers, living in di ficult conditions he substantial gro th o
migrant or ers in Gul countries give incentives to nationals within Gulf countries to
de end their numerous privileges, beginning
by restraining naturali ation given that
national citizens typically do not pay income
ta , benefit rom significant social spending,
including ree healthcare and education,
receive subsidies for electricity and fuel, and
o ten receive other benefits such as land
grants urthermore, some citi ens also have
e pectations that the state provides them ith
a ob and housing, an idea enshrined in some
Gulf country constitutions.46 (Figure 2.10.4)
But perhaps the most stri ing mani estation
of the difference between the local and
oreign populations is the restrictions
imposed on the migrant population through
the sponsorship system, or the a ala
system as it is no n in Arabic 47 this system
requires all unskilled laborers to have an
in-country sponsor, usually their employer,
ho is responsible or their visa and legal
status.48 as a report by the Chatham house
think tank describes, this system can lead to
the creation o an e tremely polari ed social
structure ith t o groups hich are not
legally, socially and economically e uals 49 as
far as is known, little research has been
conducted to study the two populations to
measure income inequality within Gulf societies given the a orementioned data limitations, and therefore our quantitative understanding o these issues is still some hat
limited. alvaredo, assouad and piketty are
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Figure 2.10.4
share of foreigners in Gulf countries, 1990–2015

Share of foreigners in population (%)
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Source: Alvaredo, Assouad and Piketty (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
In 2015, the share of foreigners in the total population of the United Arab Emirates, Kuwait and Qatar was 90%.

the first researchers to distinguish systematically between the two populations (and
lead to a large up ard revisions o ine uality
estimate in the survey distribution). unfortunately, there are still important limitations to
the empirical understanding o these issues
better data on income inequality is
crucially needed in the middle east
Accessing better uality and larger volumes
of country-level inequality data for the whole
of the 1990–2016 period in middle east
countries might lead to di erent conclusions
than those presented in this paper. in particular, a rise of within-country inequality could
possibly counterbalance the reduction of
between-country inequality between Gulf
countries ising ithin-country ine uality
trends are ound in a large number o very
di erent countries across the orld, e g in
the united states, europe, india, China, south
A rica, ussia, ith varying magnitudes as
described in other chapters of this report. it
is also possible that middle east countries—

along ith Bra il belong to a di erent category, that is, countries here ine uality has
al ays been very large historically and thus
has not risen in recent decades. however,
given the data sources currently available, it
is not possible to draw precise conclusions on
this phenomenon ith a satis actory degree
of precision.
All in all, it is very di ficult to have an in ormed
public debate about inequality trends—and
also about a large number o substantial
policy issues such as ta ation and public
spending
ithout proper access to such
data. While the lack of transparency on
income and wealth is an important issue in
many, if not most, areas of the world, it
appears to be particularly e treme in the
Middle ast, and arguably raises a problem o
democratic accountability in itself, independent from the levels of inequality observed.
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2.11
inCome inequality in brazil
In ormation in this chapter is based on
treme and ersistent Ine uality: Ne
ombining National Accounts, urvey and iscal Data, by Marc Morgan,
paper series (no. 2017/12).

vidence or Bra il
ID orld or ing

Novel and more precise inequality data show that the level of inequality is
much higher in Brazil than previously estimated.
Previous inequality estimates suggested that policies targeting inequality
over the past decades had been successful in significantly reducing it, but
recent evidence suggests that national income inequality has remained
relatively persistent at high levels over the past 15 years. At the time, the fall
in labor income inequality, even if more moderate than previously thought,
is confirmed by the new estimates.
The distribution of income in Brazil has remained stable and extremely
unequal over the last 15 years, with the top 10% receiving over 55% of total
income in 2015, while the share of the bottom 50% was just above 12% and
the middle 40%, approximately 32%. While inequality within the bottom 90%
fell, driven by compression of labor incomes, concentration at the top of the
distribution grew over the period, reflecting the increasing concentration
of capital income.
Since the global financial crisis in 2008, the share of total growth in income
captured by the top 10% of earners has been the same than in the years of
strong growth leading up to the crisis.
The bottom 50% captured a very limited share of total growth between
2001–2015. So far, cash transfers had only a limited impact on the reduction
of national income inequality.
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Bra il has consistently been ran ed among the
most unequal countries in the world since data
became widely available in the 1980s.
however, from the mid-1990s, household
surveys began to sho that ine uality as
alling, due to a combination o strong labor
mar et per ormance, declines in the s ill age
premium due to educational e pansion,
systematic increases in the minimum age
inde ed to social benefits , and the gro ing
coverage o social assistance programs 50 this
household data provided evidence that
government policies had been e ective in
reducing ine uality Indeed, this apparent
decline in brazilian income inequality drew
significant attention orld ide, as e amples
o large economies that could reduce ine uality
hile gro ing solidly are relatively rare 51
however, as described earlier in this report,
household surveys only tell part of the story.
ecent releases o income ta data by the
ederal ta o fice have painted a di erent
picture, sho ing that ine uality in Bra il as
higher than previously thought 52 marc
Morgan has generated a series o distributional national accounts for brazil, which
combine annual and household survey data
ith detailed in ormation on income ta
declarations and national accounts. by
ensuring the consistency o the surveys and
ta declarations ith macroeconomic totals,
he is able to provide the most representative
income inequality statistics to date that show
a sharp up ard revision o the o ficial estimates of inequality in brazil. the novel data
also suggests that, i contrary to other
emerging countries such as ussia, India or
hina, pre-ta ine uality has remained relatively stable in brazil since the turn of the new
century, it has not declined as much as many
commentators have argued
total income inequality has remained
at very high levels in brazil despite the
fall in labor income inequality

he findings highlight the large e tent o
income concentration in brazil. the richest
o Bra ilian adults around
million
people—received over half (55%) of all
national income in 2015, while the bottom
hal o the population, a group five times
larger, earned bet een our and five times
less, at just 12%. the middle 40% of the distribution receives just less than one third of total
income
, a figure hich is lo by international standards. this clearly reveals that
inequality in brazil is principally affected by
the e treme concentration at the top o the
distribution. this concentration becomes less
e treme hen e loo at the labour income
distribution he top
highest earners
received 44% of all national labour income in
, ith the middle
ta ing home
almost 40% and the bottom 50% in this distribution receiving about
Figure 2.11.1)
since 2000, total income inequality has
remained relatively stable mall gains ere
made by the bottom 50%, who increased

Figure 2.11.1
bottom 50% and top 10% income shares in
brazil, 2015
60%

55.3%

50%

Share of national income (%)

brazil’s inequality is higher than
previously estimated and relatively
stable over the past two decades
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40%

30%

20%

12.3%
10%

0%

Bottom 50%

Top 10%

Source: Morgan (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
In 2015, the Top 10% received 55% of national income.
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Table 2.11.1
The distribution of national income in Brazil, 2015
Income group

Number of adults

Income threshold
(€)

Average income
(€)

Income share

Full Population

142 521 000

–

13 900

100%

Bottom 50%

71 260 000

–

3 400

12.3%

Middle 40%

57 008 000

6 600

11 300

32.4%

Top 10%

14 252 000

22 500

76 900

55.3%

1 425 000

111 400

387 000

27.8%

Top 0.1%

142 500

572 500

2 003 500

14.4%

Top 0.01%

14 300

2 970 000

10 397 600

7.5%

Top 0.001%

1 430

15 400 000

53 986 200

3.9%

Top 1%

Source: Morgan (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
In 2015, the average income of the Top 10% was €76 900. All values have been converted into 2016 Purchasing Power Parity (PPP) euros at a rate of €1 = $1.3 =
R$2.7. PPP accounts for differences in the cost of living between countries. Values are net of inflation. Numbers may not add up due to rounding.

their share of national income from 11% to
12% from 2001 to 2015, while the top 10%
income share evolved from 54% to just over
55% over the period. Both of these gains were
at the expense of a continuous squeeze on
the middle 40%, whose share of national
income fell from 34% to just above 32%. The
stability in the total income inequality should
not mask the registered decline in the
inequality of labour incomes. The bottom
50% of earners made greater gains in this
distribution, increasing their share from 12%
to 15% from 2001 to 2015, while the top 10%
labor income share fell from 47% to 44%. The
middle 40% share increased from 37% to
almost
, which confirms the overall
compression in the labour income distribution
and conveys the importance of capital income
in the total income distribution. This is even
more apparent the higher up in the hierarchy
the comparison is made. For instance, while
the top 1% of labour earners received 14% of
national labour income in 2015, the same
group in the national total income distribution
received double this share (28%).
These extreme levels of inequality manifested
themselves in large differences between the
average incomes of the aforementioned
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groups, as represented by Table 2.11.1 . In
2015, the average income of an adult living in
Brazil was around €13 900 (R$37 100), but
for those amongst the bottom 50% of
earners, the average income was less than
€3 400 (R$9 200, around a quarter of the
national average). Moving up the income
distribution, the average annual income of
adults in the middle 40% was approximately
, meaning that a significant percentage of 90% of Brazil’s adult population earned less than the national average,
which highlights the extent of income skewness in Brazil and the lack of a broad “middle
class.” Consequently, the average income of
the top
was over five times greater than
the national average at €76 900 (R$207 600).
The magnitudes increase substantially as one
moves towards the upper echelons of the
income distribution, with the average income
of the richest 1% being around €387 000
(R$1 044 900).
Table 2.11.2 presents refined shares at the

top of the income distribution for 2015, to
show more precisely how national income is
shared across the adult population and also
compares how inequality estimates differ
between the DINA series and survey data.

ND IN GL BAL IN

Using only the survey data, the top 1% (about
million adults received
o national
income in
owever, when income rom
fiscal data and undistributed income rom
national accounts are included, the share o
this top
increases dramatically, to
he large share o national income captured
by the top
there ore seems to be gradually
reducing the share o the middle
over
time
igher up the distribution, the trend is similar,
with the elites capturing a disproportionate
share o Bra ilian income Figure 2.11.2
compares the income share o the bottom
million adults , with that o the top
adults over the fi teen-year
time period aving started at similar levels
o national income in
around
each the two groups uic ly e perienced
diverging ortunes, with the top
share
growing to ust under
o national income
by
and the share o the bottom
remaining virtually unchanged By
the
gap between the groups respective shares
had grown to percentage points, such that
the collective incomes o the top
were
significantly larger than those o the bottom
despite the top
being
times
smaller in population si e
Morgan in the same wor also compares the
raw estimates rom the surveys with his
benchmar national income series combining
national accounts, surveys and fiscal data
here are clear, large discrepancies in the
level and change in ine uality that grow
increasing larger the higher up the distribution one loo s hese discrepancies thus highlight why relying e clusively on surveys and
ignoring undistributed income in national
accounts flowing to corporations can distort
understanding o how income ine uality has
developed in Bra il or e ample, household
surveys indicate that income ine uality ell
between
and
, with the top
share o national income alling rom
to
ust above
and the bottom
share
rising rom ust over
to
hese are
in star contrast with the trends and levels

M IN
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Table 2.11.2
Survey income and national income series in
Brazil, 2015: Comparing income shares
Income group

Survey income
WID.world
series
series (survey
(survey data)
+ tax + national
accounts data)

Bottom 50%
Middle 40%
Top 10%
Top 1%
op

14.4%

op
op
Total
(% national income)
ource: Morgan

ee wir

wid world or data series and notes

In
, the share o survey income attributable to the op
while the share o national income attributable to the op

was
was

,

presented above, with a top
share oscillating around
Figure 2.11.3 he general
trend is there ore one o an increase in the
concentration o national income shares at
the top o the income distribution, small
increases at the bottom and an ever-smaller
share or the middle
Brazilian income inequality rises as the
richest experience higher growth in
incomes
Distributional National Accounts also enable
us to e amine how growth at the macroeconomic level in Bra il has a ected the income
shares o the country s population Between
and
, cumulative real growth o
national income per adult in Bra il totaled
ee Table 2.11.3 he uestion that
arises rom this evolution is how the income
growth o di erent groups o the income
distribution compares to this number he
real growth o incomes in the bottom
was strong, increasing appro imately by
over the i teen-year period his was

LD IN

ALI Y
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Figure 2.11.2a
Income shares of the Middle 40% and Top 1% in Brazil, 2001–2015
40%
Middle 40%

Share of national income (%)

35%
30%

Top 1%

25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
2001

2003

2005

2007

2009

2011

2013

2015

Source: Morgan (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
In 2015, the Top 1% received 28% of national income.

comparatively higher than the growth in
incomes of the middle 40% (44%) and the
top 10% (60%). Among the top percentiles,
growth was equally strong. The income of
the top 1% grew by 69%, while the incomes
of the top 0.1% grew at almost 65%, both
higher than the cumulative growth of
national income.

incomes in analyzing how group shares in
national income have changed: despite their
total cumulative growth rate being smaller
than the bottom 50%, the fraction of total
growth captured by the middle 40% was
higher than that of the poorest half of the
population, at 26%.
Table 2.11.3 also subdivides the incidence of

Despite the growth of incomes in the bottom
half of the income distribution, the top of the
distribution captured a disproportionately
large part of the total income growth
between 2001 and 2015. For example, the
top 10% captured 58% of total growth, while
the top 1% captured 32%. Even with the
strongest growth performance over the
period of three major income groupings, the
low incomes of the bottom 50% meant that
the fraction of total growth they were able
to capture was relatively small, at 16%.
Subsequently, the change in the bottom 50%
share of total national income was also small.
he figures relating to the middle
help
to reinforce the importance of the size of
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growth by two roughly equal time periods,
relating to that be ore the global financial
crisis, and that during and after it. During the
first period
, all groups e perienced strong increases in their incomes as the
economy grew solidly, with only the middle
40% growing at a slower pace than national
income. Nevertheless, the overwhelming
gains went to the top decile, with the top 10%
capturing over half of total growth. Growth
in the years between
and
was
slightly weaker, with incomes expanding by
as compared to
in the previous
period, but growth was equally concentrated
in the top decile a ter the financial crisis and
the beginning of the domestic recession.
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Figure 2.11.2b
Income shares of the bottom 50% and top 0.1% in brazil, 2001–2015
18%
Top 0.1%

Share of national income (%)

16%
14%
12%

Bottom 50%

10%
8%
6%
4%
2001

2003

2005

2007

2009

2011

2013

2015

Source: Morgan (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.

Figure 2.11.3
top 10% income share in brazil, 2001–2015: national income series vs. survey income series
60%

Share of income (%)

55%
WID.world:
Fiscal, survey and
national accounts data

50%

45%
Survey data

40%

35%

30%
2001

2003

2005

2007

2009

2011

2013

2015

Source: Morgan (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
In
, the op
earners captured around
national accounts show that their share is 55%.

o national income according to household surveys

o ever, corrected estimates using fiscal, survey and
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Table 2.11.3
Income growth and inequality in Brazil, 2001–2015
2001–2015
Income group

2001–2007

2007–2015

Total
cumulated
growth

Fraction of
total growth
captured

Total
cumulated
growth

Fraction of
total growth
captured

Total
cumulated
growth

Fraction of
total growth
captured

Full Population

56.1%

100.0%

26.9%

100.0%

23.0%

100.0%

Bottom 50%

71.5%

16.1%

32.5%

15.3%

29.4%

16.9%

Middle 40%

44.2%

26.1%

22.3%

27.4%

17.9%

24.9%

Top 10%

59.7%

57.8%

28.5%

57.4%

24.3%

58.2%

Top 1%

68.8%

32.2%

37.0%

36.0%

23.2%

28.6%

Top 0.1%

65.4%

15.0%

34.9%

16.7%

22.7%

13.5%

Top 0.01%

57.5%

6.6%

38.2%

9.1%

13.9%

4.2%

Top 0.001%

50.2%

2.9%

48.0%

5.7%

1.5%

0.2%

Source: Morgan (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
Between 2001 and 2015, the Top 10% captured 57.8% of total growth.

Note to readers: Values presented in Table 2.11.3, have been updated since the online release of the World
Inequality Report in December 2017. In the French and English print edition of the World Inequality Report
(respectively, Le Seuil and Harvard University Press), due to a technical issue, the text associated to the table
still refers to the values present in the initial online edition of the Report. This PDF shows the fully updated
version of this section.
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2.12
inCome inequality in south afriCa
In ormation in this chapter is based on olonial rule, apartheid and natural resources: op incomes
in outh A rica,
, by acundo Alvaredo and Anthony B At inson entre or conomic
policy research discussion paper, 2010, no. 8155), as well as on Wid.world updates.

South Africa stands out as one of the most unequal countries in the world. In
2014, the top 10% received 2/3 of national income, while the top 1% received
20% of national income.
During the twentieth century, the top 1% income share was halved between
1914 and 1993, falling from 20% to 10%. Even if these numbers must be
qualified, as they are surrounded by a number of uncertainties, the trajectory
is similar to that of other former dominions of the British Empire, and is partly
explained by the country’s economic and political instability during the 1970s
and 1980s.
During the early 1970s the previously constant racial shares of income
started to change in favor of the blacks, at the expense of the whites, in a
context of declining per capita incomes. But while interracial inequality fell
throughout the eighties and nineties, inequality within race groups increased.
Rising black per capita incomes over the past three decades have narrowed
the interracial income gap, although increasing inequality within the black
and Asian/Indian population seems to have prevented any decline in total
inequality.
Since the end of the Apartheid in 1994, top-income shares have increased
considerably. In spite of several reforms targeting the poorest and fighting
the segregationist heritage, race is still a key determinant of differences in
income levels, educational attainment, job opportunities and wealth.
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south africa’s dual economy is among
the most unequal in the world
south africa is one of the most unequal countries in the world. in 2014, the top 10% of
earners captured two thirds of total income.
his contrasts ith other high-income
inequality countries such as brazil, the united
states and india where the top 10% is closer
to 50–55% of national income. however,
unli e other highly une ual countries, the
divide bet een the top
and the ollo ing
9% in south africa is much less pronounced
than the gap bet een the top
and the
bottom 90%. otherwise said, in terms of top
income shares, south africa ranks with the
most une ual Anglo- a on countries, but, at
the same time, there is less concentration
ithin the upper income groups, mostly
composed by the white population. the
average income among the top
as about
our times greater than that o the ollo ing
9% in 2014 (for comparative purposes, the top
1% in the united states earn seven times more
than the ollo ing
, hile average income

among the top
as more than seventeen
times greater than the average income o the
bottom
it is eight times more in the
nited tates It is then only logical that the
income share o the top
is high, capturing
o national income, though this is not the
largest share in the orld
he outh A rican dual economy can be
urther illustrated by comparing outh A rican
income levels to that of european countries.
In
, the average national income per adult
among the richest
as
, at
purchasing po er parity, that is, comparable
to the average or the same group in rance,
pain or Italy But average national income o
the bottom 90% in south africa is close to the
average national income o the bottom
in rance In light o these statistics, the
recently debated emergence o a so-called
middle class is still very elusive. rather, two
societies seem to coe ist in outh A rica, one
en oying living standards close to the rich or
upper middle class in advanced economies,
the other left behind. (Figure 2.12.1)

Figure 2.12.1
top 1% income share in south africa, 1914–2014

Share of national income (%)

25%

20%

Top 1%

15%

10%

5%
1920

1930

1940

1950

1960

Source: Alvaredo & Atkinson (2010). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
In 2014, the Top 1% share of national income was 21%.
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Inequality has decreased from the
unification of south africa to the end
of apartheid
outh A rica is an e ception in terms o data
availability in comparison with other african
countries he period or hich fiscal data are
available starts in 1903 for the Cape Colony,
seven years before the union of south africa
was established as a dominion of the british
empire, and ends in 2014, with some years
sporadically missing, and noticeably an eightyear interruption ollo ing the end o apartheid in 1994. as is often the case with historical ta data series, only a very small share o
the total adult population as eligible to pay
ta in the first hal o the t entieth century
here ore, the fiscal data rom hich e can
estimate top-income shares allows us to track
the top 1% income share since 1913, but only
cover the top 10% of the population from
ith a long interruption bet een
and 2008).
With important short run variations, the
evolution of income concentration over the
1913–1993 period seems to follow a very
clear long-term trend he income share o
the richest 1% was more than halved between
and
, alling rom
to appro imately 10%. not only did the income share
attributable to the top 1% decrease, but
ine uality ithin this upper group as also
reduced. indeed, the share of the top 0.5%
ell more uic ly than the share o the ne t
0.5% (from percentile 99 to percentile 99.5).
Consequently, while the top 0.5% represented about 75% of the top 1% in 1914, by
the end of the 1980s, their representative
proportion fell to 60%.
Despite the e treme social implications o the
first segregationist measures that ere implemented in the early 1910s, these policies did
not lead to large increases in income concentration among the top
his as also a time
in hich outh A rica progressively developed its industrial and manu acturing sector,
en oying notable accelerations in the
s
that ere to the benefit o the large ma ority
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of the population. aside from a brief fall
during the Great Depression, average real
income per adult then increased steadily.
ollo ing a trend similar to other ormer
dominions of the british empire (australia,
Canada and new zealand) inequality
decreased significantly in outh A rica rom
to the beginning o the the econd
World War, despite some short-run variations
in the late
s: the income share o the top
1% fell from 22% to 16%.
During the econd orld ar, national
average continued to ollo its previous
trend, but the average real income o the
richest 1% took off. as a consequence of the
demand shoc during the ar, the agricultural
e port prices boomed, the manu acturing
sector more than doubled its output between
and
, and profits or the oundry
and engineering industries increased by more
than 400%.53 o ever, the age di erential
between skilled/white and unskilled/black
or ers remained e tremely large As
einstein described, blac
or ers ere
denied any share o the gro ing income in the
ne economy they ere creating 54 the fact
that the peak in the income share of the top
as high as
in
as concomitant with the war effort thus seems essentially due to a brief enrichment of the upper
class.
In contrast, income gro th in the
s as
more inclusive, as average real income per
adult increased by 29% between 1949 and
, hile the average real income o the
top
slightly decreased By
the
income share of the top 1% had fallen to
around
In the
s, both averages
gre appro imately at the same rate such
that inequality remained relatively constant.
ollo ing
years o successive increases,
national average income as almost our
times greater by the early
s than in
Ine uality resumed its do n ard sloping
trend from 1973, but this also marked a
period o overall income gro th stagnation
in south africa until 1990 that culminated in
a three-year recession.
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Average real income per adult (2016 € PPP)
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Figure 2.12.2
average income per adult and average income of the top 1% in south africa, 1914–2014

2010

Source: Alvaredo & Atkinson (2010). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
In 2014, the average income per adult in South Africa was €13 750 (R107 300), while the average income of the Top 1% was €290 500 (R2 266 000). All values have
been converted into 2016 Purchasing Power Parity (PPP) euros at a rate of €1 = $1.3 = R7.8. PPP accounts for differences in the cost of living between countries.
Values are net o inflation

or the first time in the previous
years,
gold output started alling icher seams
ere e hausted and e traction costs
increased rapidly. the industry that was
once the engine o the economy started to
weaken. increases in oil prices and other
commodities accelerated inflation dramatically, averaging about
per year bet een
1975 and 1992. in the 1980s, international
sanctions and boycotts were placed on
south african trade as a response to the
apartheid regime, adding urther pressure
to that created by domestic protests and
revolts, and contributed to the destabilization o the regime in place hite dominance
as challenged on both economic and political grounds, to hich the ruling government
progressively made concessions, recogni ing
trade unions and the right to bargain or
ages and conditions this could partly
e plain hy the average real income per
adult of the top 1% decreased faster than
the national average Figure 2.12.2)
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the progressive policies implemented
after the apartheid were not sufficient
to counter a profoundly unequal socioeconomic structure
here are no fiscal data to estimate top-income
shares or the eight years that ollo ed
o ever, oining up the data points to the ne t
available figure in
suggests that income
inequality has increased sharply between the
end of apartheid and the present, even if the
magnitude o the increase must be ta en ith
caution, as the estimates in these two periods
may not be totally comparable. the income
share o the top
increased by
percentage points rom
to
art o the
increase from 1993 to 2002 should come from
changes in the ta code In particular, be ore
, capital gains ere totally e cluded,
which is very likely to downward bias the share
o top-income groups Also, the ta collection
capabilities seem to have increased substantially in the last years hat being said, using
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household survey data for the years 1993,
2000 and 2008 research has demonstrated
that ine uality increased significantly during
the period or hich e have no fiscal data 55
At first, it might seem pu ling that the abolishment o a segregationist regime as
ollo ed by an aggravation o economic
inequality. the establishment of a multi-racial
democracy, with a new constitution and a
president o the same ethnic origin as the
majority of the population, did not automatically transform the inherited socio-economic
structure of a profoundly unequal country.
Interracial ine uality did all throughout the
eighties and nineties, but ine uality ithin
race groups increased: rising blac per capita
incomes over the past three decades have
narro ed the blac - hite income gap,
although increasing ine uality ithin the
black and asian/indian population seems to
have prevented any decline in aggregate
ine uality In e plaining these changes
scholars agree in that the labor mar et played
a dominant role, where a rise in the number
o blac s employed in s illed obs including
civil service and other high-paying government positions coupled ith increasing mean
ages or this group o or ers
since 1994, several redistributive social policies have been implemented and/or e tended,
among hich important unconditional cash
trans ers targeting the most e posed groups
(children, disabled and the elderly). at the
same time, top marginal ta rates on personal
income ere ept relatively high and recently
increased to 45%. however, in spite of these
redistributive policy efforts, surveys consistently sho that top-income groups are still
over helmingly hite ther studies urther
demonstrate that such dualism is itself salient
along other ey dimensions such as unemployment and education. furthermore
wealth, and in particular land, is still very
unequally distributed. in 1913, the south
african parliament passed the natives land
act which restricted land ownership for africans to specified area, amounting to only
of the country’s total land area, and by the
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early 1990s, less than 70 000 white farmers
o ned about
o agriculture land 56 some
land reforms have been implemented, but
ith seemingly poor results,57 and it is likely
that the situation has not improved much
since, although precise data about the recent
distribution of land still needs to be collected.
Given this socio-economic structure, the
interruption of the international boycotts in
might have more directly avored a
minority o high s illed and/or richer individuals ho ere able to benefit rom the
international markets, which therefore
contributed to increase inequality. this
hypothesis ould also e plain the act that
income inequality in south africa did not
increase in the 1980s, while boycotts were
put in place, contrary to other former dominions (new zealand, Canada and australia)
despite the country having so ar ollo ed a
similar trend. furthermore, the implementation of the Growth, employment and redistribution G A program in
, hich
consisted o removing trade barriers, liberali ing capital flo s and reducing fiscal deficit
might also have contributed, at least in the
short run, to enrich the most well off while
e posing the most vulnerable, in part by
increasing returns to capital over labor and
to skilled workers over unskilled workers.
he rapid gro th e perienced rom the early
2000s until the mid-2010s was essentially
driven by the rise in commodity prices and
as not accompanied ith significant ob
creation as the government hoped it ould
he income share o the top
gre rom
just less than 18% in 2002 to over 21% in
, then decreased by about
percentage
points and increased again in
as
prices reached a second peak. the fact that
these variations closely mirror the fluctuation
in commodity prices suggest that a minority
benefiting rom resource rents could have
granted themselves a more than proportional
share o gro th
lastly, it should be stressed that the top 1%
only represents a small part of the broader
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top 10% elite which is mostly white. While the
share of income held by the top 1% is relatively low as compared to other high inequality
regions such as Brazil or the Middle East, the
income share of the top 10% group is extreme
in South Africa (Figure 2.12.3). The historical

trajectory of the top 10% group may be
different to that of the top 1%—potentially
with less ups and downs throughout the 20th
century. Unfortunately at this stage, historical
data on the top 10% group does not go as far
back in time as for the top 1% group."

Figure 2.12.3
South Africa: the world’s highest top 10% income share, but not the highest top 1% share
70%
South Africa (2012)

Share of national income (%)

60%

Middle East (2015)
Brazil (2015)

50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Top 10 %

Top 1%

Source: Alvaredo & Atkinson (2010), WID.world (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
In 2012, the Top 10% share of national income was 65% in South Africa, while it was 55% in Brazil in 2015. Income shares correspond to the latest year available
(2012 for South Africa, 2015 for the Middle East, 2015 for Brazil).
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3.1
wealth-inCome ratios aCross the world
Analyzing the composition of an economy’s national wealth, between assets
that are privately and publicly owned, is a prelude to understanding the
dynamics of wealth inequality among individuals. New data have allowed us
to better comprehend the evolution of countries’ wealth-income ratios and
can help answer crucial policy questions.
A general rise in the ratio between net private wealth and national income has
been observed in nearly all countries in recent decades. It is striking to see
that this long-run finding has largely been unaffected by the 2008 financial
crisis, or by asset price bubbles in countries such as Japan and Spain.
There have been unusually large increases in the ratios for China and Russia,
which have quadrupled and tripled, respectively, following their transition
from a communist- to a capitalist-oriented economy. Private wealth-income
ratios in these countries are approaching levels observed in France, the UK,
and the United States.
Public wealth has declined in most countries since the 1980s. Net public
wealth (public assets minus public debts) has even become negative in recent
years in the United States and the UK, and is only slightly positive in Japan,
Germany, and France. This arguably limits government ability to regulate the
economy, redistribute income and mitigate rising inequality.
In China, public property largely declined but remains at a high level today:
net public wealth has stabilized at about 30% of national wealth since 2008
(as compared to 15%–25% in the West during the mixed-economy 1950–1980
period).
The only exceptions to the general decline in public property seen in the data
are oil-rich countries with large public sovereign funds, such as Norway.
The structural rise of private wealth-income ratios in recent decades is due
to a combination of factors including high saving rates and growth slowdowns
(volume factors), the increase of real estate and stock prices (relative
asset price factors), and the transfer of public wealth to private wealth
(institutional factors), described in the next chapters.
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new data have allowed us to better
understand the relationship between
wealth and inequality
nderstanding ho the level and structure
o national ealth have evolved in the long
run is one of the most fundamental economic
uestions National income is a lo
concept: it is defined as the sum o all income
flo s produced and distributed in a given
country during a given year it can also be
broken down between the remuneration of
labor and capital. national wealth, on the
other hand, is a stoc concept: it is defined
as the sum o all assets in particular housing,
business, and financial assets, net o debt
that were accumulated in the past. the relationship between national wealth and national
income can inform us about a number of key
economic, social, and political evolutions,
including the relative importance o capital in
an economy and the structure of ownership.
before we look at distribution of private wealth
(that is, what share of private wealth is owned
by the bottom 50% of the population, the top
10%, and so on), it is critical to better understand the evolution of total private wealth, and
how it compares to public wealth and to total
national ealth
hich by definition is e ual
to the sum of private and public wealth. it is
also important to keep in mind that the very
notions of private property and public property can have very di erent meanings
depending on the country or the period
considered. for instance, private property in
land or housing can ta e very di erent orms,
depending on the e tent o tenant rights, the
length o their tenures, the ability o landlords
to change their rents or e pel them unilaterally,
and so forth. in a similar way, corporate property may not have the same meaning hen
workers’ representatives hold substantial
voting rights in corporate boards such as in
nordic countries or Germany) as in countries
here shareholders control all voting rights
also, public property in China today is a
different reality from public property in this
country orty years earlier, or in the conte t
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o Nor ay s public sovereign und today, and
so on nderstanding the details o the legal,
political, and governance system is important
to understanding the interplay bet een property structure and power relations between
social groups he study o private and public
wealth cannot be limited to the analysis of
trends and levels it must be grounded in a
deeper understanding o the countries institutions and how these affect political and
social inequality, as well.
tudying the evolution o national ealthnational income ratios can also help improve
our no ledge on the structure o ealth,
savings, and investment and thus can be used
to study fundamental macroeconomic questions hese uestions include: hat are the
long-run dynamics and prospects regarding
the evolution o public debt And hat are the
patterns o net oreign asset positions In
order to properly analyze these issues, it is
critical to look at the entire national balance
sheet—that is, the overall structure of who
o ns hat ublic debt or oreign assets are
not o ned by the planet Mars by definition,
they belong to private or public property
o ners Monitoring the evolution o capital
accumulation and the composition of private
assets, or e ample, can also help identi y
potential signs o instability in an economy
indeed, in the cases of Japan and spain,
ealth-income ratios reached historical highs
in 1990 and 2008, respectively, as both countries e perienced asset mar et bubbles
ntil recently it as di ficult to ully get to
grips ith such dynamics because o a lac o
data. thomas piketty and Gabriel zucman
have recently presented harmonized annual
series o ealth-income ratios or the eight
largest rich economies in the orld rom
1700 onwards.1 these series have also been
discussed in Capital in the Twenty-First Century
and in the ensuing debates on the return to a
patrimonial society. 2
heir or has been e tended by other
researchers. the Wid.world database now
contains data on more than twenty countries,
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which we discuss in this report. in particular,
we currently have series on the structure of
private and public wealth in a number of
emerging and e -communist economies,
hich are able to provide ne insights on
crucial public policy issues.
We should stress, however, that this is an area
here e still need to ma e a lot o progress
in particular, we still know far too little about
the structure o public, private, and oreign
o nerships in many areas o the developing
and emerging orld, particularly in A rica,
latin america, and asia.
Private wealth-income ratios have
risen remarkably since the 1970s
in 1970, private wealth-national income
ratios ranged rom around
in
most developed countries (see Figure 3.1.1
and Figure 3.1.2). the past four decades saw
a sharp rise in these ratios in all countries. by
, the year in hich the global financial
crisis began, private ealth-national income
ratios in the countries observed averaged
, pea ing at
in the e treme case
of spain. despite the fall in these ratios in
some o the countries ollo ing the financial
crisis and the decline in housing prices, the
multi-decade trend seems to have been
largely unaltered By
, the mar et value
aggregate private ealth measured in years
o national income is typically t ice as large
in 2016 as in 1970.
here have, ho ever, been interesting crosscountry variations in magnitudes and levels
Within europe, country trajectories have
been roughly similar as net private ealth
rose from 250–400% of net national income
in 1970 to 450–750% by 2016. italy showed
the most spectacular rise in its private wealthto-income ratio, hich appro imately tripled
from 250% in 1970 to over 700% in 2015,
followed by the uk where the private wealthnational income ratio more than doubled,
rom appro imately
to
, over the
same orty-five years rance rom appro imately 300% to more than 550%) followed a
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similar tra ectory, though at a slightly lo er
order o magnitude, hile this trend as also
ollo ed by Germany rom appro imately
250% to 450%) and spain (from about 400%
to 650%) over the same period.
outside of europe, australia and Canada
demonstrated comparable evolutions in their
private wealth-national income ratios to
france, italy, and the uk. Canada’s private
wealth more than doubled between 1970 and
2016, from around 250% of net national
income to more than 550%, while australia’s
rise as still significant but less stri ing,
increasing rom slightly less than
o
national income to over 550%. in the united
states, private wealth—relative to national
income—rose by a half over the same time
period, from less than 350% of national
income to around 500%.
in Japan, the private wealth-income ratio also
almost doubled over the time period (300%
to almost
and, li e pain, e perienced
enormous fluctuations as a result o its asset
price bubble in the years leading up to
in Japan, real estate and stock market prices
rose dramatically from around 1986 as overly
optimistic e pectations regarding uture
economic fundamentals increased the value
of the country’s capital assets and sent its
private ealth-national income ratio soaring
to as much as 700% by 1990. but soon after
the Ni ei stoc mar et inde had plummeted
and the price o assets ollo ed suit, leading
to hat as dubbed the lost decade and a
-percentage-point all in the ealthincome ratio by 2000. however, despite
further falls, the wealth-income ratio
remained one o the highest among the rich
countries As e plained in detail in chapter
4.6, spain has followed a similar trend since
the bursting o the country s asset price
bubble, ith its ealth-to-income ratio alling
by around
percentage points rom its
pea in
to appro imately
in
thanks to recent research that has been
completed on some o the orld s largest
emerging economies, it is no also possible
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Figure 3.1.1
net private wealth to net national income ratio in rich countries, 1970–2016
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Source: WID.world (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
In 2015, the value of net private wealth in the UK was 629% of net national income, i.e. it was worth 6.3 years of national income. Net private wealth is equal to
private assets minus private debt. Net national wealth is equal to net private wealth plus net public wealth.

Value of net national wealth (% of national income)

Figure 3.1.2
net national wealth to net national income ratio in emerging and rich countries, 1990–2015
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Source: WID.world (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
In 2015, the value of net national wealth in China was 487% of net national income, i.e. it was worth 4.9 years of national income. Net national wealth is equal to net
private wealth plus net public wealth. Net private wealth is equal to new private assets minus net private debt.
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to compare how these countries’ wealthincome ratios have evolved. this is particularly interesting given the changes in political
and economic regimes e perienced in the
emerging orld over the period considered
as depicted in Figure 3.1.2 , China and russia
both e perienced large rises in their private
wealth-income ratios after their transitions
a ay rom communism hile to some e tent
these increases are to be e pected as a large
proportion of public wealth is transferred to
the private sector , the scale o change e perienced is particularly stri ing in hina he
comparison with the trajectories observed
in developed countries is also of particular
interest (about which more will be said
below).
At the time o the opening-up policy re orms
in 1978, private wealth in China amounted to
just over 110% of national income, but by
, this figure had reached
, ollo ing
almost unrelenting rises ussia s transition
began t elve years later in
, but the
change since has been no less spectacular
over this shorter period of time, russia’s
private wealth-income ratio more than tripled
rom around
to
It is interesting
to compare these changes ith those in
europe and north america, described above,
as China’s ratio is only just below that of the
nited tates, and ussia is not a long ay
behind, either. furthermore, the speed and
scale o the change in these emerging economies far surpasses that seen in rich countries.
by way of comparison, the only time the uk
or the nited tates e perienced a similar
magnitude o change in ealth-income ratios
ollo ed their huge alls at the beginning o
the twentieth century.
rising national wealth-to-income ratios
in recent decades come exclusively
from the rise of private wealth
from Figure 3.1.3 it quickly becomes clear
that the recent upward trend in national
ealth-to-income ratios has e clusively been
the result of private wealth accumulation.
indeed, in the uk and the united states,
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national wealth consists entirely of private
ealth, as net public ealth has become negative (that is, public assets are now below
public debt). france, Japan, and Germany
have also e perienced a significant decline in
public wealth, which is now worth just about
o national income according to o ficial estimates—that is, a very tiny fraction of
total national wealth. the domination of
private wealth in national wealth represents
a mar ed change rom the situation hich
prevailed in the 1970s, when net public
wealth was typically between 50% and 100%
of national income in most developed countries (and over 100% in Germany). today, with
either small or negative net public ealth, the
governments o developed countries are
arguably limited in their ability to intervene
in the economy, redistribute income, and mitigate rising ine uality More on this ill be
said below.)
in practice, the decline in net public wealth in
recent decades is mostly due to the rise of
public debt, while the ratios of public assets
to national income have remained relatively
stable in most countries (see Figures 3.1.4a
and 3.1.4b). the relative stability of public
assets—relative to national income—can be
vie ed as the conse uence o t o conflicting
e ects: on the one hand, a significant raction
of public assets were privatized (particularly
shares in public or semi-public companies,
which used to be relatively important in a
number of developed countries between the
s and the
s on the other hand, the
mar et value o the remaining public assets
typically public buildings hosting administrations, schools, universities, hospitals, and
other public services—has increased over this
time period.
hina and ussia provide t o contrasting
e amples o ho private- ealth-to-nationalincome ratios have evolved, relative to the
aforementioned countries, for which the
privati ation strategies chosen by the t o
countries play an integral role his is urther
analy ed in chapters
through
he
gradual process o privati ation o public
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Figure 3.1.3
net private wealth and net public wealth to national income ratios in rich countries, 1970–2015

Value of net public and private wealth (% of national income)
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Source: WID.world (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
In 2015, the value of net public wealth (or public capital) in the US was negative (-17% of net national income) while the value of net private wealth (or private capital)
as
o national income In
, net public ealth amounted to
o national income hile the figure as
or net private ealth Net private ealth is
e ual to ne private assets minus net private debt Net public ealth is e ual to public assets minus public debt

ealth in hina led to a slight over- all in the
value of public wealth as a proportion of
national income, from just over 250% of
national income in
to appro imately
in
, in a conte t o rapidly rising
asset prices. in russia, the voucher privatization strategy chosen aimed to trans er public
assets into the private sector as quickly as
possible, and subsequently had the effect of
reducing the net public ealth to national
income ratio enormously, from over 230% of
national income in 1990 to around 90% in
2015.
the dominance of private wealth over public
ealth ithin countries is urther highlighted
by their relative shares in national wealth. as
depicted by Figure 3.1.5, all observed coun-

tries ith the e ception o Nor ay have
seen a decline in the value of public property
relative to private property. in the late 1970s,
the share of net public wealth in net national
wealth was positive and substantial in all
developed countries: it as as large as
in countries including Germany and Britain,
and 15% in Japan, france, and the united
states. by 2016, the share of public wealth
has become negative in Britain and the nited
tates, and is only marginally positive in
Japan, Germany and france. in China, the
share o public ealth as as large as
in
1978, and seems to have stabilized around
30% since 2008—a level that is somewhat
larger but not incomparable to that observed
in estern countries during the mi edeconomy period of the 1950s–1970s.
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Figure 3.1.4a
Public assets to net national income ratio in rich countries, 1970–2015
Value of public assets (% of national income)
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Source: WID.world (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
In 2015, the value of public assets in Germany was 114% of net national income, i.e. it was worth 1.1 years of national income.

Norway, along with some other resource-rich
countries, is unique in this sense, using its large
sovereign investment fund to invest in projects that can increase the wealth of the state.
Following oil and gas discoveries in 1969, the
Norwegian government established a Global
Pension Fund in the 1990s to invest a proportion of the revenue earned from these nonrenewable energy sources and ensure that the
benefits from North Sea oil production
accrued not just to the current generation, but
also to future generations. This is seen as an
important instrument of economic policy in
Norway to support government saving,
finance public e penditure, and ealth accumulation. As a result, the share of public
wealth within total national wealth rose from
around 30% in 1978 to almost 60% by 2015
as the value of public wealth rose to roughly
300% of national income (considerably
greater than in China’s in relative terms).
There are two interesting comparisons to be
made here that illustrate the importance of
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political institutions and ideologies in determining national wealth-to-income ratios. To
summarize, it’s not only a question of oil—it
depends on what the government decides to
do with public wealth and with the economy.
he first comparison is ith ussia Despite
accumulating similar trade surpluses in relative terms to Norway—equal to around 200%
o national income according to o ficial
statistics, ussia has been unable to accumulate large foreign assets, and instead a significant proportion of these surpluses are estimated to be held in offshore assets and thus
cannot be ta ed or used or government
e penditure unli e in Nor ay he second
comparison is with the UK, given that it also
as able to benefit rom North ea oil In his
boo Inequality, What Can Be Done?, Anthony
At inson poses a thought ul uestion 3 It is
an interesting piece of conjectural history,”
he rites, to as hat ould have happened
if the UK had created such a fund in 1968 and
had spent only the real return” in a similar way
to Norway.4 At inson goes on to sho that
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Figure 3.1.4b
Public debt to net national income ratio in rich countries, 1970–2015

Value of public debt (% of national income)
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Source: WID.world (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
In 2015, the value of public debt in the US was 146% of net national income, i.e. it was worth 1.5 years of national income.

Share of net public wealth in net national wealth (%)

Figure 3.1.5
The share of public wealth in national wealth in rich countries, 1978–2015
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Source: Piketty, Yang and Zucman (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
In 2015, the share of public wealth in national wealth in France was 3% against 17% in 1980. Net public wealth is equal to public assets minus net public debt. Net
national wealth is equal to net private wealth plus net public wealth.
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the accumulated fund for the uk would have
been very considerable some
billion ,
or about
o the Nor egian und As the
K is a larger country, the und ould have
represented a smaller percentage o national
income, but nevertheless, the fiscal cushion
would have enabled the uk’s net worth to be
positive in rather than negative today
recent evolutions in wealth-income
ratios are likely the result of economic
policy decisions and country-specific
contexts
he ollo ing chapters provide a more
detailed analysis of why wealth-income ratios
developed as described above in developed
countries since the 1970s (chapter 3.2), and
in China and russia since their respective
transitions away from communist-dominated
economic and political models (chapter 3.3).
in summary, the structural rise of private
wealth-income ratios in recent decades has
been due to a combination o actors igh
saving rates and gro th slo do ns volume
actors ere responsible or appro imately
60% of the increase in national wealthincome ratios in the rich countries observed,
while rises in real estate and stock prices
(relative asset price factors) represented the
remaining
he trans er o public ealth
to private wealth (institutional factors) is
critical to understanding the evolution o
private wealth-income ratios in China and
russia, but also in developed countries that
under ent large privati ation e ercises
generally in the mids , though on a
much smaller scale.
ince the financial crisis, trends in ealthincome ratios have varied between countries,
underlining the importance o institutional
and country-speci ic conte ts
ealthincome ratios dipped in all of the observed
countries ollo ing the crisis, suggesting
short-term capital losses ere e perienced
as a result o alling asset prices, as evidenced
by lower house prices and stock market
indices across countries from 2008. the size,
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speed, and timing o the all and subse uent
recovery in ratios—which occurred to some
e tent in all but t o countries or hich data
are available Japan and pain vary significantly, again highlighting ho individual
country circumstances can substantially
a ect the ealth-income ratio or e ample,
the fall in ratios in spain (down 150%), and
the united states (down 140%) are likely to
have been larger than in other countries due
to overinflated prices or stoc s and property
assets that helped to create the emergence
o these bubbles in the first place see chapter
4.5 in particular).
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3.2
the eVolution of aggregate wealthinCome ratios in deVeloPed Countries
National savings and economic growth and asset prices are key to
understanding how national wealth has evolved in the long run. National
savings and growth account for about 60% of the rise in national wealth in
rich countries, while asset prices account for the remaining 40%.
The rise in housing largely drove domestic capital accumulation since the late
1970s, with significant variations across countries.
External wealth has played an important role in the general evolution of
wealth-income ratios.
Today’s private wealth-national income ratios in rich countries appear to be
returning to the high values observed in the late 19th century, which were as
high as 600%–700%
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national savings, economic growth, and
asset prices are key to understanding
how national wealth-income ratios
have evolved in the long run
in order to properly analyze the evolution of
national wealth-national income ratios and
the structure of property, we need to combine
a large number o comple e planatory
factors and processes.
irst, or a given level o national ealth, the
division between private and public wealth is
largely a conse uence o government policies
I the government in ussia or hina decides
to privatize public assets—typically below
market prices—then the share of private
wealth will mechanically increase. more
generally, i a government decides to run fiscal
surpluses in order to accumulate public assets
(and/or nationalize private assets, sometimes
below or sometimes above market prices,
depending on the historical and ideological
conte t , then other things being e ual, the
share o public ealth ill rise I a government runs fiscal deficits and finances its deficits by issuing public debt or privati ing public
assets, then the share of public wealth will
decline.
in the case of developed countries, the
combination o public policies fiscal deficits,
privati ation o public assets, and e pansion
of public debt) followed since the 1970s led
to a reduction of the share of public wealth
from around 20% of national wealth in the
s bet een
and
, depending
on the specific country to about
or
slightly negative levels by
see Figure
3.1.5 I di erent fiscal and regulation policies had been followed, and if the public
share in national wealth had remained at the
same level as in the
s, then by definition
the level of private wealth would be about
20% lower in 2016 than what it actually was
other things e ual, that is, or a given level
of national wealth). in that sense, the decline
in public ealth e plains a very large raction
of the overall rise in private wealth–national
income ratios.
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the other issue is to understand the evolution
of national wealth–national income ratios.
here one needs to consider the interplay
bet een the level o national savings the sum
o public and private saving , the level o
economic gro th itsel determined by population and productivity gro th , and the
evolution of relative asset prices. more
precisely, ollo ing the or by i etty and
zucman (2014), one can decompose the
evolution of national wealth-national income
ratios into t o components: volume e ects
and price effects.
Volume e ects are largely determined by the
evolution o national savings: the higher the
level o national savings, the larger the accumulation of national assets and hence national
wealth. they also depend on the level of
gro th: or given savings, a lo er population
and/or productivity gro th ill tend to raise
the ratio of national wealth to national income
(simply because national income is lower). in
sum, countries ith high savings and lo
gro th or e ample, because o demographic
stagnation, as in Japan and large parts o
urope naturally tend to accumulate high
national wealth–national income ratios.5
price effects are determined by the evolution
o asset prices in particular, housing and
equity prices—relative to consumer prices.
this in turn depends on a number of institutional and policy actors or e ample, the
gradual li t o rent control contributed to the
large increase in housing prices over the
period as ell as on the patterns o saving
and investment strategies or e ample, i the
aging households in Japan or urope choose
to invest a large proportion o their savings in
domestic assets including real estate and do
not, or cannot, diversify their portfolio internationally as much as would have been
possible then it is perhaps not too surprising
that high up ard pressure is generated on
housing prices
By combining systematic data series on the
patterns o saving, investment, and economic
gro th in developed countries since
,
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one can show that both volume and price
e ects have played a significant role or
e ample, loo ing at the eight largest developed economies, one finds that about
o
national wealth accumulation between 1970
and
can be attributed on average to
volume effects, versus about 40% to price
e ects It is orth noting, ho ever, that there
are very large cross-country variations or
instance, volume e ects e plain
o the
accumulation of national wealth in the united
states between 1970 and 2010, while
residual capital gains e plain
imilar to
the nited tates, ne savings also appear to
e plain around
o national ealth
accumulation in Japan, france, and Canada
between 1970 and 2010, while residual
capital gains accounted or the remaining
apital gains ere larger, ho ever,
in australia, italy, and the uk, where they
accounted for more than 40%–60% of the
increase in wealth. in the uk, more than half
o the country s gro th in ealth
over
the period was attributable to improvements
in asset prices. on the contrary, asset prices
were reduced over the period in Germany so
savings accounted or all the rise in in national
ealth
hile capital gains actually moderated this rise.6
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period mainly due to lo savings
rates and negative valuation e ects including
losses on oreign port olios and have been
rising regularly ever since
here might,
ho ever, have been some overshooting in the
recovery process, particularly in housing
prices his could be e plained by the ind o
home portfolio bias described above.

ur ne e tended series confirm these
general findings In particular, ollo ing the
2008 financial crisis, we observe very
different patterns of asset price adjustments.
or e ample, housing prices ell substantially
in the united states and spain (more on this
below), and much more moderately in the uk
and rance he general conclusion, ho ever,
is that the decline in asset prices observed in
some countries in recent years is relatively
small as compared to the long-run rise in relative asset prices observed since 1970.

Germany as the one interesting e ception
to the general pattern o positive capital gains
Given the country s relatively large saving
flo s, one ould e pect to observe a higher
national wealth-income ratio than the 430%
recorded in
According to estimates that
include research and development e penditure in saving flo s, missing ealth in
Germany is of the order of 50%–100% of
national income, suggesting that German
statisticians may have either overestimated
saving and investment flo s, or underestimated the current stock of private wealth, or
both. however, another possibility is that
Germany had not e perienced a long-run
asset price recovery o the same magnitude
as other countries because of the importance
the German legal system places on the rights
to control private assets by stakeholders
other than private property owners. rent
controls, or e ample, may have prevented
the mar et value o real estate rom increasing
as much as in other countries imilarly, voting
rights granted to employee representatives
on corporate boards may reduce the market
value of corporations. Germans may also not
have the same pre erences or e pensive
capital goods, especially housing, than the
british, french, and italians, perhaps the
result of historical and cultural reasons that
mean they avor living in a more polycentric
country rather than one ith a large centralized capital city.

hat e plains these important long-run
capital gains in most countries identified in
the data o some e tent, the capital gains
made in the housing and stoc mar ets since
the 1970s–1980s can be understood as the
outcome o a long-run asset price recovery
Asset prices ell substantially during the

Lastly, it is orth noting that hen an average
of wealth accumulation is computed for european countries as hole, capital gains and
losses become less important as a factor in
understanding gains in ealth-income ratios 7
urope overall e perienced lo er residual
capital gains than in rance, Italy, and the K
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due to the impact o Germany ad regional
balance sheets for the united states been
available, it is possible that decomposing
wealth accumulations would reveal that
regional asset price variations ithin the
united states would not be too different from
those found in europe. therefore, it is
possible that substantial relative asset price
movements can become permanent within
relatively small national or regional economic
units, but these effects tend to correct themselves at a larger scale 8
the rise in housing wealth largely drove
domestic capital accumulation
he accumulation o housing ealth has
played a large role in the total accumulation
o domestic capital, but ith significant variations between countries. in france, italy, and
the uk, the rise in domestic capital-national
income ratios is almost entirely due to the rise
o housing table 3.2.1 In Japan, housing
represents less than half of the total rise of
domestic capital—and an even smaller
proportion of the total rise of national wealth,
given the large accumulation o net oreign
assets.
in most countries, other domestic capital
goods have also contributed to the rise o
national wealth, in particular because their
market value has tended to increase. in particular, e can loo at obin s ratios a definition o the gap bet een the mar et and the
book value of corporations.9 these were
much belo
in the
s, meaning that the
market value of wealth assets (that is, their
price on the stock market) was considerably
below their book value (that is, the value of
assets based on the company’s balance sheet
account their assets minus liabilities and
were closer to 1 (and at times above 1) in the
s
s But there are again interesting
cross-country variations. tobin’s q was very
lo in Germany, remaining ell belo
and
typically around 0.5), contrary to values in the
uk and the united states. one interpretation
is the sta eholder e ect described briefly
above. shareholders of German companies
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do not have full control of company assets—
they share their voting rights ith or ers
representatives and sometimes regional
governments
hich might push a company s
stock market value below its book value.10
however, another possibility is that some of
the variations in obin s reflect data limitations uite pu lingly, indeed, in most countries tobin’s q appears to be structurally
belo
, although intangible capital is imperfectly accounted for, which in principle should
push values above
art o the e planation
may be that the book value of corporations
tend to be overestimated in national accounts.
external wealth has played an
important role in the general evolution
of wealth-income ratios
the above analysis of how wealth has been
accumulated in rich countries does not differentiate whether wealth was accumulated
domestically or abroad. national wealth can
be viewed as the sum of domestic wealth and
net oreign ealth that is, oreign assets
(assets owned by domestic residents in other
countries minus its gross oreign liabilities
(domestic assets owned by residents from
other countries
evie ing the data on
national and net oreign ealth or the
period indicates that net oreign
ealth
hether positive or negative has
been a relatively small part of national wealth
in rich countries throughout the
period (see Figure 3.2.1).
Despite net oreign assets representing a
relatively small fraction of national wealth,
e ternal ealth has played an important role
in the general evolution o ealth-income
ratios. first, Japan and Germany accumulated
si able positive net oreign positions in the
s and
s, as these e port-orientated
economies generated large trade surpluses,
and by 2015, the countries owned the equivalent of about 50% and 70% of national
income in net oreign assets, respectively
Although Japan s and Germany s net oreign
positions are still substantially smaller than
the positions reached by france and the uk
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table 3.2.1
domestic capital accumulation in rich countries, 1970–2015: Housing vs. other domestic capital
1970
domestic capital / national
income ratio
incl. Housing

incl. other
domestic
capital

incl. Housing

357%

us

132%

225%

150%

179%

228%

160%

122%

99%

108%

126%

184%
Zucman

and steve -Baulu

290%

173%

302%

331%

410%
ee

ir

id

43%
237%

218%

190%

715%
245%

50%
374%

520%
178%

-57%
376%

290%

439%

429%

australia

290%

612%
130%

-41%
233%

164%

334%

304%

Canada

108%

624%
240%

90%
67%

125%

412%

238%

Italy

64%

576%
221%

113%
154%

318%

268%

339%

uK

48%

393%
166%

incl. other
domestic
capital

161%
339%

214%

343%

France

incl. Housing

532%

326%

Germany

incl. other
domestic
capital

1970–2015
rise in domestic capital /
national income ratio

518%

378%

Japan

ource: i etty

2015
domestic capital / national
income ratio

47%
286%

305%

227%

59%

orld or data series and notes

in 2015, the value of domestic capital in italy was 612% of net national income, i.e. it was worth 6.1 years of national income. domestic capital is the marketvalue o national ealth minus net oreign assets

before the first World War, they have nonetheless gro n to be substantial As a result,
the rise in net oreign assets represents more
than a quarter of the total rise of the national
wealth-national income ratios in the two
countries. by contrast, most of the other rich
nations e hibit net oreign positions hich are
negative typically bet een and o national income and hich have generally
declined over the period. one caveat to these
o ficial net oreign asset positions is that they
do not include the sizable assets held by a
number o developed country residents in ta

havens In all li elihood, including these assets
ould turn the rich orld s total net oreign
asset position rom negative to positive, and
this improvement would probably be particularly large or ontinental urope here
o the region s GD is estimated to be held in
o shore ta havens 11 Chapter 3.4 and
chapter 4.5 also provide estimations of
offshore wealth in russia and spain, respectively.
econd, there has been a huge rise in the
total amount o oreign assets o ned by
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Figure 3.2.1
net national and net foreign wealth in rich countries, 1970–2015
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Source: WID.world (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
In 2015, the value of net national wealth in France was 591% of net national income (i.e. it was worth 5.9 years of national income), while the value of net foreign
wealth was -10% of net national income. Net national wealth is equal to net private wealth plus net public wealth. Net foreign wealth is equal to all foreign assets held
by national citizens minus all national assets held by foreign citizens.

countries since the
s, such that a signi icant share of each rich country’s domestic
capital is now owned by other countries. the
rise in cross-border positions is significant
every here, being spectacularly large in
urope, and a bit less so in the larger economies of Japan and the united states. one
implication is that capital gains and losses on
oreign port olios can be large and volatile
over time and across countries, and indeed
oreign port olios have generated large
capital gains in the nited tates but also in
Australia and the K and significant capital
losses in some other countries (Japan,
Germany, rance tri ingly, in Germany,
virtually all capital losses at the national level
can be attributed to oreign assets In the
nited tates, net capital gains on crossborder portfolios represent one-third of total
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capital gains at the national level, and the
equivalent of the total rise in the us national
wealth-national income ratio since 1970.
returning to the gilded age?
it is almost impossible to properly understand the rise of wealth-income ratios in
developed countries in recent decades
ithout putting the recent period into a
longer historical perspective As outlined
above, a significant part o the rise o ealthincome ratio since 1970 is due to capital
gains: about
on average, ith large
differences between countries. but the key
uestion is: ere these capital gains due to
a structural, long-run rise in the relative price
o assets caused, or e ample, by uneven
technical progress , or as this a recovery
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effect that could have compensated for
capital losses observed during earlier parts
o the t entieth century
Analy ing the evolution o ealth-income
ratios over a further one hundred years
reveals that capital gains e perienced since
1970 were due to recovery effects. because
o historical data limitations, this long-term
analysis is restricted to four countries—
namely, france, Germany, the uk, and the
united states. however, these countries indicate two clear patterns. for the three european countries, similar u-shaped patterns are
evident, such that today’s private wealthnational income ratios appear to be returning
to the high values observed over the period
, hich ere as high as
700%.
in addition, european public wealth-national
income ratios have followed an inverted
u-curve over the past century. however, the
magnitude o the pattern o public ealth
accumulation is very limited compared to the
u-shaped evolution of private wealth,
meaning that uropean national ealthincome ratios are strongly -shaped, too see
Figure 3.2.2). it can also be observed that at
around the start of the twentieth century,
uropean countries held a very large positive
net oreign asset position, averaging around
o national income Interestingly, the
net oreign position o urope has again
turned slightly positive in
, hen
the national ealth-income ratio again
e ceeded that o the nited tates
tarting rom this set o descriptive acts, and
using the best historical estimates o saving
and gro th rates, it is also possible to estimate the relative contribution o savings and
capital gains since
his e ercise sho s
that total accumulation of national wealth
over this
-year-long period appears to be
ell accounted or by saving flo s But in
order to fully reconcile differences in private
wealth-income ratios, small residual capital
gains are re uired or rance, the K, and the
united states, and a small residual capital loss
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or Germany In all cases, ho ever, saving
flo s account or the bul o ealth accumulation: capital gains seem to ash out in the
long run
Dividing the analysis by sub-periods, it
becomes clear that in every european country
a strong -shaped relative capital price e ect
as e perienced In the K, or e ample,
negative rates o real capital losses near per year ere e perienced bet een
and
, ollo ed by real gains o appro imately +1% per year between 1950 and 1980
and around 2.5% between 1980 and 2010.12
rance also e hibits similar patterns, and
collectively the data for these two countries
seem to illustrate a slight overshooting in the
recovery process so that the total relative
asset price effect over the 1910–2010 period
appears to be somewhat positive. in Germany,
by contrast, the recovery seems like it is yet
to emerge, as the total relative asset price
e ect averaged close to bet een
and 2010.
his sub-period analysis allo s or the huge
decline in wealth-income ratios that occurred
in europe between 1910 and 1950 to be
decomposed.13 in the uk, war destructions
played a negligible role, accounting or an estimated 4% of the total decline in the wealthincome ratio Instead, lo national savings
during this period accounted or
o the
all in the ealth-income ratio and negative
valuation e ects including losses on oreign
port olios or the remaining
hese
negative valuation e ects ere in part due to
the numerous anti-capital policies were then
put into place after the first World War—
be ore hich, capital mar ets largely ran
un ettered hese policies ere gradually
li ted rom the
s on, contributing to an
asset price recovery.
in france and Germany, cumulated physical
war destructions account for about onequarter of the fall in wealth-income ratios.
Lo national saving and real capital losses
each e plain about hal o the remaining
three- uarters Interestingly, the private
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Figure 3.2.2
long-run trends in the national wealth of rich countries, 1870–2015
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Source: WID.world (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
In 1870, the value of net national wealth in Germany was 745% of net national income, i.e. it was worth 7.5 years of national income. Net national wealth is equal to
net private wealth plus net public wealth.

wealth-national income ratio declined less in
the uk than in france and Germany between
1910 and 1950, but the reverse holds for the
national ealth-income ratio, due to the large
quantity of public debt held by the uk around
he
case is again airly di erent
from that of europe, however, as the fall in the
country s ealth-income ratio during the
1910–1950 period was more modest, and so
as the recovery since
egarding
capital gains, every sub-period in the nited
states shows small but positive relative price
e ects he capital gain e ect gre larger in
the recent decades and largely derived rom
nited tates gro ing oreign port olio, as it
seems too large to be accounted or by underestimated saving and investment flo s
these results show that over a few years and
even a few decades, valuation effects and
war destructions are of paramount importance in determining ealth-to-income
ratios. but in the main rich economies, today’s
ealth levels are reasonably ell e plained
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by saving and income gro th rates across
the period since 1870.
hese findings have a number o implications
or the uture and or policy ma ing irst, the
low wealth-income ratios of the mid-twentieth century were due to very special circumstances. the world wars and anti-capital policies destroyed a large raction o the orld
capital stock and reduced the market value
of private wealth, which is unlikely to happen
again ith ree mar ets By contrast, the
determinants of the wealth-income ratio—
saving and gro th rates
ill in all li elihood
matter a great deal in the oreseeable uture
As long as countries eep saving si able
amounts due to a mi ture o be uest, li ecycle, and precautionary reasons), countries
ith lo gro th rates are bound to have high
ealth-income ratios or the time being, this
e ect is stronger in urope and Japan, but to
the e tent that gro th ill ultimately slo
everywhere, wealth-income ratios may well
ultimately rise across the whole world.
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he return o high ealth-income ratios is
certainly not bad in itself, but it raises new
issues about capital ta ation and regulation
because wealth is always very concentrated
(due in particular to the cumulative and multiplicative processes governing
ealth
inequality dynamics—see part iV for more
detail on this , high ealth-income ratios
imply that the inequality of wealth, and potentially the inequality of inherited wealth, is
li ely to play a bigger role or the overall structure o ine uality in the t enty-first century
than it did in the postwar period. this evolution might rein orce the need or progressive
capital and inheritance ta ation 14 if international ta competition prevents this policy
change rom happening, one cannot e clude
the development o a ne
ave o anti-globalization and anti-capital policies.
urthermore, because saving and gro th
rates are largely determined by di erent
orces, ealth-income ratios can vary a great
deal between countries. this fact has important implications or financial regulation ith
per ect capital mar ets, large variations in
ealth-income ratios potentially imply large
net oreign asset positions, hich can create
political tensions between countries. With
imperfect capital markets and home portfolios bias, structurally high ealth-income
ratios can contribute to domestic asset price
bubbles such as those seen in Japan and spain.
ousing and financial bubbles are potentially
more devastating hen the total stoc o
ealth amounts to si to eight years o national
income rather than only two to three years.
the fact that the Japanese and spanish
bubbles are easily identifiable in the dataset
also suggests that monitoring ealth-income
ratios may help designing appropriate financial
and monetary policy. in Japan and spain, most
observers had noticed that asset price inde es
ere rising ast, but in the absence o elldefined re erence points, it is al ays di ficult
for policy makers to determine when such
evolutions have gone too ar and hether they
should act. Wealth-income ratios and wealth
accumulation decompositions can provide
useful, if imperfect, reference points here.
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3.3
ComParing the exPerienCes of former
Communist states
In ormation in this chapter is based on t o sources he first is rom oviets to ligarchs:
Ine uality and roperty in ussia
, by ilip Novo met, homas i etty, and Gabriel
Zucman,
ID orld or ing aper eries No
/
he second is apital Accumulation, rivate roperty and ising Ine uality in hina,
, by homas i etty, Li Yang, and
Gabriel Zucman,
ID orld or ing aper eries No
/

The evolution of public and private wealth in China and Russia since their
transitions away from communism can be viewed as extreme cases of the
general rise of private wealth relative to national income in rich countries
since the 1970s–1980s.
Their experiences are largely explained by institutional differences,
particularly their respective privatization strategies for public assets.
Privatization occurred at a much faster rate, in a more chaotic manner and at
a larger extent in Russia than in China due to its “shock therapy” liberalization
policies and voucher privatization schemes for state owned enterprises.
Despite being at roughly equal levels in 1980, private wealth reached
approximately 500% of national income in China by 2015—roughly equal to
levels seen in the US and just below those of France and the UK (550–600%),
while this figure was notably smaller for Russia, on the order of 350–400%.
Public wealth remained at around 200–250% in China between 1980 and
2015, but decreased tremendously from 300% to less than 100% in Russia,
again reflecting differences in the countries’ privatization strategies.
Differences in savings and investment incentives saw a significant proportion
of Russian wealth leave the country to be held in offshore assets, while
the overwhelming majority of Chinese wealth stayed within the country’s
boundaries to be invested in domestic assets.
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Privatization strategies were key in
determining wealth accumulation
differences between China and russia

by the two countries also had crucial impacts
on the development of these countries’
wealth to national income ratios.

the transition away from communism in
both China and russia had profound effects
on aggregate ealth in both countries
however, there were also considerable
differences between the two countries,
hich are first evident in the evolution o
their respective private wealth–national
income ratios As e amined in detail in
chapter
, the general rise o private ealth
relative to national income in rich countries
since the 1970s–1980s can be attributed to
a combination o actors including the combination o gro th slo do ns and relatively
high saving rates and general rises in asset
prices he case o ussia together ith that
o hina and other e -communist countries
can be vie ed as an e treme case o this
general evolution, but the liberali ation and
public asset privati ation strategies chosen

in russia as in China, private wealth was very
limited bac in
, at slightly more than
100% of national income in both countries. but
by
, private ealth reached appro imately
o national income in hina, roughly
equal to levels seen in the us, and rapidly
approaching the levels observed in countries
such as france and the uk (550–600%).
private wealth in russia has also increased
enormously relative to national income, but the
ratio was comparatively only of the order of
350–400% in 2015—that is, at a markedly
lower level than in China and in Western countries as illustrated by Figure 3.3.1 his gap
ould have been larger i estimates o o shore
wealth were not included in russia’s private
wealth (more to come on this in chapter 3.5).
this is an important source of wealth to include
in estimates or ussia as it represents appro -
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Figure 3.3.1
net private wealth to net national income ratios in China, russia and rich countries, 1980–2015:
the rise of private wealth
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Source: Novokmet, Piketty & Zucman (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
In 2015, the value of private wealth in the US was 500% of national income, i.e. it was worth 5 years of national income. Net private wealth is equal to net private
assets minus net private debt.
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imately 70% of national income, while the
global average o shore ealth is estimated to
be in the region o
o national income 15
the rise of national wealth in russia has been
almost e clusively driven by increases in
private wealth, which have themselves come
at the e pense o public ealth National
wealth increased only weakly relative to
national income during the last uarter o a
century, rising rom
in
to
by
, ith public ealth alling rom
around 300% of national income to below
90%. in contrast, China’s public wealth
remained relatively constant from 1978 to
, staying above
o national income
Given the large rise in private ealth described
above, national wealth has thus doubled from
around 350% to 700% of national income
over the period (see Figure 3.3.2). interestingly, national ealth ell notably ollo ing the
end o communism in ussia, dropping rom
around 425% of national income in 1990 to
in
his as largely due to the
speed at which the so-called shock therapy
and voucher privati ation strategy as implemented to transfer public wealth to the private
sector (particularly that of state-owned enterprises). however, while public wealth-income
ratios in hina fluctuated during the first
decade that ollo ed the re orm and opening
up policies o
, they have risen almost
constantly since. the speed of privatization of
both state-o ned enterprises and housing
stock was much slower in China than in russia,
allo ing or a more gradual and consistent
transfer of wealth from the public to the
private sector he larger variations seen in
russian wealth as compared to Chinese
wealth that occurred between 1998 and
2002, and between 2006 and 2010, can in
large part be e plained by the stoc mar et
fluctuations e perienced in ussia during
these periods of time.
understanding the differences in wealth
accumulation between China and russia
he idely divergent patterns o national ealth
accumulation observed in russia and China can
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be accounted for by a number of factors. first,
saving rates net o depreciation have been
mar edly higher in hina, typically as large as
30–35%, as compared to 15–20% at most in
russia. if a country saves more, it is natural that
it will accumulate more wealth. second, these
hinese savings ere used or the most part to
finance domestic investment and hence
domestic capital accumulation in China. in
contrast, a very large raction typically about
hal o ussia s national savings ere used to
finance oreign investment, via very large trade
surpluses and current account surpluses, rather
than domestic investment. this is not necessarily
disadvantageous in itsel , but these large flo s
o oreign savings resulted in little ealth accumulation as a result o the general mismanagement o the surpluses, including bad port olio
investment, capital flight, and o shore lea ages
Again, the gap bet een ussia and hina ould
be even larger i o shore ealth ere not
included in russian national wealth calculations.
Its inclusion is undoubtedly illuminating in
helping readers to understand the evolution o
ealth trends in ussia, but given that o shore
ealth is largely out o the reach o the national
government, its presence in ussian ealth
calculations could also be argued to overestimate
its tangible value or the country In contrast, i
the full value of cumulated trade surpluses in
russia’s national wealth were considered in estimations, then russia’s national wealth-income
ratio would have been at the same level as
China’s by 2015, at around 700% of national
income he magnitude o change hen including
and e cluding these actors illustrates the
macroeconomic significance o this issue

finally, China’s national wealth-income ratios
are higher than in ussia because relative asset
prices have increased more in the former than
the latter. in particular, tobin’s q ratios are
much closer to one in China than in russia.16
this means that the market value of wealth
assets in China (that is, their price on the stock
market) is much closer to their book value (that
is, the value of assets based on the company’s
balance sheet account their assets minus liabilities) than in russia, where these values were
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Figure 3.3.2
net national wealth to net national income ratios in China, russia and rich countries, 1980–2015:
national wealth accumulation
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Source: Novokmet, Piketty & Zucman (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
In 2015, the value of national wealth in China was 710% of national income, i.e. it was worth 7.1 years of national income. Net national wealth is equal to net private
wealth plus net public wealth.

consistently very low. the interpretation of this
finding may reflect a number di erent actors
n the hinese side, the ey actor influencing
obin s ratio nearing one is the country s
restricted capital markets which limit the
number of Chinese companies listed on the
stoc e change 17 on the russian side, there
are a larger number o actors ne interpretation is that company stakeholder models
have various actors other than shareholders—
including or er representatives and sometimes regional government, share corporate
decision-ma ing po er
hich may reduce
the market value of equity shares, but not
necessarily the social value of companies. a
less optimistic interpretation of low q ratios,
hich may better fit the ussian case, is that
there ere ill-defined property rights and lo
protection of shareholder stakes in companies, not because o the benefit o other elldefined and potentially e ficiency-enhancing
sta eholders, but simply because the legal

system is not or ing ell In addition, it could
also be that this lo mar et valuation reflects
the importance o o shore assets and legal
outsourcing in the management and control
of russian corporations. that is, russian
corporations are embedded into a comple
ne us o contracts and o shore legal entities,
o hich the system o o ficial shares ruled by
the ussian legal system and traded on
moscow stock market is only the visible part.18
understanding the evolution of public
wealth in China and russia
he e -communist countries o hina and
ussia have ollo ed the same general patterns
o a declining overall share o public property in
total wealth as rich countries in recent years,
though starting rom a much higher level o
public ealth In the e -communist countries o
China and russia, the share of net public wealth
fell from around 70% in 1980 to 35% and 20%,
respectively, in 2015—a veritable turnaround
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Share of net public wealth in net national wealth (%)

Figure 3.3.3
the share of public wealth in national wealth in former communist and rich countries, 1980–2015:
the decline of public property
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Source: Novokmet, Piketty & Zucman (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
In 2015, the share of public wealth in national wealth in Russia was 19%. Net public wealth is equal to public assets minus net public debt. Net national wealth is equal
to net private wealth plus net public wealth.

in their public-private wealth ratios. as depicted
by Figure 3.3.2, the share of net public wealth
in net national wealth reversed in both China,
from around 70%–30% in 1978 to 30%–70%
in 2015, and in russia, from 70%–30% to
20%–80% between 1990 and 2015. these
recent figures or the countries public-private
wealth ratios are not incomparable to those
observed in the so-called capitalist countries
during the mi ed-economy period that ollo ed
the second World War (1950–1980). but while
these countries have ceased to be communist,
in the sense that public ownership has ceased
to be the dominant form of property, they still
have much more significant public ealth than
other capitalist countries. this is due both to low
public debt and significant public assets or
instance, ussia s energy sector Figure 3.3.3)

o ever, there are also strong di erences
bet een hina s and ussia s e periences he
larger magnitude o the reversal in publicprivate wealth ratio in russia, and its occurrence
over a shorter time period, serves to underline
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the greater speed and depth o privati ation in
russia relative to China. indeed, this process is
still continuing in hina, and the public-private
divide could even be stabilized at the current
level if the Chinese authorities choose to do so.
In contrast, ussia s shoc therapy approach
to privatization was markedly different from
that ollo ed in hina and other e -communist
countries. this contrast is evident in the period
immediately after russia’s transition toward a
market economy commenced, from 1990 to
1995, when the fall in the share of net public
wealth in net national wealth in russia (70% to
as five times larger than that in hina
(55% to 50%). its implications for income
inequality and wealth inequality are discussed
in more detail in art II and art IV, respectively
In contrast, the importance o oreign assets
within China and russia has been fairly similar
since their transitions away from communist
models, but have occurred for vastly different
reasons. as illustrated by Figure 3.3.4, both
countries have positive net oreign assets,
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Figure 3.3.4
net foreign assets in former communist countries, 1990–2015
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Source: Novokmet, Piketty & Zucman (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
In 2015, the share of net foreign assets as a fraction of national income in Russia (including offshore assets) was 101%. Net foreign assets are all assets held by
national citizens in foreign countries minus all assets held by citizens from foreign countries in the national country.

meaning that the assets they o n in the rest o
the world are more valuable than those owned
by oreigners in hina and ussia, respectively
In ussia, this has largely been due to the country s economic and natural endo ments, given
its large, but not necessarily permanent, natural
resources, and has allowed the country to accumulate trade surpluses and oreign reserves or
the future, as can also be observed in most oilrich countries in the middle east and elsewhere.
he accumulation o net oreign assets in
hina that are similar in magnitude to those o
ussia should be vie ed as much more stri ing,
ho ever, and indicate significant di erences
between the two countries. Chinese net
oreign assets ere accumulated in the
absence o any significant natural resource
endowment, and with much smaller trade
surpluses of less than 3% of national income
on average over the
period In
comparison, ussia s trade surpluses averaged
10% of national income for the same period.
his reflects more e ficient management o

trade surpluses and oreign reserves, hich
are viewed as critical for China’s economic and
financial sovereignty by its ommunist arty,
and also the political choice o limiting oreign
investors rights in hina

differences in political institutions and ideologies seem to have played an even bigger role
than purely economic factors in the evolution
of wealth-national income ratios in China and
russia, and the share of the public and private
sector within national wealth. as has already
been stressed, the speed and depth of russia’s
privati ation strategy as vastly di erent
rom the much slo er and more gradual transition plan implemented by China, particularly
the fire sale o ussian state-o ned enterprises through the country s voucher privatization scheme. furthermore, differences in
savings and investment incentives sa a
significant proportion o ussian ealth leave
the country to be held in offshore assets, while
the over helming ma ority o hinese ealth
stayed within the country’s boundaries.
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3.4
CaPital aCCumulation, PriVate
ProPerty, and rising inequality in China
In ormation in this chapter is based on apital Accumulation, rivate roperty and ising
Ine uality in hina,
, by homas i etty, Li Yang, and Gabriel Zucman,
ID orld or ing aper eries No
/

While Chinese national wealth doubled in recent decades, from 350% to
700% of national income, its composition also changed dramatically. The
share of agricultural wealth fell from close to half of total capital in the late1970s to less than a tenth by the mid-2010s. By contrast, the privatization of
the housing sector and the liberalization of capital markets saw the shares
of housing and domestic capital dominate the make-up of China’s national
wealth.
Perhaps the most spectacular evolution has been in the division of national
wealth between public and private wealth. Private wealth rose from around
100% of national income in 1978 to over 450% of national income in 2014,
largely due to the privatization of housing stock, reaching a level close to
those seen in France, the United States, and the UK.
The balance of public and private wealth changed from a 70–30 proportional
split of public-private assets in 1978 to a 35–65 split by 2015, but public
wealth remained important as a share of national income, at around 250%.
This level is high when compared to rich countries.
High Chinese savings rates were an important driver of the rise in wealth
accumulation, but according to simulations, they accounted for only 50% to
60% of the rise. The rest can be accounted for by increases in relative asset
prices.
China’s wealth accumulation was primarily driven by domestic capital
accumulation. Chinese net foreign position, despite substantial growth since
2000, remains relatively modest compared to Japan or Germany. On the
other hand, China remains more suspicious regarding foreign ownership of
companies than Europe and North America.
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China’s transition to a mixed economy
led to a surge in national wealth and a
radical change in its composition
the Chinese wealth-national income ratio has
increased substantially in recent decades. in
, national ealth as a percentage o
national income as appro imately
,
but by
this figure had reached
and gre to over
by
, as the
composition o national ealth changed
dramatically he share o agricultural land
used to make up almost half of total capital in
1978, but dropped sharply to less than a tenth
of the total in 2015, as illustrated by Figure
3.4.1 In contrast, housing and other domestic
capital
ealth buildings, e uipment,
machinery, patents, assets used by corporations, public administrations and households)
increased enormously, in volume and in their
share o the total: housing ealth increased
from around 50% of national income in 1978
to appro imately
in
, hile other
domestic capital gre to be the largest ealth
component, rising rom around
to over
bet een
and
Net oreign
assets have also become a notable addition
to China’s national wealth since the turn of
the t enty- irst century, amounting to
appro imately
o national income
but perhaps the most spectacular evolution
since the late 1970s has been the division of
national wealth into private and public wealth
(see Figure 3.4.2). private wealth was relatively small in 1978, at around 100% of
national income, but gre to represent over
450% of national income in 2014, while public
ealth remained roughly stable, bet een
200% and 250% of national income over the
period first increasing slightly until
and then declining bac to its initial
level). as a result, the balance of public and
private wealth in national wealth has altered
enormously, with the 70–30 proportional
split of public-private assets in 1978 reversed
to a 35–65 split by 2015, as the country transitioned away from a communism-based
economic model to ards a mi ed- orm
economy.
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he e tent o national ealth privati ation in
the Chinese economy differed, however,
depending on the type o ealth asset, as can
be seen in Figure 3.4.3 In the housing sector
privatization was particularly comprehensive,
ith the private housing stoc rising rom
roughly
to over
bet een
and
2015, while for other forms of domestic
capital the public share has declined but is still
around 50%. domestic equities (traded and
non-traded , or e ample, ere almost
entirely owned by the state (95%) in 1978,
but private ownership rose to around 30% by
, such that the government continues to
o n around a
share and oreign o nership accounts or the remaining
Interestingly, the raction o hinese e uities that
are publicly owned dropped substantially
until 2006, but seems to have stabilized—or
even increased somewhat—since 2007.
Public assets remain substantial
in China, unlike in most Western
countries
the private wealth-national income ratio in
hina is no in the range o
, much
closer to levels seen in most oeCd countries.
in the united states and the uk, the ratio is
closer to 500% and 550–600%, respectively,
but in China, public assets remain substantial
unlike in these western countries where public
ealth has become very small, or even negative, ith public debt e ceeding public assets
indeed, the share of public property in China
today is some hat larger than, but by no means
incomparable to, what it was in the West from
the 1950s to the 1980s, and has recently
appeared to have strengthened urther: since
the
financial and economic crisis the
public share in hina s mi ed economy has
seemingly increased and thus domestic capital
accumulation has been one of the primary
drivers o ealth gro th in hina
the size and structure of China’s publiclyheld ealth assets has large implications or
economic development. the size of public
property has important consequences for the
state’s ability to conduct industrial and
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Figure 3.4.1
The asset composition of national wealth in China, 1978–2015
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Source: Piketty, Yang and Zucman (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
In 2015, the value of national wealth was equivalent to 710% of national income, i.e. it was worth 7.1 years of national income. The value of total housing wealth was
246% of national income.

Figure 3.4.2
The structure of national wealth in China, 1978–2015
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Source: Piketty, Yang and Zucman (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
In 2015, the value of net private wealth was equivalent to 487% of net national income, i.e. it was worth 4.5 years of national income. Chinese public wealth was equal
to 223% of national income. Net national wealth is equal to net private wealth plus net public wealth. Net private wealth is equal to private assets minus private
debts. Net public wealth is equal to public assets minus public debts.
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Figure 3.4.3
the share of private property by type of asset in China, 1978–2015: the rise of private property
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Source: Piketty, Yang and Zucman (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
In 2015, the share of private property in total national wealth was 69%. The share of private property in housing was 98%.

regional development policies sometimes
more e ficiently and sometimes less so It also
has potentially considerable fiscal conseuences, as governments ith negative net
public ealth typically have to pay large
interest payments be ore they can finance
public spending and el are trans ers, hile
those ith large positive net public ealth can
benefit rom substantial capital incomes,
enabling them to finance more public spending
than ould be possible through ta collection
It is interesting to compare the evolution o
the public share in national wealth in China
and a resource-rich country ith a large
sovereign ealth und such as Nor ay hese
two countries have essentially switched positions: the public share in hinese national
declined from 70% to 30% between 1978 and
2015, while it rose from 30% to 60% in
norway over the same period (see Figure
3.4.4). a key difference between public wealth
in norway and China is that most of norway’s
public wealth is invested abroad. norway’s
large positive net public ealth generates

capital income that is mostly used to finance
urther oreign capital accumulation, hich
in the long-run can be used to reduce ta es
and to finance more public spending In that
sense, it is a very different form of public
property than in hina Nor egian public
property has there ore largely been accumulated or fiscal and financial purposes, rather
than or industrial development and retaining
a measure of control over the economy as
seen in hina Nor ay s sovereign und has,
however, also been used at times to promote
certain policies, or e ample, regarding social
and environmental objectives.
High savings rates and increases in
relative asset prices drove wealth
accumulation
igh savings and investment rates over the
period have been important drivers of
Chinese wealth accumulation, but they are
insu ficient to account or the total increase
in the country’s wealth—as it has also been
the case for several rich countries. the other
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important element in understanding hinese
wealth accumulation is the rise of relative
asset prices, in particular housing and e uity
prices that gre considerably more than the
rise in consumer prices. as per the estimates
o homas i etty, Li Yang and Gabriel
Zucman, savings e plain
to
o the
rise in the wealth-income ratio since 1978,
while the increase in relative asset prices
accounts or the remaining
to
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started in 2006. China also made notable
capital losses on its net oreign assets, in part
due to the appreciation of the yuan after
, e plaining hy despite its large current
account surpluses, its net oreign asset position has increased only moderately (from -9%
of national income in 2000 to 15% in 2015).
China, like Japan, seems more
suspicious vis à vis foreign ownership
than europe or north america

Just as in rich countries, the rise in relative
asset prices has been the result of a series of
factors. first in this series of factors is the
high taste pre erences and demand or
housing assets by hinese households, hich
itself may be partly due to limited access to
alternative savings and investment vehicles
Chinese citizens could not invest overseas,
or e ample, and capital mar ets too time to
develop and also to insu ficient a areness
o e pansions in the public pension system A
second important e planation involves
changes in the legal system that rein orced
private property rights including the li ting o
rent controls, increases in the relative power
o landlords over tenants and changes in the
relative power of shareholder and workers
within enterprises.

Domestic financial intermediation has also
played a key role in the development of wealth
in China over the last four decades. the ratio
bet een total domestic financial liabilities
that is, total debt and equity issued by households, the government, and the corporate
sector combined—and total domestic capital
has risen from 60% in 1978 to 140% in 2015.
his is a substantial rise given the limited
financial development seen in hina in the late
s o ever, despite this financial development, the level o financial intermediation
remains much lower in China than in many
estern countries, here financial intermediation ratio roses from between 100–140%
in 1978 to 200–300% in 2015, as depicted
by Figure 3.4.5.

Decomposing ealth accumulation by sectors
private and public and assets financial and
nonfinancial in hina over the period
provides interesting insights
hen
analy ing private ealth, there are clear
di erences bet een the returns on assets:
strong, positive capital gains have been made
by nonfinancial assets
, hich centered
around residential housing assets
,
hile there ere only negligible capital gains
or net financial ealth
onversely,
there ere strong capital gains or public
financial assets
and smaller gains or
public nonfinancial ealth
he ma ority
o these large capital gains on public financial
assets came rom government-o ned e uities, and can be linked to the reform of stateo ned enterprises that began in
and
the unprecedented wave of initial public
o erings o state-o ned enterprises that

oreign o nership o hinese companies has
not played a strong role in the rise o ealth,
ho ever he raction o domestic financial
liabilities owned by the rest of the world
reached only 5% in China in 2015, and has not
past 7% across the whole observed period, as
seen in Figure 3.4.6 Japan has the ne t
smallest percentage o oreign o nership at
o domestic financial liabilities, ollo ed
by 15% in the united states and 25–30% in
Germany and france. these differences
partly reflect si e e ects: uropean countries
are smaller, and if ownership were to be
consolidated at the european level, the rest of
the world would own only about 15% of european wealth (as in the united states). even so,
there does appear to be a tendency that some
asian countries—Japan and even more so
hina are less open to oreign o nership
than european and north american countries.
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Share of net public wealth in net national wealth (%)

Figure 3.4.4
the changing shares of public property in China and rich countries, 1978–2015
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Source: Piketty, Yang and Zucman (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
In 2015, the share of public property within total national wealth in China was 31%, while in the US it was -4%. Net national wealth is equal to net private wealth plus
net public wealth. Net public wealth is equal to public assets minus public debts.

Figure 3.4.5
domestic financial liabilities in China and rich countries, 1978–2015: the rise of financial
intermediation
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, the value o domestic financial liabilities in hina as e ual to

o domestic capital, hile in Germany it as
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Figure 3.4.6
Foreign financial liabilities in China and rich countries, 1978–2015: the rise of foreign ownership
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In
, the value o oreign financial liabilities in hina e uated to
o total domestic financial liabilities, hile in rance it as
comprised o port olio e uity held by oreigners, oreign direct investment, oreign debt and financial derivatives
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3.5
the rise of PriVate ProPerty in russia
In ormation in this chapter is based on rom oviets to ligarchs: Ine uality and roperty in ussia
, by ilip Novo met, homas i etty, and Gabriel Zucman,
ID orld or ing
paper series (no. 2017/10).

Russia’s net national wealth-income rose moderately since the country’s
transition from a communist to a capitalist economic model, increasing from
around 400% in 1990 to 450% in 2015. At the same time, there have been
significant fluctuations in the country’s wealth breakdown, as the shock
therapy and voucher privatization strategy transferred enormous wealth at a
very fast rate from the public to the private sector. Public wealth amounted to
300% of national income in 1990, but was just 100% in 2015.
Private housing wealth represented by far the largest component of Russian
private wealth in 2015. The gradual rise of housing can be accounted for by
real-estate price movements and a privatization of the housing sector that
was more gradual than the voucher privatization method used for companies.
The very low level of official financial assets owned by Russian households—
around 70–80% of national income throughout the 1990–2015 period—
is particularly striking. This suggests that the privatization of Russian
companies did not lead to any significant long-run rise in the value of
household financial assets.
However, discrepancies in Russia’s balance of payments allow researchers to
estimate that a small number of Russian citizens had offshore wealth assets
that amounted to 70% of national income in 2015, doubling the official value
of financial assets. This is suspected to be the result of capital flight, made
possible through weaknesses in Russia’s legal and statistical system.
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Russia’s transition from public to
private property
The evolution of aggregate private and public
wealth in Russia has changed dramatically
since the fall of the Soviet Union. As the
country transitioned from a communist to
capitalist model after 1990, public property
was transferred to the private sector. Net
national wealth amounted to slightly more
than 400% of national income in 1990,
roughly three-quarters of which was owned
by the state and one-quarter by private individuals. But by 2015, these proportions
reversed, as illustrated by Figure 3.5.1 . Net
private wealth amounted to 350% of national
income, while net public wealth represented
less than 100%; the overall national wealth
to national income ratio had increased by just
12% over 25 years. Furthermore, this
dramatic fall in Russia’s net public wealth
occurred over just a few years, between 1990
and 1995, as the country implemented its
so-called shock therapy transition strategies,

which included the privatization of stateowned enterprises through vouchers.19
(More on this will be addressed in Part IV of
the report.)
It is noteworthy that aggregate national
wealth fell relative to national income in the
initial stages of Russia’s transition. As can be
seen on Figure 3.5.1, net national wealth
decreased between 1990 and 1999, from
over 400% of national income to about
300%, such that aggregate national wealth
fell even more than national income over this
period, which almost halved itself. National
wealth rose then considerably between 1999
and 2009, reaching about 550% of national
income. This peak corresponded to a very
large rise of Russian stock market prices and
housing prices during this decade, but as asset
prices then ell in the a termath o the financial crisis, aggregate national wealth fell back
to around 450% of national income in 2015,
only just above its value 25 years previously.
As a consequence, the major transformation

Figure 3.5.1
The structure of national wealth in Russia, 1990–2015
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Source: Novokmet, Piketty and Zucman (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
In 2015, the value of net national wealth was equal to 455% of national income, i.e. it was worth 4.6 years of national income. Net public wealth was equal to 84% of
national income. Net national wealth is equal to net private wealth plus net public wealth. Net private wealth is equal to private assets minus private debts. Net public
wealth is equal to public assets minus public debts.
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Figure 3.5.2
the asset composition of private wealth in russia, 1990–2015
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o national income, i e it as orth

during the
period as the shi t
from public to private property, rather than
any significant and sustained increase in the
aggregate value o national ealth
Private housing has risen to dominate
private wealth in russia
in order to better understand which factors
influenced the evolution o national ealthincome ratios in russia and the composition
of the country’s wealth, it is critical to look
separately at the di erent asset categories
as seen in Figure 3.5.2 , there as a significant
rise in private wealth since 1990.20 ousing
played a critical role here as property prices
more than doubled between the year 2000
and the pea o the housing bubble in
, increasing the value o housing ealth
from less than 50% of national income in
to
at its pea , be ore easing to
appro imately
by
omparatively, other domestic capital (mostly
consisting o unincorporated businesses

years o national income

he value o financial assets as

o

o ned directly by households and agricultural land hich as also largely privati ed
during the
s increased over time, but
these assets played a relatively limited role as
compared to the rise o private housing
in addition to real estate price movements,
the gradual rise o private housing ealth
between 1990 and 2015 can be accounted
for by the more continuous manner in which
housing privati ation occurred, relative to the
voucher privatization method used for
companies enants ere typically given the
right to purchase their housing unit at a relatively lo price, but they did not need to e ercise this right immediately Due to various
economic, political and psychological actors,
many russian households waited until the late
s and even the
s to e ercise this
right Indeed, some ere concerned about
the possible maintenance costs associated to
private o nership as under public housing
ownership maintenance work was taken care
of by public authorities, while others were
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more concerned about a possible political
do nturn, particularly ollo ing the presidential election of 1996 when boris yeltsin
on ith a relatively small margin against
communist party leader Gennady Zyuganov
official household financial assets
are particularly low in russia, due
largely to the voucher method chosen
to privatize former state-owned
enterprises
hat is also particularly stri ing is the very
lo level o o ficial financial assets o ned by
russian households attained in official
osban financial balance sheets and other
o ficial sources ousehold financial assets
have always been less than 70–80% of
national income throughout the
period, and they have often been less than
o national income in the late
s and
early 2000s, they were as little as 20–30%
of national income. thus, it is as if the privatization of russian companies did not lead to
any significant long-run rise in the value o
household financial assets, in spite o the act
that it had become possible for individuals to
o n financial shares in ussian firms his
appears particularly parado ical
he initial decline in financial assets as
perhaps predictable. back in 1990, household
financial assets
hich at the time mostly
consisted o saving accounts amounted to
about 70–80% of national income. but as
prices were liberalized in the early 1990s,
these oviet-era savings ere all but eradicated by hyperinflation he consumer price
inde as multiplied by nearly
bet een
and
, ith annual inflation rates
consistently above
and as high as
in
and
in
ollo ing
the introduction of the new ruble—worth
old rubles in
, the inflation rate
stabilized at around 20–30% per year on
average up to
hat is more surprising is hy the ne financial assets that were accumulated by russian
households during the
s in particular
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through voucher privati ation did not
compensate or this loss in savings
course,
hen vouchers ere first introduced in
, it as very di ficult or ussian
households to know what to do with these
ne financial instruments and ho to put a
price on them More generally, it could be
argued that in the chaotic monetary and
political conte t o the
s it is not too
surprising that the mar et value o household
financial assets remained relatively lo until
the somewhat more stable mid- to late-1990s.
What is more difficult to understand,
ho ever, is hy such e tremely lo valuations persisted well after this period. in particular, in spite of the spectacular russian stock
market boom that occurred between 1998
and
, it is conspicuous that total financial
assets o ficially o ned by ussian households
amounted to little more than 70% of national
income in 2008—that is, less than the level
observed in 1990.
taking into account offshore wealth
doubles russia’s total official financial
assets
in the view of filip novokmet, thomas piketty,
and Gabriel Zucman, the main e planation or
this parado is the e istence o a small subset
of russian households that own very substantial o shore ealth that is, nono ficial financial assets in o shore ta havens According
to their benchmark estimates, offshore wealth
has gradually increased bet een
and
, representing appro imately
o
national income at the end of the period. as
depicted by Figure 3.5.2 , offshore wealth was
thus roughly as large as o ficial financial assets
o ned by ussian households By definition,
o shore assets are di ficult to estimate, and
the benchmark estimates presented in this
section are neither precise nor fully satisfactory, but these orders o magnitude seem to
be reasonable, and i anything may be somehat underestimated given the ay in hich
they are constructed, as e plained belo
In order to estimate the rise and magnitude
of offshore wealth held by russian house-
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Figure 3.5.3
trade surplus and missing foreign assets in russia, 1990–2015

Value of foreign assets, foreign income,
net exports (% of national income)
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Source: Novokmet, Piketty and Zucman (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
In 2015, the value of Russia's trade surplus (exports - imports) was equal to 10% of national income.

holds, it is natural to start by loo ing at the
evolution of russia’s trade balance and its
balance o payments
amining these t o
balances together, there is a clear contrast
bet een the very large trade surpluses
recorded in russia and the country’s relatively modest oreign assets, as illustrated by
Figure 3.5.3.
ussia has had strong trade surpluses each
single year since the early
s hese trade
surpluses mostly driven by e ports in oil and
gas averaged almost
o national income
bet een
and
, having been at
around 5% between 1993 and 1998, and as
much as 20% in 1999–2000. thus, in each of
the last 20 years, the russian economy has
e ported the e uivalent o around
o its
annual income in e cess o hat the country
has imported Given that ussia s initial financial position hen beginning its transition as
close to ero, ith very e oreign assets or
oreign debt, these sustained surpluses
should have led to a massive accumulation of
oreign assets held by ussian citi ens in the

rest o the orld o ever, the parado is
that net oreign assets accumulated by ussia
are surprisingly small at about
o national
income in 2015.
Investigating ussia s balance sheet reveals
urther inconsistent in ormation regarding
the o nership o financial assets Both oreign
assets (that is, assets owned by russian residents in the rest o the orld and oreign
liabilities (that is, assets owned by rest-ofthe-world residents in russia) have increased
significantly since the all o the oviet nion
Both ere e tremely small in
, at around
o national income, reflecting lo levels
o financial integration ith the rest o the
orld and strong capital controls But by
, oreign assets had reached almost
o national income, and oreign liabilities were close to 85% of national income,
hence a net oreign asset position o about
25% of national income.
o can such a lo level o net oreign ealth
accumulation be accounted or An obvious
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Figure 3.5.4
official foreign assets and liabilities in russia, 1990–2015
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o national income Net oreign assets are oreign assets minus oreign liabilities
oreign liabilities are assets o ned by rest-o -the- orld residents in ussia

oreign assets are assets o ned by

e planation is capital flight: some ussian
individuals, and/or some russian corporations acting on behal o individuals, and/or
some ussian government o ficials acting on
behalf of individuals, were able to appropriate
some of russia’s trade surpluses to accumulate o shore ealth that is, oreign assets
that are not properly recorded as such in
ussia s o ficial financial statistics Given the
ea nesses o ussia s legal and statistical
system, and the widespread use of offshore
entities to organi e business and financial
transactions in russia over this period, it is
maybe not too surprising that such lea ages
might have occurred 21

o ficial net oreign assets
over the
period, ould suggest that cumulated capital flight is on the order o
o
national income. but this does not include the
cumulated capital income flo on these
oreign assets, hich could have been significant if rates of return on these assets were
high Indeed, it appears that returns on oreign
assets ere lo er than the returns on oreign
liabilities over the 1990–2015 period, as illustrated by the small negative net oreign
income flo s in Figure 3.5.3. this net capital
income outflo hence absorbed appro imately a quarter to a third of russia’s annual
trade surplus.

discrepancies in russia’s balance of
payments can aid estimations of the
country’s offshore wealth

urthermore, the capital gains and losses
reali ed on the port olio o oreign assets and
liabilities needs to be accounted for. these
portfolio effects can be substantial if there
are large di erences bet een annual
surpluses and the observed evolution of net
oreign assets his is partly hat happened
in ussia as oreign investors bought ussian

o large these capital flight lea ages are,
and the associated accumulation of offshore
ealth is, are challenging to measure imple
calculations of trade surpluses (230%) minus
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assets in the 1990s when stock market prices
ere e tremely lo and benefited rom the
country s booming stoc mar et o the
s, providing part o the e planation as
to hy oreign liabilities rose as much as
Figure 3.5.4 shows. these portfolio effects
therefore imply that a substantial part of
russia’s trade surpluses was translated into
assets held by citizens from elsewhere in the
orld But the magnitude o the a orementioned differentials in rates of return and
port olio e ects ere not large enough to
ully e plain the missing ealth parado
filip novokmet, thomas piketty, and Gabriel
Zucman there ore loo to e ploit inconsistencies in russia’s balance of payments to estimate the size of offshore wealth—that is,
ussia s missing oreign assets heir relatively conservative estimations indicate that
o shore ealth reached appro imately
o national income by
, suggesting that
ussians o n appro imately as much o shore
ealth as their o ficial financial asset holdings
(about 70–80% of national income in both
cases). that is, they own about 50% of their
total financial ealth o shore hese results
are similar to estimates obtained by Gabriel
zucman’s earlier research that used a
di erent methodological approach 22 thus
they can be vie ed as some hat reassuring
But hile these magnitudes are believed to
be broadly accurate, these estimations lack
absolute precision given the general lac o
international financial transparency and the
di ficulties o identi ying by hom these
missing assets are o ned and hat orm they
ta e potentially pose even greater challenges

Part III

illustrates that these individuals collectively
o n more than
billion in assets that is,
the equivalent of about half of the estimated
billion in ussian o shore ealth
omparing the corresponding ealth portfolios published by Forbes and other magazines, one could be tempted to conclude that
most of the offshore wealth is held in russian
companies, in particular in the energy and
financial sectors n this basis, interpretations o the available data indicate that a large
raction o ussia s o ficial oreign liabilities
over 80% of national income in 2015—is
actually held by russian residents via
o shore accounts But given that the Forbes
list does not provide any information
regarding the raction o reported billionaire
ealth held o shore li ely a very large
proportion it is di ficult to provide more
conclusive e planations

even more uncertain is the location of the
assets held offshore by russian citizens. some
o this o shore ealth might be invested bac
in russian corporations, while it is also
discussed that some ussians o n significant
property assets in cities such as london and
in the countryside of nations such as french,
and/or have large shares in companies and in
sports teams in countries such as Germany,
the K, and the nited tates Inspecting the
list of russian billionaires released by Forbes
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4.1
global wealth inequality: trends and
ProjeCtions
Data on global wealth inequality is sparser than data on income inequality, so
estimates should be interpreted with care. It is not possible to construct at
this stage a consistent global wealth distribution. However, available research
on key regions—in particular, China, Europe, and the United States—provide
valuable insights into global wealth dynamics.
Evidence points towards a rise in global wealth inequality over the past
decades. At the global level—represented by China, Europe, and the United
States—the top 1% share of wealth increased from 28% in 1980 to 33% today,
while the bottom 75% share hovered around 10%.
Wealth is substantially more concentrated than income. The top 10% owns
more than 70% of the total wealth in China, Europe, and the United States,
the bottom 50% owns less than 2%, and the middle 40% (“the global wealth
middle class”) owns less than 30%.
If established trends in wealth inequality were to continue, the top 0.1% alone
will own more wealth than the global middle class by 2050.
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Global wealth inequality estimates
are scarcer than for global income
inequality and subject to caution
the available data on wealth inequality is
much sparser than for income inequality,
especially at the global level It is there ore
more di ficult to provide a complete picture
o ho global ealth ine uality has evolved
over the past few decades.
e ant to be very clear about this: available
data sources ma e it impossible at this stage
to properly estimate the level and evolution
o the global distribution o ealth e can
to some e tent estimate the global distribution of income and its evolution, as we have
tried to cautiously show in part ii of this
report. the situation is different for wealth.
as we have shown in part iii of this report,
there are very large areas o the orld
particularly in africa, latin america, and
asia—where we are not even able to properly
measure the aggregate level o national
wealth and its decomposition into private and
public property, oreign ealth, and natural
capital e first need to ma e more progress
on the measurement of total wealth and its
changing structure be ore e can construct
estimates of distribution of private wealth
among individuals
A number o maga ines most notably,
Forbes do publish global ran ings o billionaires, and some financial institutions or
instance, Credit suisse) have combined
billionaire data with other data sources to
estimate global distributions o ealth ypically these studies find that top ealth
holders have been rising at very high speed
in recent decades—substantially faster than
the size of the world economy—and below
e ill agree ith this general conclusion
o ever the methodologies used by Forbes
and by these institutions often lack transparency in particular, they do not release their
raw data sources and detailed computer
codes. it is impossible therefore to reconstruct their statistical results. this is not
merely a technical uestion methodological
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choices can indeed have a large impact on
the measured evolution of wealth inequality,
and transparency of methods and sources is
critical i e ant to reach some agreement
about inequality facts.
In the conte t o the ID orld pro ect, e
choose to proceed in a gradual manner and
to release wealth inequality series solely for
the countries for which raw sources allow us
to do so in a satisfactory manner. ideally, one
needs to combine household wealth surveys
together ith ealth ran ings and administrative fiscal data coming rom both the
income ta , using the capitali ation method,
and the inheritance ta , using the estate
multiplier method) to be able to properly
estimate the distribution of wealth and to
confront sources in a transparent way. at
this stage, these conditions are satisfied only
for a handful of countries—most notably, the
united states, a number of countries in
europe (in particular, france, the uk, and
pain , and to a lesser e tent hina here
we have access to household wealth surveys
and ealth ran ings, but here access to
fiscal data is e tremely limited
e have also
produced estimates of wealth inequality for
russia and the middle east, but they are
more ragile, and e do not use them to
produce global ealth estimates in this
report.
ur global ealth ine uality estimates since
1980 therefore combine data from three
large regions: the nited tates, hina, and
europe. europe itself is represented by three
countries (france, spain, and the united
Kingdom , hich on the basis o other countries for which we have wealth inequality data
(in particular, sweden and Germany) appear
to be broadly representative tarting rom
1987, we can also compare our results with
the Forbes billionaire ran ings, hich provide
a better coverage o countries, though only
or a tiny, e tremely ealthy part o the population, and ith little no ledge o ho this
information was collected.
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available data show that global wealth
inequality is extreme and on the rise
At the global level represented by hina,
europe, and the united states), wealth is
substantially more concentrated than income:
the top 10% owns more than 70% of the total
wealth.1 the top 1% wealthiest individuals
alone own 33% of total wealth in 2017. this
figure is up rom
in
he bottom
of the population, on the other hand, owns
almost no wealth over the entire period (less
than
ocusing on a some hat larger
group, e see that the bottom
sa its
share oscillate around 10%. Wealth concentration levels ould probably be even higher i
latin america, africa, and the rest of asia were
included in the analysis, as most people in these
regions ould be in the poorer parts o the
distribution. We leave this to future editions of
the World Inequality Report. (Figure 4.1.1)
We compare in table 4.1.1 the gro th rates
o the di erent ealth groups bet een
and
all gro th rates are e pressed in

real terms that is, a ter deduction o inflation A number o stri ing findings emerge
irst, one can see that average ealth has
gro n aster since the
s than average
income, reflecting the general tendency o
wealth/income ratios to rise in most countries, as documented in part ii of this report.
Bet een
and
, per-adult average
income has increased at 1.3% per year at the
world level, while per-adult wealth has
increased at 1.9% per year.
Ne t, i e no loo at the top o orld ealth
distribution—as measured by the Forbes
billionaire ran ings
e find that the top
wealth holders’ share has increased a lot faster
than average ealth holders:
since
or the top / million, and
or the top
/
million see table 4.1.1 By definition,
this is an evolution that cannot continue
orever: i top ealth holders ere to gro on
a permanent basis at a speed that is three to
our times aster than average ealth in the
world, then billionaires would ultimately come
to own 100% of the world’s wealth.

Figure 4.1.1
top 1% and bottom 75% shares of global wealth, 1980–2017: China, europe and the us
40%

Top 1%
wealth share

Share of global wealth (%)

35%
30%
25%
20%
15%

Bottom 75%
wealth share

10%
5%
1980

1985

1990

1995

2000

2005

2010

2015

Source: WID.world (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
In 2016, 33% of global wealth was owned by the Top 1%. The evolution of global wealth groups from 1980 to 2017 is represented by China, Europe and the US.
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table 4.1.1
Global wealth growth and inequality, 1980–2017
China + europe + us

World

1980–2017

1987–2017

1987–2017

top 1/100 million (Forbes)

—

7.8%

6.4%

top 1/20 million (Forbes)

—

7.0%

5.3%

top 0.01% (WId.world)

5.5%

5.7%

4.7%

top 0.1% (WId.world)

4.4%

4.5%

3.5%

top 1% (WId.world)

3.4%

3.5%

2.6%

average wealth per adult

2.9%

2.8%

1.9%

average income per adult

1.3%

1.4%

1.3%

ource:
Bet een
urope

ID

orld

ee

and
in

, the
is

ir

id

orld or data series and notes

ealth o the global op
gre by
, the op
threshold is

the problem with this billionaire data is
t o old: first, as as noted above, it is not
entirely clear ho it as estimated ne t, and
most importantly, it is not clear at all whether
this pattern o very ast gro th holds only or
billionaires, or hether it can be e tended to
multimillionaires. this is crucial because there
are many more individuals ho o n million,
million, or
million than there are
billionaires, and the former command a potentially much larger raction o orld ealth
than the latter.
We unfortunately do not know the full answer
to this question, but at least our estimates for
the us, europe, and China distribution of
ealth provide some interesting insights e
find that the top
average ealth in the ,
europe, and China has risen at 3.5% per year
between 1987 and 2017 (versus 2.8% for
per-adult average ealth and
or
average income he higher e go in the
distribution, the aster the gro th: the top
average ealth has increased by
per year, and the top
average ealth
has increased by 5.6% per year.
hese findings, hich ere obtained by
combining a number o independent data
sources (household wealth surveys, income

he ealth threshold or an individual to be part o the op
, the op
threshold is

ealthiest in hina

ta data using the income capitali ation
method, and inheritance ta data using the
estate multiplier method, when available),
appear to be consistent with the Forbes
billionaire data But they also suggest that
one needs to go really very high in the distribution o ealth to see gro th rates on the
order of 5%–6% per year. if one considers
only the top 1% wealth holders as a whole
that is, all individuals ith net ealth higher
than about
million in hina, urope, and
the nited tates in
, then the gro th
rate between 1987 and 2017 has been 3.5%
per year his is aster than average ealth
gro th
per year , but the gap is not as
huge as or billionaires his suggests at
current speed that rising ine uality and the
divergence o the ealth distribution ill ta e
a couple of decades before it takes really
e treme proportions ee belo or a discussion o uture prospects hat being said, the
direction in hich the distribution is going
definitely suggests rising concentration o
wealth, and there is no evidence that the
financial crisis o
had any impact
other than temporary on this long-run
structural trend.
ur results also sho that a large share o the
gro th o global ealth accrued to the top
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and even narro er

ealth groups As

under a business-as-usual scenario, the
top 1% wealth share will increase at 1
percentage point every five years

table 4.1.2 shows, the top 1% captured 37%

o per capita ealth gro th, more than hal
of which went to the top 0.1%.

hat ill happen to the global distribution o
wealth if these trends were to continue for the
ne t e decades Figure 4.1.3 seeks to
answer that question. the top 0.1% wealth
o ners ould progressively catch up ith the
global ealth middle class, hich e define as
wealth holders below the top 10% and above
the median—that is, 40% of the world population In
, both groups ould o n the same
share o global ealth that is,
he global
wealth middle class comprises 40% of the
orld population meaning that the top
ealthiest ould be on average our hundred
times ealthier than the global middle class
this evolution would take a couple of decades.

All o this implies gro ing ine uality at the top
end of the distribution. note that the bottom
o the distribution has also e perienced a
significant increase o its ealth, driven by
rapid gro th in hina, as sho n by Figure 4.1.2 .
his pattern is reminiscent o the elephant
curve o global income gro th, sho ing that
the global ealth distribution seems to have
evolved in ways qualitatively similar to income.
the bottom three-quarters of the distribution
saw its wealth increase by a sizeable amount,
though less than the orld s billionaires
according to Forbes. between those two
groups, ealth gro th as at its lo est or the
middle class in developed countries. the
trends in the ealth gro th o di erent groups
have been fairly stable over the last three
decades, ith narro er ealth top groups
e periencing higher gro th

he top / million and /
million o individuals, which comprise about 250 and 50
adults, could respectively own 1.5% and 0.75%
of total wealth as soon as 2030, up from 0.5%

Figure 4.1.2
Global wealth growth by percentile, 1987–2017: China, europe and the us
900%

Top 1/100 million
(Forbes)

Real wealth growth per adult (%)

800%
700%

Top 1/20 million
(Forbes)

600%
500%
China + Europe + US

400%
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0%
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99

99.9

99.99 99.999

Wealth group (percentile)
Source: WID.world (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
Between 1987 and 2017, the average wealth of the 50th global wealth percentile grew by 300%. Average global wealth growth per adult was 129%. The evolution of
global wealth groups from 1987 to 2017 is represented by China, Europe and the US. The Top 1/100 million on Forbes World's Billionaires Lists is equivalent to the
op
, hile the op / million is e uivalent to the op
Values are net o inflation
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and 0.25% in the early 1990s. the share of the
top
ould eep on increasing by one
percentage point every five years he shares
o the top
and
ould also gro by
one percentage point every five years, meaning
that the increase in wealth inequality is in fact
driven by these small groups hese groups are
much broader than billionaires, but nevertheless uite narro
o belong to the top
or top 0.01% of europe, the united states, and
China in 2016, one needs to own more than
million or
million, respectively

table 4.1.2
share of global wealth growth captured by
wealth group, 1980–2017
Wealth group

share of real growth
per capita

bottom 99%

62.9%

top 1%

37.1%

top 0.1%

21.6%

top 00.1%

12.4%

ource:

ID

orld

ee

ir

id

orld or data series and notes

Bet een
and
, the global op
captured
o total ealth
gro th in hina, urope and the
he ealth threshold or an individual to be
part o the op
ealthiest in hina
urope
in
is
, the
op
threshold is
, the op
threshold is

Global wealth inequality is driven by a
large number of forces
As discussed in art II, global income dynamics
are driven by both between- and withincountry forces. the rise of private wealth has
been aster in large emerging economies than
in rich countries, a trend driven by high
economic gro th and large-scale privati ation
in transition economies. this tends to reduce
global ealth ine uality his e ect as more
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than offset at the top, however, by the rise in
ealth ine uality ithin countries ising
wealth inequality within countries is itself due
to a number o actors, including rising income
ine uality amplified by ine uality o savings
rates and of rates of return. other factors,
such as the progressivity o ta ation, can in

Figure 4.1.3
Global wealth inequality, 1980–2050: China, europe and the us
40%

Share of global wealth (%)

Top 1%
30%
Middle 40%
“Global middle class”
20%
Top 0.1%

10%
Assuming
“business as usual”

Top 0.01%
0%
1980

1990

2000

2010

2020

2030

2040

2050

Source: WID.world (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
In 2016, in a world represented by China, Europe and the US, the global wealth share of the Top 1% was 33%. Under "Business as usual", the Top 1% global wealth
share would reach 39% by 2050, while the Top 0.1% wealth owners would own nearly as much wealth (26%) as the middle class (27%). The evolution of global wealth
groups rom
to
is represented by hina, urope and the
Values are net o inflation
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turn mitigate or orsen these dynamics
ence, uture global ealth ine uality ill
depend on both catchup gro th in emerging
economies, and within-country determinants
of inequality. We study them at the country
level as urther described in the ne t chapters
We should stress at the onset that there was
nothing inevitable about the act that the very
top o the global ealth distribution ould
rise so much aster than average orld ealth
beginning in the
s ne o the global
actors that might have played a role is the
larger trans er rom public to private ealth
that took place in many countries. (see

box 4.1.1
methodological note: How our
projections work
We partition the distribution of wealth into
several groups:
▶ the bottom 99%
▶ the top 1%, excluding the top 0.1%
▶ the top 0.1%, excluding the top 0.01%
▶ the top 0.01%, excluding the top 1/20 million
▶ the top 1/20 million, excluding the top
1/100 million
▶ the top 1/100 million
We calculate the average growth rate of wealth
of these groups since 1987 (start of the Forbes
ranking), and extrapolate the average wealth
of each of these groups based on these growth
rates. We obtain top wealth shares based on
these averages.
Because narrower top groups have experienced higher growth in the past, this method
forecasts an increase of wealth inequality.
Of course, this trend cannot be extended
indefinitely into the future, because with the
current parameters it will eventually lead to
the top group’s owning nearly all of the wealth.
However, this problem only arises at very
long horizons, so the method is still useful for
projections over a few decades.
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art II
o the e tent that privati ation
disproportionately benefited small groups o
the population or e ample, ussian
oligarchs this can help e plain hy top
ealth holders shares rose so ast It is di ficult, however, with the data at our disposal to
estimate the global impact o this actor In
particular, there are also some cases where
privati ation has benefitted mostly the middle
class or e ample or housing, as e discuss
below for the case of the uk, france and
spain). Whether this channel is likely to be
important or the uture one might be
tempted to conclude that large privati ation
waves are now behind us) is another important and uncertain issue.
Another potentially important global actors
behind booming top ealth is the act that
financial deregulation and innovation might
have increased the inequality in rates of return
that are accessible to di erent si es o financial port olio ome o the most convincing
evidence for this channel comes from the
observed real rates of return on university
endowments, which varied from 4–5% per
year for the smallest endowments to as much
as
per year or largest ones a ter
deduction o inflation and management costs
in the united states between 1980 and 2010.2
Again one might onder hether this corresponds to a specific financial period or
whether this will continue in the future (available data suggests that large endo ments
ere still getting very good returns in recent
years Also the governance o personal amily
wealth involves many other issues than that
o large academic capital endo ments, so one
cannot directly apply these findings n ortunately there is too little data available to
ma e similar computations or the highest
family wealth.
as we shall see below, however, our country
studies do show that differential rates of
return together ith di erential saving
rates can potentially be an important driving
orce behind rising ealth concentration
(box 4.1.1 .)
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4.2
ComParing trends in Personal wealth
inequality aCross the world
Available data on personal wealth inequality shows that it has been on the
rise in most countries since the early or late eighties. Increasing income
inequality and the large transfers of public to private wealth which occurred
over the past forty years drive these dynamics.
Large rises in top wealth shares have been experienced in China and Russia
following their transition from communism towards a capitalist economy,
though the different inequality dynamics experienced between these two
countries highlights different economic and political transition strategies.
In the United States, wealth inequality has increased dramatically over the
last 30 years and was mostly driven by the rise of the top 0.1% wealth owners.
Growing inequality of income and saving rates created a snowballing effect of
rising wealth concentration.
The increase in top wealth shares in France and the UK was more moderate
over the past forty years, in part due to the dampening effect of the rising
housing wealth of the middle class and lower income inequality relative to the
United States. As a result, while wealth concentration has been historically
lower in the United States than in Europe, the situation reversed after the
1970s.
Property prices also played an important tempering role for wealth inequality
in Spain as wealth concentration remained roughly unchanged over the
observed period with only short-lived fluctuations.
In the long run, the differential between rates of return to capital and growth
rates, as well as the dynamics of savings rate among wealth groups, drive
wealth inequality. When rates of returns available to high-wealth portfolios
are higher than average economic growth, wealth inequality increases. The
same is true when savings inequality is high.
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Wealth inequality within countries fell
dramatically rom the beginning o the t entieth century in some o the orld s largest
economies, but since the 1980s there have
been widespread increases in wealth concentration. the combination of economic, political and social shoc s that led to the long-run
decline in ealth ine uality e perienced
throughout urope and North America rom
the start of the first World War to the mid1980s was described in the Capital in the
Twenty-First Century.3 these shocks included
the Great depression, the destruction of
human and physical capital led by the World
ars, restrictions on capital flo s, nationali ation o industries and goods provision, and
greater government control over the
economy. Given the close relationship
between wealth and income, the story of the
ormer is similar to that o the latter: collectively, these factors severely impacted the
fortunes of the wealthiest and supported the
gro th o middle class ealth in urope and
the united states.
unfortunately relatively little is been known
about the recent evolution of wealth ine uality at a global level ealth ine uality
data discussed in public debates up to now
essentially relied on sources which do not
allow for a sound analysis of wealth dynamics.
It is also di ficult to trac ho
ealth inequality statistics are constructed since the
methodologies are not al ays made transparent. this is not merely a technical question: methodological choices can indeed have
a large impact on the evolution o measured
wealth inequality.
the publicly available information discussed
in this report and published on Wid.world on
the distribution of wealth and cross-border
assets is still imper ect But e see it as a fist
systematic attempt at generating data on
ealth ine uality over the globe It combines
in a consistent manner ta data, ealth
surveys and data on cross-border assets. the
construction of estimates presented in this
report was carried out for China, france,
ussia, pain, the nited Kingdom and the
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united states which are presented in this
chapter and the subsequent ones.
Contrasting transition strategies
have generated divergent inequality
dynamics in China and russia
Wealth inequality data for China and russia
is only available from 1995–2015, but even
in these last t o decades the series confirm
huge increases in ealth ine uality ealth
concentration amongst the top
in both
countries practically doubled, as their share
in China’s total wealth rose from just over
15% in 1995 to 30% in 2015, and in russia’s
rom belo
to appro imately
Interestingly, the share o the top
in total
wealth in 2015 is much closer between the
two countries, at 67% in China and 71% in
russia as illustrated by Figure 4.2.2 , indicating
that ussia s transition strategy avored its
most wealthy citizens more than China’s. as
seen in Figure 4.2.1 , by 2015 russia had a
higher concentration o
ealth than the
united states, while China’s wealth inequality
as roughly in bet een that o rance and
the united states.
the variations in inequality increases between
the two former communist countries were in
part due to di erences in their strategies or
privati ing housing and state-o ned enterprises. in russia, previously state-owned businesses were transferred to the private sector
through a voucher privati ation process that
can be compared to a fire sale o assets given
the e tremely ast pace at hich it as
e ecuted By contrast, the enormous trans er
of public capital into private capital with the
sale of state-owned enterprises in China
occurred more slo ly Its scale, though, as
considerable: close to
firms ith
trillion orth o assets ere privati ed
between 1995 and 2005.4
the method by which property wealth was
privatized was different, however. Chinese
citi ens e perienced huge reductions in
el are housing allocations and the almost
complete privati ation o the housing
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Figure 4.2.1
80%
top 1% personal wealth share in emerging and rich countries, 1913–2015
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Source: WID.world (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
In 2015, the Top 1% wealth share was 43% in Russia against 22% in 1995.

mar et, and by
,
o urban housing
was privately-owned. this property privatization process was very unequal as access
to uoted and un uoted housing assets
often depended on how wealthy and politically connected the household was, with the
wealthiest end of the distribution able to
access privatized public wealth more easily
through o icial mar ets In contrast,
ussians too a more gradual approach to
property privatization. tenants were typically given the right to purchase their housing
unit at a relatively low price and did not need
to e ercise this right immediately, hile
uncertainty surrounding the macroeconomic
and political environment also meant many
russian households waited until the late
s and even the
s to e ercise this
right onse uently, the property privati ation process had a small dampening e ect
on the rise of wealth inequality. the shares
o the middle
defined as the top
e cluding the top
ell in both countries
across the period Interestingly, the group s
share fell in similar proportions in China and
in russia, from 43% in 1995 to 26% in 2015

in China and from 39% to 25% over the same
period in russia. While the fall was more
pronounced in China, it was initially more
abrupt in russia than in China, however, due
to the a tere ects o hyperinflation that
followed price liberalization in 1992 and
iped out savings
the growing inequality of income and
savings rates have caused rapid wealth
concentration in the united states
the rise of wealth inequality in the united
states was less abrupt, but no less spectacular in historical terms, than the increases
e perienced in the ormer communist countries. Wealth inequality in the united states
ell considerably rom the high levels o the
Gilded Age by the
s and
s, due to
drastic policy changes that ere part o the
Ne Deal he development o very progressive income and estate ta ation made it
much more di ficult to accumulate and pass
on large ortunes inancial regulation
sharply limited the role o finance and the
ability to concentrate wealth as in the Gilded
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Figure 4.2.2
top 10% personal wealth share in emerging and rich countries, 1913–2015
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Source: WID.world (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
In 2015, the Top 10% wealth share was 67% in China.

age model o the financier-industrialist But
since the mid-1980s, top wealth shares have
risen sharply. the key driver of this rapid
increase in wealth concentration has been
an upsurge o incomes at the top o the distribution and the stagnation o incomes at the
bottom. these dynamics follow the reversal
o the policies implemented during the
previous period, ith financial deregulation
and lo er top ta rates among others he
di erentials bet een the saving rates o the
richest and those of the middle- and lowerclass also increased wealth inequality. this
had a rein orcing, sno balling e ect as the
purchase o financial assets by the ealthy
using the savings rom their large incomes
has led to a rise in capital income concentration, providing greater incomes or the
purchase o more assets and hence larger
top wealth shares.
in the united states, the share of wealth
o ned by the top
adults gre rom a
historic low of below 22% in 1978, to almost
39% in 2014, as depicted in Figure 4.2.1 . this
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represented a trend reversal from historical
patterns as the top 1% wealth share in the
united states was almost double that of
rance and the K in
hese changes
enabled the wealthy to purchase more wealth
assets ith high returns, setting a sno balling
effect in motion for those at the top of the
distribution, while wealth of the middle class
stagnated onse uently, the ealth share o
the middle
ell rom a historic high o
almost 37% of total wealth in 1986, to around
28% in 2014. pensions and home ownership
rates of the middle 40% increased over the
preceding period, but a ter the mids
this trend reversed due to a surge in household debt that included mortgages, student
loans, credit card and other debts. these
debts increased from 75% of national income
in the mid-1980s to 135% in 2009 and,
despite some deleveraging in the a e o the
Great recession, still amounted to close to
o national income in
this trend
can be seen in the negative share o total
wealth owned by the bottom 90% between
2008 and 2013.

trends in Global Wealth inequalit y

the rising housing wealth of the middleclass dampened wealth inequality
increases in France and the uK
between the start of the first World War
and the early 1980s, france and the uk
e perienced dramatic alls in
ealth
ine uality Large ealth shoc s bet een
and
included the great depression, inflation and the destruction o productive capital and housing during the orld
ars, and ere ollo ed by policies designed
to reduce wealth inequality such as nationali ations, rent control and ta policies hese
factors collectively led to the creation of a
patrimonial middle class, hich did not e ist
in europe before WWi, contrary to the
united states where wealth inequality was
relatively lower at the time. since the mid1980s wealth inequality has risen in both the
K and rance, though to a much lesser
e tent than in the nited tates, such that
the united states is now more unequal in
terms of wealth than europe. in france and
in the K, strong returns on the financial
assets held in proportionately larger uantities by the wealthiest fueled wealth
inequality. this factor was, however, moderated by the general rise in house prices that
have largely bene ited the patrimonial
middle-class, which owns relatively more
housing than top ealth groups
he beginning o the t entieth century sa
the start of dramatic falls in the wealth share
of the top 10% and top 1% in both france and
the uk, as depicted in Figure 4.2.1 and Figure
4.2.2 . the share of wealth owned by the top
1% in the uk reached almost 75% in the early
1900s, and represented almost 60% of the
total in france. but by the early 1980s, a
combination o actors including the destruction o capital during the orld ars and
greater state control o economic activity and
redistribution thereafter saw the top 1%
share fall to 16% in 1985 in both countries
and that of the top 10% fell to 47% in the uk
and 50% in france, near historic lows (they
had previously been as high as
and
,
respectively).
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but in the midst of then french president
mitterrand’s austerity turn and prime minister
Margaret hatcher s premiership, ealth
ine uality began to rise Greater ealth
concentration was the result of a number of
actors including: greater earnings disparities
between the top and bottom of the distribution, a all in ta progressivity, higher returns
on financial assets disproportionately o ned
by the ealthy and the privati ation o large
parts of formerly state-run industry.
In rance, there ere strong short-run fluctuations around 2000, with a substantial rise
in top 10% wealth share (up to 57% in 2000)
followed by a decline (53% in 2004). this was
entirely due to large movements in relative
asset prices. indeed, stock prices were very
high in rance during the dotcom bubble
in
, as compared to housing prices,
which favored the upper class relative to the
middle class
o ever, despite these fluctuations, the
longer-term trend as unchanged In
,
the share of total wealth held by the top 10%
had increased to
in rance and the figure
was 52% in the uk in 2012, while the shares
of the wealthiest 1% reached 23% and 20%,
respectively. the rise in wealth inequality in
the
s as moderate as the rise in general
house prices e perienced be ore and over
this period improved the value of property
ealth assets held in greater proportion by
the middle
thus com orting the share
of the patrimonial middle class.
e should note, ho ever, that high housing
prices have ambiguous and contradictory
effects on wealth inequality. on the one hand,
high housing prices can mitigate rising
inequality between the middle and the top, in
the sense that property o ning middle
classes—who typically own most of their assets
in housing benefit rom an increase in the
value o their ealth that is stronger than the
upper groups
ho mostly o n inancial
assets But on the other hand high housing
prices ma e it or di ficult or the poorer groups
to access real estate property to begin ith,
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and this can lead to rising ine uality bet een
the poor and the middle igh property prices
also create new forms of inequality, for instance
bet een those ho bought real estate at the
right time and those ho did not, or bet een
young age-earners ho can benefit rom
parental ealth and inter vivos gi ts to become
home owners and those who remain tenants
forever. these are new forms of inequality
hich have become increasingly important or
the generations born in the
s
s and
after, and which were much less important for
the earlier cohorts (in particular for those
generations born in the
s
s, ho
could purchase housing assets at relatively lo
price with their labor income only).5
Property prices also played an
important equalizing role for wealth
inequality in spain

Policies and institutions drive long-run
wealth inequality through their impact
on returns on capital and savings rates.

mall changes in savings rates can also have
a very large impact on ealth ine uality,
though it may ta e several decades and even
generations or their impacts to play out
these forces have been evident in france, the
K, and the nited tates, hich all e hibit
large di erences bet een the savings rates
of the wealthiest individuals and the rest of
the distribution. in france, the top 10% of
ealth holders generally saved bet een
20%–30% of their annual incomes between
1970 and 2012, but this fraction was much
smaller and fell notably over the period for
the middle 40%, from 15% of annual income
in
to less than
by
, hile savings
rates among the bottom
ell rom
to
appro imately
In the nited tates, the
savings rate o the bottom
o amilies ell
sharply since the 1970s, while it has remained
roughly stable or the top
he annual
saving rate o the bottom
ell rom
around 5–10% in the late 1970s and early
1980s to around -5% in the mid-2000s,
be ore bouncing bac to about
a ter the
Great ecession hese alls in saving rates
amongst the bottom
have been largely
the consequence of increases in household
debt, particularly rom mortgages

In the long-run, it is the ine uality o savings
rates between individuals and the differential

Assuming the same ine uality o saving rates
that were observed in france over the 1984–

he housing mar et has also played an important role among other uropean countries
pain e perienced fluctuations in its ealth
concentration across the last decades, but
inequality has remained broadly stable as a
result o housing mar et evolutions Asset
price movements ere ey in determining
short-run wealth inequality levels. in particular, the country s housing boom sa property prices triple between 1984 and 1990,
and triple again bet een
and
, led
to volatility in wealth concentration trends
throughout the period bet een
and
2013. as the wealthiest individuals in spain
bought deeper into the property mar et
through multiple property purchases, the
bursting o this bubble in
thus had
larger impact on top
and top
, neutrali ing their previously made gains A similar
story is also evident in the midst of the
dot-com boom and bust as the wealth share
of the top 1% peaks at around 28% in 2000.
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bet een rates o return and gro th that determine wealth concentration.6 earlier work has
shown that wealth inequality within the top
ealth groups increases in line ith the di erence between the rate of return and the rate
o gro th r g 7 Intuitively, the higher the gap
bet een gro th and the rate o return on
capital r g , the more ealth ine uality is
amplified as capital is concentrated in the
hands of the wealthy. it implies that past wealth
is capitalized at a faster pace, and that it is less
li ely to be overta en by the general gro th o
the economy. as was already mentioned above,
this e ect can be strongly rein orced by the
fact that rates of returns tend to increase with
the level o ealth: the rates o return available
or large financial port olios usually have little
do with those open to small deposits.
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2014 period—namely 24.5% for the top 10%
and 2.5% for the bottom 90%—will persist,
together ith the same ine uality o rates o
return and the same inequality of labor
income, the share of total wealth owned by
the top
in rance ill gradually increase
to the levels that were observed in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, that is,
appro imately
o total ealth I ,
however, the 1970–1984 trends had
persisted a ter
and continued during
the upcoming decades, the top
ould
have o ned only slightly more than
o
total ealth today and this figure ould
urther decrease throughout the t enty-first
century.
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4.3
wealth inequality in the united states
In ormation in this chapter is based on the article
ealth Ine uality in the nited tates ince
: vidence rom apitali ed Income a Data, by mmanuel ae and Gabriel Zucman,
Quarterly Journal of Economics, 131(2), 519–578.

Top wealth shares have been risen since the mid-1980s to 2012, with the
top 0.1% driving wealth concentration at the top; their wealth share grew
threefold from 7% in 1978 to 22% in 2012, a level comparable to that of the
early twentieth century.
United States wealth inequality had previously fallen considerably from the
1930s and 1940s, due to drastic policy changes that were part of the New
Deal. These policies included the introduction of progressive income and
estate taxation, and greater financial regulation.
The key driver of this rapid increase in wealth concentration since the 1980s
has been an upsurge of top incomes combined with an increase in saving rate
inequality across wealth groups. This has had a reinforcing, “snowballing”
effect as the accumulation of financial assets by the wealthy has led to a rise
in capital income concentrations, allowing for more wealth accumulation at
the top.
The declining wealth share of the bottom 90% of the distribution is the result
of plummeting middle-class savings, as their mortgage, consumer credit, and
student debt has greatly increased.
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Wealth inequality in the United States
has risen rapidly and consistently since
the mid-1980s

Rising wealth inequality since the
1980s is almost entirely due to the top
0.1%

o fi notions o wealth ine uality in the nited
tates, it is perhaps best to first consider the
distribution o the country s wealth in
that is outlined in Table 4.3.1 he average net
wealth per amily was over
, but this
average mas s a large heterogeneity he
bottom
a group o almost
million
amilies who possess appro imately
on average collectively own about as much
o the total household wealth
as the
amilies who are included in the top
their average wealth was appro imately
million,
times larger than the bottom
ealth is much more concentrated than
income in the nited tates, as the top
wealth share is about as large as the income
share o the top

ealth is becoming signi icantly more
concentrated in the nited tates, but this
trend is not the result o tens o millions o
Americans seeing a rise in their ortunes It is
rather the spectacular dynamics o a tiny
group o the population owning more than
million the entry price o the top

PART IV

op wealth shares have risen sharply since
the mids Indeed, the share o wealth
held by the top
in
was appro imately
, the lowest value it had reached
since
But by
, the wealth share o
the top
had reached over
, an additional percentage points More than three
uarters o all wealth in America was owned
by ust ten percent o its population

Table 4.3.1
The distribution of household wealth in the US, 2012
Wealth group

Number of
families

Wealth threshold
($)

Average wealth
($)

Wealth share

A. Top Wealth groups
Full Population

–

Top 10%
Top 1%
Top 0.1%
Top 0.01%
B. Intermediate Wealth groups
Bottom 90%

–

Top 10–1%
Top 1–0.1%
Top 0.1–0.01%
Top 0.01%
ource: ae

Zucman

ee wir

wid world or data series and notes

In
, the average wealth o the op
in the
was
All values have been converted to
comparison,
at mar et e change rates Numbers may not add up due to rounding

constant
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Figure 4.3.1a
Wealth shares of the top 10%, top 10-1% and top 1% in the us, 1913–2012
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Source: Saez & Zucman (2016). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
In 2012, the share of household wealth owned by the Top 10% in the US was 77%.

however, since the mid-1980s, the wealth
share o amilies belonging to the top
but
not to the top 1% has decreased. in fact, the
share of total wealth owned by the top 1%
increased at a faster pace (up by around
percentage points than the top
between 1986 and 2012 (see Figure 4.3.1a).
the rise in the wealth share of the top 1%
itself owes almost all of its increase to the
gro th o the top
share hich rose rom
to
percentage points he ealth
share o the top
as thus larger than the
share of the top 1–0.1% (that is the top 1%
minus the top
in
, having tripled
since 1978. almost all of the top 1% and top
10% increase over the past four decades has
been due to the top 0.1% alone.
the recent rises in wealth
concentration contrasts with continual
reductions over the previous halfcentury
he significant increase in the ealth shares
of america’s wealthiest since the mid-1980s
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is in direct contrast to the trend that followed
the Great Depression he oaring enties
sa a huge rise in ealth concentration, as
the top
accumulated a significantly larger
share o total ealth over the decade, rising
from 35% in 1923 to almost 52% by 1928,
and the top 10% wealth share peaked at 84%.
but the impact of the Great depression, and
the new deal policies implemented under
franklin roosevelt’s presidency, quickly saw
this trend reverse.
Wealth inequality fell at a tremendous pace
from 1929 until around the end of the second
orld ar he loss in the value o financial
assets from the collapse of the stock market
and the introduction o financial regulation
during the Ne Deal reduced the role o
finance and the ability to concentrate ealth
relative to the Gilded Age model o the financier-industrialist, while the development of
progressive income and estate ta ation made
it di ficult to accumulate and pass on large
ortunes orrespondingly, the share o the
top 1% fell from 52% of total wealth to 29%
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Figure 4.3.1b
Wealth shares of the top 1-0.1% and top 0.1% in the us, 1913–2012

Share of household wealth (%)
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Source: Saez & Zucman (2016). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
In 2012, the share of household wealth owned by the Top 0.1% in the US was 22%.

by
heir alling shares ere not ust
accumulated by the top 10–1% either, as illustrated by Figure 4.3.1b, as the share of total
ealth rose rom
to
, leaving the
bottom 90% with a 29% share, equal to that
of the top 1%.
ollo ing the econd orld ar, ealth
ine uality rose moderately, be ore alling
again rom the early
s on ards he
ealth share o the top
gre rom around
to
in
, be ore alling in almost
every year until the mid-1980s, by which point
their share had dipped below 65% of total
ealth As previously described, the eagan
era o deregulation and reduced ta progressivity ormed a turning point in ealth ine ualities in America he top personal income ta
rate from 50% in 1986 to 28% in 1988, well
belo the corporate ta rate o
the rise and fall of middle-class wealth
the second key result of the analysis involves
the dynamics of the wealth share of the

bottom 90%. since the bottom half of the
distribution always owns close to zero net
ealth, that is, hen including negative
ealth such as credit card and housing debt,
the wealth share of the bottom 90% is therefore equal to the share of wealth owned by
the middle
group, above the bottom
50% but below the top 10%. Within this
middle class , the share o total ealth o ned
in 2012 was the same as it was 70 years
earlier, despite a rise in the value of their
pensions and an increase in their home
ownership rates.
the share of wealth owned by the middle
class began to increase rom the early
1930s, and peaked in the mid-1980s. it has
subse uently undergone a continuous
decline, as illustrated by Figure 4.3.2 . the
large rise in the ealth share o the bottom
90%, from 16% in the early 1930s to 35% in
the mids, as driven by the group s
accumulation o housing ealth, and to a
greater e tent by pensions ensions ere
almost none istent at the beginning o the
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Figure 4.3.2
Composition of the wealth share of the Bottom 90% in the US, 1917–2012
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Source: Saez & Zucman (2016). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
In 2012, the share of household wealth held by the Bottom 90% in the US was 23%. Pensions made up 16 percentage points of the group's household wealth share.

twentieth century, but developed in the
orm o defined benefits plans, and then
rom the
s in the orm o defined
contribution plans such as Individual etirement Accounts and the so called
s
the latter re erring to a section o the
nited tates ta code
he declining share in the wealth share o the
bottom
that occurred rom the mids was due to a all in two components o
middle class wealth, namely the housing
component net o mortgage debt and the
fi ed income component net o non-mortgage debt his all was mostly the conseuence o an upsurge in debt, as aggregate
household debt, including mortgages, student
loans, credit cards, and other debts, increased
rom
o national income in the mids
to
in
he financial crisis o
and the Great ecession then hit the
middle class hard he share o wealth owned
by the bottom
collapsed between
midand midbecause o the crash
in housing prices, and the subse uent
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recovery was uneven: over
wealth per amily declined
the bottom
, while it rose
or the top

, real
per year or
per year

Despite a reduction in debt levels in the
wa e o the Great ecession as the middle
class sold a proportion o their assets, their
debt still amounted to close to
o
national income in
his upsurge in the
debt o the middle class has had a dramatic
e ect on middle-class wealth as appro imately
o non-mortgage debt belongs
to the bottom
o the wealth distribution, being su ficiently large to more than
o set the rise in the value o their pensions
tri ingly, the average real wealth o the
bottom
o amilies was no higher in
than in
eal average wealth o
the bottom
rose considerably during
the late
s tech-boom and the mids housing bubble, pea ing at
in
, but then collapsed to about
in
at constant
, as
depicted in Figure 4.3.3
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Figure 4.3.3
Average wealth of the Bottom 90% and Top 1% in the US, 1946–2012
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In 2012, the average real wealth of the Bottom 90% households was $92 100, while the average real wealth of the Top 1% was $15 237 000. All values have been
converted to
constant
dollars accounting or inflation or comparison,
at mar et e change rates

The dynamics of savings rates explains
much of the evolution of wealth
inequality
Inequalities in income shares and savings rates
have been shown to have an impact on wealth
dynamics in the long run.8 There has been a
significant di erence in the savings rates o
the di erent
wealth groups between
and
he bottom
o wealth holders
saved appro imately
o their income on
average over the period, while the
grouping saved about
o their income and
the top
, around
he main e ception was during the Great Depression
, during which the savings rate o the top
was substantially negative, because corporations had ero or even negative profits, but
still paid out dividends his period o negative
saving at the top greatly contributed to the all
in top wealth shares during the
s
described above.
avings rate ine uality has also increased in
recent decades he saving rate o bottom

amilies has allen sharply since the
s, while it has remained roughly stable
or the top
he annual saving rate o the
bottom
ell rom around
in the
late
s and early
s to around in
the mids, be ore bouncing bac to
about
a ter the Great ecession rom
around
rom
to
,
the bottom
dis-saved spent on credit
each year due to massive increases in debt, in
particular mortgages, ueled by an unprecedented rise in housing prices. Concurrently,
the top
continued to save at a high rate,
and so the relative savings rate o the bottom
and the top
collapsed
hile the all in the savings o the middle class
e plains much o the decline in the wealth
share o the bottom
, rising income
inequality has nonetheless had several noteworthy impacts on the dynamics o wealth
ine uality in the nited tates irstly, the all
in the savings rate o the bottom
saving
rate might itsel be a conse uence o the
increase in income ine uality and the lac -
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luster gro th o middle-class income, urther
accentuating ealth ine uality 10 secondly,
simulations indicate that if the bottom 90%
had maintained a constant share of national
income, as ell as saving at
per year then
its wealth share would have declined little
since the mid-1980s and would be equal to
about 33% in 2012 (rather than its actual
level o
And finally, rising income
ine uality at the top has had a significant
impact on the ealth shares o the groups at
the top of the wealth distribution. for
e ample, the share o income earned by amilies in the top 1% of the wealth distribution
doubled since the late 1970s, to about 16%
in recent years. this increase is relatively
larger than the increase in the ealth share
o the top
, suggesting that the main driver
o the gro th in the ealth share o the top
is the upsurge o their income
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4.4
wealth inequality in franCe
In ormation in this chapter is based on Accounting or ealth Ine uality Dynamics: Methods,
stimates and imulations or rance
, by Bertrand Garbinti, Jonathan GoupilleLebret and homas i etty,
ID orld or ing aper eries No
/

Wealth inequality rose moderately in France since the mid-1980s. In 2014,
the top 10% owned 55% of total French wealth, up from 50% in 1984, its
lowest level ever recorded.
Wealth inequality has fallen dramatically between 1914 and 1984. In the
early 1900s, the wealth share of the top 1% amounted to 55% of total wealth.
Large shocks between 1914 and 1945 (depression, inflation, wars) followed
by nationalizations, rent control and tax policies reduced the share of the
wealthiest 1% to around 16% by the early 1980s.
The 1980–1984 period saw the rising prosperity of the middle class as
significant increases in the group’s absolute wealth levels were experienced.
This was in part due to the rise of their saving rates during this high-growth
period.
The rise in housing prices also played a crucial role in moderating the increase
in wealth inequality after 1984, as these assets form a large part of the
portfolio of the middle class.
The long-run dynamics of wealth inequality are largely governed by the
inequality of savings rates, themselves driven by habit formation, income
inequality and tax and regulatory policies.
Small variations in savings rates and rates of return can have substantial, long
term impacts on wealth inequality. If the recent trends are prolonged, wealth
inequality could return to its 1900 level by the end of the century.
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the top 10% richest French own 55%
of total wealth, while the middle 40%
owns 38%.
if france’s total wealth was equally shared
amongst the rench adult population in
,
each adult
ould o n appro imately
in net ealth o ever, as table
4.4.1 indicates, this was far from the case. the
least wealthy half of the adult population have
around
in assets, e ual to one-eighth
o the national average and hich amounted
collectively to 6% of the country’s total
ealth he average ealth o the middle
40% is almost equal to that of the national
average at
, and hence their share
of total wealth, at 38%, almost represents
what it would have been if french wealth was
shared equally. french adults need to own
assets totaling over
to be counted
in the top
, a group hose average ealth
as close to
million, five-and-a-hal times
the national average and times the average
wealth of the bottom 50%.
ealth in rance is even more highly concentrated among the top
his is immediately obvious hen analy ing the ealth
share o the top
: at
o total ealth

and average net assets o over
million,
their share is almost as large as the ealthiest
o the population e cluding the top
,
that is, the
o be amongst the top
, rench adults must have ealth totaling
nearly
million, ith the average or the
group closer to
million he total ealth
o this group o
adults is thus a third
larger than that o the million adults in the
bottom
At almost
million, the
average ealth o the
adults in the top
is
times the national average and
almost
times the average o their peers
in the top
group
Wealth inequality has fallen
dramatically since the early twentieth
Century leading to the creation of a
patrimonial middle class
Current levels of wealth inequality are far
from their early twentieth century levels.
During the nineteenth and early t entieth
century, wealth concentration remained
stable at an e tremely elevated rate As noted
in Capital in the Twenty-First Century,11 while
the french revolution is likely to have
reduced wealth concentration in france with
the end o fiscal privileges ne ta es on

table 4.4.1
the distribution of personal wealth in France, 2014
Wealth group

number of families

Wealth threshold
(€)

average wealth
(€)

Wealth share

Full Population

51 720 000

–

201 000

100%

bottom 50%

25 860 000

–

25 500

6.3%

middle 40%

20 690 000

99 000

193 000

38.4%

top 10%

5 172 000

402 000

1 097 000

54.5%

top 1%

517 000

2 024 000

4 703 000

23.4%

top 0.1%

51 700

7 612 000

16 506 000

8.2%

top 0.01%

5 170

26 668 000

55 724 000

2.8%

top 0.001%

517

88 916 000

183 819 000

0.9%

ource: Garbinti, Goupille-Lebret and i etty
In
, the average
comparison,
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Figure 4.4.1
Wealth shares in France, 1800–2014
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in rance as

ealth, it is interesting to note that ealth
remained highly concentrated in
and
throughout the nineteenth entury During
the french third republic (1870–1940),
hich brought or ard ideals o republican
meritocracy, wealth concentration increased
rather than decreased. on the eve of the first
World War, the share of the top 10% was
around 85% of total wealth, while the middle
40% owned a little less than 15% of french
ealth, leaving the bottom
ith almost
no ealth In a sense, there as no middle
class : the middle
as almost as propertyless as the bottom 50%. as can be observed
in Figure 4.4.1 , the wealth held by the top 10%
between 1800 and 1914 was dominated by
that of the top 1%, who held almost double
the ealth o the top
at the beginning
of the 1900s.
the top 10% wealth share started to fall
ollo ing the
capital shoc s he
irst and econd orld ars caused huge
losses in the aggregate ealth-income ratio

All values have been converted to

constant euros accounting or inflation

or

from around 700% to less than 200%—as
signi icant stoc s o total ealth ere
destroyed. this had a profound impact on
wealth inequality in france. the share of total
wealth held by the top 1% almost halved
between the start of the first and the end of
the econd orld ar, alling rom around
to
to the benefit o the middle class
he rise o the middle
during the
1945 period is not due to the fact that the
middle class accumulated a lot of wealth
during this period: this simply corresponds to
the fact they lost less wealth—in proportion
to their initial wealth level-than the top 10%.
In contrast, during the post ar decades, the
rise of the middle class corresponds to a
significant rise o their absolute ealth levels
partly due to the rise o their savings rates
during the high-gro th period
this fall in wealth inequality continued until
the early 1980s, and fell to its lowest level
recorded in 1983–1984. the share of total
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Figure 4.4.2
top wealth shares in France, 1800–2014
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wealth held by the top 1% and the top 10–1%
fluctuated during the mids to mid1960s, between 30%–35% and around
35%–40%, respectively, while the middle 40%
share of total wealth rose from around 20%
to 25%. top 1% shares dropped from around
33% in 1945 to just over 15% by 1984, while
the middle 40%, rose from 25% to over 40%.
(see Figure 4.4.1 and Figure 4.4.2 .)

dent mitterrand’s austerity turn in 1982–
1983 (see Chapter 2.2 for more detail) saw
the wealth share of the top 10% wealthiest
french adults increase to around 53% by
1990 and 56% by 1995. this came at the
e pense o the ealth shares o the both the
middle-class and the lower class, whose
shares fell to around 49% and 6%, respectively, by the mid-1990s.

Wealth has increased moderately
since 1984

ealth concentration then rose at a significant rate in the years of the dot-com boom.
by 2000, the wealth share of the top 10%
passed
, leaving the middle
ith less
than 35% and the bottom 50% with around
6%. the year 2000 did, however, appear to
be some hat o a turning point, illustrating
the strong short-run fluctuations in ealth
concentration e perienced over the last three
decades. the shares of the middle 40% then
began to rise and those o the top
all as
stock prices crashed in the wake of the
bursting o the dot-com bubble in
, and
house prices increased at a solid rate. these

Wealth inequality increased moderately
since the early 1980s. in 1984, french
wealth was the least concentrated it had
been since data collection began at the
beginning o the nineteenth century But as
the
s progressed, ealth ine uality
began to increase notably he introduction
of more laissez-faire economic policies,
including the privati ations o large stateowned enterprises and the development of
financial mar ets, that ollo ed then resi-
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Value of personal wealth (% of national income)

Figure 4.4.3
Composition of personal wealth in France, 1970–2014
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Source: Garbinti, Goupille-Lebret and Piketty (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
In 2014, the value of personal wealth was equal to 571% of national income.

relative movements in asset prices (discussed
in more detail below) left the top 10% with
appro imately
o total ealth in
,
the middle 40% with around 38% and the
bottom
ith the remaining
he
share of the bottom 50% thus remained
unchanged during the first five years o the
new millennium, despite the substantial
changes or the other hal o rance s adult
population.
he ollo ing years leading up-to and ollo ing
the global financial crisis o
had a
rather muted impact on wealth inequality in
france. the share of total wealth held by the
top 10% increased to around 59% in 2010,
while those of the middle 40% remained
almost unaffected. it was the bottom 50% who
su ered instead, seeing their share o total
ealth all to ust
he ollo ing t o years
sho slight alls in the ealth share o the top
10% and a small increase for the bottom 50%,
again changes in the shares o the middle
ere negligible

differences in asset portfolios among
wealth groups are key in determining
wealth inequality dynamics over the
recent period
Be ore e move on to analy ing ealth
ine uality ithin asset categories, it is important to recall that the composition and level
o aggregate ealth changed substantially in
france over the 1970–2014 period, as
bserving this
depicted by Figure 4.4.3
figure, it is clear to see that the shares o
housing assets and financial assets have
increased substantially, while the share of
business assets has declined markedly, the
latter largely due to the all in sel -employment. financial assets, other than deposits,
increased strongly a ter the privati ation o
the late 1980s and the 1990s and reached a
high point in
as the stoc mar et
boomed in the run-up to the dot-com crash.
In contrast, housing prices declined in the
early
s, but then rose strongly during
the
s, hile stoc prices ere alling
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Figure 4.4.4
asset composition by wealth group in France, 2012
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In 2012, 67% of the personal wealth of the 5th decile (p50-p60) was composed of housing assets (net of debt). All values have been converted to 2016 constant
euros accounting or inflation or comparison,
at mar et e change rates

these contradictory movements in relative
asset prices have an important impact on the
evolution of wealth inequality in france, as
di erent ealth groups o n very di erent
asset portfolios. as depicted by Figure 4.4.4,
the bottom 30% of the distribution own
mostly deposits in
, hile housing assets
are the main form of wealth for the middle of
the distribution. however, as one move
towards the top 10% and the top 1% of the
distribution, financial assets other than
deposits gradually become the dominant
orm o ealth, largely because o their large
e uity port olios hese general patterns o
asset portfolio construction remain relatively
constant throughout the
period,
e cept that business assets played a more
important role during the
s and early
s, particularly among middle-highwealth holders.
if one now decomposes the evolution of
ealth shares going to the bottom
,
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middle 40%, top 10%, and top 1% by asset
categories, the impact o asset price movements on ine uality is significant In particular,
Figure 4.4.5, indicates the significant impact
the stock market boom of the 2000s and its
slide thereafter had on top wealth shares in
particular. it also shows the effect of the
general increase in housing prices on the
ealth shares o the middle
during the
2000s, further discussed below.
rising housing prices moderated
wealth concentration since the 1980s
hanges to house prices played a notable role
in reducing ealth ine uality in rance
between 1970 and 2014. similar to trends in
a number of other rich nations, house prices
in france increased at a faster pace than
consumer price inflation
aster per
year) and thus the total return to french
adults o ning property as signi icant,
gro ing at an annual rate o over
during
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Figure 4.4.5a
Composition of the wealth share of the top 1% in France, 1970–2014
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Figure 4.4.5b
Composition of the wealth share of the middle 40% in France, 1970–2014
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the observed period. however, this structural
increase in house prices has been far from
steady, rising particularly strongly bet een
and
, and there ore generated
large short-run, rather than long-run, fluctuations in wealth inequality.
he e planation or the short-term fluctuation in ealth concentration e perienced as
financial asset prices increased up to the
beginning o the t enty-first century also
ollo s the same line o reasoning During
the stock market boom, wealth inequality in
france increased substantially due to the
bias to ards inancial asset holdings
amongst the ealthiest
o ever, the
reasoning also ollo s that these increases
in asset prices can be discounted as an e planation or the long-run increase in ine uality
over the period, alongside the changes in
house prices.
once variations in asset prices are corrected
for, the data indicates that structural factors
have caused a rise in the concentration of
ealth bet een
and
he housing
boom of the 2000s did, however, play an
important role as a mitigating orce to limit
the rise of inequality, as the structural
increase in the wealth shares of the top 10%
and top 1% over the 1984–2014 period
ould have been substantially larger had
housing prices not increased so ast during
these years relative to other asset prices.
france is also a clear illustration of the fact
that housing prices have an ambiguous and
contradictory impact on inequality. they
raised the market value of the wealth of the
middle class—those who were able to access
real estate—and thereby raised the wealth
share of the middle 40% relative to the top
10%, whose asset portfolios are more diversified and contain relatively less real estate
But, rising housing prices also made it more
di ficult or people in the lo er and or ing
classes (the bottom 50%), and also members
of the middle class with no family wealth, to
access real estate.
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Higher savings rates and returns on
assets for the wealthy increased wealth
concentration since the 1980s
In the long-run, it is the savings rates o
groups and the long-run rate o return on the
type of wealth (assets) that they hold that
determine wealth concentration.12 in particular, i the savings rates and/or the rates o
return o the top ealth groups are higher
than the average, this can generate large
multiplicative e ects, and lead to very high
wealth concentrations.
as illustrated by Figure 4.4.6 , there were
signi icant di erences in savings rates
bet een ealth groups in rance bet een
1970 and 2012. While the top 10% of wealth
holders generally saved bet een
of their annual incomes over the observed
period, this fraction was much smaller and fell
notably over the period for the middle 40%
and the bottom 50%, from 15% of annual
income in 1970 to less than 5% by 2012, and
rom
to appro imately
, respectively
similar trends were found in the uk and the
nited tates, rein orcing the assertion that
savings rate di erentials ere the ey structural orce accounting or rising ealth
concentration in many developed economies
over this period.
Average rates o return on assets also vary
significantly bet een di erent ealth groups
over the 1970–2014 period. the notable
ine ualities in rates o return bet een higher
and lo er ealth groups is due to significant
differences in their respective portfolio of
assets, as indicated earlier in Figure 4.4.5. in
particular, top ealth groups o n more financial assets, particularly equities, which can
have much higher rates o return than real
estate assets or savings deposited in financial
institutions Indeed, the average annual
return on financial assets such as e uities,
shares and bonds is over our-times greater
than the returns on housing assets, though
this difference falls to a more modest 50%
hen including real capital gains 13
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Figure 4.4.6
savings rates by wealth groups in France, 1970–2012
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Source: Garbinti, Goupille-Lebret and Piketty (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
In 2012, the Middle 40% saved 3% of income, while the Bottom 50% spent more than they saved.

the elderly hold the keys to French
wealth
o did ealth ine uality evolve across age
groups over the recent period Loo ing first
at the age- ealth profile, it is evident that the
average ealth o ned by those aged
has
consistently been very limited at less than
o average adult ealth throughout the
series history. Wealth then rises sharply with
age, pea ing bet een
years old at
o average adult ealth depending
on hich era is e amined herea ter, ealth
slightly declines, but remains at very high
levels, around
o rom age to
age , as illustrated by Figure 4.4.7.
hese age- ealth profile slightly evolved over
the past fourty years, as wealthiest individuals gre older In
, ealth is accumulated notably later in life than in 1995 and
, ith ealth pea ing at age , seven
to ten years later than in 1970 and 1995. note
also that old-age individuals ma e very

substantial inter vivos gi ts in rance, so that
average ealth at high ages ould be even
higher ithout these gi ts, particularly at the
end o the period Gi ts are made on average
about
years be ore death, and the aggregate gi t flo has increased rom about
o the aggregate be uest flo in
the
s to as much as
o the aggregate
be uest flo in the
s
s 14
Habit formation, income inequality
dynamics and tax evolutions are likely
to drive the inequality of saving rates
hile it is not possible to ully e plain hy
saving rates and rates o return change in the
way that they do, it is possible to identify key
factors that were at play since the early twentieth century. between 1914 and 1945, one can
imagine that the saving rates o the top ealth
groups ere severely a ected by the capital
and fiscal shoc s o the
period In
particular, there as no progressive ta ation
prior to 1914, and in the interwar period, effec-
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Figure 4.4.7
age-wealth profiles in France, 1970–2010
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Source: Garbinti, Goupille-Lebret and Piketty (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
In 2010, the average wealth of those aged 50 was 30% more than the average personal wealth of the adult population.

tive ta rates or top income and ealth groups
quickly reached very substantial levels, for
e ample
, and sometimes even
more.15 in the likely scenario that top wealth
holders reacted by reducing their consumption
levels and living standards less than the increase
in ta
hich came in addition to a negative
shoc to their pre-ta capital incomes , then in
e ect, they had to reduce their saving rate
after 1945, those at the bottom and in the
middle of the wealth distribution saved at
higher rates than be ore, during the highgro th post ar decades due to some orm
o habit ormation e ect hereby individuals were prudent with their consumption
and saved earnings in case o shoc s or
crises.16 It is also possible that rising top
income shares in recent decades, together
ith gro th slo do n or bottom and middle
groups, has contributed to rising ine uality in
saving rates, and this has been e acerbated
by some form of relative consumption effect
(see Chapter 2.5) , whereby the bottom 90%
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is consuming a greater proportion o their
income than the top
leaving little savings
for investment in assets. this is particularly
the case for the bottom 50%.
It is clear that changes in the ta system, and
in particular in ta progressivity, as seen post
orld ar II and during the
s, can have
very large impacts on both the ine uality o
saving rates bet een groups and on the
inequality of rates of return, and therefore on
ealth ine uality in the long-run he
ine uality o rates o return can also be influenced by many other actors, including financial regulation and deregulation seen a ter the
great depression and the reduction in capital
controls in the mid- to late-1980s, as well as
the introduction and end of rent controls.
Wealth concentration could return to
Gilded age level by 2100
he savings rates and rates o return per
ealth group can be used to estimate each
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Figure 4.4.8
Top 10% wealth share simulations in France, 1800–2150
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Source: Garbinti, Goupille-Lebret and Piketty (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
In 2150, the share of total wealth owned by the Top 10% will be 78% if the saving rates of the Top 10% and Bottom 90% remain the same as their average during the
1984-2014 period: 24.5% and 2.5%, respectively.

groups’ share of total wealth in the coming
decades. Assuming the same inequality of
saving rates that were observed over the
1984–2014 period—namely 24.5% for the
top 10% and 2.5% for the bottom 90%—will
persist, together with the same inequality
of rates of return and the same inequality of
labor income, the share of total wealth
owned by the top 10% will gradually increase
to the levels that were observed in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, that
is, approximately 85% of total wealth. If,
however, the 1970–1984 trends had
persisted after 1984 and continued during
the upcoming decades, the top 10% would
have experienced a decline in their share of
total wealth. Using the same average savings
rates, the same inequality of rates of return
and the same inequality of labor income as
during 1970–1984, the top 10% would have
owned slightly more than 45% of total
ealth today and this figure ould urther
decrease throughout the 21st Century. (See
Figure 4.4.8 .)

There are two main messages from these
relatively simple simulations. Firstly, moderately small evolutions in the inequality of
saving rates or rates of return, for example,
can have enormous impacts on steady-state
wealth inequality. Secondly, these effects can
take decades and even generations before
they fully materialize. This delayed-impact can
explain why declining wealth concentration
continued long after the capital shocks of the
1914–1945 period. Once some structural
parameters have changed, it takes many
decades to reach a new steady-state.
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4.5
wealth inequality in sPain
In ormation in this chapter is based on ousing Bubbles,
in pain
, by lara Mart ne - oledano,
No
/

shore Assets and ealth Ine uality
ID orld or ing aper eries

The Spanish housing and stock market booms of the last 30 years have seen
the country’s personal wealth to national income ratio almost double from
around 380% in 1984 to 730% in 2007, before falling to just under 650% by
2014.
With an average wealth of almost €813 000 per adult, the top 10% owned
almost 57% of Spain’s personal wealth in 2013. The share of the bottom 50%
was 7%, with an average wealth of just over €18 900. The relative shares of
personal wealth remained virtually unchanged during the last thirty years.
The ability of the wealthy to adapt and diversify their asset portfolio
depending on which assets were experiencing the most growth has enabled
them to benefit from the Spanish housing boom and shelter somewhat from
the impact of its crash.
Approximately €146 billion was held by Spanish citizens in offshore wealth in
2012, increasing the concentration of wealth considerably.
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pain has e perienced an unprecedented
increase in aggregate ealth over the past
thirty years, predominantly due to the
housing the country e perienced over the last
30 years. much has been written about this
economic phenomenon, when house prices
tripled between 1985 and 1991 and tripled
again bet een
and
,17 and the
value of the stock market increased sevenfold
be ore halving, but much less so on its distributional effects. in particular, there has been
little research into hich groups have benefited rom this increase in ealth, ho much
each o these groups have benefited, ho
di erences in ealth bet een groups have
changed over time, hether the importance
o asset categories has altered, and hich
factors are the source of the aforementioned
changes
sing high- uality, publicly available data,
Mart ne - oledano s recent paper18 seeks to
answer these questions. the author combines
ta records, national accounts and ealth
surveys, as well as the capitalization method19
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that is used by saez and zucman for the
united states, 20 to deliver a consistent,
unified ealth distribution series or pain
between 1984 and 2013, with detailed breakdo ns by age over the period
the rising value of housing has fueled
the growth of spanish wealth
the spanish personal wealth to national
income ratio almost doubled between 1984
and 2014. as illustrated by Figure 4.5.1
personal wealth amounted to around 380%
in the late eighties and gre to around
in the mid-nineties. from 1995 onwards,
personal wealth started to increase more
rapidly, reaching its pea at
o national
income in
, be ore the global financial
crisis. after the bubble burst in 2008,
personal wealth dropped notably and
continued to decrease thereafter. in 2014,
the personal Wealth to national income ratio
amounted to 646%, a level similar to the
personal Wealth to national income ratio of
years
and
, but much higher than

Household wealth (% of national income)

Figure 4.5.1
Composition of household wealth in spain, 1984–2014
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the ratios o the eighties and nineties, as illustrated by Figure 4.5.1 .
Figure 4.5.1 also shows how the components

of total net spanish wealth have evolved over
the
-year period he late eighties sa
gro th in net housing that as more than
double the speed o the increase in financial
assets, but this trend as reversed during the
nineties as financial assets started to be accumulated at a faster pace than property, due
mainly to the rise in stock prices that arose
from the dot-com bubble. however, after the
stoc mar et crash o
, housing prices
increased at a pace that surpassed even the
significant gro th o financial assets he
value o housing then reached its pea in
, a ter hich the si eable housing bubble
that had been built up burst and the fall in
housing ealth as larger than that o financial assets.
this period was also characterized by the
increasing importance o net housing in the
asset portfolios of households. While properties are the most important asset held by the
average panish household bet een
and
, al ays representing more than
40% of total household net wealth, the
composition of personal wealth has not
evolved homogeneously Indeed, personal

wealth has lost importance in periods when
financial assets significantly increase, such as
the one that preceded the dot-com bubble.
the increase in the fraction of property in the
total portfolio of households has also been
e acerbated by the steady decrease in the
fraction of unincorporated business assets,
which fell from 23% in 1984 to 11% in 2014,
due mainly to the relative reduction in the
importance o agriculture ithin the panish
economy.
the top 10% has owned more than half
of spain’s personal wealth since the
mid-1980s
table 4.5.1 , displays the wealth level,

threshold and shares of personal wealth for
panish adults in
n average, the net
ealth per adult in pain as appro imately
o ever, the average ealth
within the bottom 50% of the distribution was
ust
o the country ide average, at
umulatively, the share o personal
wealth held by the top 50% was less than 7%.
Average ealth ithin the ne t
o the
distribution as slightly over
,
giving the group a
share o personal
ealth, not largely dissimilar to their population share his le t the top
holding over
56% of spanish personal wealth, with an

table 4.5.1
the distribution of household wealth in spain, 2013
Wealth group

number of families

Wealth threshold
(€)

average wealth
(€)

Wealth share

Full Population

35 083 000

–

144 000

100%

bottom 50%

17 541 000

–

18 900

6.6%

middle 40%

14 033 000

43 000

133 000

36.9%

top 10%

3 508 000

317 000

813 000

56.5%

top 1%

350 800

1 385 000

3 029 000

21.1%

top 0.1%

35 080

4 775 000

10 378 000

7.2%

ource: Mart ne - oledano
In
, the average
comparison,
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Figure 4.5.2
Wealth shares in spain, 1984–2013
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national average ealth and times greater
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the drastic differences in the shares of
personal wealth reported in 2013, have
remained largely unchanged throughout the
preceding
-year period As Figure 4.5.2
shows below, the share of personal wealth held
by each group has remained ithin a band o
eight percentage points he share o personal
wealth attributable to the bottom 50% has
al ays been very small, reaching a pea o
in 1992, but fell back to just over 6% in 2013,
roughly e ual to its level at the start o the
period. the personal wealth share of the
middle 40% has concentrated between 32%
and
o total net ealth, remaining over
35% for the majority of the observed period,
hile the share o the top
has fluctuated
between 53% and 61%. notably, the top 10%
ealth share dropped rom the mid-eighties

constant euros accounting or inflation

or

until the beginning o the
s, at the e pense
of the increased shares of both the middle 40%
and the bottom 50% of the distribution, as
house prices rose threefold across spain. the
top
ealth share then increased during
the nineties, as the stoc mar et gre strongly,
be ore decreasing until the mids and
increasing again until the start o the global
financial crisis and burst o the housing bubble
in 2008. since then, the share of the top 10%
decreased, be ore stabili ing at a similar level
to that during the mid-nineties
hile the changes in relative assets prices
have had a rather limited impact on overall
wealth inequality in spain, there are important differences in the portfolio of assets
o ned by di erent ealth groups As sho n
by Figure 4.5.3, in 2013, the bottom 20% of
the spanish wealth distribution mostly owned
financial assets, hich largely came in the
orm o savings and current deposits in ban s
as one move towards the center of the wealth
distribution, property becomes the most
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Figure 4.5.3
asset composition by wealth group in spain, 2013
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Source: Martínez-Toledano (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
In 2013, 93% of the household wealth of the 5th decile (p50-p60) was composed of housing assets (net of debt).

dominant orm o ealth appro imately
between the 30th and 60th percentiles).
herea ter, the dominance o financial assets
ithin ealth port olios gro s larger as the
individuals analyzed become wealthier.
however, unlike the bottom 50%, bank
deposits orm only a minor part o financial
assets for the top 10% and the top 1% of the
distribution. instead, the wealthiest spanish
adults own a combination of equities, investment unds, fi ed income assets such as
bonds, currency, life insurance reserves and
pension unds he same general pattern o
asset composition by ealth group also
applies for the period between 1984 and
, as can be seen in igures
and
4.5.5. the only notable difference has been
the alling importance o unincorporated
assets over the 28-year period, which can
mainly be attributed to the reduction in agricultural activity among the sel -employed
By decomposing the evolution o ealth in
pain by asset categories and by ealth
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group, it is possible to see ho asset price
movements between 1984 and 2013
affected their respective asset portfolios and
shares o personal ealth he figures ithin
Figure 4.5.4 clearly show how the impact of
the stock market boom of 2000 and the burst
o the housing bubble in
a ected portolios and shares o the top
evie ing the
trend in the financial assets component o the
wealth of the top 1%, there is an obvious spike
in the value o financial assets and its dominance in their portfolio in 1999, the year
preceding the dot-com crisis
one particularity of the spanish case relative
to other rich nations is the importance of
housing assets in the port olio o households,
even at the top of the distribution. this has
been the case during the hole o the -year
period analyzed, but this trend became even
more stri ing in the years up to
, hen
the increase in the value o d ellings as
largest In pain, the top
and top
o
the wealth distribution own 26% and 8% of
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Figure 4.5.4
Composition of the wealth share of the top 1% in spain, 1984–2013
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total net ealth in housing, respectively,
hereas in rance these figures are
and
21
5%, respectively.

average ealth, old-age individuals thus pass
away with substantial wealth and transmit
this to their o spring

Increasingly greater sums of wealth are
being passed on to the offspring of the
wealthy

there are, however, important differences in
relative ealth levels across age groups over
the 1999–2013 period. old individuals (+60)
are better o and the young
orse
o a ter the economic crisis, since the average
ealth or the old relative to total average
ealth is larger in
than in
his is
consistent ith the large increase in youth
unemployment22 after the burst of the bubble
and at the same time the stability in social
security pension payments. When decomposing the ealth distribution series by age,
it appears that wealth inequality is more
pronounced or the young
than or
the old (+60) and middle-old (40–59), for
hich ealth ine uality is almost as large than
for the population taken as a whole. a plausible e planation is the importance o
bequests that transfer the wealth of the older
generations to the younger generation

he detailed micro-files available in pain
rom
also allo Mart ne - oledano to
analyze how wealth varies between different
age groups, and ho this has changed over
time. as Figure 4.5.5 sho s, average ealth
has been consistently very small for those
aged
during the -year period studied,
at less than 10% of total wealth. Wealth
e hibits a rising trend ith age At age
,
individuals o n appro imately
o
average ealth hereas at age , they o n
more than
o average ealth A ter ,
the average adult ealth declines moderately
but never alling belo
As average
ealth does not decline sharply a ter age
and remains at a level that is notably above
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Average wealth (% of average household wealth)

Figure 4.5.5
age-wealth profiles in spain, 2001–2013
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Source: Martínez-Toledano (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
In 2013, the average wealth of those aged 50 was 89% of the average wealth of all Spanish households.

Figure 4.5.6
top 1% wealth share in spain, 1984–2013
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Source: Martínez-Toledano (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
In 2013, the wealth share of the Top 1% was 21% of total wealth. However, when excluding housing wealth, the Top 1% share was 34%.
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igher trans er rates among ealthy amilies,
combined ith high youth unemployment
rates and consequently a low wealth accumulation through labor income savings by the
young
hich ould moderate ealth
ine uality , can e plain higher ine uality
levels among the young than among the
elderly.
the spanish property bubble had a
neutral effect on wealth inequality
he high level o disaggregation in Mart ne toledano’s wealth distribution series also
helps to e plain hy pain s housing bubble
had a curiously neutral effect on the level of
wealth inequality in the country. in spain, as
in many european countries, the increased
o nership o property among the bottom
, and the significant share that housing
represents in their asset portfolios, has
contributed to reducing ealth ine uality
Figure 4.5.6 illustrates that wealth concentration or the top
is appro imately
percentage points lo er bet een
and
hen housing ealth is included
But moreover, the figure also sho s that
ealth ine uality including and e cluding
housing ollo ed a similar trend post
,
confirming that the housing boom and bust
had little impact on wealth inequality.
In order to understand this pu ling result, it
is important to see how the composition of
net housing ealth has changed over time
he raction o total net housing o ned by
the top 1% increased considerably between
and
, the years in hich housing
prices s yroc eted, at the e pense o the
proportion of homes owned by the middle
40%. this increased concentration of home
ownership was principally the result of the
increase in the number of secondary properties bought by the top
, relative to the
middle
, and not due to relatively larger
increases in the price of properties owned by
the wealthiest. the ratio of the house prices
of the top 10% (and top 1%) to the value of
d ellings o the middle
remained
constant between 2005 and 2009.
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But i housing concentration increased at the
top during the bubble and decreased thereafter, why has total wealth concentration
remained virtually unchanged ne plausible
e planation is that individuals ithin the top
substituted financial assets or property
during the period o the housing boom, but
then accumulated greater financial assets
hen house prices began to all he raction
o total financial assets held by the top
decreased during the boom years his is
consistent with the idea that wealthy individuals can better diversify their portfolios,
and have the capabilities to invest more in
ris y assets, hen prices are increasing and
can more easily disinvest when prices fall, to
then acquire other assets.
disparities in savings rates and returns
on assets drive long-run wealth
inequality
In order to understand the underlying orces
driving ealth ine uality dynamics in pain,
it is use ul to analyse ho income, savings
rates and the rate of inequality have evolved
between 1999 and 2012.
here are signi icant di erences in the
savings rates bet een ealth groups in pain
and these have changed over time, as illustrated by Figure 4.5.7a-c . these disparities
reflect the high levels o ealth concentration
observed in pain, ith an average savings
rate of 27% of income for the top 10% over
this period, compared to
among the
middle 40% and just 1% for the bottom 50%.
Analy ing the evolution o savings rates more
closely reveals one important point. the
housing bubble increased the di erence in
saving rates bet een the ealthy and the
less- ealthy during the boom years and
reduced their stratification during the bust
period. Figure 4.5.7a sho s that during the
years prior to the property bubble bursting,
the savings rate o the top
remained high
as they accumulated more housing, hile the
savings rate or the middle
and the
bottom 50% decreased, as their accumulation
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Figure 4.5.7a
saving rates in spain, 1999–2012
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Source: Martínez-Toledano (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
In 2012, the Middle 40% saved 16% of income, while the Bottom 50% saved 6% of income.

Figure 4.5.7b
saving rates on net housing in spain, 1999–2012
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Source: Martínez-Toledano (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
In 2012, the Bottom 50% saved 5% of their income on housing.
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o housing assets as acilitated through
borro ing A ter the property bubble burst,
the top
sold some o their housing assets
and started to accumulate more financial
assets to compensate for the decrease in
housing prices Nonetheless, the total savings
rate or the top
decreased during these
years, likely because they needed to consume
a larger raction o their income he middle
40% instead started to save more in order to
repay their housing mortgages, and there ore
the di erence in saving rates across the t o
ealth groups as reduced hese t o trends
thus contributed to neutrali ing ealth
concentration during pain s tumultuous
period o housing price s ings
ealth ine uality has also been amplified by
the variance in the rates of return on assets
o ned by di erent ealth groups in pain
over the 1986–2012 period.23 his finding is
consistent ith the large di erences in the
asset port olios o panish ealth groups
documented earlier in the chapter (Figure
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4.5.1 ,

hereby top ealth groups are more
li ely to o n financial assets such as e uity
that o ten have higher rates o return than
other assets, including deposits and housing
Factoring in offshore wealth into the
spanish wealth distribution reveals a
higher level of inequality
As is common in many other countries, o ficial
financial data in pain ails to capture a large
part of the wealth held by households abroad.
research has shown that spanish citizens use
o shore financial institutions in ta havens or
their portfolios of equities, bonds, and mutual
fund shares. it is estimated by zucman24 that
these assets amounted to appro imately
billion in
the e uivalent o
o
households net financial ealth in pain o
hich three- uarters goes unrecorded hus,
by omitting o shore ealth rom the panish
wealth distribution series, both total assets
and wealth concentration are substantially
underestimated.

Figure 4.5.7c
saving rates on financial assets in spain, 1999–2012
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Figure 4.5.8
total unreported offshore assets in spain, 1984–2015
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billion All values have been converted to

sing data series rom the
iss National
Ban , o shore ealth ta ation orms and
the
ta amnesty, Mart ne - oledano is
able to adjust her wealth distribution
series or o shore assets As illustrated by
Figure 4.5.8 , the value of offshore assets
increased rapidly during the eighties, nineties
and at the beginning o the
s, be ore
stabili ing a ter
, hen panish ta
authorities became stricter ith ta avoidance and evasion schemes. unreported
offshore wealth amounted to almost
billion in
, representing
o
personal financial ealth Investment unds
represented 50% of total unreported
offshore assets in 2012, followed by stocks,
30%, and deposits and life insurance, which
made up 18% and 2%, respectively.
the spanish wealth distribution series is then
corrected by assigning the annual estimate o
unreported offshore wealth proportionally
to the wealthiest 1%. this is consistent with
o ficial documentation rom the panish a
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Agency that states that the ma ority o oreign
assets reported by spanish residents are held
by the top wealth holders and that these
assets represented 12% and 31% of the total
ealth ta base in
and
, respectively. When offshore wealth is included in
the wealth distribution, wealth concentration
rises considerably, across the period between
and
Including o shore ealth
shows that the concentration of wealth was
in act larger during the
s than in the
eighties, contrary to hat it is observed hen
these offshore assets are not taken into
account. the wealth share of the top 1% averages appro imately
rom
,
notably larger than the
estimated hen
o shore ealth is disregarded 25 this difference is uite remar able, particularly given
that during this period o time the country
e perienced a housing boom and both nonfinancial and financial assets held in pain gre
considerably as discussed earlier in this
chapter.
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4.6
wealth inequality in the uk
In ormation in this chapter is based on op ealth hares in the K over more than a entury, by
acundo Alvaredo, Anthony At inson, and alvatore Morelli,
ID orld or ing aper
series (no. 2017/2).

UK wealth inequality has shown a moderate increase since the 1980s, with
the share of total wealth owned by the top 1% (almost half million individuals)
rising from 15% in 1984 to 20–22% by 2013.
The increase in wealth concentration in the last four decades is very much a
phenomenon confined to the top 0.5 per cent, and, in particular, to the top
0.1 per cent (the richest 50 000 Britons), whose share of total wealth doubled
from 4.5 to 9% between 1984 and 2013.
Today’s wealth inequality remains, however, notably lower than a century
ago. In the wake of the first globalization era in 1914, the share of personal
wealth going to the wealthiest 1% of UK individuals was around 70%, but
their share began to fall thereafter. This encompassed two world wars, and
much attention has been paid to the loss of capital during the periods 1914
to 1918 and 1939 to 1945. Top shares certainly fell in the UK during the war
years, but these only accounted for a part of the large reduction that took
place over the period as a whole. The large decline in top wealth shares in the
UK in the twentieth century was very much a peacetime phenomenon.
The substantial rise in owner-occupation during the twentieth century,
additionally fostered by the sale of public housing, aided the reduction in
wealth inequality to historically low levels in the 1980s, as the wealth share of
the top 1% fell to 15%. But in the 1990s there was a change, with the return
of private landlords as a result of the “buy to let.”
The concentration of non-housing wealth (financial and business assets)
increased substantially between 1995 and 2013. At the same time, the
increase in total wealth inequality has been smaller. It appears that housing
wealth has moderated a definite tendency for there to be a rise in recent years
in top wealth shares in financial wealth. When people talk about rising wealth
concentration in the UK, then it is probably the latter that they have in mind.
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Wealth concentration in the UK
underwent enormous transformation
during the twentieth century
The evidence in the UK covers an extensive
period, starting in the “Gilded Age” before the
First World War. The long-run series since
1895 highlight the enormous transformation
that has taken place in the distribution of
wealth within the UK over more than a
century. 26 Before the First World War, the
top 5 per cent of wealth holders owned
around 90 per cent of total personal wealth.
There were very few owner-occupiers. A
hundred years later, the share was around 40
per cent. The top 1 per cent used to own twothirds of total wealth; their share is around
one fi th today, hen t o thirds o households own a house.
Figure 4.6.1 shows the upper tail of the

wealth distribution from 1895 to 2013. The
changes in top shares can be summarized in
terms o three periods he first o these is
the twenty-year period leading up to the

irst orld ar: in the a e o the first
modern globalization, the share of personal
wealth going to the wealthiest 1 per cent of
UK individuals remained relatively stable at
around 70 per cent. The second period
covers more than half of the twentieth
century: the share began to fall after 1914
and the decline continued until around 1980.
This encompassed two world wars, and much
attention has been paid to the loss of capital
during the periods 1914 to 1918 and 1939
to 1945. Although UK top wealth shares
certainly fell during the war years, most of
the reduction was very much a peace
phenomenon. By 1980, the share of the
richest 1 per cent had decreased to some 17
per cent. This is still 17 times their proportionate share, but represents a dramatic
reduction. The fall, however, came to an end
in the mid 1980s, marking the beginning of
the third period. Since the early 1980s the
share of the top 1 per cent—representing
approximately half a million individuals
today—has moved in the opposite direction,
rising from 15% in 1984 to 20–22% by 2013.

Figure 4.6.1
Top wealth shares in the UK, 1895–2013
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Source: Alvaredo, Atkinson and Morelli (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
In 2013, the Top 10% owned 47% of personal wealth.
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Wealth inequality has increased in the
uK since the 1980s, and is by no means
insignificant
With the 1980s, the downward trend in top
shares came to an abrupt stop and went into
reverse. the inequality of wealth has moderately increased over the past four decades. in
the early 1980s, when wealth inequality was
at historical lows, the top 10% richest owned
46% of total wealth, and the top 1% share was
15%. since then, the concentration of wealth
rose mainly at the very top of the distribution.
the top 10% richest individuals in the uk
owned more than half of total wealth in 2013.
A fi th o total ealth accrued to the top
individuals. the lower half of the top 1% (those
between the 99th and the 99.5th percentiles)
saw a relative stability in their share of total
wealth, whereas the upper half saw an increase
between 1985 and 2013. indeed, most of the
rise in the share of the top 1% is due to the top
0.5%, and mainly to the top 0.1%—whose
share of total wealth doubled from 4.5 to 9%
over the period. Consequently, the increase in
the concentration of wealth in the last four
decades is very much a phenomenon confined
to the hands of the top 0.5 per cent (the richest
250 000 britons), and in particular, of the top
0.1 per cent (the richest 50 000).
By
, the average ealth o British adults
as appro imately
in
constant 2016 market values, but as can be
seen in Figure 4.6.2 , this wealth was far from
e ually distributed he average ealth o the
bottom
o the population as appro imately a third o this nation ide average at
ust
, suggesting that a
significant proportion o the bottom
o
the distribution have negligible ealth he
gap ith the average ealth o the top
,
, top
and top
is then huge:
their average ealth goes rom
to
, respectively, and urther still rom
million
million to
million
million ,
indicating the e ponential trend in ealth
holdings the higher up the distribution one
e amines
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despite recent rises, the level of wealth
concentration is ar rom its e treme values
at the beginning o the t entieth century he
first globali ation era
brought
ith it e tremely high shares o total ealth,
with the top 10% of the wealth distribution
o ning almost
o total ealth on the eve
of World War i. the 0.1% richest individuals
then owned at least one third of total wealth,
meaning that they had more than
times
their proportionate share of total personal
wealth. the share of the top 1% was around
70%, and that of the top 5% around 90%.
Inequality within top wealth groups
substantially decreased from 1914 to
1980
the past century saw important transformations ithin top ealth groups, hich did not
all follow the same trajectory. Figure 4.6.1
demonstrates the importance o loo ing
within the top 10 per cent, and even within the
top per cent: it is not ust the share o the
ealthy that has changed but also the shape
of the distribution at the top—that is, the
ine uality amongst the ealthiest he share
in total wealth of those in the top 10 per cent,
but not in the top per cent that is, the ne t
per cent sa a rise in their share or the
first hal o the t entieth century at the
e pense o the top per cent, ollo ed by a
period of stability until the end of the 1970s.
the lower half of the top 1 per cent (those
between the 99th and the 99.5th percentiles)
saw a relative stability in their share until the
1950s, years when the share of the top 0.5 per
cent as decreasing dramatically ince
,
the share of the lower half of the top 1 per cent
has been again stable, but at a much lo er
level, hile the upper hal has been going up
he e tent o ealth concentration at the top
depends on the inequality within the top
ealth groups themselves ho une ual are
top
ealth o ners but also on the ealth
required to become part of the wealthiest
groups, the entry price relative to mean
ealth Analy ing the entry price , the minimum level of wealth required to be part of the
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Figure 4.6.2
Wealth shares of the top 10% and bottom 90% in the uK, 1895–2012
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Source: Alvaredo, Atkinson and Morelli (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
In 2012, the Top 0.5% owned 15% of personal wealth.

top 10% and top 5% (relative to mean wealth)
increased from the start of the series up to
the end of the 1970s, and then levelled off.
however, at the other end of the scale, the
entry price to become part of the top 0.1%
fell steadily from 1911 to the 1980s, and then
began to rise, as depicted by Figure 4.6.3. the
entry price required to become part of the
top 1% has halved since 1914. to sum up, the
wealth required to enter the top 1 per cent in
the uk is now some half the level required
before the first World War, but it is also the
case that wealth became less concentrated
within the top 1 per cent.
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as automobiles and household appliances, was
one of the key determinants of the dynamics
of uk top wealth shares up to the end of the
1970s, and moreover, that house price rises
had reduced share of the top 1%. however,
since then, there have been a number of major
changes in the K housing mar et

Changes in the composition of property
ownership played a key role in reducing
wealth inequality before 1980

It is perhaps most illuminating to analy e ho
tenure changes in the K have impacted the
role o housing ealth in total ealth
dynamics, especially ho housing policy
a ected both property prices and the e tent
o o ner occupation ith this raming, the
evolution o the housing mar et in the K
between the end of the first World War and
2011 can be split into three main developments as described below.

he role o housing ealth in increasing
average total ealth in the K has been idely
discussed. in particular, tony atkinson and
co-authors identified bac in
, 27 that
popular ealth , that is, the sum o o neroccupied housing and consumer durables such

irstly, private landlords ere progressively
replaced with owner-occupation and social
o nership o housing bet een
and the
end of the 1970s. the proportion of owneroccupied properties in ngland and ales
rose from 23% of households in 1918 to 50%
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Figure 4.6.3
Wealth thresholds of the top wealth groups in the uK, 1910–2012
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Source: Alvaredo, Atkinson and Morelli (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
In 2012, the value of personal wealth required to enter the Top 5% in the UK was 3.8 times greater than average wealth per adult. Wealth estimates account for
inflation

in 1971, and then to 58% by 1981.28 this coincided ith a all in the share o housing o ned
by private landlords, from 76% in 1918 to 11%
in 1981. both factors led to a decline in the
total wealth share of the top 1%, which
contained a disproportionate number of landlords. this shift from a private-rented to
o ner-occupied housing mar et did not in
itsel change the ratio o housing ealth to
total personal wealth (different people owned
the same house at different points of time),
but it as a ected by the gro th o social
housing rom
o the housing mar et in
1918 to 31% in 1981.
secondly, council houses were widely sold off
and housing rose as a percentage o total
wealth in the 1980s. the decision to sell
public housing by the conservative governments of the 1980s reduced the share of
social housing in housing stoc to
, ith
o ner-occupation going up to
and
private renting having allen to
More o
the housing stoc there ore entered personal
ealth, and the ratio o residential housing

wealth to total wealth rose by some ten
percentage points in the
s
thirdly, the 1990s saw the return of private
landlords heir share in the housing mar et
doubled from 9% in 1991 to 18% in 2011, as
a result o buy to let schemes under successive conservative and labor governments his
increased share of private landlords came at
the e pense o a all in o ner-occupation
- percentage points and a all in social
housing - percentage points urthermore,
hereas the selling o council properties may
have meant that increases in housing ealth
ere e uali ing in the past, the return o the
private landlord is likely to imply that increases
in housing ealth may no have a more
moderate e uali ing e ect than in the past
Housing wealth has moderated the
recent tendency for rising wealth
concentration
All o this suggests that it is interesting to
decompose the assets within the top brackets
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Figure 4.6.4
top 1% wealth share in the uK, 1971–2012
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Source: Alvaredo, Atkinson and Morelli (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
In 2013, the wealth share of the Top 1% was 20% of total wealth. However, when excluding housing wealth, the Top 1% share was 33%.

o the ealth distribution bet een housing
and non-housing assets Indeed, housing only
accounts for a limited fraction of total wealth
at the top: since
, the share o housing
ealth or the top
percent has been
bounded bet een and percent o total
net worth. it is instructive to look at the distribution o ealth minus residential housing,
net o mortgage liabilities Figure 4.6.4 shows
the top shares of total wealth and of wealth
e cluding housing or the period since
It appears that, as e should e pect, the top
shares o the distribution o non-housing
ealth are higher: the share o the top per
cent averages
per cent over the period
1971 to 1997, compared with 18 per cent for
the corresponding share or all ealth
Although there is more variability in the
shares e cluding housing ealth shares are
smoothed to some degree by the housing
element), overall there is little difference in
their evolution over the last quarter of the
t entieth century p to
, e do not get
a very different story if one just takes nonhousing ealth, ith a decided all in the top
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shares until the end of the 1970s, and with
broad stability until the mid 1990s.
o ever, in the t enty-first century, there is
a distinct di erence: the gap bet een the
share o the top per cent in ealth e cluding
housing and the share or all ealth idened
he changes over time are also di erent, ith
the concentration o non-housing ealth
financial and business assets increasing
substantially between 1995 and 2013. it
appears that housing ealth has moderated
a definite tendency or there to be a rise in
the concentration of other forms of wealth
apart rom housing hen people tal about
rising ealth concentration in the K, then it
is probably the latter that they have in mind.
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5.1
what is the future of global inCome
inequality?
The future of global income inequality is likely to be shaped by both
convergence forces (rapid growth in emerging countries) and divergence
forces (rising inequality within countries). No one knows which of these forces
will dominate and whether these evolutions are sustainable.
However, our benchmark projections show that if within-country inequality
continues to rise as it has since 1980, then global income inequality will
rise steeply, even under fairly optimistic assumptions regarding growth in
emerging countries. The global top 1% income share could increase from
nearly 20% today to more than 24% in 2050, while the global bottom 50%
share would fall from 10% to less than 9%.
If all countries were to follow the high inequality growth trajectory followed
by the United States since 1980, the global top 1% income share would rise
even more, to around 28% by 2050. This rise would largely be made at the
expense of the global bottom 50%, whose income share would fall to 6%.
Conversely, if all countries were to follow the relatively low inequality growth
trajectory followed by Europe since 1980, the global top 1% income share
would decrease to 19% by 2050, while the bottom 50% income share would
increase to 13%.
Differences between high and low inequality growth trajectories within
countries have an enormous impact on incomes of the bottom half of the
global population. Under the US-style, high inequality growth scenario, the
bottom half of the world population earns €4 500 per adult per year in 2050,
versus €9 100 in the EU-style, low inequality growth scenario (for a given
global average income per adult of €35 500 in 2050 in both scenarios).
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the past four decades have been marked by
steeply rising income ine uality ithin countries At the global level, ine uality has also
risen sharply since 1980, but the situation
more or less stabili ed beginning in the early
s hat ill happen in the uture
ill
gro th in emerging countries lead to a sustained reduction in global income ine uality
r ill une ual gro th ithin countries drive
global income ine uality bac to its
levels In this chapter, e discuss di erent
possible global income ine uality scenarios
between now and 2050.
he pro ections o global ealth ine uality
presented in the previous chapter showed
that the continuation of current unequal rates
o gro th among ealth groups ould lead
to a compression o the global middle-class
wealth share and a further rise in wealth
inequality. these projections must, however,
be interpreted ith great care only hina,
europe, and the united states are included in
the analysis o the previous chapter given
large limitations in ealth ine uality data
fortunately, more data are available to
measure income inequality, and in this chapter
we present more elaborate projections of
global income ine uality Be ore discussing
the results, it is necessary to stress what can
and cannot be reliably projected. as the
saying goes, all models are rong some are
use ul
ur pro ections are attempts to
represent possible states o global ine uality
in the future, so as to better understand the
role played by key determinants. the purpose
of our projections is not to predict the future.
the number of forces (or variables) that we
consider in our analysis is limited. this makes
our pro ections straight or ard and simple
to understand, but also limits their ability to
predict the uture ur pro ections o global
income inequality dynamics are based on the
modeling o three orces: ithin-country
income inequality, national level total income
gro th, and demographics
one of the key questions we seek to address
is the ollo ing: ill bet een-country conver-

Part v

gence that is, Asian, A rican, and Latin
American countries catching up ith rich
countries—dominate in the future and lead to
a reduction o global income ine uality r
ill orces o divergence the increase o
ine uality ithin countries ta e over Demographic dynamics are also important to ta e
into account ast population gro th in countries here ine uality is rising, or instance,
ill tend to accentuate global divergence It
is di ficult to say hich o these orces ill
dominate a priori uch an e ercise can thus
help us understand under what conditions
di erent outcomes might result
defining three scenarios to project
global income inequality up to 2050
hree scenarios are defined to pro ect the
evolution of inequality up to 2050. all our
scenarios run up to the halfway mark of the
t enty-first century this has us loo ing out
at a time span similar to the one that has
passed since
the starting date o our
analyses in the previous chapters ur first
scenario represents an evolution based on
business as usual that is, the continuation
of the within-country inequality trends
observed since 1980. the second and third
are variants of the business-as-usual scenario.
he second scenario illustrates a high ithincountry inequality trend, whereas the third
scenario represents a low within-country
inequality trend. all three scenarios have the
same between-country inequality evolutions.
his means that a given country has the same
average income gro th rate in all three
scenarios. it also has the same population
gro th rate in all three scenarios or estimations of future total income and population
gro th e turned to the
D
longterm forecasts.1 We also relied on the united
nations World population prospects. 2
In the first scenario, all countries ollo the
inequality trajectory they have followed since
the early 1980s. for instance, we know that
the bottom 50% income earners in China
captured
o total hinese gro th over
the 1980–2016 period.3 We thus assume that
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Figure 5.1.1
Global income share projections of the bottom 50% and top 1% , 1980–2050
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Source: WID.world (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
If all countries follow the inequality trajectory of the US between 1980 and 2016 from 2017 to 2050, the income share of the global Top 1% will reach 28% by 2050.
Income share estimates are calculated using Purchasing Power Parity (PPP) euros. PPP accounts for differences in the cost of living between countries. Values are
net o inflation

bottom 50% Chinese earners will capture
o hinese income gro th up to
the second scenario assumes that all countries follow the same inequality trajectory as
the united states over the 1980–2016
period ollo ing the above e ample, e
know that bottom 50% us earners captured
o total gro th since
in the nited
states. the second scenario then assumes
that within all countries, bottom 50% earners
ill capture
o gro th over the
2050 period. in the third scenario, all countries follow the same inequality trajectory as
the european union over the 1980–2016
period—where the bottom 50% captured
o total gro th since

global bottom
or the three scenarios
under the business-as-usual scenario
(scenario 1), the income share held by the
bottom
o the population slightly
decreases rom appro imately
today to
less than
in
At the top o the global
income distribution, the top 1% income share
rises from less than 21% today to more than
24% of world income. Global inequality thus
rises steeply in this scenario, despite strong
gro th in emerging countries In A rica, or
instance, e assume that average per-adult
income gro s at sustained
per year
throughout the entire period leading to a
total gro th o
bet een
and
2050).

under business as usual, global
inequality will continue to rise, despite
strong growth in low-income countries.

hese pro ections sho that the progressive
catching-up o lo -income countries is not
su ficient to counter the continuation o
orsening o ithin-country ine uality he
results also suggest that the reduction or
stabili ation o global income ine uality

Figure 5.1.1 shows the evolution of the

income shares o the global top
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Figure 5.1.2
Global average income projections, 1980–2050
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Source: WID.world (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
By 2050, the global average income will reach €35 500, compared to €16 000 in 2016. If all countries follow Europe's inequality trajectory between 1980 and 2016,
the average income of the Bottom 50% of the world population will be €9 100 by 2050. Income estimates are calculated using Purchasing Power Parity (PPP) euros.
or comparison,
at
accounts or di erences in the cost o living between countries Values account or inflation

observed since the financial crisis o
,
discussed in hapter , could largely be a
short-run phenomenon induced by the
shoc s on top incomes, and the growth slowdown in rich countries particularly in
urope
In scenario two, uture global income ine ualities are amplified as compared to scenario
one, as the gap between the global top
share and the global bottom
share in
widens In this scenario, the global top
would earn close to
o global income
by
, while the bottom
would earn
close to
, less than in
, be ore
emerging countries started to catch up with
the industriali ed world In this scenario, the
increase in the top
income share a positive change o eight percentage points over
the
period is largely, but not
entirely, made at the e pense o the bottom
a negative change o our percentage
points

cenario three presents a more e uitable
global uture It shows that global ine uality
can be reduced i all countries align on the
ine uality tra ectory or more e uitable
ones In this scenario, the bottom
income
share rises rom
to appro imately
in
, whereas the top
decreases rom
to
o total income he gap between
the shares held by the two groups would,
however, remain large at about si percentage
points his suggests that, although ollowing
the uropean pathway in the uture is a much
better option than the business-as-usual or
the
pathway, even more e uitable growth
tra ectories will be needed or the global
bottom
share to catch up with the top
Achieving a world in which the top
and bottom
groups capture the same
share o global income would mean getting to
a point where the top
individuals earn on
average fi ty times more than those in the
bottom hal
hatever the scenarios ollowed,
global ine ualities will remain substantial
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Figure 5.1.3
Global average income projections of the Bottom 50%, 1980–2050
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Source: WID.world (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
If all countries follow the inequality trajectory of Europe between 1980 and 2016, the average income of the Bottom 50% of the world population will be €9 100 by 2050.
Income estimates are calculated using Purchasing Power Parity (PPP) euros. For comparison, €1 = $1.3 = ¥4.4 at PPP. PPP accounts for differences in the cost of
living between countries Values are net o inflation

Within country inequality trends are
critical for global poverty eradication
What do these different scenarios mean in
terms of actual income levels, and particularly
for bottom groups? It is informative to focus
on the dynamics of income shares held by
different groups, and how they converge or
diverge over time. But ultimately, it can be
argued that what matters for individuals—and
in particular those at the bottom of the social
ladder—is their absolute income level. We
stress again here that our projections do not
pretend to predict how the future will be, but
rather aim to inform on how it could be, under
a set of simple assumptions.
Figure 5.1.2 depicts the evolution of average

global income levels and the average income
of the bottom half of the global population in
the three scenarios described above. The
evolution of global average income does not
depend on the three scenarios. This is
straightforward to understand: in each of the
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scenarios, countries (and hence the world as
a whole) experience the same total income
and demographic growth. It is only the matter
of how this growth is distributed within countries that changes across scenarios. Let us
reiterate that our assumptions are quite optimistic for low-income countries, so it is indeed
possible that global average income would
actually be slightly lower in the future than in
the figures presented In particular, the global
bottom 50% average income would be even
lower.
In 2016, the average per-adult annual income
of the poorest half of the world population
was €3 100, in contrast to the €16 000 global
average—a ratio of 5.2 between the overall
average and the bottom-half average. In
2050, global average income will be €35 500
according to our projections. In the businessas-usual scenario, the gap between average
income and the bottom would widen (from a
ratio of 5.2 to a ratio of 5.6) as the bottom half
would have an income of €6 300. In the US

taCklinG eConomiC inequality

scenario, the bottom half of the world population earn
per year and per adult
rising the global average income to bottom
income ratio o
Average income o
the global bottom hal ill be
in the
scenario, reducing the bottom
to
average income ratio to
he gap bet een global average income and
the average income o the bottom hal o the
population is particularly high in all scenarios
o ever, the di erence in average income
of the bottom 50% between the eu scenario
and the us scenario is important, as well.
Average income o the global bottom
ould be more than t ice higher in the
scenario than in the
scenario at
versus
his suggests that ithincountry inequality trajectories matter—and
matter substantially—for poverty eradication.
In other ords, pursuing high-gro th strategies in emerging countries is not merely su ficient to li t the global bottom hal out o
poverty educing ine uality ithin countries
is also key.

Part v

cally debated, on the basis of sound and transparent economic data, if societies are to seriously address the issues raised by rising levels
of income and wealth concentration. We do
not attempt to resolve any of these policy
debates, and nor do e claim to have the right
answer as to which set of policies will be best
suited to a given country given its o n
economic, political, social, and cultural situation. recent research, however, points to
fundamental economic issues that have not
been discussed enough over the past decades
hese include the role o progressive ta ation
and global financial transparency to tac le
rising ine uality at the top o the distribution,
as well as more equal access to education and
good paying obs to put an end to the stagnation o incomes at the bottom eassessing
the role of public capital to invest in the future
should also, in our view, be a key component
of these future discussions.

the scenarios point toward another crucial
insight: global ine uality is not bound to rise
in the future. our analysis (in part ii) of the
different income inequality trajectories
followed by countries showed that, if
anything, more e uitable gro th does not
mean dampened gro th his result is
apparent when time periods are compared
the nited tates e perienced higher gro th
in the 1950s–1960s when inequality was at
its lowest) or when countries are compared
with one another (over the past decades,
hina gre much aster than India, ith a
lower level of inequality, and the eu had a
more equitable path than the united states
but a relatively similar gro th rate
his
suggests that it is possible to pursue e uitable
development pathways in a way that does not
also limit total gro th in the uture
hat can governments do to prevent the rise
o national and global ine uality he ne t and
final chapters o this report discuss various
policy options which need to be democrati-
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5.2
taCkling rising inequality at the toP:
the role of ProgressiVe taxation
There has been a rise global top shares, but different countries have
experienced widely different inequality trajectories. Institutional and
policy changes implemented since the 1980 stand as the most powerful
explanations for the different inequality trajectories.
Income tax progressivity is a proven tool to combat rising income and
wealth inequality at the top. Tax progressivity does not only reduce post-tax
inequality; it also impacts pre-tax inequality, by discouraging top earners to
capture a higher share of growth via aggressive bargaining for higher pay.
Tax progressivity was sharply reduced in rich countries from the 1970s to
the mid-2000s. During this period, the top marginal income tax rate in rich
countries was brought from 70% to 42% on average. Since the global financial
crisis of 2008, the downward trend has been halted and reversed in certain
countries. Future evolutions remain, however, uncertain.
Progressive taxation of wealth and inheritances is also a key component of
redistribution. In some of the most unequal nations of the world (Brazil, South
Africa, India, Russia, and the Middle East), inheritance tax is almost inexistent
while the poor often face high tax rates on the basic goods they purchase.
More generally, tax systems are highly regressive in large emerging countries.
Evidence from recent inequality trends (for example, Brazil between 2000
and 2015) suggests that progressive tax reform should be given a higher
priority in the future.
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he previous chapters o this report confirm
that income and ealth ine uality largely
increased at the top of the distribution. the
rise in inequality has been driven by the
substantial gro th rates en oyed by the very
top groups as compared to the rest o the
distribution A common e planation or this
gro th is s ill-biased technological change
hat is, the evolution o technology is said to
have increased the relative productivity—and
hence the relative pay—of skilled labor relative to uns illed labor, thereby increasing the
demand for skilled workers. Globalization
could have had a similar impact in developed
countries as discussed in chapter 2.1. as we
have already repeatedly stressed, there are
many limitations to this purely technological
e planation irst, rising income ine uality is
a broad-ranging phenomenon hich also
involves capital income and wealth dynamics,
and not only the distribution of labor income.
the supply of skilled labor is determined by
education hat is, the e pansion o education
leads to a rise in the supply of skills, while
globali ation and technological may change
increase the demand or s ills Depending on
which process occurs faster, the inequality of
labor income will either fall or rise. this idea
has been described as the race between
education and technology 4 in other words,
di erent policies can ma e a large di erence
Another complementary e planation or
rising top labor incomes is the superstar
e ect 5 According to this theory, technological change and globali ation have made it
easier for those who make it to the top to reap
a higher share o gro th or instance,
recording a song has more or less the same
cost today as thirty years ago, but a success ul
music production can now reach a much
broader audience. because international
firms have become larger, managers ma ing
it to the top control a much larger business
than before, and their pay has increased as a
result. 6 due to the superstar effect, tiny
differences in talent—or sometimes in
bargaining po er and other attributes can
translate into very large income di erentials
It should be noted that these global super-
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stars are not necessarily more productive or
talented than they ere thirty years ago
they are perhaps simply luckier to have been
born a few decades after their elders.
in any case, the problem behind these two
theories—education and superstar—is that
they cannot fully account for cross-country
divergences in top income tra ectories In a
comparison o top remunerations in global
firms, it stands out that there are important
variations across countries—in particular,
between the united states, europe, and
Japan Germany s largest companies, or
instance, are present in all global mar ets and
are not less productive than their us counterparts, though
remunerations there
are on average hal as high as in the nited
states.7 as discussed in chapter 2.3, the rise
of labor income inequality was relatively
limited in europe compared to the united
tates, despite similar technical change and
penetration o ne technologies over the
past orty years in both regions
for the bottom and middle parts of the distribution, the importance o training and education designed to help individuals adapt to ne
modes of production cannot be overlooked.
unequal access to education is likely to have
played a role in the stagnation o incomes o
the bottom half of the distribution in recent
decades—in particular, in the united states.
hese dynamics are discussed in the ne t
chapter. they should, however, be distinguished rom rising ine ualities at the very
top o the income distribution hanges in
policy and institutional conte ts better
account for the diversity of top income trajectories over the world. in particular, recent
research sho s that changes in ta progressivity have played an important role in the
surge o top incomes over the past decades
top marginal tax rates have strong
effects on both pre- and post-tax
income inequality at the top
rogressive ta rates contribute to the reduction o post-ta income ine uality at the top
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o the distribution via their highest marginal
ta rates that is, ta rates applicable above a
certain level of income earned). indeed, if an
individual earns $2 million and if the top
marginal ta rate is
above one million
dollars, this individual will net out only
$500 000 on the second million. if the top
marginal ta rate is
above one million
dollars, then the earner will net out only
$200 000 on the second million. the reduction of inequality can be further enhanced if
the public spending unded by this ta revenue
is aimed at ostering e uitable gro th

different effects.9 By using a database on
Ceo compensation and performance in
developed countries, they conclude that
bargaining elasticities are an important part
of the story—in particular, to understand the
high rise o
s pay relative to their
counterparts in Japan and europe (with
comparability established by shared corporate sector, firm si e, and per ormance levels
By calibrating the theoretical model, they
sho top ta rates could rise up to
and
be el are-enhancing or everyone apart
from the very top of the distribution.

ne o ten-neglected role o top marginal ta
rates is their ability to reduce pre-ta income
inequality. this can occur via two channels.
the most obvious one is that when top
marginal income ta rates are high, top
earners have less money to save and accumulate wealth, and therefore potentially less
income rom capital ne t year Another ay
to understand the impact on top income ta
rates on income inequality is to focus on rich
individuals bargaining incentives hen top
marginal ta rates are lo , top earners have
high incentives to bargain or compensation
increases or instance, by putting a lot o
energy into nominating the right people to
the compensation committees who decide on
pay pac ages Alternatively, high top marginal
ta rates tend to discourage such bargaining
efforts. 8 eductions in top ta rates can thus
drive up ards not only post-ta income
ine uality but pre-ta ine uality, as ell

the data at our disposal is still imperfect, and
e certainly do not pretend that a mi ture o
econometric evidence and mathematical
formula should replace public deliberation
and political decision ma ing on these
comple issues But at the very least, e eel
that there is enough evidence to reopen this
discussion about sharply progressive ta ation
at the very top.

igher top ta rates may, ho ever, also
discourage or e ort and business creation
among the most talented In this scenario,
higher top ta rates ould lead to less
economic activity by the rich and hence less
economic gro th In this case, top ta rates
are not a desirable policy. in principle, there
should be room to discuss these conflicting
and legitimate claims on the basis o dispassionate analyses and sound data.
piketty, saez, and stantcheva (2014) have
developed a theoretical model and an empirical rame or ta ing into account these
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It is also important to remember that top ta
rates reached more than 90% in the united
states and in the uk in the era of the 1940s
to the
s uch high ta rates do not
appear to have harmed gro th In act, over
the past fi ty years, all rich countries have
gro n more or less at the same rates despite
very large ta -policy variations
Figure 5.2.1 shows the relationship between

changes in top marginal ta rates and in the
top
pre-ta income share in
D countries, which occurred between the early
1970s and the late 2000s. the correlation is
particularly strong: on average, a percentage
point drop in the top marginal ta rate is associated ith a percentage point increase in
the top
pre-ta income share ountries
such as Germany, spain, denmark, and switerland, hich did not e perience any significant top rate ta cut, did not e perience
increases in top income shares. Conversely,
the nited tates, K, and anada e perienced important reductions in top marginal
ta rates and sa their top
income shares
substantially increase his graph strongly
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Figure 5.2.1
Changes in top marginal tax rates and top income shares in rich countries since the 1970s
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Source: Piketty, Saez and Stantcheva (2014). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
In the US, the top marginal income tax rate was reduced by 33 percentage points between the early 1970s and the early 2010s. During the same period of time, the
Top 1% income share increased by 9.5 percentage points.

suggests that top ta rates play a ey role in
moderating pre-ta top incomes In addition,
there as no significant impact on gro th,
suggesting again that bargaining elasticities
are more important than incentive effects.
a window of opportunity for tax
progressivity?
Figure 5.2.2 presents in detail the evolution

o top marginal income ta rates in the nited
states, the uk, Germany, france, and Japan
since
In the five countries, there as
either no personal income ta ation or there
was a very modest of it at the turn of the
t entieth century Income ta as then introduced, partly to finance the irst orld ar,
and top marginal ta rates ere brought to
very high levels in the
s op ta
rates rose up to 94% in the united states,
98% in the uk.) top rates were then drastically reduced from the 1970s onwards (from
on average in these countries to
on
average in the mids

o to account or these movements p
until the 1970s, policymakers and public
opinion probably considered rightly or
rongly that at the very top o the income
ladder, compensation increases reflected
mostly greed or other socially aste ul activities rather than productive work effort. this
is why the united states and uk were able to
set marginal ta rates as high as
More
recently, the eagan/ hatcher revolution
succeeded in ma ing such top ta rate levels
unthinkable, at least for a while. but after
decades o increasing income concentration
that has brought about mediocre gro th
since the
s, and a Great ecession triggered by inancial sector e cesses, a
rethin ing o the eagan and hatcher policies is perhaps underway—at least in some
countries.
op marginal income ta increased in the
united states, uk, Germany, france, and
Japan over the past ten years. the united
Kingdom, or instance, increased its top
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Figure 5.2.2
top income tax rates in rich countries, 1900–2017
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Sources: Piketty (2014) and updates. See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
Between 1963 and 2017, the top marginal tax rate of income tax (applying to the highest incomes) in the US fell from 91% to 40%.

Figure 5.2.3
top inheritance tax rates in rich countries, 1900–2017
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Source: Piketty (2014) and updates. See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
Between 1980 and 2017, the top marginal tax rate of inheritance tax (applying to the highest inheritances) in the UK fell from 75% to 40%.
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Figure 5.2.4
top inheritance tax rates in emerging and rich countries, 2017
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Source: WID.world (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
In 2017, the top marginal tax rate of inheritance tax (applying to the highest inheritances) was 55% in Japan, compared to 4% in Brazil. Europe is represented by
France, Germany and the UK.

income ta rate rom
to
in
in
part to curb top pay e cesses In the nited
states, the occupy Wall street movement
and its amous
e are the
slogan also
reflected the vie that the top
gained too
much at the e pense o the
hether
this mar ed the beginning o a ne ta policy
cycle that will counterbalance the steep fall
observed since the 1970s remains a question.
in the uk, the 2010 increase in top income
ta rate as ollo ed by slight reduction
do n to
in
As e are riting these
lines, the new us republican administration
and congress are preparing a ma or ta overhaul plan he rench government also pro ects to reduce ta rates on top incomes and
wealth owners.
op inheritance ta rates ere recently
increased in france, Japan, and the united
states, as shown on Figure 5.2.3. in Japan and
in the united states, this increase halted a
progressive reduction in top inheritance ta
rates initiated in the 1980s. in france and

Germany, top inheritance ta rates have been
historically lower than in the united states,
uk, and Japan. in earlier chapters of this
report we described the two world wars and
various economic and political shocks of the
twentieth century.10 these durably reduced
ealth concentration through other means
than ta policy As ith the uestion o income
ta progressivity, it is impossible to no
whether this increase marks a new era of
progressivity he
ta overhaul plan plans
to abolish the inheritance ta
Inheritance is exempted from tax while
the poor face high consumption taxes
in emerging countries
While the past ten years saw some increases
in ta progressivity in rich countries, it is orth
noting that ma or emerging economies still do
not have any ta on inheritance, despite the
e treme levels o ine uality observed there
Inheritance is ta ed at a particularly small rate
in Bra il at a national average o around
,
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ith a ma imum ederal rate o
In India,
hina, and ussia, there is no inheritance ta
in contrast to rich countries (see Figure 5.2.4).
In India, an
ta rate as in place in the
s and early
s be ore it as brought
to
in
ne can plausibly argue that
India s ta administration or even Indian
society as a whole—was not ready for very
high top inheritance ta rates to begin ith
but international evidence—in particular, from
developed countries suggests that a airly
progressive income and inheritance ta
system can be an important component of a
success ul development strategy
In emerging countries, it is also note orthy
that consumption ta es can be particularly
high hile inheritance ta is ine istent In
Bra il, or instance, the ta rate on electricity
is around
, and high rates also apply to
many other basic goods purchased by the
poor treme income and ealth ine uality
levels are thus sustained and reinforced by a
regressive ta system n a more positive
note, the absence o inheritance ta es in
emerging countries suggests that there is
ample room or progressive ta policies In a
country like brazil, as shown in chapter 2.11,
incomes at the bottom rose over the past
decades, but that this was partly to the detriment of the middle class, whose share of
national income was reduced. this situation
is bound to happen when the richest do not
contribute airly to the financing o the
el are state Indeed, additional fiscal revenues collected through ne ly introduced
progressive inheritance ta es could be used
to und educational or health programs and
provide relief for the middle class in brazil and
other emerging countries
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5.3
tax PoliCy in a global enVironment: the
Case for a global finanCial register
Although the tax system is a crucial tool to tackle inequality, it also faces
potential obstacles, among which is tax evasion. The wealth currently held in
tax havens is equivalent to more than 10% of global GDP and has increased
considerably since the 1970s.
The rise of tax havens makes it difficult to properly measure and tax wealth
and capital income in a globalized world. Reducing financial opacity is
critical to improve data on wealth and its distribution; to foster a more
informed public debate about redistribution; and to fight tax evasion, money
laundering, and the financing of terrorism.
One key challenge involves recording the ownership of financial assets.
While land and real-estate registries have existed for centuries, they miss a
large fraction of the wealth held by households today, as wealth increasingly
takes the form of financial securities. A global financial register recording the
ownership of equities, bonds, and other financial assets would deal a severe
blow to financial opacity.
Little-known financial institutions called central security depositories (CSDs)
already gather information about who owns financial assets. These data
could be mobilized to create a global financial register. CSDs, however, are
private actors in most OECD countries and will not transfer information to
authorities in the absence of regulations compelling them to do so.
Another difficulty lies in the fact that most CSDs do not directly record the
names of the ultimate owners of financial securities, but only the names of
the intermediaries.
However, technical solutions have been identified by the CSDs themselves
to allow end-investor identification. Moreover, more transparent systems
exist in countries like Norway and China, which suggest that end-user
transparency is technically and economically feasible at the CSD and at the
global level.
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multinational corporations and wealthy individuals are increasingly using ta havens to
avoid or evade ta es ully
o all the
oreign profits made by
multinationals are
boo ed in a hand ul o o shore financial
centers—bermuda, ireland, the netherlands,
it erland, ingapore, and Lu embourg
here they ace very lo ta rates, ranging
from 0% to 5%. this represents a tenfold
increase since the 1980s.

o ta es evaded as a share o ta es o ed
across the wealth distribution, in the case of
scandinavia. these statistics were produced
by alstadsæter, Johannesen, and zucman
(2017), who combine recent, massive data
lea s the anama papers and the
iss
leaks from hsbC switzerland) with random
audits and administrative records on income
and wealth. While most of the population in
advanced economies does not evade much
ta because most o its income derives rom
ages and pensions, hich are automatically
reported to the ta authorities lea ed data
sho pervasive ta evasion at the very top
the top 0.01% of the scandinavian wealth
distribution a group that includes households with more than $45 million in net
wealth—evades 25% to 30% of its personal
ta es, an order o magnitude more than the
average evasion rate o about
Because
candinavian countries ran among the countries ith the highest social trust, lo est
corruption, and strongest respect or the rule

assets worth the equivalent of 10% of world
GD are stored in ta havens by ealthy individuals his figure rises to almost
in
countries li e Greece and Argentina, and to
more than
in ussia, according to novel
research by a. alstadsæter, n. Johannesen,
and G. zucman.11 At the global level, ta
evasion deprives governments rom about
billion in ta revenue each year 12
a evasion also seriously undermines ta
progressivity Figure 5.3.1 shows the amount

Figure 5.3.1
share of taxes evaded in scandinavian countries, 2006
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20%
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Source: Alstadsæter, Johannesen and Zucman (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
In 2006, the Top 0.01% wealthiest individuals in Scandinavian countries evaded 27% of the total taxes they owed.
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o la , that evasion among the ealthy may
be even higher else here
several recent policy initiatives have
attempted to tac le o shore ta evasion
Be ore
, ta havens re used to share any
in ormation ith oreign ta authorities In
, the
ongress enacted the oreign
Account a ompliance Act, hich compels
oreign ban s to disclose accounts held by
ta payers to the I automatically each year,
under the threat of economic sanctions.
oeCd countries have obtained similar
commitments rom most o the orld s ta
havens Apparently, ta havens can be orced
to cooperate i threatened ith large enough
penalties.
however, current enforcement efforts face
important obstacles Many ta havens and
o shore financial institutions do not have
incentives to provide accurate information,
as they do not ace large enough sanctions
or non- or poor compliance econd, a large
and gro ing raction o o shore ealth is
held through intert ined shell companies,
trusts, and foundations, which disconnect
assets from their actual owners. this makes
it easy for offshore banks to claim, falsely, that
they do not have any european, american, or
asian clients at all—while in fact such persons
are the beneficial o ners o the assets held
through shell companies
as advocated by Gabriel zucman in recent
or , a global financial register ould be a
po er ul tool or cutting through this
opacity.13 uch a register ould allo ta and
regulatory agencies to chec that ta payers
properly report assets and capital income
independently of whatever information
o shore financial institutions are illing to
provide It ould also allo governments to
close corporate ta loopholes by en orcing a
air distribution o ta revenue globally or
corporations ith increasingly comple overseas operations A global financial register
could also serve as the informational basis for
the establishment o a global ealth ta he
establishment o such a register ould not,
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however, mean that ownership of assets
ould be disclosed to the general public uch
in ormation could remain confidential in the
same ay that current income ta data is ept
confidential
he establishment o a global inancial
register could be based on the in ormation
already gathered by mostly private financial
institutions known as central securities
depositories (Csd). Csds are the ultimate
bookkeepers of the equities and bonds issued
by corporations and governments hey can
maintain accounts as end-investor segregated
accounts—which is the most transparent
model, as it links an individual to an asset. or
they can maintain omnibus accounts—a less
transparent model, given that assets held by
di erent investors are lumped into a single
account under the name o a financial intermediary, ma ing it di ficult to identi y endinvestors. (see box 5.3.1 .)
ne ey issue ith using Ds as the building
bric o a global financial register is that
omnibus accounts prevail in most large
western markets. (the depository trust
Company in the united states and Clearstream in europe, for instance, operate with
omnibus accounts.) however, technical solutions facilitated by developments in information technologies already e ist to allo the
identification o ultimate asset holders in large
Western Csds. moreover, in certain countries such as Nor ay, or large emerging
markets such as China and south africa,
Ds operate through systems hich allo
the identification o ultimate asset o ners In
short, the creation o a global financial register
does not face any insuperable technical problems. (see box 5.3.1 .)
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box 5.3.1
towards a Global Financial register?
This box draws upon Delphine Nougayrède,
“Towards a Global Financial Register? Account
Segregation in Central Securities Depositories
and the Challenge of Transparent Securities
Ownership in Advanced Economies,” a working
paper presented at a Columbia Law School Blue
Sky workshop, April 2017.
Central security depositories as building blocks
for a global financial register
In the modern financial system, shares and
bonds issued by corporations are represented
not by paper certificates but by electronic
account entries. Holding chains are no longer
direct—that is, do not connect issuers directly
with investors, but involve many intermediaries often located in different countries. At the
top of the chain, immediately after the issuers, are the central securities depositories
(CSDs). Their role is to record the ownership
of financial securities and sometimes to handle
the settlement of transactions. The clients of
CSDs are domestic financial institutions in the
issuer country, foreign financial institutions,
and other CSDs. After the CSD participants are
several other layers of financial intermediaries,
and at the end of the chain, a final intermediary,
often a bank, holding the relationship with the
investors.
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Because so many intermediaries are involved,
the issuers of financial securities are disconnected from end-investors; public companies
that issue securities no longer know who their
shareholders or bondholders are. CSDs, as a
part of the chain of financial intermediation,
both enable and obscure this relationship.
The system was not intentionally designed
for anonymity but it evolved this way over
time because of the regulatory complexity of
cross-border securities trading. The evolution
toward non-transparency was also facilitated
by the fact that the topic is too technical to be
affected by public opinion.
non-transparent accounts prevail in most
Western Csds
There are two broad types of accounts in the
CSD world. “Segregated accounts” allow the
holding of securities in distinct accounts opened
in the name of the individual end-investors. This
model thus allows transparency. The opposite
model is that of “omnibus accounts” (or in the
United States, “street name registration”) where
securities belonging to several investors are
pooled together into one account under the
name of a single account-holder, usually a financial intermediary, thereby obscuring the identity
of the end-investors.
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One of the key issues for a global financial register is that non-transparent accounting (that is,
“omnibus accounts”) prevails in most Western
markets. For instance, the US CSD, the Depository
Trust Company (DTC), uses omnibus accounts. In
its books, the DTC identifies only brokerage firms
and other intermediaries, not the ultimate owners
of US stocks and bonds. “Omnibus accounts” also
prevail in most European countries—in particular,
within the Euroclear and Clearstream CSDs. This
makes it difficult to construct a global financial
register on the basis of the currently existing
Western CSDs.
more transparency is possible, however
More transparency within Western CSDs can
however be envisioned. The current system creates a number of risks for the financial industry,
of which it is very aware. In 2014, Luxembourg’s
Clearstream Banking agreed to a $152 million
settlement with the US Treasury following allegations that it had held $2.8 billion in US securities
through an omnibus account for the benefit of
the Central Bank of Iran, which was subject to
US sanctions. As a result, the securities industry
discussed a number of options that could be put in
place to allow greater transparency of information
on end-investors. This might include discontinuing the use of omnibus accounts, introducing new
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covering message standards (as is done in the
payments industry) or ex-post audit trails, which
would enable information on the identity of the
ultimate beneficiary of financial transactions to
circulate throughout the chain. New technologies
such as distributed ledger technology (blockchain)
could also foster greater transparency.
Transparent market infrastructures already exist today. In Norway, the CSD lists all individual
shareholders in domestic companies, acts as
formal corporate registrar, and reports back
directly to the tax authorities. In China, the China
Securities Depository Clearing Corporation
Limited (“Chinaclear”) operates a system that is
fully transparent for shares issued by Chinese
companies and held by domestic Chinese investors. At the end of 2015, it held $8 trillion worth
of securities in custody, broadly the range of the
CSDs of France, Germany, and the UK, and maintained securities accounts for ninety-nine million
end-investors. Some segregation functionalities
already exist within some of the larger Western
CSDs (like DTC or Euroclear), which could be
expanded. Many believe that segregated CSD accounting would support better corporate governance by giving greater voice to small investors. All
of this suggests that more could be done within
the large Western CSDs to implement greater
investor transparency.
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5.4
taCkling inequality at the bottom:
the need for more equal aCCess to
eduCation and good Paying jobs
More equal access to education and good paying jobs is key to countering
the stagnation and sluggish income growth rates of the bottom half of the
population. Recent research shows that there can be enormous gaps between
the beliefs evinced in public discourses about equal opportunity and the
realities of unequal access to education.
In the United States, for instance, out of one hundred children whose parents
are among the bottom 10% income earners, only thirty go to college. The
figure reaches ninety when parents are within the top 10% earners.
On the positive side, research shows that elite colleges in the United
States may improve openness to students from poor backgrounds without
compromising their outcomes.
In rich or emerging countries, it might be necessary to set transparent and
verifiable objectives—together with changes in the financing and admission
systems—in order to equalize access to education.
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as is now well known that inequality has risen
at the top of income and wealth distributions
in recent decades. however, this report also
sheds light on the stagnation or sluggish
gro th rates o the bottom
, and especially of the bottom 50% of the distribution.
he situation has been particularly e treme
in the united states, as shown in Chapter 2.4.
o a lesser e tent, bottom income groups
have also lagged behind the rest o the population in terms o income gro th in uropean
countries as ell as in ast-gro th emerging
countries o counter such dynamics, progressive income and ealth ta es are not su ficient. more equal access to education and
good paying obs is ey his chapter e plores
recent findings on the interaction bet een
educational inequalities and income inequalities.
novel research allows us to better
understand the determinants of
educational inequalities and their
interactions with income inequality
o hat e tent are income and age
inequality the result of a fair, meritocratic
process o do amily resources determine
the opportunities o their children ublicly
available data to assess these questions is still
scarce in most countries around the globe
but recent research has contributed to
ans ering the uestion In particular, using
administrative data on more than fi ty
million children and their parents, raj Chetty,
nathaniel hendren, patrick kline, emmanuel
saez, and nicholas turner were able to
provide remar able results on intergenerational mobility.14
Intergenerational mobility, broadly spea ing,
refers to the link between children’s economic
trajectories and their parents’ economic situations. in the united states, estimations show
that mobility levels are low as compared to
other countries: e er than eight American
children out of a hundred born in the 20%
poorest amilies manage to get to the top
of earners as adults, as compared to twelve
in denmark and more than thirteen in
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Canada. another powerful way to illustrate
the e tent o educational ine uality in the
nited tates is to ocus on the percentage
o children attending college by income
groups ut o a hundred children hose
parents are within the bottom 10% income
earners, only thirty go to college he figure
reaches ninety when parents are within the
top 10% earners.
he findings displayed by Figure 5.4.1 show
that there is sometimes an enormous gap
bet een o ficial discourses about e ual
opportunity, meritocracy, and so forth and
the reality of unequal access to education.
his also suggests that it might be necessary
to set transparent and verifiable ob ectives
together ith changes in the financing and
admission systems—in order to equalize
access to education.
In the united states, intergenerational
mobility is also a local issue
In the case o the nited tates, strong
geographic ine ualities also interact ith
educational ine ualities In geographical
areas ith the highest mobility, a child born
in a family from the bottom 20% of the income
distribution has a 10% to 12% chance of
reaching the top
as an adult that is about
as much as in the highly mobile countries o
anada or Denmar
amples o highly
mobile places include the san francisco bay
and salt lake City in utah. in areas with low
intergenerational mobility, a child born in a
family from the bottom 20% of the income
distribution has only a 4% to 5% chance of
reaching the top
as an adult No
advanced economy for which we have data
has such lo rates o intergenerational
mobility. Cities in the us south (such as
atlanta) or the us rust belt (such as indianapolis and Cincinnati) typically have such low
mobility rates.
hat actors best e plain these geographical
di erences in mobility Detailed analysis
sho s that race and segregation play an
important role in the nited tates In general,
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Figure 5.4.1
College attendance rates and parent income rank in the us for children born in 1980–1982
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Source: Chetty, Hendren, Kline and Saez (2014). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
30% of children whose parents are in the Bottom 10% of the income distribution attend college between age 18 and 21. Almost 90% of children whose parents are in
the Top 10% of the income distribution attend college between age 18 and 21.

intergenerational mobility is lo er in areas
ith larger A rican-American populations
o ever, in areas ith large A rican-American populations, both blacks and whites have
lower rates of upward income mobility, indicating that social and environmental causes
other than race, such as differences in history
and institutions, may play a role. spatial and
social segregation is also negatively associated with upward mobility. in particular,
longer commuting time decreases opportunities to climb the social ladder, and spatial
segregation o the poorest individuals has a
stronger negative impact on mobility his
suggests that the isolation o lo er-income
amilies and the di ficulties they e perience
in reaching ob sites are important drivers o
social immobility.
income inequality at the local level, school
quality, social capital, and family structure
are also important actors igher income
ine uality among the poorest
o indi-
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viduals is associated with lower mobility.15
Mean hile, a larger middle class stimulates
upwards mobility.16 igher public school
e penditures per student along ith lo er
class si es signi icantly increase social
mobility igher social capital also avors
mobility or e ample, areas ith high involvement in community organi ations 17 finally,
amily structure is also a ey determinant
upward mobility is substantially lower in areas
here the raction o children living in singleparent households, or the share of divorced
parents, or the share of non-married adults
is higher
hat is remar able is that combining these
actors e plains very e ectively social
mobility patterns a en together, ive
actors commuting time, income ine uality
among the
poorest individuals, highschool dropout rates, social capital, and the
raction o children ith single parents
e plain
o ine ualities in up ard mobility
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across local areas in the united states. the
vast geographic disparities in mobility in the
united states, and the fact that they can be
best e plained by a combination o social
actors at the commuting one level, sho
that intergenerational mobility is largely a
local issue.

top
group heoretically, the mobility
rate of a perfectly mobile society would be
4%.19 the fact that it is currently just 1.7% in
the united states as a whole shows that there
is room for substantial improvement in
providing lo -income children ith air
opportunities.

access to quality higher education
is particularly unequal in the united
states

it is important to note, nevertheless, that
family income differences only weakly predict
the income positions of children from the
same college
e sa that, at the national
level, parental income strongly determined
future position in the income distribution.
o ever, ithin a given college, the relationship between parental income and student
income is five times lo er At the national
level, children from the top 20% income
groups end up
percentiles higher in the
distribution than those rom the bottom
but among students attending a given elite
college, this gap shrin s to close to percentiles on average

the link between school quality and upward
mobility that as highlighted above suggests
that educational policies, school organi ation,
and access rules can play a key role in
promoting intergenerational mobility a
Chetty, John friedman, emmanuel saez,
Nicholas urner, and Danny Yagan recently
characteri ed intergenerational mobility in
colleges over a period o nearly fi teen
years, from 1999 to 2013.18 they show the
e tent o ine uality in access to higher education, but also reveal tremendous scope for
improvement: i all institutions could be made
as e ficient as the highest
colleges in
terms of social mobility, then mobility in the
united states would be perfect. Children’s
outcomes would be unrelated to their
parents’.
Intergenerational mobility at the level o a
given college may be defined as bringing
together t o components: the access rate
and the success rate. access rate refers to the
openness o that college to students rom
lo er-income groups, and can be measured
as the proportion of students in it who come
from the poorest 20% families. success rate
re ers to that college s ability to help children
rom poor bac grounds reach higher income
groups throughout their li e It might, or
instance, be evaluated as the share of
students ending up in the top
income
group, given that they come rom amilies in
the bottom 20% of the national income distribution utting these together, one might
define the mobility rate as the raction o all
students in a given college ho come rom
the poorest 20% families and end up in the
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Contribution to mobility varies greatly
across us colleges
Access to elite colleges remains highly
une ual in the nited tates Appro imately
3% of children at harvard university born
between 1980 and 1982 come from the
bottom 20% poorest families, whereas 70%
come rom the top
In Ivy- lus colleges
the most selective colleges in the nited
tates in general, there are more students
coming rom the top
richest amilies
(14.5%) than from the bottom half (13.5%) of
the population.
uch figures contrast sharply ith public
colleges At Glendale ommunity ollege in
Los Angeles, or instance,
o students
come from the bottom quintile and only 14%
rom the top uintile
hat is interesting is
that high access rate colleges can also have
high success rates outcomes similar to highly
selective colleges , translating into high
mobility rates olleges helping many lo income students to reach the top of the
income distribution tend to be public colleges
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elcoming a large number o lo -income
students he e istence o such institutions
is particularly meaning ul as it indicates that
elite colleges may improve openness to
students rom poor bac grounds ithout
compromising their outcomes
trends in mobility are heterogeneous,
but show that little progress has been
made overall
how did access and success rates evolve in
the past decade in the nited tates he
data allow us to track their evolution between
and
During this period, the raction o lo -income college students increased
rom
to
, and this gro th has
been concentrated at or-profit institutions
and t o-year colleges Access rates increased
by only
percentage points among the
most selective colleges, even though most
Ivy- lus colleges implemented tuition reductions and other policies to welcome more
students rom disadvantaged bac grounds
this does not mean that these policies were
ine icient Given the conte t o rising
inequality in the united states, mobility may
have worsened without them. all that is
visible is that the net combination of these
actors le t access to elite colleges mostly
unchanged
differences in mobility rates show that
improving poor children s access to highper orming schools could substantially
improve the contribution of education to
upward mobility. Given that children from
low-income families have similar success rates
than their peers o a given college, opening
them access to good colleges can hardly be
considered as misplacement. until now,
e orts to e pand access has mostly ocused
on elite colleges onsidering changes in
admissions criteria may be an important way
or ard Improving access and increasing
unding to high-mobility-rate colleges may
also be critical hese colleges have very good
outcomes, admit a large number o lo income students, and operate at relatively low
cost compared to elite colleges
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educational inequalities can also be
important in countries with lower
levels of income and wealth inequality
uropean countries e perienced a smaller
rise of income and wealth inequality than that
observed in the united states in recent
decades (see parts ii–iV). this certainly does
not mean, however, that the issue of education inequality is not relevant in europe. in
particular, france is one of the most unequal
oeCd countries in terms of educational
ine uality, as highlighted by the
rogramme or International tudent Assessment (pisa). While the pisa survey provides
in ormation on rance s general per ormance
in terms of educational inequalities, still very
little is known about the local characteristics
e plaining the large di erences in outcomes
bet een students rom lo - and high-income
bac grounds Gabrielle ac , Julien Grenet,
and Asma Benhenda have made significant
contributions in this respect their findings
based on ne data on middle schools and high
schools in the arisian region illustrate a
particularly e treme case o educational
ine uality, but also are encouraging as they
reveal how public policies can address these
issues. 20
as their work shows, in 2015, 115 public
middle schools and 60 private schools
welcomed more than 85 000 students, many
o hom came rom higher socio-pro essional
groups
and e rom disadvantaged
bac grounds
verall, arisian middle
schools appear to be e tremely segregated,
with the share of students from lower sociopro essional groups ranging rom
to
63% in middle schools of the capital. private
schools play a ey role in social segregation
by concentrating ealthier amilies: most
private schools in paris included less than
o students rom lo -income groups,
and the private school ith the highest level
of social diversity welcomed only 25%. therefore, it appears that private schools succeed
in cro ding out less-advantaged students and
contribute directly to the polarization of the
french educational system.
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social segregation is closely related to
spatial segregation
this polarization is reinforced by territorial
segregation aris is strongly divided into
distinct areas—the north, northeast, east,
and south, where median yearly income
levels are belo
, and the center
and west, where they are usually above
At the same time, access to arisian middle schools is determined by location
in the city. the french system allocates
students in restricted geographical areas
according to a school map (carte scolaire),
hich implies that a student living at a given
address can in principle access only one
public middle school nsurprisingly, the
repartition o students coming rom poor
and rich bac grounds there ore closely
resembles that o parental income: certain
middle schools in the relatively modest areas
of paris have more than 50% of students
from low-income families, while most of
schools in the richest areas of the city have
less than 10%.
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patial segregation, ho ever, goes ar beyond
these geographical areas, and also e ists at a
very narrow level within parisian districts
(arrondissements) In the eighteenth district,
or instance, the share o students coming
rom poor bac grounds ranges rom
to
, among high schools that are ust a e
hundred meters apart from one another. this
effect is also reinforced by private schools, as
wealthy families have the option to escape
the public middle-school system.
transparent data is a necessary
condition to improve public debates on
education
rac ing the evolution o educational segregation is undamental to understanding hy
rance displays such e treme disparities in
students rom lo - versus high-income
groups and it is o crucial importance to
evaluate e isting policies oncerning middle
schools, segregation has been much higher in
aris than in Versailles or r teil both neighboring to ns, all managed under di erent

Figure 5.4.2
the impact of an allocation policy on segregation in France, 2002–2012
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Source: Fack, Grenet & Benhenda (2014). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
Between 2006 and 2012, the segregation index for high schools in Paris decreased by 34%.
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administrative units) since 2002, and has
remained relatively stable in the three cities.
however, new evidence from the evolution
o segregation in high schools sho s a very
different picture. in 2007–2008, paris implemented a new system of student allocation to
high schools ontrary to neighboring to ns
o Versailles and r teil, here geographic
pro imity remained decisive, aris decided to
allocate students to their schools on the basis
o their grades, across areas larger than
be ore, to encourage social mi ing tudents
coming rom disadvantaged bac grounds also
obtained bonus points and therefore had
more fle ibility in the choice o their high
schools.
ocial segregation in public high schools in
paris decreased by one-third between 2002
and 2012 (see Figure 5.4.2), so that paris has
achieved a rate lower than in both Versailles
and Créteil since 2010. the analysis of the
ne high-school allocation system based on
students grades sho s that it played an
important part in this evolution. between
2005 and 2012, the share of students with
grants based on social criteria, studying in the
top
arisian high schools, nearly
doubled—from 12% to 21%, while this share
remained stable in the neighboring cities, as
well as in parisian middle schools which did
not implement the allocation procedure.
his evaluation sho s that reducing social
segregation is possible valuating and
designing ne allocation systems is there ore
o crucial importance to giving e ual opportunities to all children regardless o their
socioeconomic origin In this respect, citi ens
can engage in a transparent, democratic
debate informed by reliable information.
indeed, this issue is not limited to rich countries merging countries such as India are also
con ronted ith large educational ine ualities
ome have or a long time established reservation systems based on quotas. these are
comple and ar rom per ect, but the study
o their strengths and limits can help others
countries ma e progresses see box 5.4.1).
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Indeed, reservation systems cannot be su ficient to ensure equal access to education. if
public schools and universities do not have
enough resources to pay or good teachers,
buildings, and urniture, even the most e uali ing allocation system ill have little impact
on the democratization of quality education.
Large public investments in this are essential
today, in emerging and rich countries countries alike. in addition, educational policies
alone are not su ficient to tac le ine uality at
the bottom policies supporting air ages
are also key (see box 5.4.2).
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box 5.4.1
reservation policies in India
In order to tackle extreme social inequalities,
India developed a vast system of preferential
admission to the universities (as well as in public
sector employment) for children from the lowest
castes (the SC/ST or “Scheduled Castes/Scheduled Tribes,” the former highly discriminated
untouchables, or almost 30% of the population).
This nationwide program started in the 1950s.
The implementation of reservation policies
based on social and cultural segregation, however, faces complex measurement and political
challenges. What is the correct way to identify
legitimate beneficiaries? How can a dynamic
reservation system be designed, which takes into
account demographic, cultural, and economic
changes?
In India, the so-called “reservation policies”
aroused growing frustration amongst the
children in the intermediate castes (the OBC, or
“Other Backward Classes,” roughly 40% of the
population) caught between the most disadvantaged groups and the highest castes. Since the
1980s, several Indian states extended the policy
of preferential admission to these new groups
(including the Muslims who were excluded from
the original system). Conflicts concerning these
arrangements are all the greater because the old
boundaries between castes are porous and do
not always match the hierarchies in income and
wealth. Far from it, in fact. In 2011, the federal
government finally resolved to clarify these complex relationships by organizing a socio-economic

census of the castes (the first to be carried out
since 1931). The results of this census have been
criticized as being unreliable and the central
government also agreed on a series of measurement errors.
This reveals the importance of sound and
legitimate data production systems to track
demographic, economic, and cultural evolutions.
In order to bypass current criticisms associated
with reservation policies, one option for India
could be to gradually transform these preferential admission policies into rules founded on
universal social criteria, such as parental income
or place of residence, along the lines of the admission mechanisms used for entry to schools or
higher education institutions.
To a large extent, it could be argued that a
country like India is simply endeavoring to
confront the challenge of effective equality with
the means available to a state based on the rule
of law, in a situation where inequality of status
originating in the former society and past discrimination is particularly extreme and threatens
to degenerate into violent tensions at any time.
However, as we have seen above, rich countries
are not exempt from these issues, either—as may
sometimes be thought. Indeed, rich and poor
countries alike have a great deal to learn from the
trials and errors of the Indian reservation system,
one of the oldest nationwide affirmative action
programs in the world.
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box 5.4.2
minimum wage, fair wage, and corporate governance
Educational policies promoting social mobility
and equality of opportunity are certainly key to
reducing income inequality and widening access to
good jobs. They remain, however, limited in their
ability to provide decent incomes to all. Policy
tools potentially useful for increasing workers’ pay
include the minimum wage, and more democratic
corporate governance.
It is, in this respect, noteworthy to mention that
wage inequality and employment precariousness remain of crucial importance, and have been
increasing in a range of countries. According to
the International Labour Organization, the share
of labor in aggregate income has continued its
long-run decline in the past five years, and still,
80% of workers are paid less than the average
wage of the firm in which they work—a fact that
skills-related characteristics fail dramatically to
explain. Whether countries record high rates of
average income growth or not, if individuals can
only expect a declining share of it, equality-of-opportunity policies in education alone will fall short
of meeting their demands.
Minimum wages and labor market regulation
can be critical to tackling income inequality.
Figure 5.4.3 illustrates how regulatory policies
can be tightly linked to disparities in earnings.
While the real minimum wage has been steadily
increasing in France since the beginning of the
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1970s, in the United States it was actually higher
in 1980 than it is today. Differences in income
inequality dynamics between the two countries
mirror this pattern, especially at the bottom of
the distribution, as chapters 2.4 and 2.5 showed.
Today, minimum wage workers in France earn
nearly €10 per hour, almost 50% more than their
counterparts in the United States, and this despite
an average national income per adult in the United
States that is 50% higher than in France. Minimum
wages can therefore usefully help in compressing
wage disparities, and notably differences in earnings between men and women, given that women
are overrepresented among the low-paid in both
developed and developing countries.
To reduce wage inequality and improve the overall
quality of jobs would surely require deep changes
in the way the power of different stakeholders
is determined and organized. Some Nordic and
German-speaking countries have already undergone changes in this direction by promoting
“codetermination.” For instance, employees’ representatives hold half the seats in executive boards
of major German firms, which ensures better
consideration of workers’ interests in companies’
strategic choices or decisions over executive or
workers’ pay. These examples suggest that while
being crucial, educational policies cannot suffice
on their own to tackle the extreme inequality
levels observed in certain countries.
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Figure 5.4.3
minimum wage in France and the us, 1950–2016
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Source: Piketty (2014) and updates. See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
Between 2000 and 2016, the hourly minimum wage rose from €7.9 to €9.7 in France, while it rose from $7.13 to $7.25 in the US. Income estimates are calculated
using Purchasing Power Parity (PPP) euros for France and dollars for the US. For comparison, €1 = $1.3 = ¥4.4 at PPP. PPP accounts for differences in the cost of
living bet een countries Values are net o inflation
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5.5
a message from the Past: let
goVernments inVest in the future
The share of public wealth in national wealth has declined in most countries
analyzed in this report. In many rich countries, it is now close to zero (France,
Germany, Japan) or even negative (US, UK).
Such low levels of public wealth makes tackling existing and future inequality
extremely challenging given that governments do not currently possess
the resources necessary for investments in education, healthcare and
environmental protection.
Selling public assets and/or undergoing prolonged periods of austerity would
be barely sufficient, or even insufficient, to repay public debts. Moreover, these
policies would leave governments without the means to improve equality of
opportunity for their citizens.
History indicates that there are three different ways – and generally a
combination of the three – by which a reduction of large public debts can be
achieved: progressive taxes on private capital, debt relief, and inflation. Given
the potential difficulties in controlling the incidence and extent of inflation, a
combination of the former two policies appears more appropriate.
Reducing public debt is, however, by no means an easy task. Whilst several
options exist and have been used across history, it is challenging to identify the
best option(s) for each country. This is a matter for serious public debate, which
must be grounded in sound economic, social and historical data and analyses
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the share of public wealth in total national
wealth has declined in all the countries
analyzed in this report (see part iii). in russia
and hina, this decline is the logical consequence of the move away from a communist
system. both countries were, however,
success ul to maintain relatively high levels o
public capital as compared to rich countries.
the current situation in rich countries stands
out as an anomaly from a historical perspective.
During the post ar economic boom, public
assets in european countries were considerable appro imately
o national
income, than s to their very large public
sectors, the result of postwar nationalizations , and significantly higher than public
debt (which was typically less than 30% of
national income). in total, public capital—net
o debt
as largely positive, in the range o
70–100% of national income. as a result, net
public ealth made up a significant share o
total national wealth between 1950 and
1980, typically around 15–25% or more.
over the past thirty years, public debt
approached 100% of national income in
most industrialized economies, with the
result that net public capital became almost
ero n the eve o the global financial crisis
in
, it as already negative in Italy he
latest available data, presented in part iV,
shows that net public capital has become
negative in the nited tates, Japan, and the
nited Kingdom In rance and in Germany,
net public capital is ust slightly higher than
zero.
this situation does not mean that rich countries have become poor: it is their governments which have become poor. as discussed
in part iV, private wealth—net of debt—has
risen spectacularly since the 1970s. private
wealth represented 300% of national income
bac then oday it has risen to, or e ceeded,
600% in most rich countries. this prosperity
in private ealth is due to multiple causes: the
rise in property prices agglomeration e ects
in larger metropolitan areas the aging o the
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population and decline in its gro th hich
automatically increases savings accumulated
in the past in relation to current income and
contributes to inflating the prices o assets
and the privatization of public assets and rise
in debt (which is held in one form or another
by private owners, via the banks). also
contributing to this increase ere the very
high returns obtained by the highest financial
assets hich structurally gro aster than
the size of the world economy) and the evolution in a legal system globally very avorable
to private property owners (both in real
estate and in intellectual property).
It is interesting to remar that countries such
as hina and ussia, despite large shi ts in the
balance of private and public capital since
their transition away from Communism, have
succeeded in maintaining relatively high
public wealth levels. in China, public wealth is
above 200% of national income, and it is close
to 100% in russia. While the ratio has sharply
decreased in russia over the past two
decades, it has remained fairly constant in
hina In both cases, it is still much higher
than in rich countries. Governments in these
countries have preserved significant means
of action and control over their economies.
Large public property has obviously important consequences for the state’s ability to
conduct industrial, educational, or regional
development policy sometimes e ficiently
and sometimes less so In contrast, negative
public wealth also has potentially enormous
iscal conse uences: governments ith
negative net public ealth typically have to
pay large interest payments be ore they can
finance public spending and el are transers, hile those ith large positive net
public ealth can potentially benefit rom
substantial capital income, and finance more
public spending than hat they levy in ta es
this situation is particularly problematic in a
situation o high income and
ealth
inequality.
What, then, are the different options for
highly indebted governments ne possibility
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ould be to sell all public assets including all
public buildings, schools, universities, hospitals, police stations, and infrastructure). in the
united states, Japan, and the uk—and even
more true o Italy this ould not be su ficient to repay the totality of public debt. in
rance and Germany, it ould barely be su ficient. in all these cases, moreover, states
would then have lost all (or nearly all) means
of control over their education and health
systems. to put it differently, social states
ould largely disappear, leaving governments
without means to ensure equality of opportunity.
Another option ould be to undergo
prolonged periods o austerity, via drastic
reductions in governments e penditures In
e ect, this also contributes to increasing
ine uality as governments ould slash their
redistribution programs to repay debts In
terms o both ustice and e ficiency, austerity
and privatizations stand out as very bad
measures.
fortunately there are also other options. in
history, one generally observes three
di erent ays and generally a combination
of the three—to accelerate the reduction of
a large public debt: progressive ta es on
private capital debt relie and inflation
irst, an e ceptional ta on private capital can
raise substantial revenue to reduce debt. for
instance, a flat ta o
on private capital
in rich countries (about 600% of national
income) would yield nearly a year’s worth of
national income e actly
o national
income) and thus allow for immediate reimbursement o all nearly outstanding public
debt.
this solution is equivalent to repudiation of
the public debt, e cept or t o crucial di erences irst, it is al ays di ficult to predict
the ultimate incidence of a debt repudiation
(even a partial one). bondholders are forced
to accept hat is called a haircut meaning
that the value o government bonds held by
banks and creditors is reduced by 10–20%
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or even more. the problem is that it is very
di ficult to predict hich actors ultimately
bear the loss and, hen applied at a large
scale, haircuts can trigger panic among
investors and a wave of bankruptcies—and
potentially, the meltdo n o the financial
sector, hich e governments are illing to
e perience econd, an e ceptional ta on
private capital, contrary to a debt repudiation, can be adjusted to individuals’ wealth
levels by using an e plicitly progressive rate
structure Given the very large concentration o ealth, this is highly pre erable or
instance, the top 1% of the wealth distribution typically owns around 30% of total
wealth (that is, the equivalent of 180% of
national income i aggregate ealth represents 600% of national income). instead of
using a flat ta o
on private capital, one
could raise the same revenue by e empting
the bottom 99% of the wealth distribution
and applying an average e ective ta rate o
on the top
ealth group Alternatively, one could use an intermediate system.
or instance, a progressive ta on capital
that levied ero ta on capital up to million
euros, a
ta bet een and million
euros, and a
ta above million euros
would raise 20% of national income in
europe—and that would be an important
step to ard a gradual reduction o public
debt.
Interestingly, a special ta on capital as
applied in france in 1945 to reduce substantial public debt his special ta had progressive rates hich ranged rom to
Most
importantly, special progressive ta es on
private wealth were put in place after the
second World War in Germany, and were
gradually paid by German private ealth
holders between the 1950s and the 1980s.
At that time, e ceptional progressive ta es on
private ealth ere used together ith
various gradual orms o debt repudiation and
debt relief—an obvious second way to accelerate the reduction o a large public debt In
particular, Germany benefited rom a near
complete reduction o its oreign debt at the
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london conference in 1953. these were
debts that were accumulated by Germany
during the reconstruction period o
to
International creditors largely governments—decided in 1953 to postpone repayment until German unification ith no inde ation mechanism), and the debt was eventually
entirely cancelled. 21
In the current conte t, ne orms o debt
relie might develop in urope, and to some
e tent have already started to develop albeit
too slowly, and with multiple hesitations and
setbac s pecifically, public institutions li e
the european Central bank (eCb) and the
european stability mechanism (esm) could
gradually ta e onto their balance sheets rising
fractions of individual countries’ public debts
and postpone repayments until certain social,
economic, and environmental objectives have
been met. this would make it possible to have
the advantages o debt repudiation ithout
the financial instability coming rom investor
panic and bankruptcies.
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finally, the third solution used historically to
accelerate the reduction o a large public debt
is inflation. historically, this mechanism
played a crucial role in the reduction of most
public debts igh levels o inflation ere the
major mechanisms used in france and
Germany to bring their public debts to very
low levels after the first World War, and they
also played a central role in the aftermath of
the econd orld ar, together ith more
sophisticated mechanisms li e progressive
ealth ta es and debt relie
ne ma or
problem ith inflation as a policy instrument
is that it is hard to control. once it starts, policyma ers may have di ficulties stopping it
Inflation, moreover, is a much less precise tool
than ta ation in terms o incidence In theory,
it could act as a ta on those ho have idle
capital, and provide relief to those who are
indebted by reducing the value o their debt
in practice, however, it can have less desirable
e ects rom a airness point o vie During
high-inflation phases, large and ell diversified port olios invested on the stoc mar et

Figure 5.5.1
Public debt in France and Germany, 1945–1953

Value of public debt (% of national income)
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Source: Piketty & Zucman (2014). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
In 1945, public debt in Germany was 183% of national income, and decreased to 22% in 1953.
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box 5.5.1
the importance of standardized inequality metrics for international comparisons
and collective learning
The need for sound economic data to allow civil
society, researchers, businesses, and policymakers to debate and develop informed and balanced
policy responses to rising economic inequality has
been a dominant theme in this report.
In that regard, it is interesting to note that the
United Nations agreed in 2015 to seventeen
sustainable development goals (SDGs), as part
of a global agenda to transform society in rich
and poor countries alike. Recognizing that rising
income and wealth inequality has become a universal issue, SDG Target 10 commits countries to
“reduce inequalities within and among countries.”
To that end, the SDG framework calls on states
to articulate nationally specific implementation
strategies and to put in place monitoring and
review processes to meet the UN goals.
This development is particularly remarkable since
international organizations have until recently
paid limited attention to within-country inequality
issues, considering the reduction of inequalities to
be a sovereign issue for each country, or positing
inequalities as a necessary evil towards global improvement of wellbeing. Concerns about domestic
income inequalities were politically confined in the

shadow of absolute poverty considerations, until
the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals replaced
its former Millenium Development Goals. In addition, global development goals have so far only
focused on poor and emerging countries—leaving
rich countries aside. We have seen, however, that
both rich and poor countries face rising inequality.
In this context, the unanimous endorsement of
SDG Target 10.1 by the UN member states marks
an important shift. Target 10.1 aspires to “by 2030,
progressively achieve and sustain income growth
of the bottom 40 per cent of the population at a
rate higher than the national average.” This target
was subject to harshly contested debates among
country representatives. While China argued
that within-country inequality reduction was
a national prerogative, the United States contended that a standalone goal on inequality would
better be achieved through economic growth.
At some point, the inequality target was even
removed from the SDG list. A group of countries
led by Denmark, Norway, and Brazil supported its
reinsertion, arguing that a specific metric should
be used to precisely ensure that growth reduces
inequality.a If anything, such debates suggest that
countries are taking this new indicator seriously.

table 5.5.1
real income growth in emerging and rich countries, 1980–2016

2015–2016

2000–2016

1980–2016
ource:

ID

China

France

India

russia

usa

bottom 40%

-7.1%

6.4%

1.7%

4.4%

-1.4%

0.6%

Full Population

-5%

6.6%

1.4%

4.5%

-2.7%

2.2%

bottom 40%

12%

200%

10%

50%

119%

-7%

Full Population

1%

281%

4.7%

108%

69%

12%

359%

31%

107%
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How do countries fare on SDG Target 10.1?
WID.world data is particularly suited to address
this question. table 5.5.1 compares target
achievement of six countries over the following
periods of time: 2015–2016, 2000–2016, and
1980–2016. The focus here is on pre-tax income.
In 2016–2015, only one country was able to meet
the target: France. In all five other countries, the
income growth of the bottom 40% was lower than
the national average. These results help underscore the power of this objective: it is transformative in the sense that it cannot be automatically
met. Countries will have to act if they want to
fulfill their commitments. The 2000–2016 period
provides another crucial insight. During this time
span, Brazil, France, and Russia were able to meet
the target—with very different average growth
trajectories, however. This implies that success
has been possible over relatively longer time
spans for several countries, and suggests that
meeting the target in the future is not only desirable but also feasible—even if results over the
1980–2016 period are less encouraging.
two points are worth noting.
First, as described earlier in this report, inequality
also increased at the top. Focusing on the bottom 40% alone can miss important dynamics—in
part for the middle class, which may be squeezed
between increases in both the bottom 40% share
and the top 1% share. In particular, the top 1% can
also grow significantly faster, as was the case in
most countries for the periods considered. In Brazil from 2000 to 2016, the bottom 40% grew much
faster (12%) than the average (1%), but the top 1%
grew at 24% in the meantime. To a lesser extent,
this also occurred in France over 2015–2016,
with bottom 40% groups and the top 1% growing
faster than average. This means that the income
share held by individuals richer than the bottom
40% but poorer than the top 1% decreased. This
“squeezed middle class” phenomenon obviously
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poses one of the most important policy challenges
for the years to come and deserves very careful
scrutiny.
Second, these estimates focus on pre-tax income.
Pre-tax income inequality estimates take into
account most cash redistribution in rich countries
(see Box 2.4.1) but do not include personal income
and wealth taxes. International comparisons of
post-tax income inequality measures are thus also
necessary to assess the full impact of fiscal policy.
As discussed earlier in this report, more work lies
ahead to collect, harmonize, and analyze such
information. The United Nations and other international organizations have a responsibility in
this regard. WID.world will remain committed to
working toward such results, with all its statistical
contributors willing to dedicate resources to this
task, to enlighten the public democratic debate.
Bearing in mind these remarks, the SDG Target
10.1 on inequality stands out as a very useful tool
for stakeholders dedicated to tackling economic
inequality. To be sure, an inequality metric based
on sound data cannot in itself change policy—
but it is a necessary basis for doing so. The SDG
framework can also lead to the establishment of
a framework for collective learning on inequality
reduction policies.b As emphasized in this report,
there is large scope for learning between rich and
poor countries regarding the fiscal, educational,
wage, and public investments policies they employ
to promote fairer development pathways.

a

hancel, L, ough, A , Voiturie ,
educing Ine ualities ithin
ountries: Assessing the otential o the ustainable Development Goals,
12511. Global policy.
b
hancel et al , educing Ine ualities ithin ountries
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can earn a good return hile smaller ealth
holdings o the middle class and the poor held
in savings accounts can be iped out A
combination o e ceptional ealth ta es and
debt relief seems like a better option.
educing public debt is thus by no means an
easy tas everal options e ist and have been
used across history. We certainly do not
pretend that e have identified the best
option for each country. this is a matter of
serious public debate, which must be
grounded in sound economic, social, and

historical analysis and comparisons over time
and countries. (see box 5.5.1 .) in this discussion, there is one crucial element: today, large
investments are required to promote more
equal access to education or to protect the
environment and combat the consequences
o climate change 22 I these challenges go
unaddressed they are likely to reinforce
tomorrow’s levels of economic inequality.
ecent history has sho n that in e ceptional
circumstances, e ceptional measures ere
ta en by societies through their governments
to reinvest in the future.
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ConClusion
the World Inequality Report 2018 draws
from data available on the World Wealth
and Income database (WId.world),
which combines historical statistical
sources in a consistent and fully transparent way to fill a gap in the democratic
debate regarding inequality. our objective in this report has been to present
inequality data that are consistent with
macroeconomic statistics such as GdP
and national income and that can be
easily understood and used by the
public, to help ground deliberations and
decisions in facts. our data series are
fully transparent and reproducible; our
computer codes, assumptions, and
detailed research papers are available
online so that any interested person can
access and use them.

Dra ing on novel ine uality data published
on Wid.world, part ii showed that since
1980, income inequality has increased rapidly
in North America and Asia, has gro n moderately in europe, and has stabilized at
e tremely high levels in the Middle ast, subsaharan africa, and brazil. the poorest half
o the global population has seen its income
gro significantly than s to high gro th in
asia (particularly in China and india). perhaps
the most stri ing finding o this report, ho ever, is that, at the global level, the top
income group has captured as much o the
orld s gro th since
as the bottom hal
of the adult population. Conversely, income
gro th has been sluggish or even nil or the
population bet een the global bottom
and top 1%. this includes north american
and european lower- and middle-income
groups he diversity o trends observed in
the report suggest that global dynamics are
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shaped by a variety of national institutional
and political conte ts here is no inevitability
behind the rise of income inequality.
in part iii, we presented recent shifts in public versus private capital ownership. understanding the dynamics o private and public
capital o nership is critical to understanding
the dynamics o global ine uality, and particularly of wealth inequality. We documented
a general rise in the ratio bet een net private
wealth and national income in nearly all countries in recent decades It is stri ing to see
that this long-run finding has been largely
una ected by the
financial crisis, or by
the asset price bubbles e perienced by countries including Japan and pain here have
also been unusually large increases in the
ratios or hina and ussia, ollo ing their
transitions from communist- to capitalistoriented economies. these shifts were mirrored by the dynamics of public wealth, which
has declined in most countries since the
1980s. net public wealth (public assets minus
public debts has even become negative in
recent years in the united states, Japan, and
the nited Kingdom, and is only slightly positive in Germany and rance his arguably
limits government ability to regulate the
economy, redistribute income, and mitigate
rising ine uality
In art IV, e discussed ho increasing
income ine uality, and the large trans ers o
public wealth to private hands which have
occurred over the past forty years, have led
to a rise in ealth ine uality among individuals At the global level represented by
China, europe, and the united states—the top
1% share of wealth increased from 28% in
1980 to 33% today, while the bottom 75%
share oscillated around
Large rises in
top ealth shares have been e perienced in
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hina and ussia ollo ing their transitions
from communism toward capitalist economies, though the di erent ine uality dynamics e perienced bet een these t o countries
highlight di erent economic and political
transition strategies In the nited tates,
wealth inequality has increased dramatically
over the last thirty years and has mostly been
driven by the rise of the top 0.1% wealth owners Gro ing ine uality o income and saving
rates created a sno balling e ect o rising
wealth concentration. the increase in top
wealth shares in france and the uk has been
more moderate over the past forty years, in
part due to the dampening e ect o the rising
housing ealth o the middle class and lo er
income inequality relative to the united
states.
in part V, we presented projections on the
uture o global income ine uality, hich is
li ely to be shaped both by convergence
orces rapid gro th in emerging countries
and divergence orces rising ine uality ithin
countries). our benchmark projections
showed that if within-country inequality continues to rise as it has since
, then global
income inequality will rise steeply, even under
airly optimistic assumptions about gro th in
emerging countries he global top
income
share could increase from nearly 20% today
to more than 24% by 2050, in which case the
global bottom
share could all rom
to less than 9%. if all countries were to follow
the high ine uality gro th tra ectory ollowed by the united states since 1980, the
global top
income share ould rise even
more. Conversely, if all countries were to follo the relatively lo -ine uality gro th trajectory followed by europe since 1980, the
global top
income share ould actually
decrease by
his finding rein orces one
o our main messages: rising income ine ual-

ity is not inevitable in the future. We also
stressed that di erences bet een high and
lo ine uality gro th tra ectories ithin
countries have enormous impacts on incomes
o the bottom hal o the global population
the remainder of part V was dedicated to a
discussion of key policy issues that should be
brought bac to the center o the political
agenda to tac le ine uality e certainly do
not claim to have ready-made solutions to rising ine uality ithin all countries e believe,
however, that much more can be done in the
our ey policy areas e highlight
e first emphasi ed that progressive income
ta ation is a proven tool to combat rising
income and wealth inequality at the top. it not
only reduces postta ine uality, it also shrin s
preta ine uality by discouraging top earners
rom capturing higher shares o gro th via
aggressive bargaining or higher pay It should
be noted that ta progressivity as sharply
reduced in rich countries from the 1970s to
the mids ince the global financial crisis of 2008, however, the downward trend
has been halted and reversed in some countries he uture use o progressive ta ation
remains uncertain and will depend on democratic deliberation.
econd, e argued that although ta systems
are crucial mechanisms or tac ling ine uality,
they also ace obstacles among them, ta
evasion he ealth held in ta havens is currently e uivalent to more than
o global
Gdp and has increased considerably since
the
s he rise o ta havens ma es it
di ficult to properly measure and ta ealth
and capital income in a globali ed orld
educing financial opacity is critical to improving data on ealth and its distribution, to ostering a more in ormed public debate about
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redistribution, and to fighting ta evasion,
money laundering, and the financing o terrorism ne ey challenge, ho ever, involves
recording the o nership o financial assets
hile land and real estate registries have
e isted or centuries, they miss a large raction of the wealth held by households today,
as ealth increasingly ta es the orm o financial securities A global financial register
recording the o nership o e uities, bonds,
and other financial assets ould deal a severe
blo to financial opacity
third, we discussed the importance of achieving more e ual access to education and good
paying obs, i the bottom hal o the population is to escape the trap o stagnating or sluggish income gro th rates ecent research
sho s the enormous gaps that o ten e ist
between public discourses about equal
opportunity and the practical realities of
unequal access to education. in the united
states, for instance, out of a hundred children
whose parents fall within the bottom 10% of
income earners, between twenty and thirty
go to college hat figure reaches ninety, ho ever, among children hose parents all
within the top 10% of earners. on the positive
side, research sho s that elite colleges in the
united states are able to improve openness
to students rom poor bac grounds ithout
compromising their outcomes
hether a
country is rich or emerging, it might have to
set transparent and verifiable ob ectives
hile also ma ing changes in financing and
admissions systems—to equalize access to
education. democratic access to education
can achieve much, but unless there are also
mechanisms to provide people at the bottom
o the distribution ith access to good paying
jobs, investments in education cannot do
enough to tac le ine uality Better representation o or ers in corporate governance
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bodies and boosts in minimum
important tools to achieve this.

ages are

inally, e stressed the need or governments to invest more in the future, both to
address current income and wealth inequality
levels and to prevent further increases. this
is particularly di ficult given that governments have become poor and heavily
indebted in rich countries over the past
decades educing public debt is by no means
an easy tas , but several options e ist or
accomplishing it including ta ation, debt
relie , and inflation , all o hich have been
used across history inding the proper combination of solutions will require serious public debate, hich must be grounded in sound
economic, social, and historical analysis.
to conclude, we must repeat that current
no ledge o global income and ealth
inequality remains limited and unsatisfactory.
much more data collection work lies ahead of
us to e pand the geographical coverage o our
inequality data, as well as to provide more
systematic representations of pre- and postta income and ealth ine uality ID orld,
the World inequality lab, and their partner
institutions are committed to pursuing these
e orts in the coming years
he ID orld database is currently being
e panded to increase its coverage o emerging countries in Asia in particular, Malaysia
and indonesia), africa (for instance, in south
A rica , and Latin America hile and Me ico,
among others
e are also currently or ing to ards better
integration o natural capital in national
wealth estimates, as the importance of environmental degradation as a dimension o
ine uality continues to gro
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More gender ine uality data are also being
integrated to ID orld and e are developing estimates o ine uality at the regional
(subnational) level, with the aim of further
reducing the gap bet een individuals perceptions of inequality and what economic statistics are able to measure. indeed, Wid.world
is ust one step in a long, cumulative research
process.
We welcome efforts made by other institutions and researchers to take part in this collective endeavor. and we very much hope
that, together ith all interested actors and
citi ens, e ill continue ma ing progress
to ard financial transparency and economic
democracy in the years to come.
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In order to improve the ease of reading of the World Inequality Report, we have
not included all technical details in the main body of the text.
However, interested readers are warmly invited to visit the Report’s dedicated
website (wir2018.wid.world) for methodological details on how estimations
were constructed. In our efforts to be as transparent as possible, the website
hosts all the methodological documents, country technical papers, raw data
sources and computer codes used for the production of the series presented in
the World Inequality Report.
In particular, for detailed technical notes on each of the graphs presented in
the report, users should refer to the document: “World Inequality Report 2018
Technical Notes” (WID.world Technical Notes 2017/7). This document at times
redirects readers towards other working papers or scientific articles where
more exhaustive information can be ascertained.
The online publication of these documents is essential in our view to increase
the level of transparency and reproducibility of global inequality data. We
would encourage as many people as possible to view the site, make their own
estimations, and discover ways in which our data can be improved and what
alternative assumptions would be made in order to do so.
Below is a limited selection of Appendix graphs, that we refer to earlier in
the World Inequality Report. Figures A1 to A3 show alternative methods to
represent our main results on global income inequality dynamics. Figure A4
focuses on income inequality dynamics in India and China and provides an
example of the types of additional graphs which can be obtained on
wir2018.wid.world.
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In this representation o global income ine uality dynamics discussed in hapter
,
e scale the hori ontal a is by population si e, meaning that the distance bet een
di erent points on the -a is is proportional to the si e o the population o the corresponding income group ee box 2.1.1)
Figure a1
total income growth by percentile across all world regions, 1980–2016: scaled by population
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Source: WID.world (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
This graph is scaled by population size, meaning that the distance between different points on the x-axis is proportional to the size of the population of the corresponding income group. The income group p0p1 (lowest percentile), for instance, occupies 1% of the size of the x-axis. On the horizontal axis, the world population is
divided into a hundred groups of equal population size and sorted in ascending order from left to right, according to each group's income level. The Top 1% group is
divided into ten groups, the richest of these groups is also divided into ten groups, and the very top group is again divided into ten groups of equal population size.
The vertical axis shows the total income growth of an average individual in each group between 1980 and 2016. For percentile group p99p99.1 (the poorest 10%
among the richest 1% of global earners), growth was 74% between 1980 and 2016. The Top 1% of income earners captured 27% of total growth over this period.
Income estimates account or di erences in the cost o living bet een countries Values are net o inflation
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In this representation o global income ine uality dynamics discussed in hapter
,
e scale the hori ontal a is by the share o gro th captured by income group, meaning
that the distance bet een di erent points on the -a is is proportional to the share o
gro th captured by the corresponding income group ee box 2.1.1)
Figure a2
total income growth by percentile across all world regions, 1980–2016: scaled by share of
growth captured
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Source: WID.world (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
This graph is scaled by the share of growth captured by income group, meaning that the distance between different points on the x-axis is proportional to the share of
growth captured by the corresponding income group. The top 0.001% (p99.999p100), for instance, captured 3.6% of total growth. Therefore, the distance between
p99.999 and p100 (the last two points of this graph) corresponds to 3.6% of the total size of the x-axis. On the horizontal axis, the world population is divided into a
hundred groups of equal population size and sorted in ascending order from left to right, according to each group's income level. The Top 1% group is divided into ten
groups, the richest of these groups is also divided into ten groups, and the very top group is again divided into ten groups of equal population size. The vertical axis
shows the total income growth of an average individual in each group between 1980 and 2016. For percentile group p99p99.1 (the poorest 10% among the richest
1% of global earners), growth was 74% between 1980 and 2016. The Top 1% of income earners captured 27% of total growth over this period. Income estimates
account or di erences in the cost o living bet een countries Values are net o inflation
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In this representation o global income ine uality dynamics discussed in hapter
,
e adopt a combination o the scaling methods used in igure A and igure A so as to
better visuali e global ine uality dynamics throughout the entire distribution
(see box 2.1.1)
Figure a3
total income growth by percentile, 1980–2016: brazil, China, India, europe, middle-east, russia,
us-Canada
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Source: WID.world (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
On the horizontal axis, the world population is divided into a hundred groups of equal population size and sorted in ascending order from left to right, according to
each group's income level. The Top 1% group is divided into ten groups, the richest of these groups is also divided into ten groups, and the very top group is again
divided into ten groups of equal population size. The vertical axis shows the total income growth of an average individual in each group between 1980 and 2016. For
percentile group p99p99.1 (the poorest 10% among the richest 1% of global earners), growth was 83% between 1980 and 2016. Income estimates account for
di erences in the cost o living bet een countries Values are net o inflation
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his graph sho s the evolution o top
and bottom
income shares in India and
hina It is an e ample o the additional graphs hich can be produced online on id
orld and hich are discussed in the various methodological documents re erred to in
the report.
Figure a4
top 1% vs. bottom 50% income shares in China and India, 1980–2015
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Source: WID.world (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
In 2015, the Top 1% national income share was 13.9% in China.

India
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Source: WID.world (2017). See wir2018.wid.world for data series and notes.
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